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# RESPONSES DATE

1 While I understand there are risks involved in having our children return to face to face, I do
believe that if schools practice social distancing and spacing and educate our children/remind
them to wash hands, a return to normal school hours would help. This is especially true for full
time working parents like myself. We had a tough time keeping up on supporting our children in
online learning PLUS working as first line responders ourselves. Thank you! :)

7/10/2020 3:58 PM

2 As a parent AND teacher I believe that it's unacceptable and irrational to expect ANYONE in
the schools to "social distance" and wear masks, especially my son who is entering
Kindergarten and myself with a significant respiratory health concern. I also strongly agree that
my children need to be in school as much as possible, with no "social distance" restrictions for
their mental health. If there will options for students will their be options for their parents who
are also teachers?

7/10/2020 3:52 PM

3 No 7/10/2020 3:49 PM

4 No 7/10/2020 3:48 PM

5 Based on current research surrounding wearing of masks as an effective form of protection for
not only others but also for oneself, it would be in best of interest of all present onsite for
learning that masks be mandatory, not recommended.

7/10/2020 3:45 PM

6 I would support mandatory mask requirements. 7/10/2020 3:38 PM

7 As a teacher in the district, I feel like I've been left out of the conversation. I will respond to our
union's request for feedback, but there are many of my colleagues that are not in the union and
have not been solicited in the matter. I am sad that our district is taking so long to work to get
decisions in place. There are districts larger than ours in the state that had stakeholder input in
May and June and have already published intentions for 3 different ways of opening, depending
on the state's directives. Delaying opening until after Labor Day is an option to consider. I am
anxious about sending my children to school, but I honestly have no other option if schools are
physically open since I will be at school every time the doors open. I would like to seriously
consider students attending part-time or in shifts to reduce classroom capacity. Wearing masks
is necessary. Six-foot distancing in classes of 25-29 (many of FMS's rooms are different in size)
is unrealistic. The answer is not easy, and I know a vocal part of our parent community are
"threatening" to withdraw their students if any restrictions are in place, and if D51 acquiesces,
that would place our families even more at risk, a decision that frightens me for the good of our
community and a detriment to the authority structure of our schools. I hope that there are
options that keep our educators' families safe and do not tax us with double duties but rather
relieve the work. Students must have access to technology to complete work, and student
outcomes/work load must be renegotiated in order to better reflect the changes in learning
environments. Thank you for your hard work, and I trust all voices will be taken into account.

7/10/2020 3:38 PM

8 Wccc welding program and his sign language class and arts, Mostly all senior classes , non
remote would be best

7/10/2020 3:35 PM

9 I have serious concerns with many of projected models of reopening that adhere to current
health department standards. While I do acknowledge and appreciate all of the hard work that
the district is doing to combat these challenges, my concerns are not directly related to the
virus, but rather the mental and social ramifications of requiring some of the more prescriptive
measures such as social distancing when dealing with peer interactions at a young age. As you
are well aware, humans are social creatures, and when considering the level of emotional
involvement that my children have with their peer group, preventing their face to face interaction
and depriving them of some of the fundamental components of development such as general
social cues, interpretation of body language, and facial clues may be lost without direct contact
or may be hidden behind a mask. These psychological challenges must be clearly on your
minds as well as ours and I sincerely hope there are middle ground solutions that will address
these hurdles. Thank you.

7/10/2020 3:35 PM

10 If the children had to do remote learning again the system needs to be modify and corrected to
be one for the benefit of the children. The system applied for this year did not score their
progress correctly and communications of assignments completed by students were not
delivered. Any questions about I wrote my name is Ana Farnsworth and my number is (970)
620-3009

7/10/2020 3:33 PM

11 No 7/10/2020 3:26 PM
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12 My opinion doesn't matter as much as those of public health experts. I hope you don't prioritize
parents' opinions above those who actually know about this virus and its dangers. Please plan
based on actual facts and expertise of epidemiologists and other public health experts.

7/10/2020 3:20 PM

13 If the additional learning hands on classes At wccc and the career center are not offered there
is no reason for my Child to do face to face learning with the district. He can use goal academy
as Their Remote learning system works correctly.

7/10/2020 3:17 PM

14 I would just like to add that our experience with online learning didn't have so much to do with
the job that our teachers were doing as it had to do with my children and our dynamics at home.
I feel that our schools did a wonderful job, under the circumstances, of delivering the content
and being available to the students.

7/10/2020 3:15 PM

15 My child would like to attend hybrid and still be allowed to graduate with her class and was told
that as of the time she asked, that was not an option.

7/10/2020 3:08 PM

16 While I feel D51 did the best they could with remote learning under the circumstances, there
was a lot of variances between what different teachers were doing. Some were very involved,
and some really didn’t put any effort at all to be available to the kids. Especially at the middle
school level. I am really hoping considering our extremely low numbers in Mesa county, that the
kids will get to return with a high degree of normalcy.

7/10/2020 2:58 PM

17 I think that hybrid learning would be the best, as the student could get help with what they need
help with and then could also stay safe with less interaction with all kinds of students but have
some social life

7/10/2020 2:57 PM

18 Real books need to be put back into the classroom 7/10/2020 2:44 PM

19 We can not risk infecting his 90 yr old grandmother. 7/10/2020 2:43 PM

20 If we move over to an online that there would be more of an online schedule. The kids are still
needing to have a teacher teach the class. Example: Mon and Weds periods 1-4 with set times.
Tues and Thurs the remaining classes The student logs into zoom they have the teacher
teaching the class just like in the classroom. Maybe the teachers still have access to their
classrooms so they have the tools needed to teach. We did ok this spring but just handing out
assignment with random meeting was not ideal. The kids need the teacher instructions.
Meeting could be recorded so kids could log in at a different time if scheduled time doesn't
work.

7/10/2020 2:38 PM

21 No 7/10/2020 2:31 PM

22 My kids need to be in school face to face to properly learn. Distance learning is hurting them 7/10/2020 2:31 PM

23 I was very impressed with our Lincoln Orchard Mesa Elementary Leopards!!!! The teachers, Mr.
Foster, Mrs. Fowler, Lynn! I could go on and on how amazing they brought it all together with
very short time. I am the Vice President of our PTA Board. I truly believe it is in the best interest
for all children (especially mine), need to physically be back to in person teaching. I believe it is
significantly important for all aspects, but very important for their psychological well being. I
have MS which causes me to have a severe compromised immune system, and is not good for
me to get sick. With that being said I believe in the school system, and my children’s resilient
immune systems to fight off whatever there is. Our kiddos need to go back to school, PLEASE
make it happen!!

7/10/2020 2:30 PM

24 I don’t know what I’d do , being a single mother with no help locally, if she couldn’t go back to
school in the fall.

7/10/2020 2:23 PM

25 No. 7/10/2020 2:21 PM

26 I feel it is impairative that the children return to school. They need socialization and direction
from teachers.

7/10/2020 2:18 PM

27 No 7/10/2020 2:17 PM

28 My kids are more hands on learning and need socializing, I understand the situation as to be
what it is but remote learning put them both in a depressed state and we are still recovering.
Having friends and teachers to see helps their day to day moving forward. The teachers did
great in the remote learning to the best they could but I know my youngest struggled to
understand the work even with asking questions in emails.

7/10/2020 2:12 PM

29 Not at this time 7/10/2020 2:12 PM
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30 Thank you all for everything that you do! It is an extremely frustrating and uncertain time we live
in. You have all been great at communicating and we appreciate it!

7/10/2020 2:06 PM

31 It's hard for me to understand how you would not require students to wear masks. What is the
rationale for this decision. It needs to be articulated clearly and loudly.

7/10/2020 2:04 PM

32 I cannot express enough how important it is that schools reopen for a normal year in my and
many others opinion. I am disappointed in general with D51 school district as a whole and
would appreciate a drastic improvement in pretty much every aspect of your district.

7/10/2020 2:02 PM

33 No 7/10/2020 1:58 PM

34 I think there should definitely be A LOT of sanitizing in the schools, I mean hourly. AND to have
kids wash their hands hourly

7/10/2020 1:58 PM

35 I would like to add that given our extremely low number of cases in the valley, there shouldn’t
even be any discussion of doing anything BUT going back to in person/in seat learning. Before
Coronavirus, our valley was in the midst of a crisis with teenage suicides. We CANNOT stop
LIVING! Let our kids go back to school! And for the love of God, don’t make them wear a mask!

7/10/2020 1:54 PM

36 Masks should absolutely NOT be required to enter the school buildings. I have been in
healthcare for many, many years and full-heartedly believe this.

7/10/2020 1:53 PM

37 I would hope that the Daily Sentinel would be part of a positive community around whatever
D51 decides to do. In the past they haven't done a good job of that. It's an untenable position -
damned if they do, damned if they don't. The community needs to come together and be
supportive. The GJ Sentinel needs to be on board.

7/10/2020 1:51 PM

38 I am extremely worried about the virus, I know that my children would be fine and recover but
myself and my husband are at risk, also grandparents are at risk.

7/10/2020 1:51 PM

39 I feel that making masks optional is a very difficult position to put a child into and an
inappropriate burden to place on teachers. The school system has a duty to be a safe haven for
ALL children and allowing unmasked children/staff/faculty does not encourage that environment
in this case. It's a shame for children and for teachers to be sent onto the front lines without
proper protection. I would also appreciate a great detail more information about policies and
procedures in place to make an informed decision about the safety of the back-to-school plan.
Clearly the success or failure of opening up our county depends upon the success or failure of
the school reopening, communication is key to succeeding together as a community!

7/10/2020 1:49 PM

40 My 5th grader lost the last 1/4 of the School year. I am hoping she will catch up in Middle
School, but worried about it. I work full time and cannot stay home with her. My 9th grader is in
the STEM Program so he did much better, but my kids really want to go back to School and I
really want them to as they do much better in a Structured School setting. My kids both got way
behind in assignments and we ended up having to do some serious crunching at the end of the
school year to save their grades. My 5th grader ended up getting "N's" which I was not happy
about it so I am really hoping that she gets to enjoy a good middle School experience because
5th grade was a Wash!

7/10/2020 1:45 PM

41 We will send our child to school if we believe the school will to everything to maintain a healthy
environment including social distancing.

7/10/2020 1:43 PM

42 In person works best fir my child but he will not be wearing a mask and we would rather do at
home learning if masks are required

7/10/2020 1:28 PM

43 Is there consideration for smaller groups meeting on certain days or part of the day? IE: half the
class in am and the other students in pm

7/10/2020 1:24 PM

44 Why is the question of reduced meals on this survey!??!! 7/10/2020 1:22 PM

45 I do not want masks to be mandatory. It’s shown that COVID is not as harmful to kids, so
please let’s get them back to normal

7/10/2020 1:22 PM

46 Children should be allowed to go back to school without masks or social distancing. 7/10/2020 1:19 PM

47 We appreciate you and everything you are doing during this trying time 7/10/2020 1:14 PM

48 My husband and I are both teachers, he has two schools, so we will have 4 school's exposure.
We appreciate when meetings can be via Meets, and efforts to reduce cross exposure to just

7/10/2020 1:13 PM
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one class. I am also wondering if students might be able to be grouped by parents/families
caution level, so one or two families not talking precautions don't put the rest at risk that do
care. We have issues with insufficient internet connectivity should online be necessary.

49 If one case could shut down a whole class or school for two weeks- how are you not requiring
masks as that is the main path for transition.

7/10/2020 1:11 PM

50 I am really hoping that if students return to classrooms in the fall that there will be a mandatory
mask policy. I am apprehensive to send my student into a building where every precaution is
not in place and mask wearing has been proven to be more effective than not wearing one. I
am concerned for our city if the infection rate skyrockets after heading back to school. The
spread through schools will effect not only the students and the staff, it will also effect every
family member of our students and staff and then eventually the rest of the community.

7/10/2020 1:08 PM

51 My children can not handle remote learning. One of them doesn't understand it & the other
needs way more help than remote learning can give.

7/10/2020 1:08 PM

52 my child will not get the COVID vaccine, wear a mask, or socially distance. Let kids be kids,
and keep the politics out of learning. It is our choice as parents to get vaccinations. Also I want
my kids actual grades from we were doing remote learning, not just "n" in every subject.

7/10/2020 1:07 PM

53 Our teens would mostly benefit from face to face learning. The home base approach will not
give them the education that is given at the school. I am not a teacher and teachers know
exactly how to teach, explore and explain subject matter. My kids are missing social interaction
with students and their teachers. Of course, I want my kids safe but I also don't want them
wearing masks throughout the day. I want them safe and also getting a good education.

7/10/2020 1:06 PM

54 Will students & teachers have temperatures taken each morning? 7/10/2020 1:03 PM

55 masks MUST be required for in person learning. You cannot risk the lives of children and
teachers! Especially after xutting teacher salaries this coming school year

7/10/2020 12:57 PM

56 Our children need each other. They need to be In school. Too many mental health issues not
having there friends around. Sports around.

7/10/2020 12:54 PM

57 If 100% remote, would only like google classroom once a day at this young age, not twice. That
was too much last Spring.

7/10/2020 12:54 PM

58 If masks will be required to return to school for in person learning my children will not return in
person and we will request remote learning

7/10/2020 12:54 PM

59 I am worried about sending my child back to face to face school when masks are not required. I
am also concerned that them returning and then having to go back to remote due to an
increase in cases.

7/10/2020 12:52 PM

60 It is definitely not safe as numbers rise to risk the lives of teachers and students to please a
political message... set back the start of the school year and keep kids safe! If we open Aug 10
and go face to face by LaborDay we could see multiples sick! I think it in insensitive to the well
being of families health and safety to open early and in person. It is simply not worth the risk of
lives... please consider working to enhance on line abc keep our community healthy. Thank you

7/10/2020 12:44 PM

61 Thank you for all your hard work! 7/10/2020 12:43 PM

62 Please do not rush this. 7/10/2020 12:40 PM

63 I thought the online learning was provided with good intentions and care, but the reality of
taking my child to work with me (as her safest child care option) and then returning home and
having online school to do together after a full day of work was exhausting and unrealistic. The
curriculum provided was fine but in reality making it work was very hard.

7/10/2020 12:37 PM

64 In-person learning can not be replaced by or compared to remote learning for elementary and
middle school students. Direct, physically engaged learning is crucial for children’s brain
development and social-relational well being. Proper, in person learning should remain
available for everyone.

7/10/2020 12:35 PM

65 I think it would crazy to put 1600 students back in a high school. I hope we are seriously
considering a hybrid model. I am not sure how I would feel about sending my son's into that
environment until there is a vaccine. Schools have always been a great place for all sorts of
germs to spread (the common cold, the Nora virus, strep...the list goes on and will at some
point include Covid).

7/10/2020 12:33 PM
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66 In person schooling is very important to the mental health of the children of the community. 7/10/2020 12:27 PM

67 Having optional masks is worthless. Masks should be required. That’s how our hospitals run
things. If particular students or families are unwilling to wear masks, then an online option can
be made available to them. If in-person is the model, then masks must be mandatory.

7/10/2020 12:25 PM

68 How will CDC guidelines be implemented in D51? 7/10/2020 12:24 PM

69 N/a 7/10/2020 12:24 PM

70 The sooner we get back to normal the better, by keeping everything shut down, we are just
dragging it out longer.

7/10/2020 12:21 PM

71 I am in full support of 100% face-to-face learning. I think that the district and the teachers did
the best they could with online learning in the spring, but I thinking learning suffered
tremendously.

7/10/2020 12:19 PM

72 I would love 100% in person, but also see value in a hybrid. If some students are doing at home
and some in class, those who might be sick/symptomatic could switch to online for a period of
time so that they don't get behind.

7/10/2020 12:18 PM

73 I would like to see masks as a requirement because science shows that is the most effective
way to slow/stop the spread - if we prevent people from spreading their droplets! I know it isn't
realistic for the younger kids, but we could try our best. I also am a professor at CMU and we
are doing hybrid. I had MANY challenges last spring as a FT single parent with three kids in
D51, trying to navigate my own rush to online format for my nursing classes, plus having to help
my three kids figure out their online learning. I just don't think it was really effective, though I do
think the teachers did the best they could with the given circumstances. I would be open to
hybrid, but prefer face-to-face unless we spike, then I would prefer to stop sending my kids if
risk became too great. There is still too much we don't know about the long-term effects of
COVID to risk the health of our kids and our teachers.

7/10/2020 12:17 PM

74 I thought rimrock did a good job with remote learning. I feel that we can now safely have our
children in face to face learning

7/10/2020 12:16 PM

75 No 7/10/2020 12:15 PM

76 I just read the update from Diane Sirko. I’m baffled as to why masks would not be required in
school, at least for upper elementary, middle and high schools. This is a simple way to slow the
spread. Kids won’t always adhere to physical distancing, but may be more willing to wear a
mask especially if it’s required and everyone is doing so. I strongly oppose face to face contact
in schools without masks being worn. Not imposing this mandate is foolish on the school
district’s part.

7/10/2020 12:14 PM

77 I think different grades on different days combined with remote learning and eating outside or in
classrooms would be helpful.

7/10/2020 12:13 PM

78 It will be hard not to send my child back if in-person classes are offered - I'd rather not, but I
may have to. If in-person is being offered, please make masks MANDATORY, not optional.

7/10/2020 12:13 PM

79 We appreciate everyone that is working so hard to make changes to keep kids as safe as
possible.

7/10/2020 12:12 PM

80 No 7/10/2020 12:11 PM

81 My daughter has stated that if masks are required or online schooling is the only option, she will
drop out.

7/10/2020 12:09 PM

82 Many parents who work in health care, like myself, don’t have the time to do remote learning
with their children. Especially if they only have 2 hours of time with the parent before bedtime.
It’s not feasible for most working parents to have remote learning.

7/10/2020 12:06 PM

83 My children didn't do well at all with remote learning at all. Took the teachers to long to get back
to them with answers to questions and over all it wasn't right for my children. I'm afraid that if
they had to do remote learning again my kids would fail in their learning.

7/10/2020 11:55 AM

84 My children both did not do well with the 100% remote learning. For special education student it
was a fight to have her sit in front of a computer and I have to take time out to do it with her as
she is unable to read at the moment. My older student is now in counselling and felt very

7/10/2020 11:50 AM
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overwhelmed by the changes and struggled as well when doing 100% online learning. If we
need to continue to do online learning I would love to see some type of hybrid learning and
more support for students with special education needs.

85 Unless there is an overwhelming health risk to the community, we would support a return to
100% face to face in person learning. Risk mitigation factors like wearing masks wouldn't
bother us if they're deemed necessary.

7/10/2020 11:48 AM

86 Masks should not be required period. 7/10/2020 11:36 AM

87 Our kids did good with remote learning but there’s nothing like face-to-face learning and the
social interaction with their peers, they really missed it. I hope it can happen for them this fall ,
they’re really looking forward to going back to school!

7/10/2020 11:02 AM

88 Go to 4 days 7/10/2020 10:59 AM

89 GIven the circumstances last year, I thought Mary's teacher did the best she could to get
learning platforms out to parents. She also scheduled meetings so kids could see each other
and talk in effort to keep some relationships in tact. We are hopeful that in person schooling will
occur. Our current numbers are not promising at this point.

7/10/2020 10:54 AM

90 no 7/10/2020 10:53 AM

91 I understand that the end of the year was crisis learning for some, but I feel that students still
needed to be learning and reviewing material for the last quarter needed to be changed the
longer we were in quarantine. My middle school student did learn new material, but elementary
students just did review. I hope if there is continued online learning that expectations will be for
teachers to figure out how to teach new material and record their lessons so they are available
to students when they need them. While a teachers concern for the students well-being has
heartfelt sincerity and is necessary, there needs to be more of a focus on teaching so that
students who are ready to learn can move forward and not be held behind.

7/10/2020 10:41 AM

92 Get these kids back to school! 7/10/2020 10:29 AM

93 If your not going to Providing in school learning full time taxpaying dollars shouldn’t go to fund
you any longer . If we will be teaching our children at home that is called home school we will
no longer need your schools .

7/10/2020 10:17 AM

94 Kids need 100% face to face learning and interaction with other children. Politics don’t belong in
the school district.

7/10/2020 10:17 AM

95 Yes. Please do not do remote learning again. Parents and children both cannot do it. Parents
have to work and cannot afford to send their children to daycare (which would not be any
safer). Parents of small children cannot supervise their children's school work while trying to
work. Furthermore, every parent I have spoken with, including myself, feel their children learned
nothing from remote learning and were actually suffering both academically and socially by not
being in a classroom setting. I have spoken to many parents who have also stated if this
happens they will pull their children from the school district and homeschool as homeschooling
would actually be more beneficial then distance learning. I 100% agree!

7/10/2020 10:16 AM

96 We should keep in mind that remote learning is different for everyone and we need to pay the
special education teachers accordingly. So much more is being required of most of the special
education people than regular teachers.

7/10/2020 10:05 AM

97 Please reopen the schools this fall. The risk that our children will lack necessary forward
movement in their education is much higher than that of them contracting COVID-19. Also I am
a working single mom and I do not have the necessary time to homeschool my son; if I did, I
would homeschool him. Him being in school is invaluable to his future!

7/10/2020 9:54 AM

98 No 7/10/2020 9:49 AM

99 There is a virus, but it is comparable to a seasonal flu. The "crisis" is a political scam, and we
need to stop playing that game.

7/10/2020 9:45 AM

100 I'd like to continue with the Juniper Ridge Community School curriculum, however, I'd like a
remote learning option. If that's not possible, parents need to know ASAP so they can plan for
the coming school year. Teachers need more support and training to produce a remote learning
curriculum. I don't feel it's right to expect teachers to risk their health and their family's health

7/10/2020 9:39 AM
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with in-person learning. We're probably only talking a year that we can't do in-person school. I
believe our kids will bounce back just fine.

101 I hope the school district listens to the health professionals and not the political establishment. 7/10/2020 9:31 AM

102 Although children and young adults seem to be relatively safe from severe symptoms of this
virus, from a community health standpoint I can not in good conscience send my child back into
a school building (or almost any building) without a vaccine and feel safe. I worry about the
health and safety of teachers, staff, and those with vulnerable conditions. Numbers of cases are
increasing rapidly and greatly among family members. I know we worry about the
social/emotional health of our kids. But, what happens to that element when their teachers and
family members get sick (and worse) all because we hastily sent them back to a knowingly
unsafe environment? Our budgets have been slashed. There is absolutely no way we have the
funds to do this safely.

7/10/2020 9:30 AM

103 I just want the kids and staff to be safe. If it is not safe, it is not worth putting the entire
community at risk. It will be massively impactful to have the kids at home if communal
gatherings cannot be safe for everyone, but we would rather deal with that
stress/inconvenience/difficulty working than have more people die. We support teachers/staff
and just want them to be safe.

7/10/2020 9:18 AM

104 I have one student that has migraines, anziety and depression because of remote learning he
was not able to do that by end. He was and is still struggling to look at a computer. He is getting
better but still not well. It is his senior year and he has to do more than 50% hands on
interactive classes he has to be in class for. My other student did well but socially he suffered. I
could see it effected him and a lot of kids are going to have bigger problems with depression
anziety and other mental issues. Think this needs to be treated like colds, flu ect and kid stays
or goes home if sick. Set up remote learning for kids that want to do that with school that does
that. There will be kids, parents and teachers that are at risk that need that to expand. Those
teachers know how and are set up for it.

7/10/2020 9:15 AM

105 The most important consideration in the decision to send my children back to school is whether
I feel the health of the ADULTS in the school is being properly safeguarded.

7/10/2020 9:10 AM

106 Please review the excellent document by Children’s hospital Colorado that has a tiered
approach to reopening based on CDC and APA recommendations. It is a great practical and
more appropriate /achievable plan for schools. As a physician in the community, following the
science is a priority for my children and my patients.

7/10/2020 9:09 AM

107 Because of my health issues I am honestly afraid to send my child to school but would for her
emotional needs to be able to be around other children as she is a only child and needs in
person social interactions with her friends. I would just pray that District 51 strictly abides by all
social distancing guidelines set forth by the cdc.

7/10/2020 8:55 AM

108 I believe my kids would learn better with 100% face to face schooling. With that being said
though, I rufuse to send my children to school if they will be required to wear a mask, have
shots/ vaccines I don't agree with, or get in trouble for not "social distancing".

7/10/2020 8:53 AM

109 None 7/10/2020 8:43 AM

110 I am more than happy to work with a hybrid learning experience if that protected and or served
teachers better.

7/10/2020 8:37 AM

111 I will not be sending my kids to public school if masks are required as well as the flu shot & or
the “new” Covid vaccine they come out with. If any of those things are required I will be looking
into homeschooling my kids. Thank you!

7/10/2020 8:35 AM

112 I cannot afford to stay home and home school my 4th grader. It was very tough to do that for
the last month of school when we did it earlier this year. These kids need to be in school and I
do not know what that looks like. I will support your decisions regarding school opening up in
the fall. I know if may be a hard decision I am praying for the best solution. Angela Valdez

7/10/2020 8:33 AM

113 Let the kids come back they need the socializing as well as face to face! 7/10/2020 8:32 AM

114 It is highly suggested to have multiple plans, what is your plan if things change mid
implementation? What are you doing for compensatory education, 6 month regression is all but
to be expected despite the obligation to provide FAPE

7/10/2020 8:29 AM

115 my child will not recieve the COVID vaccine, wear a mask, or be forced to stay 6 feet apart from 7/10/2020 8:27 AM
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his friends. Let children be children

116 My done had a form of Dyslexia And needs extra help with reading and writing. So I’ll still need
that extra help for him.

7/10/2020 8:21 AM

117 Do not make the children wear face masks, this will likely be the make or break for our decision
on this year’s educational methods.

7/10/2020 8:19 AM

118 the kids need to be in school learning and taught by teachers because some of us parents are
not good at some subjects

7/10/2020 8:12 AM

119 It's extremely important to restart normal face to face education in D51. The heath risk is much
better understood than in the spring and manageable. Remote learning is all but completely
ineffective for a large majority of students. Remote learning disadvantages lower income
students. We as a community now have experience with remote learning and I have not heard
any positive feedback. If we restart normally and the problem is NOT manageable, we can
shutdown exactly as we did in the spring and at that time pursue remote learning. If we do not
restart normally, we may lose an entire year of effective education.

7/10/2020 7:26 AM

120 My children need to be in school to learn the online schooling did not work for them and was
very hard on me

7/10/2020 6:00 AM

121 I thought the remote learning got off to a slow start but became an effective tool I have health
conditions that would probably kill me if I caught Covid so I worry about the full classrooms and
how easily it can be passed along

7/10/2020 5:48 AM

122 I would just like to say thank you for all D51 did for our students during remote learning. It was
short notice and you did everything you could under the circumstances to ensure our students
could stay connected and learning. Our teacher even sent out projects, left on our doorsteps, to
help keep them active. Should we have to do remote again, I feel confident that most needs will
be met with direction and resouces.

7/10/2020 2:30 AM

123 I feel everyone is put at risk. Children DO NOT take universal precautions seriously. It's only a
matter of time before Covid-19 shows up in the school district With no proven treatment I will
not jeopardize my child's health

7/10/2020 12:40 AM

124 Please let them back. I don’t know how to teach 6 kids. I’ll buy soooo many school supplies and
colorox wipes.

7/10/2020 12:09 AM

125 Our preference is to have our daughter return to school with 100% normality. There have been
some states and counties mandating masks for school attendance. As a physician and mother,
I would like to say that I feel extremely uncomfortable with the idea of having my child forced to
wear a mask (which is essentially ineffective) in order to attend school in person. The wearing
of masks should be optional and if this were mandated, I would likely choose to have my child
learn via remote learning although I feel this is an inferior mode of learning for many students
and I would like for my daughter to be able to see her friends and learn with her peers. COVID
cases in this county have remained at a low rate (with no deaths as of this date), no more than
the seasonal flu. And since our county has a variance, we should take the opportunity to set an
example as one in which children are allowed to maintain some sense of normalcy. Children
should be allowed to be children – they should play together, gather in groups, interact with one
another. That being said, social distancing simply could not work in schools – firstly, it would be
hard to enforce and secondly, that it would be detrimental for their well-being as it is essentially
forced isolation in a child’s mind. We should instead utilize common sense practices - if your
child is sick, they should stay at home or be sent home. Additionally, masks are unlikely to be
effective in children, who would absolutely be wearing them improperly, touching them
throughout the day, playing with them, etc. And experience has shown that children do not
transmit the virus at the same rate as adults do. Other practices, like utilizing plexiglass and
enforcing social distancing, have no place in a healthy learning environment as it would make
the children feel as though they were in jail. I hope that you will take into consideration the
feelings of parents as you decide on your plans for the upcoming school year. These are our
children – we are passionate about them being about to go to school and have a happy, healthy
learning experience as is the right of any American child.

7/9/2020 11:34 PM

126 No. 7/9/2020 10:43 PM

127 While we would prefer for our daughters to attend school in person, we understand there may
be a need to continue the distance learning model for the purpose of public health and safety.
The in person model works well in that the students need the social interaction with their peers.

7/9/2020 10:30 PM
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128 The damage that has been done to my special needs child has been difficult and is going to be
hard to catch her up. My gifted child has become withdrawn. The other 3 haven't really seemed
affected but certainly didn't take their remote lessons seriously.

7/9/2020 10:25 PM

129 We would like to go back to school like normal no masks and no changing the way we learn . 7/9/2020 10:22 PM

130 I would like to see the children go back to a normal school setting. No masks, no in room
lunches. Normal school.

7/9/2020 10:08 PM

131 i lost 4 members of my family do to covic19 im afraid to send my kids to school if there is a way
they can learn from home i will feel more save for them and me thank you

7/9/2020 9:37 PM

132 A hybrid model will make it difficult for two working parents to transport children. 7/9/2020 9:36 PM

133 It was nice she wasn’t bullied for the last part of school though. 7/9/2020 9:34 PM

134 If marching band is cancelled then all sports should be cancelled as well. 7/9/2020 9:26 PM

135 Since we have a wide age difference in our children our only concern would be if the older ones
had school days when the younger ones don't or vice versa. Because our oldest son helps by
watching the young ones while we are at work. So if he was not available to watch the young
ones we would have to find a daycare provider.

7/9/2020 9:26 PM

136 My daughter has dislexic has struggles with online learning but she does it and I’m lookin into
R-5 for my son

7/9/2020 9:18 PM

137 District 51 is not like New York. Please apply precautions appropriate for our area not the same
as more populated areas

7/9/2020 8:52 PM

138 no 7/9/2020 8:28 PM

139 I hope to see a requirement for masks during transitions (in line, etc) and optional for in the
classroom. Children should change rooms as little as possible.

7/9/2020 8:26 PM

140 I think the benefit of face to face school outweighs the risk. I feel very strongly, as a registered
nurse, that precautions of masks and washing hands truly are the best prevention. The
emotional and social aspect as well as instruction, can not be duplicated in a remote
environment for a large population of children. They are our future, and I feel this aspect alone
should weigh heavier on the pro list than the con. With this being said, I understand that some
parents are not comfortable with face to face education, I respect their decision and hope that
maybe the classroom can be available for the entire day to help replicate a “traditional” school
day for those not able to attend. My child will have to either be at school or a day care. If she is
able to go to a day care, I, as well as others I have heard, struggle to find a reason that kids can
go to summer camps/daycare but would not be able to be at a school. McConnell math and
science center seems to have a great process in place currently, might be helpful. Thank you

7/9/2020 7:54 PM

141 We would love for our student to be in school 100%; however, if health officials do not advise
this based on current conditions, we support whatever environment that continues our child's
education safely (hybrid or remote). We believe that it is imperative to keep students and staff
safe and healthy while promoting an effective education.

7/9/2020 7:46 PM

142 Student Willing to wear a mask during school hours. 7/9/2020 7:33 PM

143 The remote learning was an unpleasant experience. Each class/teacher had a different format
with different timelines. This made it very difficult to keep everything straight. There were
ongoing problems with seeing assignments posted on time and assignments being uploaded.
You cannot see whether or not an assignment was successfully uploaded, and if schoology
said the assignment was missing, it might be because the teacher didn't grade it or the
assignment wasn't actually uploaded. This was very frustrating as a parent not knowing what to
believe. Schoology may seem intuitive to teachers, but I had a very difficult time navigating it
and there's no way you can expect children to manage the responsibility on their own. I attend
CMU and had to deal with remote learning, and their platforms are way better. Schoology is just
so clunky and everything is so spread out and difficult to figure out what to do or where to go. I
am very computer literate and frankly, it is a nice thought, but schoology is a complete disaster
for a remote learning platform. Everything our children have endured has been painful. Both
parents work full-time, plus I go to school. We do not have the time for senseless busy work. If
remote learning has to be a thing, you need to develop it as a home school curriculum, so our
kids will have time for another healthy outlet, and not be frustrated with volumes of busy work. I
greatly appreciate our teachers, but even they would acknowledge that school is basically a 5

7/9/2020 7:07 PM
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hr/day babysitter with about 3 hours of actual learning. So make it 3 hours of ACTUAL learning,
or whatever the actual amount is. Hopefully it doesn't come to that. Our kids need to be in a
structured environment with competent adults who can help them. Not every kid has a stay-at-
home parent with the time or inclination to help. I would like to see D51 step up and reject the
misinformed and accept the situation for what it is. Facts are no longer facts, and arbitrary
measures for "health" are not going to improve the situation. As leaders, we should come
together as one big team and objectively evaluate what the parameters are, and what makes
sense. Our kids are healthy. I don't want my child wearing a mask all day. If you have them
"safe" and "healthy", along with the rest of our community, I think we need something real. I
can't express enough how much I reject everything government has done. Cold and flu season
will be here before we know it, and you need to have a plan for being able to not kick kids out of
school for 2-3 weeks when they get sick. Not letting people be exposed over the summer was a
terrible mistake by our government, and now, it may all blow up again by the holidays. Network
with home school parents so our kids can have an option besides the two you've presented. I
would pay, so I'm sure others would as well. No "new normal". Let's get back to normal.

144 Good job trying to wrangle this covid thing 7/9/2020 7:06 PM

145 As a full time working parent it is very hard to juggle working full time meeting deadlines and
teaching children. Maybe sure they listen to their meetings and complete assignments and help
while working. So we could still enjoy evening time together. Not far for my kid to be on a
electronic device or watching tv while while I work to pay the bills.

7/9/2020 6:32 PM

146 Covid-19 is continuing to spread at a similar rate as when it first began or even faster. Although
remote learning is difficult, especially for mentally challenged children, the danger of them
bringing the disease to their parents or grandparents, resulting in their death is too great. It is
socially irresponsible to expose anyone to this deadly virus that can kill anyone of any age but
is most dangerous to people of middle and older ages. Exposing the children risks their families
health.

7/9/2020 6:31 PM

147 Everyone is doing a great job with transparency during this challenging time. Thank you for
your efforts. Let the crabby parent comments roll off, they don't understand the stressors at
work here or the incredible dedication D51 staff has towards making the best decisions for all.

7/9/2020 6:27 PM

148 As a parent I would not be able to keep a job and have the kids do any type of remote learning 7/9/2020 6:24 PM

149 I am not confident that remote learning is going to be worth the hassle... it makes me want to
explore homeschooling options... which are nearly impossible for people who still have to
work... like me. Very concerned about this situation.

7/9/2020 5:48 PM

150 Please focus on what is best for the education of the children. Consistency is arguably more
important than trying for one learning model and then switching to another model halfway
through a semester.

7/9/2020 5:44 PM

151 Would remote learning be an option for pre-k? 7/9/2020 5:42 PM

152 No 7/9/2020 5:14 PM

153 I would like to continue online learning via d51 so I do not have to opt for an out of county/state
online program

7/9/2020 4:40 PM

154 The safety of our children is most important.covid-19 has doubled in numbers since we moved
to faze 2 & started opening things back up.we just want our child to be safe & get her education
at the same time.

7/9/2020 4:38 PM

155 Thanks for requesting feedback from families! 7/9/2020 3:59 PM

156 We will not attend in school if masks are required because of asthma and difficulty breathing
already. I am hoping that there are no crazy guidelines to follow but I understand if there are.

7/9/2020 3:58 PM

157 I don't think it's going to be safe to send kids back I have a child with celiac disease and asthma
I will not send him if it's not safe

7/9/2020 3:54 PM

158 There is a low risk of covid in our area and we should all go back to school full time at full
capacity. We cannot let the fear of what might happen continue to hurt our children's education.
The lack of education and decreased test scores IS happening and will continue to happen if
school do not have face to face instruction.

7/9/2020 3:53 PM

159 I am considering sending my child if schools are open, however, if the district sees a significant 7/9/2020 3:44 PM
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increase in cases, esp. in the school setting, I would most likely remove my child from the
classroom and expect some other type of learning available.

160 Given the most current model of this pandemic re-emergence, and the nature of what a public
school is in the germ world, I believe it would be most advantageous to be completely remote
learning. I also believe with having more preparation time it could be a great experience, the
only thing I would add is more help available for individuals.

7/9/2020 3:41 PM

161 none 7/9/2020 3:34 PM

162 Am volunteering to go clean,disinfect the class room every night if needed. We are donating
lysol,clorox wipes hand sanitizer and whatever our teacher needs. The kids need to back to
school

7/9/2020 3:22 PM

163 The online curriculum was a complete joke last year. The teachers told the kids on day one that
their grades could not get any worse (kids checked out and were giving no real work) When the
going gets tough, the tough get going, they don't coast to the finish line. I am tired of un-
teaching my kids what public school systems and its socialist teachers are pushing on the kids.
The public school system is failing our children, teachers need to quit whining and get to work.
Any teacher that shares sexual orientation or political opinions should be fired. Half of high
school grads need remedial classes in college. Get back to teaching . Thank you.

7/9/2020 3:19 PM

164 I would like the online learning if there was more teacher involvement in the learning process.
More google meetings with live teachers would be great

7/9/2020 3:16 PM

165 Kids can wear masks if necessary 7/9/2020 3:16 PM

166 Fear doesn’t effect everyone equally. If people want to send their kids, have them fill out a
waiver And provide in-person learning with teachers who are also willing to sign and attend. If
people are uncomfortable with in-person learning for their kids, provide distance learning with
teachers who are also uncomfortable with in-person learning.

7/9/2020 3:13 PM

167 I wish I could home school my children, unfortunately this is not the best option for my family at
the moment. BUT depending on decisions. I may consider altering our life to make SURE my
children are educated in a way I agree with.

7/9/2020 2:51 PM

168 I understand this is a tough spot for education officials, but given the information about covid to
this point and doesn’t seem to be infecting or spreading among school age children I see
absolutely no reason there shouldn’t be face to face instruction. The remote learning....was a
joke! I understand there was short notice for preparation, but really it was not well put together
for either of my children

7/9/2020 2:34 PM

169 Fridays off would be great! 7/9/2020 2:33 PM

170 I believe everyone or at least a very high percentage of folks are going to get the virus but with
the statistical rate of success, why are we treating this so differently than some of the other
ailments we ALL encounter on a daily basis? I've seen some teacher concerns about going into
a classroom and some have even mentioned possible lawsuits against the district. Why is
teaching any different than some/most of the occupations that parents have in terms of being
near other people?? It's time we get back to normal. We need to consider the mental well-being
of school age children and what the isolation is doing to their emotional growth. (or lack thereof)

7/9/2020 2:26 PM

171 My son was incredibly bored and finished his work quickly during the remote learning time. I am
a single mother and I had to work full time and was not available to instruct him other than
having a recap with him once I was home. Since he is in middle school I do not believe to need
child care however, the fact that he is home all day and not able to go anywhere we found he
spent way too much time on his play station. I would like to avoid this if possible

7/9/2020 2:09 PM

172 Please listen to the parents of this valley as well as the pediatric specialists that are speaking,
and not the political influences trying to push a narrative that will be detrimental to our children.
All of my children will start new schools this year, with new grades and the building of the new
Fruita schools. To add remote learning to this would be difficultly on top of difficulty. We worked
hard this past Spring with the remote learning, but it was very difficult, especially with 4 different
grades, and living in a remote area where internet connection can be spotty sometimes.
PLEASE, again, use common sense over politics. Thank you.

7/9/2020 2:07 PM

173 Valley school staff are amazing. His counselors at Fruita and Valley seem to really care about
him and are truly cheering him on to succeed.

7/9/2020 2:01 PM
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174 We appreciate all of the work our girls’ teachers did with very little time to prep for remote
learning!

7/9/2020 1:56 PM

175 I would love nothing more than to have my child in school full time. That being said I would
rather feel confident that she can do so safely. If you should choose 100% online I hope the
teachers will have a lot of facetime with the kids individually and in groups. I think that is
extremely important. Good luck!

7/9/2020 1:51 PM

176 No masks, no remote learning at all. Regular school. Children are not at risk and are not
carriers

7/9/2020 1:34 PM

177 I would support a hybrid program 7/9/2020 1:28 PM

178 No 7/9/2020 1:06 PM

179 I think the D51 teachers are all great!!! 7/9/2020 1:03 PM

180 I am very concerned about sending my son back to school. Last year was a mess.
Unfortunately we were just leaving for spring break when COVID happened, so my son was in
vacation mode, and his cooperation was horrible. It was clear that his teacher was not prepared
to conduct home schooling and it felt like she wasn’t interested in doing so. I will not send my
son back if I don’t feel safe. I’m hoping we have a plan for this. And AUGUST 10TH IS TOO
EARLIER TO GO BACK TO SCHOOL! ITS STILL SUMMER

7/9/2020 12:45 PM

181 Masks are unhealthy unless one has fragile, underlying health issues. If we return face to face
in any measure, masks should not be required. Additionally, we cannot teach effectively while
social distancing. If this is all still required, we should not resume school face to face.

7/9/2020 12:44 PM

182 The teachers are doing a great job trying to make the online schooling interesting and fun, but
my student doesn't learn as well online. She has a really hard time learning this way and I am
afraid that she will fall behind if online schooling continues for another year. It would be worth
the risk for many students. I trust the schools will take safety very serious.

7/9/2020 12:31 PM

183 On queation number 4 I could not choose one answer. I think this was because of a technology
issue. The answer I wanted to choose was satisfactory/fair.

7/9/2020 11:59 AM

184 N/A 7/9/2020 11:44 AM

185 I want what the teachers think is best!! I will do my best to support whatever that is!! <3 And
hope that we all can stay safe and healthy through this craziness!!

7/9/2020 11:41 AM

186 I would like to see scheduled times for classes for the older kids- middle school age, if remote
learning happens. For elementary- clearer timelines for assignments so we have time to
schedule working with my child around my work schedule.

7/9/2020 11:34 AM

187 I wish the best for everyone in this crazy difficult time. It’s hard to determine an answer and I
know it’s been a struggle for the school district and I thank you for doing all you can.

7/9/2020 11:33 AM

188 None 7/9/2020 11:32 AM

189 While online learning WAS easier for the student, it was also easy to get distracted and there
wasn't a feeling of absolute obligation to do the school work because it was online. I feel if
100% inschool would not work then a hybrid would work because it would bring in the obligation
for students to actually do their work

7/9/2020 11:31 AM

190 Many children are being raised by elderly grandparents so the decisions made will and can
dramatically effect our health and their educational abilities. Please take this into consideration
when implementing your plans! Safety of the whole family is paramount .

7/9/2020 11:29 AM

191 My biggest concern is for the safety of my children, as well as the teachers and staff of their
schools.

7/9/2020 10:54 AM

192 Our kids NEED to be back in school! They need to be back with their friends and to learn with
their teachers AT their schools. Online learning is NOT learning... for most children. Being
STUCK at home is NOT healthy and my child has not done well and is suffering because of
this. PLEASE OPEN THE SCHOOLS BACK UP and Make them as normal as possible!!!! ...
Thank you!

7/9/2020 10:46 AM

193 I think the district did an outstanding job in implementing the remote learning but my child did
miss her teachers and staff

7/9/2020 10:40 AM
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194 Please start in school face to face learning. We are ruining people's lives here. This generation
is going to be so far behind it is not fair to them! Our kids need education I can not stress that
enough.

7/9/2020 10:40 AM

195 No, you're doing a great job, given the circumstances! 7/9/2020 10:35 AM

196 My child had hard time understanding how to navigate remote site and I work full time away
from home. Would be nice if some classes were available in evening like college offers for
parents who have to work.

7/9/2020 10:31 AM

197 No 7/9/2020 10:29 AM

198 My children will not attend if masks have to be worn 7/9/2020 10:27 AM

199 I am mostly concerned to send my children back to school because of the politics that will be
taught. Curriculum should not have teachers opinions on politics or health advice.

7/9/2020 10:24 AM

200 Yes. I am, among MANY others at a point of refusal to put my children in school with masks
that are harmful to their health! Osha guidelines CLEARLY state thats masks do NOT help
anyone. D51 should not pander to falsified death numbers in relation to a political virus! Asking
us to mask our kids is under and borderline abusive. Our children will have more infections that
ate lung related by far if you make them wear them. 99% of cv19 does not affect children at all.
The numbers are clear. The W.H.O 4 weeks ago announced the asymptomatic spread is "very
rare". Make it to where no one is penalized for staying home with any given symptom of a cold
or infection. Even have a check station at first period and ask students if they feel well. But I
believe you will have a large shortage of kids who need face to face that will not return if you
force masks. These kids played all summer together. Mesa County does NOT have a good
reason to force this compliancy. Stand up for truth and education! Show the world how we can
open normally and have no issues. Make a mask voluntary if at all necessary.

7/9/2020 10:10 AM

201 I have an A+ student and a student that struggles in school both of them had a very poor
experience with remote learning.

7/9/2020 10:08 AM

202 The children need to be in school!!! 7/9/2020 10:06 AM

203 I am highly skeptical of safe in-person learning. I think it likely that teachers will get sick quickly
and then have to be quarantined and be unable to do their work at all. Not to mention the
massive spreading event that children meeting all together and then going to their homes.
Children are likely to fair better with this illness but would be a primary spread vector. There is
far too much interaction and too many students to beleive that extra cleaning will be effective.

7/9/2020 10:01 AM

204 No 7/9/2020 9:59 AM

205 If remote learning is a part of the 2020-2021 school year, I certainly hope that there is a much
higher quality/standard of education present then previously.

7/9/2020 9:52 AM

206 I am undecided on what will be best for my kiddos, especially since I do not know what the in
person might look like.

7/9/2020 9:49 AM

207 I think it should also be a priority for school district 51 to also base decisions on how these
changes will effect our teachers if they are required to perform extra work above their normal
professional requirements. Our priority is always to protect our children first but we also need to
keep our professional educators in mind when making decisions.

7/9/2020 9:29 AM

208 My kids are really looking forward to being able to go back to school they miss their friends and
teachers

7/9/2020 9:17 AM

209 Kids need physical activity and options for a music program. PE and music are essential to
stimulate growth. This new Gender Ideology should not be address in schools with out parents
consent. Consent from the parents about any form of sexual orientation should be notified
before presenting it to children. They are not of the age to consent to any of this. My child will
not be attending sexual education, the education will be provided in the house hold.

7/9/2020 9:03 AM

210 Stay Safe,Vigilante,Wear your mask and 6 ft. Distance follow CDC guidelines 7/9/2020 9:00 AM

211 No 7/9/2020 8:56 AM

212 I'm really sorry that you have all been put in this position. I had planned on ending my
retirement and returning to work by applying to substitute for your district. I am retired military
with over 9 years of teaching experience, I had planned on beginning to substitute, and

7/9/2020 8:53 AM
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discussing with the administration which degree to add to the others, in order to begin the road
to becoming a guidance counselor. My wife, many years of experience working as a special
needs para-educator, is also considering joining the team. What better way to give back than to
help our children? I still plan on this path, however I cannot support the opening of any school
until we as a county have control of the virus. Have we already forgotten about the November
stomach bug? We, D51, actually shut down twice in the 2019-2020 school year. We were
absolutely overwhelmed by a stomach bug. What do you think will happen here? I want to join
your team, and be part of the solution. We have many more years here until our youngest
graduates, and I am a grandfather now. I have met with and talked with the staff over the past
few years at Rimrock Elementary Fruita Middle Fruita 8/9 And our 2nd child graduated from
Fruita Monument in the 2019 hail storm graduation. I want to be more involved, but until our
public health department, and the local general public takes our rising numbers more seriously,
I cannot support sending any of my children to an in-person class, and I cannot become the
infection vector for my family by volunteering to substitute or teach. I am still willing to help. I
have extensive experience in curriculum development, to include both didactic, laboratory and
online education. I have taught all 3, developed all 3, and I have extensive experience teaching.
3 years teaching in the Navy submarine force, and I finished my career with 5 years of teaching
and curriculum development in San Antonio for the DoD Biomedical Equipment Repair
Program. After retirement I took a job in Tennessee as Director of Education for a medical
imaging company, where I wrote the courses I taught. From basic elements to x-ray, nuclear
medicine, anything imaging from ultrasound to CT, I can fix, but even better, I can teach them
how it works, why it broke, and how to repair based on the problems. I'm honestly bored, and I
was looking forward to getting back to work. I've taken time off since moving here in the
summer of 2018, and I'm never leaving, but I let my technical certifications expire January 1st. I
had made my decision, I was going to help the schools. Then, this. In conclusion, with a
sophomore at University of Utah, a CMU student, and the 2 D51 students we have in the
house, education is a giant part of our lives. Being retired from the medical field, Navy makes
you a medic first, then more school to learn repair, I can tell you with 100% certainty, if you
open the doors to the schools, with the current case count and accelerated level of growth, you
will lose staff members. You will have to shut down again, it's only a matter of how long, and
how much damage done. I have extensive experience, documented on military evaluations, in
infection control, patient safety, medical training, medical experience on patients and medical
devices, I prefer the devices, and educational leadership. You already know, opening won't
work. You don't need all of the degrees that I have to understand this. Our beautiful valley and
surrounding areas provide for, what I call, life in a postcard. We do have to realize our
limitations though, realistically. That stomach bug last November exposed our problems. We
are, in many ways, our own self contained society out here. Once the bug takes hold, it takes a
massive community effort to break that hold. We've been through it already. Also, Banana's.
Not to harp on a single business, but our son went once in January and was sick for around a
month! How is that place open? I realize you're a school district that has no say about local
businesses, but I'm letting you know ahead of time, with that place open, our schools stand no
chance. If you have any questions, I've always believed, don't complain in secret, I can be
reached at the information below. Robert Bell 860-941-4684 And yes, it's me on Facebook
(Chris Bell, my middle name), trying to hold Mesa County Public Health Department
accountable. They are behind on reporting cases, badly. Look at their most recent 2 posts, top
comments are mine. I wish each of you a safe day, and I do hope that we can all get together
again soon. Our children need to be in class, but our adults won't wear the mask. I don't know
how to solve this problem, but until we do, we cannot return to anything resembling normal.

213 Thanks for keeping the safety of our children and everyone involved a top priority! 7/9/2020 8:46 AM

214 I was much more satisfied with the middle school remote learning than the elementary. My
grandson actually learned new material. My granddaughter only reviewed what she had
previously been taught so it was up to me to do more learning instruction with her on my own.

7/9/2020 8:45 AM

215 We need the schools to open back up 7/9/2020 8:42 AM

216 N/a 7/9/2020 8:39 AM

217 If it goes to remote learning the program needs to be amped up. I do realize the
teachers/district didn't have alot of time to prepare.

7/9/2020 8:32 AM

218 GET OUR CHILDREN BACK TO LEARNING NOW! 7/9/2020 8:23 AM

219 (1) Flexibility This is the most important precept. Every school needs to have at least three
plans at the ready. One for something that looks like full opening, one for partial opening, and
one for fully remote classes. If I had my druthers, I’d also want options broken out separately for

7/9/2020 8:02 AM
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elementary, middle, and high schools. And I’d want a totally separate array of options for non-
mainstreamed special education. School systems should also build in the flexibility to switch
between options as circumstances warrant. If you’re in Vermont, maybe full-open works well for
your district. But if your town has a spike of cases, then you have to move to another mode. By
the same token, if you’re in a Florida town where the virus is out of control in September,
maybe you have to start out with full-remote schooling. But that doesn’t mean you have to stay
in that mode for the entire year. (2) Individuality An acceptable risk for one family might be too
much for another, so school systems should expend a lot of effort accommodating families. So
for instance, if a school is running at partial-open and a family wants to do full-remote, there
ought to be ways to make that work. (3) An Acceptance of “Good Enough” Let’s just all agree,
at the start, that this will be a weird school year. No one is going to get through their normal
curriculum. There will be subjects that get left out or only partially covered. And when the 2020-
2021 school year comes to a close and Jimmy and Susie aren’t as far along as they should be,
guess what? The world isn’t going to end. At the elementary level, the truth is that kids need
very little other than reading and math. Middle school is largely just table-setting for high school,
so if everyone is short-changed by the same amount, then the kids will be fine. And as you get
into high school—particularly the higher AP levels—the kids will be more equipped to learn
through textbooks and lectures. Which is what college will be like for them anyway. (4)
Pass/Fail Once you get to the high school level, a lot of institutional energy is spent trying to sift
and separate kids in the 70th percentile from the kids in the 90th percentile. And even more
energy is spent trying to separate the kids in the 98th from the kids in the 99th. We could have
a whole debate on whether or not this is a good thing (I vote “no”) but for the purposes of the
2020-2021 school year, we ought to just press pause on the whole thing by having everyone go
to pass/fail. Grades are going to be meaningless in this environment anyway; they would all
require an asterisk. Schools ought to recognize that explicitly. “Education” isn’t a monolith. It’s
purposes are part childcare, part credentialing, and part genuine learning. And a lot of times
that last part is the junior partner in the arrangement. By going to pass/fail, schools can put
more emphasis on the learning portion this year, in whatever configuration the school year
looks like. (5) Patience This is not going to be easy on anyone. School systems need to be
patient with parents and kids. Families need to be patient with the schools. Employers need to
be patient with the parents who work for them.

220 Would like for my children to attend school, but very apprehensive about it. 7/9/2020 8:01 AM

221 My older child jasmin has difficulties learning behind a screen and gets super bad headaches
been behind a screen for a long period of time.

7/9/2020 8:00 AM

222 Our family truly appreciates all that D51 is doing to help get our community back to school!
Thank you!

7/9/2020 7:53 AM

223 PLEASE-in person 100%. Look at data; kids age 0-18 numbers are very good re Wuhan virus.
Very few cases & deaths in thus age group. Work with the teachers in the high risk groups
please. Thank you for all you’re doing.

7/9/2020 7:18 AM

224 Our children should be able to return to school, they need their humans and those interactions
for their well being. They should be able to return without cloth face coverings and be able to
play outside for recess and be able to be KIDS. There are home school programs in this
community for those that are not interested in sending their children to school. As a working
parent throughout all of this, if given the option to work from home I have very strict rules I have
to follow. For example, I have to sign a contract stating, I will continue to perform the same
amount of work production for my 8 hour work day without interruption. Therefore, working from
home and teaching my child while at home is not an option, without the risk of losing of my job.
Thank you for taking the time to get our input on what we feel is best for our children.

7/9/2020 6:50 AM

225 I want my kids, and all kids and staff to be safe at school. This is such a complex issue, with so
many high stakes implications and I hope the district can really address each of those. I am
fearful that it’s such a complex issue that there will be stops and starts and mistakes, which we
can’t afford when health and lives are involved.

7/9/2020 6:43 AM

226 No 7/9/2020 6:38 AM

227 I think the schools and teachers did well with what they were given. The reason I rated my
child’s experience lower is that this format was difficult for him due to ADHD/executive function
issues. It may have worked well for typical students. It was difficult for him to initiate the help he
needed, whereas in class, his very excellent teachers helped him out. Thanks for all the work
you did to try and make the best of a difficult situation!

7/9/2020 6:35 AM
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228 Get back to business as usual. The noro-virus was more impactful to our community and we
worked through it without panicking or over-reacting.

7/9/2020 6:34 AM

229 Let's go back to school 7/9/2020 6:25 AM

230 My child did not do well at all in the remote learning. Her grades failed in that semester and she
did not understand the material

7/9/2020 6:21 AM

231 I'd like to offer the opinion to whomever will listen, as a physician, that encouraging close
indoors congregation at all is hazardous at this point and politically and emotionally motivated,
not medically informed.

7/9/2020 6:18 AM

232 I think in person is the best. Most children are losing out on so much more than an education. 7/9/2020 6:13 AM

233 If masks, plastic dividers, no cafeteria, any Covid tests and no recess are part of the going back
to school are part of the plan, we will not be back.

7/9/2020 6:06 AM

234 No 7/9/2020 6:05 AM

235 We should get the schools open. Everyone should wear masks as required. Social distancing
encouraged. Adjust as we go along. Home school is always a good option and should be
encouraged for those with at risk familly members at home! Congratulations to our Graduates
and great work on the selection of procedures and facilities!

7/9/2020 6:01 AM

236 No 7/9/2020 4:58 AM

237 It would be devastating to continue online education, I feel my son has already lost 3 months of
his 4th grade education & do not want him to continue losing ground as 5th grade starts. It is
not healthy to keep children from traditional school they need interaction with peers & staff & do
much better in a regimented environment vs the terrible online schooling environment where
both the students & the parents struggle. If only online schooling is offered then I will probably
pull my son from the public school system all together & send him to a boarding school as I
refuse to continue to keep my child isolated & provide him with a substandard learning
environment because a couple old people might get sick, that's ridiculous!

7/9/2020 3:37 AM

238 I spoke with my sons doctor and she said it is not good for kids to be wearing a mask all day
breathing in their own germs all day so I do not want my son to have to wear a mask. I truly
believe if you take everyone temperature and sanitize thourouly and make the kids practice
good hand washing and use sanitizer and make sure that if a child is sick they stay home until
they are totally well that we can all stay safe. My son loves his school and he needs to be there
learning from people who know what they are doing and being able to socialize.

7/9/2020 3:07 AM

239 My son has a ILP. 7/9/2020 1:28 AM

240 The chances oh my kids getting sick are great. I do not believe sending them back to in house
schooling will be devastating

7/9/2020 1:09 AM

241 I believe that remote learning other than home schooling through a program such as
southwestern advantage, does a disservice to our children, and would prefer southwestern over
a valiant albeit lacking attempt at distance learning!

7/9/2020 12:52 AM

242 I believe that our school system is definitely not teaching our children what they need to learn
as a matter of fact when they took out the the home education such as cooking and took out the
automotives I think that our children have definitely gone in the wrong direction since then there
are things that are they are learning that are absolutely useless in the future and their future
and things that were taken out of the system then they need to be learning

7/9/2020 12:40 AM

243 high school teachers need to be accountable as my students are no communication besides
emails when assignments are due and sending links not acceptable in my book

7/9/2020 12:04 AM

244 No 7/9/2020 12:02 AM

245 I will allow my kids to go back to school in person 100%, if there are measures to be put in
place where every student that enters the school premises should have their temperatures
check.

7/8/2020 11:48 PM

246 My children’s education is more important then anything. I believe remote learning is taking
their educations away from them.

7/8/2020 11:32 PM

247 How Punishments are decided and enforced ....making them generalized more equal and More 7/8/2020 11:28 PM
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we’ll known to students and parents. Also if it’s a he said she said situation and no adult was
present staff shouldn’t always believe children and make sure to separate the kids to get stories
to see if they’re matching etc. what I’m saying is a better system for when these negative
situations occur and also positive effective generalized plans for after they occur which will
promote less problematic situations in the future. Also funding needs to be for the teachers that
are working directly with our children and for up to date NEW training in techniques for making
learning easier and quicker for each style of learner. Also NEW and proven ideas and
stratagems for handling children with behaviors or special needs. Teachers have one of the
most difficult and important jobs in the world ! Our youth and teachers deserve the best so they
can be at there best. Increase teacher to student ratio making more teachers with our kids that
don’t leave but stay so that they can understand them better and have more help thank you :0)

248 None at this time 7/8/2020 11:15 PM

249 I fully trust whatever D51 puts in place for the upcoming school year 7/8/2020 10:58 PM

250 No 7/8/2020 10:58 PM

251 Please let us go back to school without restrictions!!! 7/8/2020 10:36 PM

252 Are the kids going to be required to where a mask at all times? If so what does monitoring and
redirection look like for the ones who don’t want to Participate in wherein a mask.

7/8/2020 10:24 PM

253 I felt that D-51 showed great flexibility in the shift to online learning this spring. This gives me
confidence, that should our county’s Covid numbers suddenly rise this fall, a similar adjustment
could be made should the need unexpectedly arise. Thank you for the great leadership!

7/8/2020 10:20 PM

254 I’d love to see safe opening , with masks required for older children, and cohorts or younger
kids. Jeff Co has a good plan, and Clear face shields as opposed to masks would also be good
for younger or special needs students. Thank you

7/8/2020 10:18 PM

255 no 7/8/2020 10:18 PM

256 no 7/8/2020 10:14 PM

257 We understand that the district has to take all students into consideration, but with the level of
classes our older children participate in, we are unable to teach them. It is also hard for the
young children to connect with their peers and teachers if they have to socially distance. Not
good for their social/emotional well-being.

7/8/2020 10:09 PM

258 Depending on what the requirements look like for this school year I may choose to homeschool. 7/8/2020 9:58 PM

259 My child will not ho back if they are required to wear mask, required to have a flu shot or
required to have a covid shot.

7/8/2020 9:43 PM

260 In person school is more than just book learning, the kids NEED social interaction outside of the
home as well. School is the first learning place on how to make friends, being cooped up at
home takes that away and is EXTREMELY unfair to the kids. On the education side, we pay for
teachers in one form or another to teach our kids, not send some stupid computer home and
have the parents be the teachers. The teachers need to be the teachers and quit this nonsense
of passing the buck back to the parents. In person, in school teaching is the only option there
should be period!

7/8/2020 9:37 PM

261 On line schooling is a battle, not worth the effort. Save your money on teaching this way. 7/8/2020 9:36 PM

262 It’s going to be hard for their to be any remote learning during the day when most parents work.
So then we are trying to teach them and get to bed at a normal time (for k-5th). That seems
ridiculous. Older students have concepts they learn that most paternoster can’t help with. The
amount of kids that will fall behind is catostrophic. Especially being a county that has such
positive numbers- risking our kids education is just as scary

7/8/2020 9:20 PM

263 I just feel like having my child who has asthma in a mask all day is too risky or having kids who
are unable to adhere to social distancing in school learning right now I just don’t think we’re
ready for that

7/8/2020 9:07 PM

264 Masks should not be a requirement to return to school, they are ineffective and cause more
harm than good. If they are mandatory My children won’t return.

7/8/2020 8:52 PM

265 Face to face learning is the only effective model available. COVID-19 is less dangerous than
the flu.

7/8/2020 8:52 PM
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266 Considering homeschooling if the children are mandated to wear masks or hybrid model 7/8/2020 8:47 PM

267 The kids need to be in school, WITHOUT masks, and try to have as normal an education as
possible.

7/8/2020 8:45 PM

268 No 7/8/2020 8:30 PM

269 Putting a mask on young children and putting in their minds that “being near my friends is bad”
and “if I can see someone else’s face, that’s bad” is dangerous. Please do not sell out. This is
not a pandemic as has the media tried to sell us. Listen to the parents. WE KNOW OUR KIDS.
We can choose to send them or not, depending on our own conscious and freedom of choice. If
you really want to do what’s best for the kids, they will return to school as normal.

7/8/2020 8:27 PM

270 I would like to be given an accurate account of what plans are in place to even begin to plan on
wether to and them back to school if at all this year.

7/8/2020 8:22 PM

271 If it isn't an option to go 5 days in a row I'd prefer that the days are lumped together. 7/8/2020 8:19 PM

272 with the way the virus is changing and numbers continue to rise, we are very very hesitant to
send our children to the physical school building. our now 7th grader was very resistant to the
online format given in the lockdown and it was a constant battle to get them to complete their
works. our now 7th grader is known through testing to be an auditory learner and the curriculum
given through the online learning was not compatible at all with their learning style. my husband
would have a heck of a lot more to say and he can be reached at 8609414684

7/8/2020 8:17 PM

273 No 7/8/2020 8:11 PM

274 I will not be allowing my children to attend school of masks are required and school will seem
like a jail. Back as regular or not at all

7/8/2020 8:05 PM

275 My son will also be enrolled in WCCC welding so that will already require in person instruction
so perhaps a combination will be best since he will have 2 locations or 2x exposure to people

7/8/2020 8:04 PM

276 I would like the District to set objective measures to direct and help adjust the reopening. What I
would like to see are preset clear public health measures to meet or use to give guidance to the
District. I would think it beneficial to find a way to take "politics" out of things. For example,
using public health data like positive testing rate, hospitalizations, etc to limit or further open the
schools. The reopening should not be seen as all or nothing or static. It must be seen as fluid
and reactionary to the current conditions in the community. I understand that the ambiguity of
the above approach would be challenging for many families but I also think that using current,
actual public health data would give us the most effective method. Thank you for your
consideration.

7/8/2020 8:00 PM

277 Until there is a vaccine I do not believe that regular school can be made safe, and face-to-face
school is irresponsible. Thanks for all you do!!!

7/8/2020 7:58 PM

278 While I'm not excited to send my children back, my NT kids did well with online learning.
However my youngest with an IEP and learning delay did so bad that he didn't attend the last
couple weeks. I'm a single mom who works full time and he is not able to log on and engage. I
feel like the schools should not reopen however there should be small groups for special
education kiddos a couple hours a day/ week with face to face learning. And not expect these
children to be capable of the same work load with out instruction. I would also recommend if
they can't do face to face that EVERY SINGLE TEACHER in the district meets DAILY with
students. Same time SAME LINK! My child who did the best usually struggles in the classroom.
Her teacher (5th grade) had them log on every day at 9am and then again at 1pm. The later
time she read to them for an hour. My daughter soared with online learning with that structure.
6th grade was disastrous for my eldest because they lacked consistency and changed the
stupid link every week. Not to mention a few teachers were using schoology instead of Google
so classes were missed. ONE PLATFORM PLEASE these kids aren't checking 3 or 4 different
places for class. Their brains don't work that way and not everyone gets to sit home all day
making sure everything is happening. Working full time then coming home to help with
schoolwork until 11pm is unacceptable.

7/8/2020 7:56 PM

279 I will not allow my child return back to school if you make every student wear a mask 7/8/2020 7:44 PM

280 No 7/8/2020 7:41 PM

281 If remote learning in required i think Zoom type educations is needed where they are able to
attend class and be held accountable with regular schedules. Example: if they have English as

7/8/2020 7:36 PM
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first class from 9-10 then they log in to Zoom meeting at that time attendance taken and on till
end of time. Assignments can still be posted for them to do and turn in for grade. My son
rushed through his assignments last time and did not put any effort in to his work at all. Also
give students time to interact with teacher and other students and still learn. Also will help those
who are visual learners. If you are wanting kids to keep to a 8-3 school schedule then you have
to do something to hold them accountable for that. Those of us who are working are not able to
be home with the kids are not able to make the 8-3 happen.

282 None 7/8/2020 7:34 PM

283 The in-person works best for our child or if needed a hybrid will work 7/8/2020 7:33 PM

284 My son has speech therapy at school and he also gets extra help for math that he need so I
would like to know what can be done for accommodating him of this is going to be another
remote learning

7/8/2020 7:30 PM

285 Whatever the requirements are for the upcoming school year- we understand that we’re all
doing the beat we can and will make it work. Thank you!

7/8/2020 7:28 PM

286 We realize there will be restrictions come the new school year, but we vote our children be face
to face schooling.

7/8/2020 7:25 PM

287 It’s not sustainable idea to have remote learning. Our children need social interaction. They
also need interaction between other people for herd immunity and that’s not just for Covid but
all communicable diseases.

7/8/2020 7:24 PM

288 N/A 7/8/2020 7:24 PM

289 Will be very upset if the same benefits are not offered to the kids... like WCCC and college
credit courses.

7/8/2020 7:23 PM

290 If masks are made to be mandatory, I will pull my child from the district. 7/8/2020 7:20 PM

291 This is awful for everyone. We know you are doing the best you can, and we appreciate your
efforts.

7/8/2020 7:20 PM

292 We will not be attending. If kids are required to not touch. Or have to use mask and social
distancing. We will do non D51 homeschooling.

7/8/2020 7:12 PM

293 No 7/8/2020 7:11 PM

294 The remote learning was unfortunately a disaster for my family. It wasn't really the fault of the
school system as much as barriers with the state of mind of the children, getting the classes
assignments, understanding them, which we mostly didn't, and submitting them. We had a lot of
technical issues. I'm truly hoping to return to school the way it was before "covid".

7/8/2020 7:09 PM

295 I don't feel the students had enough video classroom instruction with their teachers. They did
not have to attend a video conference daily or for more than a few minutes each time. I do not
think the 4th quarter learning expectations were high enough even though it was remote
classes and there was very little time to pull it together by the district. If we have remote
learning this fall, I would like to see that students are required to attend the video classroom,
attendance be taken and expectations of the student be as high as if they were in a regular
classroom environment. I was monitoring my grandson daily with the remote environment and
often only 4 students would log into the 15 minute session with the teacher. Some of his
teachers put a lot of effort into their instruction and others did not at all. Several sessions were
cancelled and there was a bit of general confusion by the staff. Too many emails from D51
admin and the students teachers with inconsistencies and changes over all. I am a firm believer
that too much information, especially if it is not final, is not helpful. If it's too much, people tend
to stop reading or take a quick glance and think they read that yesterday when in fact there is a
different decision in the new email. The district would serve the parents and students better by
providing clear and concrete information this year. Thank you

7/8/2020 7:06 PM

296 I would prefer in-school face-to-face learning for my Granddaughter, but under the current
circumstances the hybrid option will work as the next best option. Thank you!

7/8/2020 7:04 PM

297 I would hope D51 will make the best educated assessment of how to move forward that will
keep our children the safest and not focus on pressure by people to reopen and have business
as usual no matter what. It’s better to be over cautious than not and effect the whole county.

7/8/2020 6:57 PM

298 No 7/8/2020 6:56 PM
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299 Add more custodians rather than removing them every few years. Have the teachers focus on
core subjects like Reading, Writing, Math, Science, and more than ever History. The amount of
people out right now with a poor understanding of history is scary. Keep opinions on sex,
gender, and drugs out of the classroom. When the superintendent said she had to listen to
more people of color dose that mean the district has been racists in its existing policy and
curriculum? Or was she just pandering to the mob? Or is she just another person who did not
learn enough history in school? Focus on teaching real subjects for life and avoid political and
social justice pandering.

7/8/2020 6:55 PM

300 As long as good Covid19 protocols are in place and adhered to, I would be comfortable with my
child being at school. The online thing was great with the short notice, but it is an inferior
method and certainly less effective model for developing children.

7/8/2020 6:55 PM

301 I am 100 percent supportive of returning our children to school as usual! Everything in their
worlds has been turned upside down- they have no normalcy, no certainty, a lot of anxiety, fear
and depression they’re dealing with. Suicide rates are up and I have one High schooler who
battles depression and suicidal thoughts and another high school student who is an outgoing
senior in fear of missing out on everything she has worked so hard to experience her senior
year and then a 5th grader who goes between homes that tried to runaway to my house during
quarantine and put himself in incredible danger. This is not healthy. It’s more dangerous than
any virus ever could be. They do not deserve this!! Please help our children and their mental
health by returning to a normal school year so they have something to hold on to, look forward
to and level their already heightened hormones and emotions. I care about the health and well-
being of all but this has not proven to be something worthwhile of the precautions being taken.
Enough is enough... please help me, my children and everyone else in my position. Everyone
has the ability to choose online, at home schooling- if you deny us this - we don’t have the
ability to return our kids- so many kids - to normalcy, stability, a safe place, something so many
have worked so hard to get to and can never go back to. This will not only have negative
implications for the next few years but for generations to come. I have been a mom for 18
years, I have fostered multiple children, I have been a teacher and most importantly an
observer and listener... Thank you for listening to me now....

7/8/2020 6:52 PM

302 I was impressed how well remote learning went. Mrs Smardo and Mrs Grammer really handled
it well especially with such short notice. We will adapt to whatever makes sense but look
forward to in person teaching as soon as it's safe to do so

7/8/2020 6:47 PM

303 Online schooling out my children into a depression and I would NOT want to go back to that! 7/8/2020 6:44 PM

304 Let the children go back to school my kids missed out on so many things . I suck as a Teacher 7/8/2020 6:43 PM

305 No 7/8/2020 6:43 PM

306 Depending on what the reopening plan looks like we will make our final decision at that time. 7/8/2020 6:43 PM

307 I have seen kids all over both Fruita and Grand Junction this summer- the majority of them
without masks on at stores, parks, and the mall. Many of my children’s friends have been
talking about going to Bananas , and to spin city to name a couple of bad choices. Without
parents setting an example during this time- I can’t imagine how a school year could be safe for
anyone. I’m guessing the next few weeks will decide what kind of school year our children will
have, and as a nurse I’m confident it’s going to be on line schooling again.

7/8/2020 6:40 PM

308 We just want what is best and safe for all of the kids. 7/8/2020 6:37 PM

309 No 7/8/2020 6:35 PM

310 No 7/8/2020 6:33 PM

311 The kids need to be in school 7/8/2020 6:29 PM

312 the difficult experience was partly from lack of structure& consistency for 1 kid & the other
"doing busy work," depression &stress of isolation& COVID

7/8/2020 6:28 PM

313 Thank you for the effort you are making for our children! 7/8/2020 6:28 PM

314 Remote learning was extremely hard on my son. Also, the new style of teaching math was
extremely hard on me. Please re open the schools. Thank you

7/8/2020 6:27 PM

315 We all work. Remote learning is out of the question for my children! The remote learning from
March-May was a joke anyway. I didn’t feel like the learning moved forward at all. It only kept

7/8/2020 6:25 PM
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their minds going for a short time. The teachers were barely involved and it took half of my day
or more sometimes. I was working and home schooling and I will not have that opportunity this
year.

316 My daughter that’s starting kindergarten needs to be in school because she has never been in
a school setting and she needs to learn things and my son he’s gonna be in 8th grade and he
needs to be in school because he does speech therapy there and he needs to focus on school
work and get better grades

7/8/2020 6:17 PM

317 100% in person learning if masks are required withing reason and hourly hand washing or hand
sanitation

7/8/2020 6:16 PM

318 I believe we are doing a huge disservice to our future generation by not having them attend
school and get a very fair education. We are setting them up for failure if we do not proceed
with face to face learning.

7/8/2020 6:16 PM

319 Please do your best to get our kids back in the classroom. 7/8/2020 6:13 PM

320 I think all kids should be screened daily( temp) and any cold or sniffles shouldn’t be allowed in
the classroom. If this county reaches the 15% in hospitalizations and/ or cases, a different plan
should be in effect. Possible 2 weeks quarantine/ shutdown of the school if anyone is covid
positive while at school. Thanks for your time.

7/8/2020 6:08 PM

321 Remote learning must be an option for families like ours who have at high risk family members
in the home.

7/8/2020 6:03 PM

322 I think if it turns into remote learning the teachers should be given enough time to figure out
what works for them to do remote learning. The kids can’t continue to lose out of decent
education

7/8/2020 6:00 PM

323 My children struggled to focus with online learning but their given grades were much improved.
For our family, I think a mix of remote and in person learning will benefit them both.

7/8/2020 5:59 PM

324 I may not be sending my child back to school if they continue remote learning. I feel it is very
important to put a daily importance on education, and for children to learn and take instruction
from other adults. My child especially, is ver advanced academics, but struggles taking extra
demands from us as her parents for school type activities.

7/8/2020 5:56 PM

325 Marked Poor for the previous school years remote learning because the High School level for
both my Graduation Senior and Freshman was way below what I would of expected. My
elementary age student had about three times the work load as the high school. He add 5-6
new assignment every day from his elementary teachers, and the High School students may
had 1 or 2 assignments per week per class if they were lucky. For the upcoming school year I
have an elementary age student that would benefit from either 100% in person or mixed, but
not 100% at home. I feel that my Sophomore would do better in a mixed in person/at home
environment.

7/8/2020 5:55 PM

326 I truly believe we should have volunteers in each classroom to assist educators with CDC
suggestions/guidelines and to keep our educators and children clean and safe.
(Sanitizing/assisting). I know WINGATE will have the supply of volunteers. And we need to
EDUCATE our children and staff so they feel safe. I can’t say enough about safety. Health.
Education. I am so thankful to our educators!! Thank you.

7/8/2020 5:53 PM

327 I would love to have our daughter back in person to school, but I’m very unsure about how that
actually happens safely.

7/8/2020 5:51 PM

328 Remote learning this past spring was horrible. My son was in 8th grade and his teachers would
throw assignments at them with little to know teaching. There should have been online teaching
for our kids not just assignments given.

7/8/2020 5:49 PM

329 As a full time working mother, single parent, and student myself, I need my children to be taught
by professionals in person. Not only does this allow for myself to succeed but for them as well
since I will rarely be home to teach them. Remote learning is NOT conducive to kids in single
head of house holds.

7/8/2020 5:46 PM

330 Parents would benefit with more instruction if learning has to be done remotely again. 7/8/2020 5:40 PM

331 no 7/8/2020 5:40 PM

332 It’s very unlikely you will see kids sit through a entire day of school having to wear a mask 7/8/2020 5:37 PM
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during the 8 hours of school, there safer at home doing there remote learning yes it was hard
on teachers students and parents but it’s safer for our kids and everyone else to reduce
spreading this virus and keep the schools closed a little linger and keep to learning at home till
we see the curve drop and it’s safer that’s just my opinion

333 The online learning experience was at best a bad joke. Teacher presentations were so poorly
put together that they would have failed as a project in 101 college class. My family sent
several emails to the teachers, did we receive a single reply- No! Please remind me why does
District 51 always want more revenue increases raised for education when they hire talentless
teachers that can't even put together a video presentation.

7/8/2020 5:36 PM

334 It’s so hard to do remote learning with 5 kids 7/8/2020 5:26 PM

335 Go back to school! Kids need the interaction with teachers and friends. Stick to current policy
about fevers and sickness. I’ve seen kids go home with a fever and later that day the parent
tried to drop them back off. Parents need to be held accountable for the safety of all children
and keep sick kids home. This should be strictly enforced.

7/8/2020 5:16 PM

336 My children will NOT be wearing a mask if attending in person school. 7/8/2020 5:07 PM

337 Thank you for asking us to give feedback. This is not an easy task, I am willing to help be on a
task group, or join a board or people to help develop solutions. If I can be helpful, please let me
know, I am a Public Heath RN with over 12 years experience. Thank you again!

7/8/2020 5:06 PM

338 No 7/8/2020 5:02 PM

339 No 7/8/2020 5:00 PM

340 Get our kids back in school. Parents have to work full time and some of us can’t afford all this
daycare that is needed. Plus online schooling didn’t work, it froze and half the time they couldn’t
do what they need to and he didn’t learn anything. Kids need to be around other kids, and their
teachers in the school environment. They also need their lunch to be in a different room then
the classroom. They need their extra classes like gym, music, library time and computer class
and they need their exercise on the playground and the field. They are kids not prisoners!

7/8/2020 4:56 PM

341 I would much rather not send my children to school with masks on I go to work for four hours a
day and I have to have a mask on and it is awful I would much rather them do remote learning
at home

7/8/2020 4:53 PM

342 I will be doing homeschooling on my own if we do remote learning for my Elementary school
kids. My middle school child does well in his own and did well with remote learning. The
Elementary instructions where not congruent and hard to follow. I would rather have control of
what we learn.

7/8/2020 4:49 PM

343 Kids need to go back to school. Education is important and parents (including myself) are not fit
to educate them to the extent that they need.

7/8/2020 4:44 PM

344 If my child does not receive in person teaching she will Not be attending until in person teaching
is brought back.

7/8/2020 4:42 PM

345 we are very concerned as we see Mesa County Cocid-19 numbers rise again 7/8/2020 4:42 PM

346 This is a tough decision. I can only tell you what I think based on what we know today. It all
might change tomorrow. We’re all going to do our best. God speed.

7/8/2020 4:35 PM

347 the remote learning was very hard on my son. he is a hard worker and his stress level rocketed
because he was not clear on his expectations, and he overachieved, even with me trying to
reign him in. he also loved his German class and became less interested in it with the remote
learning

7/8/2020 4:33 PM

348 I’m really concerned with COVID and don’t want to risk it we have my elderly dad living with us
that has underlying condtions

7/8/2020 4:29 PM

349 I hope D51 takes into consideration what is best for the children and not just feel pressured to
reopen because people aren't taking the virus seriously.

7/8/2020 4:28 PM

350 No 7/8/2020 4:28 PM

351 I will not send my child to in-person learning if they are required to wear a mask, not allowed to
be around their friends or have lunch period.

7/8/2020 4:27 PM
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352 My child will definitely not return to in building, face to face school IF she is required to social
distance or wear a mask. And she will absolutely NOT receive ANY vaccines that I’m not
comfortable with under any circumstances. If these are things D51 feels necessary to
implement then my child will do all schooling from home by a qualified in home teacher I hand
pick and I personally will pay his/her salary.

7/8/2020 4:24 PM

353 My child and I believe that attending school is not only a necessity but also something that is
the reason we choose public school My child doesn’t do well with learning online and the need
to have that face to face availability is something that makes her strive to be better

7/8/2020 4:18 PM

354 Follow closely to what CMU is doing. 7/8/2020 4:18 PM

355 I know d51 will do the best they can for my child. 7/8/2020 4:14 PM

356 One of my children really thrived with remote learning, the other really struggled a lot. I would
be extremely disappointed if my son couldn't return to school this fall.

7/8/2020 4:12 PM

357 remote learning last year did not work the kids need to be in school to learn 7/8/2020 4:09 PM

358 I work at a hospital 12 hour shifts and graveyard. It was very hard for me to work, sleep, and
get my daughters homework done on the computer.

7/8/2020 4:09 PM

359 I believe its essential the kids return to school in the fall. The risks associated with the virus do
not outweigh their education.

7/8/2020 4:05 PM

360 My kids all do better with face to face learning however I will not want my kids to have a wear a
face mask will in class all day. I know COVID is a real think but I don’t agree with wearing
masks all day. I think you’ll see an increase in fights and bullying. I believe that if parents want
their kids to wear masks then maybe those kids should be the ones to do remote learning.

7/8/2020 4:01 PM

361 Remote learning is very difficult for parents that work full time. Our kids need the structured
learning of being in the classroom!

7/8/2020 3:58 PM

362 I felt the remote learning went fairly well given the circumstances. I was naive with the nature of
remote learning and how many people could be on a meeting at one time. I had assumed the
teachers would be giving instruction with all students possible online during their regular class
time. I understand now that's more complicated that it seems and not every student has access
to a computer or internet. My daughter did ok with remote learning but needed a modified
curriculum. Her para did the best she could to facilitate this. We've often thought a hybrid
learning situation would be more effective/effecient for her even if it wasn't a pandemic. We are
looking forward to working with RMS to provide her a successful Fall semester.

7/8/2020 3:58 PM

363 No 7/8/2020 3:57 PM

364 I think it’s too early to reopen schools with the covid rates, as they are rising. We will only
exacerbate the situation further by reopening schools while during a pandemic. I would
appreciate remote learning for my older two children who learn quickly and hybrid learning for
my son who is deaf and in special education. My step daughter is far behind her cohort
educationally speaking so hybrid would be ideal for her as well. Different children have different
needs, but the less person to person learning that we can handle at the moment would be safer
for everyone.

7/8/2020 3:56 PM

365 I think Mesa county has done a good job with the pandemic as compared to other counties. I
think we should get to plan this year according to our county’s needs & not Denver’s model. If
we have an outbreak we can remove those kids & quarantine then, clean the schools & keep
moving forward. Hospitalizations have not gone up here in GJ so that’s a factor to keep an eye
on as well

7/8/2020 3:55 PM

366 Please don’t require children to wear a mask. 7/8/2020 3:52 PM

367 Remote learning is a joke and if it comes to that, I'll homeschool instead because my kids will
learn more

7/8/2020 3:51 PM

368 Trump 2020 7/8/2020 3:33 PM

369 I strongly believe waiting until after Labor Day to start school is a much better idea, given the
current situation. It allows more time for recent upticks in COVID-19 to be handled before kids
return to their schools.

7/8/2020 3:29 PM

370 Children don't seem to be affected by the virus. Perhaps a better approach would be to isolate 7/8/2020 3:29 PM
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high risk staff and then go ahead with traditional or hybrid model teaching. The total online
experience does not allow students to interact in the same way and it just doesn't seem to be
as helpful as in person.

371 Remote learning needs a trmeacher there 100 % if the time helping the children as they do
homework just like in school Not this go to this website and figure it out on your own But teach
them kids in the beginning how to access there work on line and how to access any other work
needed and how to turn it in Very hard last year unless your a computer wizard which most
parents are not

7/8/2020 3:27 PM

372 I think her teachers did an outstanding job through all of this and Gracie was able to keep up. I
had great communication with most of her teachers and the school and felt that I had excellent
support. Her dean even delivered, contact less of course, her Chromebook when we found we
were not doing well with only one computer! And the district has done a great job of updating all
of us during uncertain and ever changing times. Thanks!

7/8/2020 3:25 PM

373 if the kids are able to go back to school, please don't get rid of the resource officers. My kids
wouldn't feel safe without them. Also if my kids are forced to go to school with a mask on or are
forced to stay away from other kids, they will not be going to school until things go back to
normal

7/8/2020 3:24 PM

374 NA 7/8/2020 3:22 PM

375 I will put my kids in school if it is 100% in person. 7/8/2020 3:20 PM

376 Open the schools up and let our children go back to class. 7/8/2020 3:20 PM

377 We all need to open up sometime. My child is older, but this is hurting the young kids the most.
some parents do not parent well and keeping kids home all day will not be a good solution. We
will lose this generation.

7/8/2020 3:15 PM

378 I believe students and staff will need masks to reduce the spread of viruses and have hand
sanitizer plus move desks 6 ft apart and no sharing of any items to reduce the spread of germs

7/8/2020 3:14 PM

379 My daughter is declining because of the lack of one on one. she is going into 6th grade with
difficulties in the 3rd grade math curriculum. remote learning is not for my child who needs extra
attention.

7/8/2020 3:11 PM

380 Normal schooling, no masks to compromise my childs lungs, if no Physical education classes
then some kind of activity choices.

7/8/2020 3:09 PM

381 With remote learning a lot of the teachers were no help 7/8/2020 3:06 PM

382 I feel very sad that my child is going through a pandemic like I've never thought was possible.
However, his safety and the safety of teachers is 100% the highest priority. I am apalled that
teachers were made to take paycuts. I wonder how many administrator postions took paycuts?

7/8/2020 3:05 PM

383 No 7/8/2020 3:05 PM

384 I PRAY the schools are open fulltime for in person education. I think the Crone books learning
was HIGHLY ineffective for my children. My 2nd grader never did any work. My 6th grader
might've done a "little." My repeated Freshman dropped out for most of the yr. PLEASE BRING
BACK TRADITIONAL SCHOOLING. Best Wishes, Catherine Martinez

7/8/2020 3:04 PM

385 I can not remote learn with my kids I’m a single mom who’s an “essential” worker and am not
home to school them. They need to be in class!!!

7/8/2020 2:58 PM

386 If you choose to do remote learning, we will pull our children out of school and homeschool!
Remote learning was a joke. Many of my friends that have kids in District 51 have said the
same thing. I know the schools budget has already been cut by a lot… Losing more kids to
homeschool will also drastically cut the budget!

7/8/2020 2:54 PM

387 I can't make a full decision about returning to class until I know the requirements I don't want
my kids to have to wear masks at school or not have playground time

7/8/2020 2:54 PM

388 Our daughter could never retrieve or get into her account. She would ask for help and was told
they could log in, but the system wouldn’t allow her to log in. I tried different times and called for
help, they kept saying they could log in. I could not get sufficient help.

7/8/2020 2:54 PM

389 We had free internet for the end of the school year. We are unable to afford internet for th 7/8/2020 2:50 PM
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upcoming school year. Unless we get help my children will not be able to do remote even
though i think it would be better for them at home until things get better but we do not have any
way of paying for the internet service

390 Safety needs to be a priority in learning model regardless of which model is chosen by districts 7/8/2020 2:47 PM

391 My daughter pretty much shut down academically with online learning. 7/8/2020 2:44 PM

392 The remote learning experience at the end of last school year was exemplary considering the
conditions. However, it was very far from what I would hope for the education of my children
going forward. I have a very high level of respect for the quality of education that my children
have received in school district 51. I plan to be as supportive as possible while the district
navigates such a challenging environment full of unknown outcomes.

7/8/2020 2:40 PM

393 Open the schools! No staggering, adhere to a normal full-time schedule. 7/8/2020 2:39 PM

394 If no face to face learning is available, our mill levy for the School District should be reduced.
The reasoning for this is that the homes will be providing paper, internet, air conditioning,
heating, food, ext... If buildings are not occupied no maintenance staff is needed and cost of
schooling is realistically going to be less for the District.

7/8/2020 2:37 PM

395 I just hope the District takes into consideration the data available and credible about Civid and
low infection rates amongst youth.

7/8/2020 2:37 PM

396 It was hard to do group assigned projects during remote learning, very stressful on the students 7/8/2020 2:35 PM

397 No 7/8/2020 2:34 PM

398 just wanting to know if my child will be required to wear a mask. 7/8/2020 2:33 PM

399 I would like daily mask wearing and weekly covid-19 testing to be required. 7/8/2020 2:26 PM

400 No masks for the children 7/8/2020 2:26 PM

401 The remote learning experience was very bad, my daughter became exhausted between
working and also keeping up in school, she had difficulty understanding some of the material.
I’m addition, she and I were both extremely irritated when it did not weigh on the grades of the
students as it should of because others simply didn’t do the work because they said “it doesn’t
count anyways so I don’t need to do it.” While there were other students working their hardest
to get the work done.

7/8/2020 2:21 PM

402 I would ask to not force them to wear masks. 7/8/2020 2:20 PM

403 We would be open to sending our kids back to school, but if they can't play with other kids, eat
with other kids, go to gym, music, or the library then I probably won't send them back. At that
point I will most likely do 100% remote learning. I am in a place where I'm able to teach them at
home, and since I run an in-home daycare they will have more socialization and freedom to
play. Socialization is half the reason, my husband and I send our kids to school. Thank you
guys for all that you do. This must be such a mess for teachers and D51 admin. We are so
appreciative of you, especially in this situation.

7/8/2020 2:20 PM

404 The on line learning was very difficult for my special needs student to learn through would like
to see 1 on 1 times for him, if possible to arrange

7/8/2020 2:17 PM

405 Just open schools back up. Let kids learn and be kids. 7/8/2020 2:12 PM

406 Mrs. Harding was great at Thunder Mt, however I wasn't very pleased with the 6th teachers at
GMMS, on project was turned in, it was late because I was unsure how to(essential worker
also), and the teacher never even graded, gave him a 0 for it, it was already hard enough for us
to figure things out. And using Google classroom was easier than schoology.

7/8/2020 2:12 PM

407 My child needs the enrichment of going back to school! Online learning was a very hard
struggle for our family, with both parents working full time

7/8/2020 2:10 PM

408 No 7/8/2020 2:10 PM

409 Neither of my children thrived during the remote learning ordeal-- and I do believe it was a
direct result from having to switch to remote learning. My step son in 7th grade (going into 8th
this fall) did a little better than my 1st grader. My 1st grader suffered greatly, she absolutely
hated remote learning-- it was a battle everyday to get her school work done, she fell behind
quickly-- plus the loss of 90% of her social life outside of home was hard as well. We, as a

7/8/2020 2:06 PM
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whole family, lost a lot of the structure we had in our schedules & day-to-day life. We tried to
reform some type of routine but things were much more organized before. Please don't
continue remote learning in the fall-- I do believe that it is slightly more urgent & necessary for
elementary school students to receive in-person learning/ teaching--

410 It will be a hardship not to have face to face learning. My son does better with that learning. We
had to take away his chromebook because he was doing more than remote learning in it, which
was a major problem for us. He did not do well with remote learning and I am afraid he would
flunk out.

7/8/2020 2:06 PM

411 I will not send my children back to school if they are required to wear masks. If masks are
required we will do online school.

7/8/2020 2:04 PM

412 The key to a safe return is to have required testing before attending school and testing every
two weeks after, with intensive organization to allow for rapid contact tracing. If this is in place,
then outbreaks can be stopped early before they derail the entire school program.

7/8/2020 2:04 PM

413 If our children our required to wear masks all day, your asking for more germs and viruses to be
spread. I think it will only distract from the learning environment and cause more problems! Let
them be children, they are resilient and if have good immune systems, there is no reason they
should need be required to wear a mask! Furthermore, more with children who are unable to
breathe well, with asthma, a mask is a BAD idea, and I have one such child who a mask does
NOT work for!! Let them go back to life! Without all the ridiculousness and hindering that all this
is causing.

7/8/2020 2:04 PM

414 Children are ment to be able to play together. Sitting at home on a screen is detrimental to their
ability to learn the necessary social skills. Also fear should not be the driving force behind any
decision made. Parents should have the right to choose. As we all know not everyone fits into
the same box.

7/8/2020 2:01 PM

415 in-school learning is more than just acedemics. My daughter is entering 1st grade and social
learning is equally as important in my opinion.

7/8/2020 2:00 PM

416 Remote learning was disastrous for my son.....although he enjoyed it because he could do it
more quickly, and he doesn't particularly care for his peers, it does not meet his needs in the
best way. Not all teachers approached remote learning in the same way and it was sometimes
unclear whether he was doing what was required or not. If D51 doesn't resume regular classes
I will return him to Caprock or perhaps an alternate home school for the upcoming school year.
My opinion.....is that the the district did the best they could given the hand you were dealt but
the "remote learning was ill conceived and poorly implemented. Connor was having one of his
best yrs yet and was showing real interest in some of his classes, and also taking real pride in
doing well. The remote learning crushed all that. We are not fans and will not participate in that
again.

7/8/2020 1:58 PM

417 Don't play politics. Do what is right for the children regardless of the consequences or
repercussions to the board members.

7/8/2020 1:57 PM

418 I firmly believe our children need to be learning IN school with appropriate measures in place to
protect everyone whether that be masks, daily temperature readings, required sanitizing, etc.

7/8/2020 1:56 PM

419 We must follow the data when making the decision to shut down schools. When the New York
Times singles out Mesa County in an article as having practically no COVID, then we ought to
resume normal education. Online learning does not work at the primary level. Let good data
drive the decisions. Test students weekly. Don’t shut down again.

7/8/2020 1:56 PM

420 These kids need to go back to school with NO restrictions. Children are not dying from COVID.
Mental health and suicide rates are up and there is more to consider than the politics behind
COVID. Also, school sports NEED to happen.

7/8/2020 1:56 PM

421 If we wind up doing partial remote learning for middle school, I’d like to see it for the non core
subjects first. I’d like the opportunity to continue items like orchestra to meet face to face. I think
those extra-curricular are important too.

7/8/2020 1:54 PM

422 The remote learning does not work 7/8/2020 1:53 PM

423 No 7/8/2020 1:51 PM

424 How does D 51 plan to keep students and faculty safe? Are they going to reduce class-size?
Will somebody be going in and sanitizing classes in between classes? And if they do plan on

7/8/2020 1:51 PM
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cleaning in between every class what does that do to the school day?

425 I feel very strongly that my son is unable to get what he needs with remote learning. I also feel
he has already fallen behind. I don't feel qualified to teach him at home. Additionally we are nee
to this area and he needs to have time to bond with his peers. I feel if we move forward with a
remote leaning model that it wi be detrimental to his academic growth and progress.

7/8/2020 1:49 PM

426 While we are very concerned as to our child's health, his special needs are around
social/emotional issues that can not be adequately addressed in a remote learning bubble. We
hope the district is committed to meeting the needs of special education children as we move
forward during this time of uncertainty.

7/8/2020 1:49 PM

427 Remote learning would need a great deal of an upgrade 7/8/2020 1:48 PM

428 Not as of now 7/8/2020 1:47 PM

429 Not at this time 7/8/2020 1:45 PM

430 Interested in pursuing remote learning for Trystin, open to any and all options including online
home school programs. We have multiple computers and seperate learning area set up for
home schooling

7/8/2020 1:44 PM

431 . 7/8/2020 1:44 PM

432 In my opinion the spring online learning was no adequate. I understand that this was urgent
need that was not planned for. However if hybrid or online learning will continue in the fall there
will need to be a drastic improvement.

7/8/2020 1:43 PM

433 My children will not go back to in person school if there is no gathering of students (like if they
have to stay in the same classroom all day with no outside activities, no lunch break with
friends, etc.) or if extra curricular activities are cancelled and there will be minimal socialization
and have to wear a mask all day. That will not work for us. If they can engage with friends and
teachers as school, they will go back, otherwise we will figure out homeschooling or online
school.

7/8/2020 1:41 PM

434 There needs to be structure across the board for the teachers, and explained planning and
scheduling so that parents know what is expected of their kids, when it’s due, and how to
contact teachers if there are problems or questions.

7/8/2020 1:39 PM

435 Assignments and instructions were vague at best and led to difficulties at home and completing
work. Made it hard to hold child accountable. Any online this year would need to have actual
online teaching streaming the teacher to be effective.

7/8/2020 1:39 PM

436 Must dramatically improve remote learning 7/8/2020 1:38 PM

437 Even though my son's teacher did a great job with on online schooling. We feel the learning
and obviously the social skills were definitely not there. If my child has to continue to do online,
we will have to find a different route, as in private learning or something different, we don't feel
online teaching is the way to go for our young children, especially what they need to learn at
this age. We feel it is not good for my children to sit at home on his computer all day. We are
completely for our children going back to school and without masks. We feel it is unhealthy to
have a child wear a mask all day and I can only imagine the kind of germs that they will be
putting on themselves by touching it all day long. We don't feel that this virus should stop how
the schools are being run. There we more kids sick with the flu and we didn't close the school
for that. Our children need interaction . Thank you!

7/8/2020 1:37 PM

438 I believe that a hybrid model of remote/in person learning will be disruptive to my child and
other children who thrive from consistant structure. My children already live in a blended
situation, so the more consistancy I can offer them, the better. While I do not necessarily
believe that remote learning is the most beneficial educationally, if I have to pick one or the
other at 100%, I am most comfortable with them home right now.

7/8/2020 1:36 PM

439 No 7/8/2020 1:31 PM

440 Classes need to be face to face this remote learning is not beneficial to my son in anyway. 7/8/2020 1:29 PM

441 Kids really need to be back at school and getting back to normal- since kids do not generally
get very sick from Covid 19, it would be a shame if they had to suffer with another year like last!

7/8/2020 1:26 PM

442 my kids will not wear a mask to school for any reason. If its make a requirement they won't go. 7/8/2020 1:22 PM
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Also if the vaccination for covid 19 they won't be getting that either ....ever required or not.

443 Homeschooling was difficult. My 5th grader was beyond overwhelmed because they expected
him to have the online platform figured out quickly. He struggled. Our kids need the Social and
Emotional opportunity’s that In-person school offers. Unfortunately if one of the restrictions for
the school year starting is that the kids will have to wear masks and distance with no recess, we
would prefer a homeschool option. They would not be able to handle wearing a mask all day. I
believe you would end up with more children sick because they will be constantly
itching,rubbing and adjusting their masks and their face. I do understand that this is a difficult
situation for everyone and we truly appreciate the district for their determination in trying to
make things work for as many as possible. Just putting in my two cents.

7/8/2020 1:19 PM

444 No face masks in school. My child will not attend if face masks are required. 7/8/2020 1:19 PM

445 This year is a mess- good luck y’all! 7/8/2020 1:17 PM

446 If going back to face to face learning would require mask wearing, my children would not
attended and we would require remote learning or grand river academy.

7/8/2020 1:14 PM

447 I think you guys are doing the best you can with the current situation. I am sorry people are so
hyper critical about everything. Keep doing a great job for our kids!

7/8/2020 1:14 PM

448 My daughter really struggled with the remote learning, she really needs the in person learning
in order to understand what is expected of her!

7/8/2020 1:13 PM

449 If there was a way to work out having the core classes and any electives that are not hands on
be remote? Then we can spread out the kids on different days at the schools for hands on
electives and sports. It will be very difficult for my daughter to have a mask on at all times as
she has asthma. We already limit the time she spends in situations where she needs the mask.
However, I don’t want her to miss out on her last 2 years. They are already giving up so much.

7/8/2020 1:13 PM

450 If schools will require masks all day and there will not be recess or specials we would rather just
do remote learning. If masks are required all day I do not plan on my kids returning for the
school year

7/8/2020 1:13 PM

451 If children are to return to school, I do not believe masks should mandated, it should be an
option. If it is mandated, they I vote for remote learning as learning will not be productive for
teachers or students if masks are required...to much time would be wasted by teachers having
to remind students to keep masks on.

7/8/2020 1:12 PM

452 No 7/8/2020 1:11 PM

453 Obviously the best case scenario would be 100 percent in-person learning, but if it's not
possible, it would be nice to at least have the kids at school 3 days a week or so. Also a little
concerned about school buses and if they will run as it would cause some issues for some
families and also more congestion at the schools. Maybe there's a way to stagger kids who are
in person vs. at home so as to create more social distancing.

7/8/2020 1:09 PM

454 Get our children back to normal as possible. This is very bad for their mental health. 7/8/2020 1:06 PM

455 It's much easier for older learners to work remotely. I'm most concerned about the younger kids.
Both with respect to keeping good hygiene, and their abilities to be able to adapt to remote
learning. Our older child struggled with the online assignments he got through kindergarten,
and now we'll have two. At the same time, I worry about them catching it because they are both
quick to pick up any bug going around. Whether they go back full time, or stay home full time,
neither is ideal given the recent spike.

7/8/2020 1:04 PM

456 I think the kids need to be back in school. The remote learning was ok in the covid pinch but
what a fight every day to make sure they log in and get everything completed.

7/8/2020 1:03 PM

457 Computer learning has been proved relatively ineffective when used as the sole source of
education and has proved substantially ineffective even when combined with in person learning
unless if utilized as an assist with traditional in person learning. Further, relative to computer
based learning use with students having learning disabilities or challenges such as attention
deficit disorders, sitting in front of a computer is a ridiculously difficult and ineffective
mechanism for learning. One more issue with Dist 51's implementation of computer based
learning is the fact that early on in the computer based learning implementation students were
notified that regardless of how they performed during the last quarter (the computer based
quarter) they would not receive a grade lower than they had received in the 3rd or previous

7/8/2020 1:03 PM
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quarter. What a ridiculous manner in which to motivate students to try their best in the face of a
difficult and untried mechanism; they were basically told they didn't even have to participate to
get a grade as good as their last quarter. The result should have been obvious to experienced
adult educators even before the announcement was made, only those students who are
internally motivated high achievers or those closely supervised and motivated by their parents
would make a reasonable effort at computer based learning, the rest would be satisfied with
receiving last quarters grade, if not even pleased to not have to participate at all. Whomever
decided to make that announcement before the completion, or at least near the end of the last
quarter, should have their judgement severely questioned and their credentials reviewed for
revocation. Covid 19 has not proven to be severe and certainly no worse than the flu,
particularly relative to children and most healthy adults and especially in Mesa County.
Therefor, in consideration of the local covid 19 situation, it's relative insignificant impact upon
healthy children and adults and it's lack of impact in Mesa County as a whole, and the
ineffectiveness of computer based learning, there should be no question that school should
resume normally in person in the fall. Perhaps as an aid in limiting liability some reasonable
protective measures may be required like masks on buses, temperature taking, self quarantine
from school for a reasonable period for those who have traveled to covid hot zones within the
previous 2 weeks and the like and n school should resume as normal but with those types of
measures in place for a reasonable limited duration.

458 Remote learning will negatively affect my children, in person- face to face is the only model that
will work for my son with an IEP. Also he cannot wear a mask for medical/safety reasons and
his goals and growth would be negatively impacted by his peers wearing them. If things don’t
go back to normal in the fall there is a high likelihood that I will pull my students for
homeschooling.

7/8/2020 1:01 PM

459 It is hard as a parent to teach the way you guys want them to learn. We would try our best but
its hard

7/8/2020 1:00 PM

460 I don't think it is a good idea to have the kids return to school, I don't see how they could
possibly keep social distance safety, especially in the hallway between classes.

7/8/2020 12:58 PM

461 Remote learning worked well for our family because my kids are older and don’t need childcare. 7/8/2020 12:57 PM

462 I do not think we are safe sending the children back yet! They are not going to be able to wear
masks at school! We need more time!

7/8/2020 12:57 PM

463 We are currently working with mind springs health to help better child's mental and behavioral
health issues

7/8/2020 12:54 PM

464 I really wish the district would be better about keeping us informed on how reopening will look
like and repercussions if we don’t attend. We need to know so we can start making back to
school purchases.

7/8/2020 12:54 PM

465 Remote learning did absolutely no good im a single working parent to 4 kids 7 and under i cant
work and spend 6 hrs a day between kids on a computer with assignments we cant get done

7/8/2020 12:53 PM

466 I'd like to get more information on online schooling for my daughter for 2020-21 school year 7/8/2020 12:52 PM

467 I'd prefer either 100% in (business as usual) or 100% out (remote/home school). I am not keen
in anything in between, or social distancing/mask wearing during school hours. In case such
practices are required, will likely opt out for home school/online school for the next year.

7/8/2020 12:51 PM

468 One on one is better learning . 7/8/2020 12:49 PM

469 Do your job and open up, no masks, sports/extra curricular in place and let our kids be kids. 7/8/2020 12:49 PM

470 For the overall mental health and social aspects of face to face interaction with other students
in the same age group, I feel it is very important to return to a normal school atmosphere. Face
to face interaction teaches social skills on level that sitting in front of a screen can not
accomplish. Also, for working parents, it is impossible to have the consistency needed to
promote a healthy education. For example, I work an early morning shift from 6am till 315 pm at
a center for adult survivors of traumatic brain injuries. My spouse does security from 3-11pm.
My spouse and I both do private home health care for a family member on various days of the
week making it nearly impossible to have a set learning time. I was having to cram a full week
of schooling on my 2 days off making it a day full of pressure for my son. Please take all these
things into consideration and thank you for all that you are doing to promote healthy learning.

7/8/2020 12:45 PM

471 Just need to make sure that our students and faculty are yaken care of. I know that no one 7/8/2020 12:43 PM
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enjoys wearing is a mask ,but I hope it is part of the requirement if school opens up for face to
face learning.

472 My child will not be back if social distancing and face masks are required. There social and
mental health is much more important than a virus that is politically driven!!

7/8/2020 12:37 PM

473 We are very fortunate to be flexible. We will adapt to whatever you decide is best for the
community!

7/8/2020 12:36 PM

474 This is so different for everyone. I certainly can help my kids with learning but the teachers
need to be better prepared to help the students too. They also need to hold kids accountable
just as if they were physically in school.

7/8/2020 12:36 PM

475 My children’s 4th grade teachers were awful. They offered no help or support to my children
during remote learning. They both treated the COVID-19 like a vacation and excuse for not
having to do their Jobs. I would prefer the children go back to school. However, I believe I was
a better teacher to my children then their actual teachers were throughout the entire year. The
only concerns I have is that I must return to work with no one to watch them while I am gone.
So, even though I would rather homeschool my children myself. Chipeta provides good
babysitters during the day as they sure do not provide good learning. We are also worried that if
the children go back full time, there is a greater possibility of them becoming sick. That is why a
hybrid of both may be the best option.

7/8/2020 12:34 PM

476 I am torn as to what is best for the kids and staff. Please make the best decisions based off
health and safety for all not because of pressure from one side or the other. Keeping everyone
safe and healthy needs to be the focus not people’s feelings.

7/8/2020 12:34 PM

477 School needs to resume back to normal. 7/8/2020 12:32 PM

478 It’s very hard to make good choices with regards to our kids needs vs their safety! I appreciate
all the effort, time and hard work put forth by everyone involved in making all this work! God
bless you all!

7/8/2020 12:31 PM

479 My youngest can not read yet and attended kindergarten with remote learning . He was home
with my 79 year old grandma that was unable to assist him in any computer work .It went
horrible with both my husband and I still working full time in Healthcare. He was receiving extra
help in school that he really needs and was devastating to loose that help.

7/8/2020 12:29 PM

480 Thanks for all you do! 7/8/2020 12:28 PM

481 I think you should open these schools back up all this is doing is hurting these kids in the long
run

7/8/2020 12:28 PM

482 Before spring break my son was in the process of learning evaluation. This has not since
resumed, we feel he will be placed on a 504 or IEP plan. He struggles greatly with online
learning and is unable to focus. He needs in person instruction.

7/8/2020 12:26 PM

483 Please DO NOT resume remote learning. 7/8/2020 12:26 PM

484 If the district moves forward with online learning I’d like to see more live classroom online. I
know other school may have had problems with hackers or other issues but my student needs
strict deadlines and actual times to hold her accountable. She found she had too much free
time and wouldn’t do class work until the last minute or it was too late and she’d get a lot all at
once. She found out she is a better in seat student than online.

7/8/2020 12:24 PM

485 Please allow our students to return to in person learning. The social skills are just as important
if not more so during this age!

7/8/2020 12:23 PM

486 I appreciate the survey, my kiddo wants to go back but as a high-risk individual, I don't want him
bringing anything home with him. I think our school did well keeping the kids engaged this last
semester.

7/8/2020 12:22 PM

487 It is unrealistic to expect children of any age to tolerate or adhere to social distancing or mask
wearing. I do not expect the school to enforce this.

7/8/2020 12:22 PM

488 More teacher-student interaction if we must do some remote learning. 7/8/2020 12:22 PM

489 I believe instruction school is extremely important, especially in the areas of math, science,and
foreign language. If health department officials don't allow in person instruction in Fall 2020 the
District need to find a way to do actual virtual classrooms with a video camera, on the teacher

7/8/2020 12:22 PM
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and on the whiteboard for instruction, or technology like that. The last quarter of Math 3 my
daughter received very little instruction on how to perform math problems, and do not believe
she learned or retained what she needed to move on in Math. Science and Foreign Language
were the same. As a parent, although I understand COVID concerns, teaching and preparing
this generation for the world is most important. They should be allowed back to in-class
instruction until a more beneficial online learning environment is achieved by the District.

490 I would like to see the kuds go back to school has normal as possible. I don't think face mask
will work with the kids especially in elementary school. I don't want my kids wearing a mask all
day. As for social distancing you can practice that all you want.

7/8/2020 12:21 PM

491 Please no masks 7/8/2020 12:21 PM

492 If we can't be in school 100% of the time. I think that at least 2-3 days of in person contact is
essential for children to not only excel in academics, but also meet social needs.

7/8/2020 12:21 PM

493 My child did well with remote learning, however, I think the social interaction with her
classmates is very important and is a key piece to her learning. I don’t feel like she was very
engaged in the learning process more so just wanted to get it out of the way for the day.

7/8/2020 12:21 PM

494 I honestly believe that school should go on the same. It will cause more stress on young and
even older children to have such restrictions in place. And quite honestly, it does not do any
good for their immune systems to keep them from each other.

7/8/2020 12:20 PM

495 Causes to much depression in kids when they can't be around people, lower motivation,
teachers aren't very interested in them, the system they used was horrible.

7/8/2020 12:19 PM

496 We feel that MVCS has helped both our daughters be prepared to easily experience this kind of
situation. Both my girls were in a crossover choir class which did change to the online platform
for them. It was different, yet handled well by the instructor. Our kids feel their advisors and
teachers really care about them! That is awesome!!! Thanks for the good you are doing!

7/8/2020 12:19 PM

497 This "virus" is not as bad as it is portrayed to be. I would like my son to be able to attend school
without a mask. I would be willing to sign a waiver. The governor's restrictions are far
overreaching. Please let our students attend and have a normal school year. Neither of my
sons did well with remote learning. I don't want to have to quit my job to home school my son.
Masks are unhealthy and children have not been affected by this virus on any kind of
measurable level. Thank you.

7/8/2020 12:18 PM

498 Not at this time 7/8/2020 12:18 PM

499 Ideal learning happens in-person, but safety must be the first priority and can't be sacrificed. 7/8/2020 12:18 PM

500 what about teachers? what if they don't feel comfortable being in person? Have you asked
them yet?

7/8/2020 12:17 PM

501 The school district did a great job (in a short amount of time) to organize the remote learning.
However, I feel like my children didn’t learn nearly as well at home as they did when they were
attending school, face-to-face with their teachers. We didn’t have any problems with the remote
learning, it just wasn’t an effective method for us... felt like my kids were short-changed in their
education for the last quarter of the school year.

7/8/2020 12:15 PM

502 Not real sure if there was any learning going on with the “remote learning “ last year 7/8/2020 12:15 PM

503 My son did not do good at all with the remote learning and I'm worried that he will drop out if he
is not able to return to person to person learning this fall.

7/8/2020 12:12 PM

504 Remote online schooling in the high schools should be an option at all times for the students
that need it.

7/8/2020 12:12 PM

505 Participating in School Sports are ESSENTIAL to the physical and mental development of our
youth. Please, PLEASE DO NOT KEEP OUR KIDS FROM THEIR FALL SPORTS
PROGRAMS... In my family's case it is women's volleyball for both of my daughters.

7/8/2020 12:10 PM

506 If my child is required to wear a mask or get a covid vaccination he will not be returning 7/8/2020 12:10 PM

507 D51 teachers are amazing! 7/8/2020 12:10 PM

508 If reopening looks like..: mandated masks, no cafeteria, no sports/recess/assemblies etc... we
will likely choose to homeschool. Hoping that things will be safe and open as normal as

7/8/2020 12:08 PM
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possible.

509 It was very hard for her online schooling 7/8/2020 12:07 PM

510 no masks, or my child will not attend 7/8/2020 12:06 PM

511 Na 7/8/2020 12:04 PM

512 I have been very pleased with Dr. Sirko, but do not like the thought of just spreading the desks
further apart. This is insufficient and doesn't take into account any of the remaining school day.
Masks should be required whenever possible (not possible for most band instruments
obviously). The cases are continuing to climb and we need to be cautious; otherwise we'll never
get to fully reopen.

7/8/2020 12:03 PM

513 I am more than happy to do remote learning as long as there is in person learning too. 100
percent remote learning is just not plausible for my family. If that happens we will have to find
alternate ways of learning and i'm just not sure there is anything available.

7/8/2020 12:03 PM

514 These children need interaction, they need to socialize and they need to be in school to learn! 7/8/2020 12:02 PM

515 Have another child that is ready to start PreK 7/8/2020 12:02 PM

516 if we have to do remote on line it would be dramatically improved if it was consistent very
structured with one app/location for all core and priority lessons. having all of these random
apps when parents are not able to direct the learning is ridiculous for kids under 10. Every
didn’t should be provided a chrome book so all the software is installed and functional. things
like music and PE really need to be deemphasized and the basic core learning needs to be
emphasized. The EPIC book application has so many worthless Book full of comics with
incorrect use of the English language as well as slang and poor spelling so should be
discouraged and paper book should be available for check out or pick up or sent home for
required reading. There’s no harm in being more structured and strict that helps us parents try
to maintain some order while many are still working full-time jobs.. last year was a total fail in
my opinion.

7/8/2020 12:02 PM

517 Kids need the structure in person schooling provides 7/8/2020 12:00 PM

518 How is it possible to keep my kids safe in packed classrooms without the possibility of social
distancing?

7/8/2020 11:57 AM

519 No 7/8/2020 11:56 AM

520 We believe the Chromebooks from last year that school district 51 did work really well 7/8/2020 11:55 AM

521 I would prefer 100% face to face learning. However, hybrid would be acceptable if my students
were attending their physical schools at least 3 days a week.

7/8/2020 11:54 AM

522 We miss the traditional school model and believe there is no substitute for positive
teacher/student interaction. That being said, our top priority is for the safety of our son, all
students, and all D51 staff. I am very fearful to return to traditional school even though we miss
it. I would rather remain online than to see a spike in COVID-19 illness. If we do return in
person, we would like to see changes made with screening for health, use of masks, etc. to
maintain proper respritory hygiene.

7/8/2020 11:53 AM

523 I understand that the teachers had a limited amount of time to implement online learning
however it's my understanding they do plenty of classroom stuff on Google which seems to
mean it would be easy enough to upload assignments and require more studies being done at
home. Including work that is challenging. My children reported daily and stayed on task but
there just wasn't enough school work to do 2 hours a day is not enough.

7/8/2020 11:52 AM

524 I am a health care worker. There is not a day or time that COVID has not affected my life.
However, I feel that in class learning is needed for my children. Not having this option will put a
financial hardship on my family as I do not qualify for reimbursement programs. My child will still
be going to a facility where other children are and so no benefit from having home learning.

7/8/2020 11:52 AM

525 My son did very well with remote learning. It was hard to get into it at first but as we all learned
what he should be doing, it went very well. Please do what you need to do to keep all of us
safe.

7/8/2020 11:51 AM

526 Not at this tine 7/8/2020 11:49 AM
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527 No 7/8/2020 11:49 AM

528 Don’t put our children in jeopardy because trump wants the schools open and I’m not sure you
can trust Mesa county public health.

7/8/2020 11:48 AM

529 The educator were only available most mornings and not in the afternoon except 1. It made it
hard to get help or help was recieved late (next day) which made schoolwork turned in late and
also got behind on next days work. Some teachers were not as strict as other about turning
work in on time which made grades lower. It was frustrating but I know it was the 1st time there
was remote learning for the school. But it made me sad to know some kids that don't get the
extra help from parents that can use extra help from outside the homes because as a parent
trying to help 2 kids was hard for me so I know for kids that don't have support at home what do
they do?

7/8/2020 11:48 AM

530 I believe that student’s education is suffering with online learning for working parents who
cannot be home to keep kids on task. Even if we could be home, teaching is a skill, and a
specialty that I have zero training in. Just because I was taught, and attended school and
obtained a degree doesn’t qualify me to teach. Online learning is insufficient and I hope this is
an absolute last resort.

7/8/2020 11:47 AM

531 Let the kids be kids. Children need the face to face social interaction - no masks - no social
distancing!! old style NORMAL OR NOTHING!! if you need to do anything - push the calendar
back to the old fashioned Labor day to Memorial day model. worked for a hundred years, still
good now.....

7/8/2020 11:45 AM

532 No 7/8/2020 11:44 AM

533 We want full back to school in person face to face. School aged children are not dying at any
rate that warrants schools being shutdown. Plus there are several studies coming out that
asymptomatic carriers dont pass the virus. We are much more concerned with the mental, and
emotional aspects of kids not being in full normal back to school, sports and other activities. We
need them to go back to what they enjoy and focus on their health and well being. Covid is
reeling havoc on them and it isnt the virus it is the response or over response. Allow for virtual
for those who are compromised or prefer that option. Have parents sign waivers that want back
to school normal, increase cleaning and hand washing .... but no masks and please normal
lunches, recesses, and specials .... Push back on state mandates, respond appropriately for
our county and our kids needs not blanket mandates

7/8/2020 11:44 AM

534 No 7/8/2020 11:43 AM

535 Kids need to have the interaction with their teachers and fellow class mates to have the best
chance of learning.

7/8/2020 11:42 AM

536 Consideration around the amount of screen time for each child should be considered. My child
with the IEP has to meet regular class requirements and his IEP requirements. This required
extra screen time. In the school setting children on IEP’s miss a certain portion of regular
instruction for IEP classes. This did not happen during online learning.

7/8/2020 11:41 AM

537 I dont like specified times, I want to be able to determine my child's hours and daily schedule in
remote learning as I would be the one to help him along the way . And if teachers are doing
remote learning I believe they need alittle more training, because it can make for complications
when teachers are unaware and do not know how to use the program when they do not read or
follow guidelines on the specific courses and rules being taken for remote learning, and do not
know how to communicate with parents appropriately.

7/8/2020 11:41 AM

538 Please please please let us go back to in person learning. 7/8/2020 11:40 AM

539 No 7/8/2020 11:38 AM

540 There are alot of single moms out here that need more help then y'all think with all these new
rules and regs of covid. We need to figure it out

7/8/2020 11:37 AM

541 The remote learning last quarter was not an effective learning opportunity for our kiddo with
D51; it was however, effective with her private clinicians and private therapists. We therefore,
hope to have all D51 academic instruction be in-person, although we are in favor abbreviated
contact so that there is flexibility for social distancing and/or other necessary measures to keep
all kiddos, staff & community safe. Thank you D51 for all that you are doing! Keep moving
forward : D

7/8/2020 11:34 AM
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542 With kids in different schools on different schedules if it was a hybrid system we would need to
ensure we can match their schedules

7/8/2020 11:34 AM

543 The scientific evidence supports a full return to in person school. Children are at virtually no risk
of death from covid. The risk of death from suicide, abuse, overdose is preliminary but expected
to be greatly increased due to school closure. The fact that evidence will take time to gather On
these harms does not excuse schools from considering them. assuming that schools will
monitor students for symptoms of covid as part of opening plans, the argument that children put
adults at risk is rather weak. This is true given that the CDC has stated that asymptomatic
transmission is rare. If in full person school does not occur, the schools and the NEA should be
held responsible by litigation. It is my expectation and desire that the appropriate government
state and or local and the NEA be held fully liable for the failed education we currently face due
to last year and for the ongoing failure to provide a safe and effective educational environment
from a public safety standpoint. Although schools may cite a fear of harm from covid as a
reason to deny in person school—does not mean such a harm in practical actuality exists. This
assessment of various risks will ultimately be judged by the legal system, not the media. The
science is available and the risks of school lockdown are real and increasingly measurable. To
ignore them will be costly on many levels. We must place our total and comprehensive well
being above that of political ideology and unfounded fears

7/8/2020 11:33 AM

544 No 7/8/2020 11:32 AM

545 Remote learning is to hard for parents that work full time!!! 7/8/2020 11:31 AM

546 I’m very concerned about sending my child back to school. Especially, since we went
backwards with the bars and restaurants. I don not want my child’s safety put into jeopardy due
to pressure of reopening. I personally think it’s too soon and reopening for schools should be
slow.

7/8/2020 11:29 AM

547 I'm not a teacher. The remote learning caused many fights and arguments. Assignments never
made sense and even the teachers felt the plain. One of my sons had I guess 4 websites to
check for assignments and I didn't know this nor did he even remember all the passwords.
Please look at Lean for office. Things need to be simplified and teachers should be given
support. If I'm forced to do remote learning I will be going to an actual home school program.

7/8/2020 11:28 AM

548 In person learning is SO very important for these kids. As a healthcare provider, I believe that
increased frequency and additional areas for handwashing should be a HUGE priority. As well
as implementing additional cleaning measures . This might have to include looking at schedules
to allow more time for this to occur in the way it should. I would also not be opposed to a later
start date in order to accomplish this task. The learning experience should be as close to
"normal" as possible. Being aware of social distance is ok, but I feel masks would be a
nightmare for both teachers and students and be a huge distraction that would take away from
learning time.

7/8/2020 11:28 AM

549 Safety from Covid always first 7/8/2020 11:28 AM

550 No 7/8/2020 11:28 AM

551 No 7/8/2020 11:27 AM

552 No 7/8/2020 11:27 AM

553 No 7/8/2020 11:27 AM

554 If the health dept believes it is safe to return for in-person learning I will send my children. Will I
disagree with this decision, absolutely. More and more cases are popping up in our community.
Children will only spread this faster. I will trust your decision and support it. We’re in this
together.

7/8/2020 11:27 AM

555 I will not be sending my children to school in masks 7/8/2020 11:27 AM

556 In person learning is best for kids. They need interaction. Masks will only be a distraction. 7/8/2020 11:26 AM

557 No 7/8/2020 11:25 AM

558 Thank you for the work you are doing to keep our kids safe and open the schools if possible.
It's a big job and I trust you are doing what is best!

7/8/2020 11:25 AM

559 I am a physician and my children's mother is a nurse. To date, we have a higher total death rate
from influenza that exceeds COVID-19. In my 30 plus years as a health care provider, (26 in the

7/8/2020 11:25 AM
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ED) I have never seen a pandemic handled in such an unorthodox, and poor fashion thrown
scientific rigor out the window. So much of what we are doing is merely arbitrary based on fear.
We are truly harming our kids' psychosocial development by isolating them, not to mention
impairing the development of a robust immune system for those not immunocompromised.
There are multiple infectious diseases to be confronted...this is the human condition. Keeping
children healthy is the best way to support a vigorous immune system...yes we believe the
children should be back with their teachers and friends providing them the optimum tools to be
successful in life...including healthy, and carefully considered quantifiable coping mechanisms
to confront challenges with objectivity and not hiding in fear. We realize in our litigious society
you have a challenging job as administrators. Media bias is at an all-time high. They usually,
mitigate panic, and instruct the sick and unhealthy to be confined...yet with this pandemic have
walked into the theater of life and yelled, "fire!" We need to think of the big picture and do what
is right for the kids.

560 While I understand the short notice of shutting schools down everything was disorganized
lacking in information. My kids did not learn anything, I feel they are behind in all areas.

7/8/2020 11:25 AM

561 These kids need social interaction, keeping them out of the classroom is more harmful than the
current situation we are dealing with

7/8/2020 11:24 AM

562 Smaller classes need to happen period! And 4 day school weeks instead of 5! 7/8/2020 11:23 AM

563 My son is asthmatic and I’m concerned for his safety if he is required to wear a mask breathing
your own carbon monoxide is so bad but I’m sure you already knew that.

7/8/2020 11:22 AM

564 No 7/8/2020 11:22 AM

565 Our children need interaction with others, to learn and grow as people. 7/8/2020 11:22 AM

566 My child becomes extremely frustrated trying to learn online. This frustrates me as well and
nothing gets accomplished. However, I worry more about the health of myself and child more
than her learning what 2nd grade has to offer.

7/8/2020 11:21 AM

567 None 7/8/2020 11:20 AM

568 If schools should open and kids have to wear mask, that is not fair for kiddos to wear mask that
long. It is better to wait and let the kiddos be in a safer enviroment. Only core classes are
needed

7/8/2020 11:20 AM

569 If a vaccination is required to go back to in person learning, my children will not attend in person 7/8/2020 11:20 AM

570 remote working is very hard for working parents 7/8/2020 11:19 AM

571 I am beyond disappointed with D51 leadership. You are posting things on Facebook without
having prior told staff/families what is the plan. You are saying you will release the “plan” on the
21st but already giving feedback to families on Facebook. How disappointing. You haven’t even
told your hard working teachers what the plan is yet. Oh and wait, there is the fact that this
survey, and the MVEA survey are not even due yet... but you have a plan. So why are you
taking this survey? You are not even using the information in making your plan. You will lose so
many staff and families. Districts all over the country are doing this right... and you are doing it
severely wrong.

7/8/2020 11:19 AM

572 I would like to see school return face-to-face, but push the start date back to late August/Early
September.

7/8/2020 11:19 AM

573 No 7/8/2020 11:18 AM

574 If kids are going back while cases are still going up, then masks should be required to be worn
by everyone entering the schools. Remote learning is my preference until COVID19 is under
control. I am not sure how you would have more than a handful of students in a classroom
without endangering the students, teachers, and other staff. Thanks for the opportunity to
provide feedback.

7/8/2020 11:18 AM

575 why are they sharing supplies again? Need to know what your plan is so we can plan 7/8/2020 11:17 AM

576 In person is our number one choice 7/8/2020 11:17 AM

577 With the current pandemic and having a “high risk” child, I firmly believe it is in my child’s best
interest to do remote learning instead of in person. Remote learning was just as beneficial for

7/8/2020 11:16 AM
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my child, we had no issues with it and I also liked being able to be involved in my child’s
learning as well.

578 Children need to go back to school. Real school. Not the online school. That is where they learn
the best without distractions of the household. They learn social skills and get to make friends
and get to know their teachers. They will create memories that will last a lifetime in school. Our
kids need to be in a normal school setting.

7/8/2020 11:16 AM

579 If COVID-19 vaccination required to return to school I will not have my child return because I
will not give my child something that hasn’t been tested and proven safe.

7/8/2020 11:16 AM

580 I will not send my kids to school if you require them to wear a mask or any other face
protection. I will for sure home school if that is the case. They need interaction and normal life
including school.

7/8/2020 11:16 AM

581 N/A 7/8/2020 11:16 AM

582 If remote learning in started again, there needs to be weekly guides for parents 7/8/2020 11:16 AM

583 My daughter is taking cmu and art classes her senior year. She can't do these classes remotely 7/8/2020 11:15 AM

584 If we have to do a hybrid model, we would much prefer a full day on-full day online model as
opposed to the half day model. For example, in school on M/W and home on T/R and Friday
(IACS already uses a four day week model) or in school T/R and home M/W and Friday. The
half day option will be really difficult in terms of getting kids to and from school (no bus service)
for families who have parents who work full time.

7/8/2020 11:15 AM

585 Don't be pressured to compromise the safety of our children and our community. 7/8/2020 11:14 AM

586 I’m disabled with a brain injury. This was the worst experience for my kids and I. 7/8/2020 11:14 AM

587 No 7/8/2020 11:13 AM

588 Absolutely NO MASKS! 7/8/2020 11:12 AM

589 I tried very hard to help my son with remote learning and feel as though i failed. He has been on
an IEP his entire school career. He has trouble staying focused. Get angry and wont do the
work. I feel remote learning would set him up for failure.

7/8/2020 11:12 AM

590 Remote learning was largely unsuccessful for my student 7/8/2020 11:12 AM

591 All the staff at each school has been very helpful and understanding which helps significantly
with transitioning to remote learning. Also I believe it would be best to push out elementary face
to face learning at least younger children dont wash hands as good...

7/8/2020 11:11 AM

592 No 7/8/2020 11:11 AM

593 My child learns better in person and at home with homework paper instead of computer she is a
super hyper kid who needs breaks

7/8/2020 11:10 AM

594 No 7/8/2020 11:09 AM

595 No 7/8/2020 11:09 AM

596 I do not have options for childcare if my child doesn’t go to school in person. 7/8/2020 11:09 AM

597 No 7/8/2020 11:08 AM

598 One of my children is disabled so that is why I am skeptical. 7/8/2020 11:08 AM

599 Half days would be ok some kids in the morning other in the afternoon until covid starts to slow
down

7/8/2020 11:07 AM

600 I had a freshman and senior this past year. My senior was given 30 math assignments a week
and even when completed it didn't help his grade. After several weeks of spending more time
online in one day than an entire week in the classroom and not really learning, he gave up. My
freshman already had A's so he just copied and pasted and didn't learn anything. Since his
grades couldn't go up or down he also stopped participating. In person schooling provides more
eduction then just book learning. Our teachers and school provide the next generation with
social skills, problem solving athletics and activities that make them well rounded adults. Lack
of in person education to a minimal risk population will have significant long term ramifications
for our society.

7/8/2020 11:07 AM
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601 Our strong preference is face-to-face learning if at all possible. 7/8/2020 11:07 AM

602 Please do not open schools up it is not safe yet !! 7/8/2020 11:06 AM

603 Thank you for the all the effort and attention being provided to this very complicated issue. We
know you have hard decisions to make, but trust that you will implement the best plan for our
community. I'm very proud of D51!

7/8/2020 11:06 AM

604 If schools turn into a hybrid of school and home and my child is required to use the computer
for 25% or more of computer work, we will opt to home school. Online learning may be fine for
secondary students but for elementary students in our family it was a disaster which they
received 0 credit for. Huge waste of time and effort. I would consider keeping in school if true
worksheets made it home and the teachers actually included the parent working with our
children in the decision process. Parents were a mandatory third wheel to assist with navigating
computers and wasted a huge amount of time when our kids received non grades for all their
efforts. Also, your computer department never reached back for an issue we suffered through
the entire at home time period. We'll opt out if those same issues we encountered in the past
aren't addressed. Also have issues with masks on my third and kindergarten student, we are
flexible and truly understand health of others, but their health matters too. It can't be healthy for
them to be in a hot classroom with a mask on full time.

7/8/2020 11:04 AM

605 The remote learning does not work. 7/8/2020 11:04 AM

606 Please, for the sake of us all, families, communities, make a decision to open the schools! If
people are afraid to return, let them make accommodations for themselves and their families,
do not pressure the people who desire to return to suffer. We lost so much in just the last
quarter of school last year, please do not jeopardize the sanity and emotional well being of the
children, teachers and all involved. This is something to be overcome and it won't happen by
keeping those of us ready to live at bay. Please, make a decision, stick with it even it if is to
defy certain "recommendations" rather than be afraid of offending somebody.

7/8/2020 11:04 AM

607 my son has adhd and remote learning is far to hard on him. 7/8/2020 11:04 AM

608 No 7/8/2020 11:04 AM

609 I think my son learns much better in a classroom setting where there are other children around
and a teacher. I also think this is good from the Social Development aspect for the children

7/8/2020 11:04 AM

610 We greatly appreciate the effort it takes on the part of the teachers to develop online classes-
especially when many teachers have kids of their own.

7/8/2020 11:04 AM

611 Na 7/8/2020 11:02 AM

612 I would like my son to attend school again. We will keep him home if he becomes ill. Maybe
taking their temperatures daily would be a good idea when they return. Thank you!

7/8/2020 11:01 AM

613 safety of my children is most important but I want them to be successful 7/8/2020 11:01 AM

614 My child will not attend remote or hybrid school. I will take home somewhere we can get face to
face education.

7/8/2020 11:01 AM

615 no 7/8/2020 11:01 AM

616 Remote learning was not very well structured or Helpful. 7/8/2020 11:01 AM

617 I am not cut out for Homeschooling my student, however, I cannot possibly see how these kids
can go back to school when they’re in such close proximity to one another.

7/8/2020 11:01 AM

618 We would prefer half in school and half remote learning 7/8/2020 11:00 AM

619 The remote learning was not acceptable. 7/8/2020 11:00 AM

620 Remote learning was very difficult with 3 kids in 1st, kindergarten, and preschool. My comments
are not intended to speak poorly of teachers, they did great considering the circumstances.
None of my kids had the computer agility to do any independent work. Each of my kids required
1-1 to do a good job and all 3 combined took 6-8 hours a day. Even with having a teaching
background and with the ability to be home with my kids, this was very difficult. Teacher
expectations were very different. If it had been a homeschool situation, I would have
coordinated curriculums and lessons so that I could teach my kids at the same time with

7/8/2020 11:00 AM
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differentiation to their levels. Teaching each kid individually while the others (including a 3 year
old already at home) made it very difficult to maintain.

621 While my son does very well even in the remote learning, he has expressed that he would
definitely rather be face-to-face with his instructors. He feels that he gets more out of the
teaching and is able to ask questions more readily with more understanding between himself
and his instructors.

7/8/2020 11:00 AM

622 Our experience with online learning was terrific, but mostly due to how our child’s teacher
(Sarah Schaffer) chose to run her online classroom. She was very interactive and had live
classes everyday. If this is an option (and needed due to COVID concerns) I would be in favor
of this style of online learning. The other options I’ve heard of from parents in other classrooms
doesn’t sound like a great option. Not enough input from the teachers it sounded like. Really
hoping we take advantage of the low number of cases and concerns in our community and
provide as much of a normal experience for our students as possible, definitely no masks. I
can’t even get my daughter to keep a jacket on in January, a mask would be impossible.
Required masks would likely make us look at online learning, which we would rather not do.

7/8/2020 11:00 AM

623 I do not want my children to feel unsafe during these continued uncertain times. I know the
school district is doing their best but I don’t believe starting school in August is best safety if not
an online option

7/8/2020 11:00 AM

624 I think my kindergartner will benefit more in school, then a home. He is really looking forward to
school. I think the social skills in school will benefit him

7/8/2020 10:59 AM

625 Require masks for all students, faculty, and staff. Anyone indoors must be wearing a mask.
Make it part of the dress code and announce it as soon as possible.

7/8/2020 10:59 AM

626 Please plan for not returning to school. We all can easily return to school if allowed, however,
failing to plan for not returning will be planning to fail. Thank you

7/8/2020 10:59 AM

627 It is hard to answer if the 2019/20 school year went well for my children. 1 student who excelled
inseat struggled greatly with distance learning. My other child who struggled horribly with inseat
learning land up doing so much better with distance learning. We have done hole school before
and with the distance learning there are just too many factors that came into play. I answered a
few question in hope. But I can say 100% that if masks are required full day for inseat learning
(and at this moment it seems they should), my students will not be returning for inseat classes.

7/8/2020 10:58 AM

628 Thank you for all you guys are doing - Remote learning was much easier for my older kids, but
with 2 working parents, it was extrememly difficult / close to impossible to keep up with for my
kindergartener - now first grader

7/8/2020 10:58 AM

629 In case they go back online, social interactions online between students should increase. Also, I
think parents can collaborate to lead some weekly sessions online that give a better sense of
synchronize course

7/8/2020 10:58 AM

630 I think there needs to be more outdoor learning (gardening, building, etc.). I think it is a crucial
missing part of their education and would be a much healthier learning environment for
everyone.. A win, win! :) Thank you all, for all that you do!!!

7/8/2020 10:58 AM

631 My son failed a few of his classes junior year due to this online schooling because half of his
teachers didn't care to have their stuff on Google Classroom like they should have and then half
of them they have access for him to get into either so he felt I was not happy about it and even
when we did get this stuff finally we tried our hardest to help him get through it and they still sell
them even though he tried his hardest to complete his assignments

7/8/2020 10:58 AM

632 Schools back in session this fall should be Mesa County's top priority. Bars and other non-
essential gatherings (concerts, rodeos, etc.) should not be allowed right now specifically so that
we can increase the chances of all of our kids going back to school in the fall so that parents
can work.

7/8/2020 10:58 AM

633 Please make sure that any restrictions on student and staff will be supported by administration.
Children will remove their masks and refuse to put them on. If there won’t be follow through on
rules like this, please don’t include them. It makes it difficult on parents and teachers to have
rules that aren’t supported.

7/8/2020 10:58 AM

634 If my children have to wear masks I will be keeping them home. 7/8/2020 10:57 AM

635 A huge thank you to all of the teachers, administrators & staff who are committed to both public 7/8/2020 10:56 AM
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education & public safety!

636 No 7/8/2020 10:56 AM

637 Homeschool is likely if you don't return to in person learning. 7/8/2020 10:55 AM

638 No 7/8/2020 10:55 AM

639 My child does not do well with remote learning. If it can not be done in person I would rather he
just sit the year out.

7/8/2020 10:55 AM

640 No 7/8/2020 10:55 AM

641 My elementary student had a very good online experience but my high school student had a
very bad experience there was only one online face-to-face meeting for all his classes the
entire time and that was totally insufficient plus none of his teachers ever tried to contact me
about bad grades

7/8/2020 10:54 AM

642 No 7/8/2020 10:54 AM

643 No 7/8/2020 10:53 AM

644 If masks are required and there is modifications to there learning day I will pull my children. My
Autistic child was not given adequate services by law at the end of school year either. I will seek
legal representation per his disabilities act.

7/8/2020 10:53 AM

645 Please get the students back in school 7/8/2020 10:53 AM

646 no 7/8/2020 10:53 AM

647 My family is totally willing to be flexible with what the district believes is best. I believe that we
can teach our children how to be safe in a public but understand if it’s not an option. Thank you
for all that you guys are doing!

7/8/2020 10:53 AM

648 No 7/8/2020 10:53 AM

649 N/A 7/8/2020 10:52 AM

650 Kids need to be in school and taught by teachers face to face they need the time to interact with
there fellow classmates and teachers, it is good for children to have a hands-on learning
experience. children get to distracted at home to sit behind a screen all day and learn.

7/8/2020 10:52 AM

651 I am on the fence about sending my kids back. I feel that face to face learning is absolutely the
best but if that puts my children at risk it's scary. If the COVID numbers keep going up I don't
think kids should attend public school.

7/8/2020 10:51 AM

652 My child will go to 100% in person learning with no mask or I'm pulling her and putting her in
private school. Remote learning was a complete joke.

7/8/2020 10:51 AM

653 I would ask what the teachers need, that is most important and they are always put last. As a
family we can handle whatever situation is decided upon.

7/8/2020 10:51 AM

654 I would like to see a hybrid plan over full remote learning. I would also like to see a zoom or live
set up for learning for those not in the class room. I think the kids need structure of class and
focus, instead of just tasks to complete. It could be 15-20 minutes of instruction and then
projects/tasks to work on after that to complete the class.

7/8/2020 10:51 AM

655 Elementary students will have the hardest time if there are restrictions for them in school. If it is
not back to normal for them please keep them home.

7/8/2020 10:51 AM

656 Open the schools 7/8/2020 10:51 AM

657 No 7/8/2020 10:50 AM

658 Just want the kids to be safe and not have a situation where it spreads through the school and
then into the community with how aggressive this virus is.

7/8/2020 10:50 AM

659 No 7/8/2020 10:50 AM

660 I have serious concern for the mental health of my child if school does not return to face-to-face 7/8/2020 10:50 AM

661 My child is a hands on learner, and if the district decides to do remote learning for the school 7/8/2020 10:49 AM
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year 2020-2021, I will have no choice but to take her out of the district and move her to private
school, and or online learning that has books and worksheets to go along with the online stuff. I
am not making my child hate school because of how she learns...

662 No 7/8/2020 10:49 AM

663 I can not help my daughter with remote learning. If that is the case I feel we need tutor help or
something. She is also not motivated enough to do the learning properly

7/8/2020 10:49 AM

664 I don't think elementary school students can or will adhere to a safe distance. What about lunch
or recess? I could see middle and high schools being in person/in school learning; but
elementary school kids are too young and too friendly to be in school right now. Plus, I don't
see kids that young keeping masks on. Half of them don't even wash their hands after they go
potty

7/8/2020 10:49 AM

665 My kids love in person school learning. If things go bad we will do remote learning. Half the
time. It just depends on guidelines what happens.

7/8/2020 10:49 AM

666 If the School District chooses to provide learning in a 100% online atmosphere, we would likely
choose an alternative path as the experience our children had in the online portion of the 2019-
2020 school year was not a positive one. I recognize the difficulties faced by the district and
school officials, however there were several instances of our children being frustrated by the
onslaught of assignments with little to no instruction or ability to get the much needed
assistance when needed. I'd be happy to discuss further if needed. Regards, Lincoln Folkers

7/8/2020 10:49 AM

667 No 7/8/2020 10:49 AM

668 I think half remote and half in person would be a great option given the spike in the pandemic. 7/8/2020 10:49 AM

669 In my opinion, there was no learning that took place during the remote and learning. The entire
setup was thrown on us so quick that we as parents haven't had four years of education to
learn to become teachers. expecting us to actually get our children to teach is never going to
work out. It's impossible for my child to separate home from school when they are stuck at
home doing school. There is no routine there is no ability to put the home life on pause in order
to focus on schooling. As a parent I have no ability to teach him. Therefore remote learning he
will never learn anything and I think it's a joke!

7/8/2020 10:49 AM

670 Please let students return to school in person. It’s the only way my child will learn. 7/8/2020 10:48 AM

671 None 7/8/2020 10:48 AM

672 Remote learning was not successful for my children. This also makes an assumption parents
are available, while some of us have full- time jobs. Remote learning will only increase the
amount my kids struggle with school. Most parents struggled and the kids are now months
behind where they should have been. Most adults are not even successful with online classes,
so why would children be!

7/8/2020 10:48 AM

673 Na 7/8/2020 10:48 AM

674 I am A teacher as will it it made things hard trying help my daughter and teach my class as will.
I feel she would be better at in class setting.

7/8/2020 10:48 AM

675 I will not have my children attend any in person learning where masks are required. Should this
be the case I would be forced to find another alternative for my children’s learning.

7/8/2020 10:48 AM

676 please please please have face to face learning. it is essential for the success of our children
and the sanity of parents.

7/8/2020 10:48 AM

677 no 7/8/2020 10:47 AM

678 The district should encourage the wearing of face covering during the CHECK-IN DAYS until all
necessary safety precautions are implemented. It was not mentioned in an email from Jenny
Kostelecky.

7/8/2020 10:47 AM

679 It seems like using an established online program may be easier than having classroom
teachers concoct a teaching plan and delivery that they are not used to operating in. On line
schooling is much different than in person in my opinion.

7/8/2020 10:47 AM

680 We made remote learning work, because we had to, but it was hard on my kids. Even with
great teachers and online resources, it’s just not the same as face to face instruction.

7/8/2020 10:46 AM

Communications
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681 In my opinion, our children (ages 5 and 7) need the social interaction that comes with in-person
learning. They are too young to benefit in any meaningful way from remote learning.

7/8/2020 10:46 AM

682 I feel that the level of education under the remote learning model was not where it needed to
be. Seemed like busy work and I don't really feel like my kids learned anything. Plus the fact
that the grades could not go down I also think was an issue because if they had a decent grade
then they did not put a lot of effort into the classwork that was given to them.

7/8/2020 10:46 AM

683 Would really love my child to have person to person learning atmosphere, but not at the risk of
her health. Should masks be required of her at 5 years old, I may have to reconsider sending
her to public school. Thanks so much.

7/8/2020 10:46 AM

684 I would like to have teachers input on in person. They should also have a say about their health
being on the line if we do not require masks, etc.

7/8/2020 10:45 AM

685 My kids did not do well with online learning. Although we are a super high risk family and I fully
support extreme measures being taken to protect our family.

7/8/2020 10:45 AM

686 My daughter worked very hard to complete all of her assignments and give 100% effort and
when we received a report card showing N as her grades it was very frustrating. Between
balancing teaching at home and having to work to support my family my child should have at
least gotten graded on all of her hard work and not received the same participation grade as
children who never once signed on for remote learning and put forth zero effort. We have 4
children in our home, 3 of which did the remote learning and 1 is a 2 year old. So we worked
very very hard on doing school work even though she was already advanced. Very
disappointing she was not graded on her efforts at all.

7/8/2020 10:45 AM

687 Good luck!! You’ll likely upset 1/3 to 1/2 of people no matter what you decide. 7/8/2020 10:45 AM

688 No masks for the children. Rebreathing their expelled carbon dioxide kills brain cells. It’s
science.

7/8/2020 10:45 AM

689 For a house with multiple children in remote learning for the end of last semester I was able to
observe that there was not enough consistency between expectations for teachers from one
school to another or one grade to another. If remote learning is required, the curriculum should
be standard for the district based on grade level and not at the discretion of the teacher. This
leaves too much room for children to fall behind if one teacher is struggling to properly plan.

7/8/2020 10:45 AM

690 I think its probably a bad idea to return to in-person learning given the current surge in cases. It
is difficult for kids to find the motivation with complete remote learning, so the hybrid would work
best, but still makes me nervous with conditions worsening as the summer/year goes on.

7/8/2020 10:45 AM

691 It is imperative that students get back in the classrooms and on the athletic fields. This is
necessary for their physical, mental and overall well being.

7/8/2020 10:45 AM

692 No 7/8/2020 10:45 AM

693 If we are going to continue remote learning it needs to be more spread out. I spent 2-3 hours
per day with a child in kindergarten trying to complete assignments. That is a long time for a
parent that has to work 8 plus hours a day.

7/8/2020 10:45 AM

694 No 7/8/2020 10:45 AM

695 Thank you for all of the work you are putting in to keeping the teachers and students safe while
still providing the students an excellent education. I appreciate this district so much.

7/8/2020 10:44 AM

696 I believe that it is in kids’ best interest to be able to attend school, especially when they are on
an IEP. I am not qualified to teach them in this capacity. I have four on an IEP. I also do not
want my kids to go back to school if they will be required to wear masks and not have any
interaction with their peers. They need the social interaction as much as the schooling right
now. I am open to hybrid, but we will need more support in place this go around.

7/8/2020 10:44 AM

697 I think that there should be multiple options as to what’s going to happen this year. If parents
want to send their kids to school they can, they wanna do both online and in person they can,
and if they wanna do all online with their child they can. I will be choosing to do
online/homeschooling this year due to everything going on.

7/8/2020 10:44 AM

698 When it came to remote learning the thunder mountain teachers where amazing.and demoing
on what requirements are for my 4th grader to go back will determine if I will send her back to

7/8/2020 10:44 AM
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school or not. For remote learning for the middle school I was not impressed, they were not
helpful, but she is starting high school and will go no matter what

699 Please allow our schools to reopen! We cannot live in fear, and sacrifice our way of lives, for an
illness that while bad has minimal fatality percentages with proper care. Especially given that
ultimately it is likely that a large percentage of the population will contract the illness eventually,
regardless of measures practiced. Thank you.

7/8/2020 10:44 AM

700 I work full time if remote learning is forced on us again my kids will suffer for it. It should be up
to the parents if I'm willing to send my children it should be allowed. I don't want my kids to fall
even further behind. Thank you

7/8/2020 10:43 AM

701 Please don’t make this a political game, put our children’s safety first. 7/8/2020 10:43 AM

702 No 7/8/2020 10:43 AM

703 Remote learning is too hard for parents who work full time. 7/8/2020 10:42 AM

704 My kids love their extra curricular activities (band, sports) and we’d like alternatives for these to
be considered.

7/8/2020 10:42 AM

705 No 7/8/2020 10:42 AM

706 100% face school 7/8/2020 10:42 AM

707 N/A 7/8/2020 10:42 AM

708 Open the schools 7/8/2020 10:42 AM

709 N/A 7/8/2020 10:24 AM

710 Please take into consideration that many children are being raised by their grandparents, which
increases the risk of those at home getting Covid 19. Thank you.

7/8/2020 10:03 AM

711 I have 2 kids in Middle School, 1 in HS and I am Para for Elementary and we had the most
problems with Schooligy. It was very frustrating for us parents and our kids which are in GT and
higher classes. However I was extremely happy with how fast our D51 came up with a plan and
for all the help I received to do my job.

7/8/2020 9:46 AM

712 My student's experience in the spring with remote learning was very mixed. Some of his
classes were very active in continuing to provide both instruction and contact with the students.
Other classes had very little instruction or contact. I know it was a difficult situation with the
sudden switch to remote learning. Some teachers were able to continue to provide instruction,
and I truly appreciated that, but it puzzled me that in contrast some teachers did almost nothing
after the switch. I hope there will be more consistency this fall if we again have to switch to
remote learning.

7/8/2020 9:29 AM

713 Putting my child back into in person learning makes me very nervous, as we have high risk
family members. I realize that is life and everyone is at risk as things are reopening, I would just
feel more comfortable doing distance learning for them.

7/8/2020 9:27 AM

714 School district did the best they could with the short time they had to redirect learning to a
remote setting, but my children struggled not because of the lesson plans, but just because of
the lack of participation of others. Seems there was no ramifications to those students who
didn't try, while others such as mine did the assignments, stayed caught up and put forth the
effort to make the most of a bad situation. Many of the teachers ended up spending more time
bringing those who didn't stay up to date on assignments back to being caught up while those
kids that did their assignments had to simply sit back and wait. I just felt that my kids didn't get
much out of the 4th quarter.

7/8/2020 9:15 AM

715 Kids need to be in the classroom with other kids. They are sad and depressed not being able to
see their friends and have a routine. They miss out on learning and not being in school is bad
for them.

7/8/2020 9:01 AM

716 Open communication on the topic of school expectations is imperative. Please do not have the
students go through remote learning and then hold them harmless to the grades, again. Also,
giving assignments with little instruction is not helpful. In the professional world, people are
adapting to group meetings via web based platforms. I believe that teachers should be held
responsible to actually hold class at a certain time and the students be required to attend the
online meeting. Expecting students to learn on their own negates the teacher and the learning

7/8/2020 8:52 AM
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experience. And having "virtual office hours" for students to email questions to the teacher is
also less effective than the teacher being required to have regular class periods where the
students can ask questions in a group setting and learn from the other student's questions as
well as the answers to their own.

717 In the even the district must adhere to a remote education structure, please tell me that the
teachers will be held accountable to actually teaching the students. It does not settle well with
me (coming from an online platform previous to the 2019-2020 school year) that the teachers
left the kids with very little instruction, very little face to face and really just "clocked out" for the
remainder of the year. Especially, for my middle schooler. The teachers, who are still being
paid, should be working regular hours. For example, if my child is scheduled from 8am until
8:45am to attend ELA during a regular face to face school day, that teacher would be
instructing for that full 45 minutes. It should be the same for remote learning. The tools were
provided for zoom calls or Google meets and there is no excuse for those teachers not to have
used them to their fullest advantage. My other concern is that my 4.0gpa high schooler, is
unable to receive his hunter safety card after completing his lifetime activity class. He works so
hard and it would be nice for him to receive that same acknowledgement that he would if he
were attending school face to face. We had one teacher that I feel needs to be acknowledged
for her dedication to her students. Susan Connor from Broadway Elementary. If there is anyone
to ask to help model a learning plan for elementary students, it is her. I know that online
education works and can work great. Again, we were enrolled in K-12 online and loved it. Mrs.
Connor proved that even in district 51, remote learning can be just as great an option as face to
face.

7/8/2020 8:49 AM

718 Have you looked at the well defined and well laid out plan that Clark County School District (Las
Vegas, NV) is looking at for K-5. They have been extremely transparent with the parents,
teachers, community with their process.

7/8/2020 8:43 AM

719 If this district goes back to remote learning for how little this "virus" is effecting the community.
We will not participate in that program again. It was completley inadequate for reasoable
learning in a young mind. We will find some other way and permanatly remove him from this
district and home school on our own. If we wanted remote learning we would have done home
schooling from the start. The remote learning is a cop out in every way.

7/8/2020 8:33 AM

720 my youngest had a really hard time with remote learning. I'm an essential worker so worked the
whole time. She is very smart and I believe remote learning held her back from reaching her
potential.

7/8/2020 8:31 AM

721 I am a Grandparent and completing this form for my grandchildren. 7/8/2020 8:29 AM

722 I feel its not safe for them to be back at school especially with cases rising daily 7/8/2020 8:09 AM

723 I appreciate everything the school district is doing in the middle of this pandemic. I hope y’all
stay safe and healthy. I just don’t think opening schools back up is the smart thing to do yet.
Thank you.

7/8/2020 8:05 AM

724 Our kids need to be in school if at all possible 7/8/2020 7:44 AM

725 Many of our teachers are older. Protecting their health is important. We do not have sufficient
data about the transmission of covid with regard to children because children have not gathered
en masse since March. Please proceed with caution and require masks for everyone.

7/8/2020 7:31 AM

726 Will there be more staff to help with students to check temps; 100 % hand washing; 100% mask
wearing and making sure students are keeping social distancing at all times?. How many, who
will be chosen to attend school?

7/8/2020 7:05 AM

727 My children need to go back to face to face not only for the learning but the socializing. 7/8/2020 6:39 AM

728 I feel that masks should be required. I also feel that you should look at a staggered schedule.
Even if that means evenings. At this time I don't feel that stuffing so many people indoors
without extreme ventilation and masks, seems safe. Obviously children need to go to school but
so many are cared for by grandparents, every consideration needs to be taken.

7/8/2020 6:31 AM

729 Very impressed with the way things were put together under such extreme circumstances in the
Covid Era. Great Job Superintendent Sirko! We are lucky to have you!

7/8/2020 5:55 AM

730 None 7/8/2020 1:10 AM

731 I think that mask for a kindergarten is impossible along with distancing. I feel they need 7/7/2020 9:48 PM
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interaction. The research has proven children are not in danger of contacting the virus. I would
like for the children to have a normal setting.

732 No 7/7/2020 9:29 PM

733 TDP services would need to be increased. Parents who have children in TDP (Which require
intense intervention) need more support.

7/7/2020 9:28 PM

734 we just want our child to be in a normal school environment. NO MASK, more hand washing
and NO MORE SURFACES TO CLEAN. Keep it simple! please and thank you!

7/7/2020 9:00 PM

735 No masks please 7/7/2020 8:50 PM

736 Kids needs socialization. It’s much better for mental health. Everyone should have the option
but unless you’re going to hire 100 other teachers hybrid learning does not seem smart.

7/7/2020 8:24 PM

737 Masks and social distancing in a learning environment will harm children, especially elementary
students. D51 has to take into consideration the suicide and depression rates. They have to
take into consideration that for many students school is a sanctuary and the only place some
students feel safe. Requiring masks and social distancing is going to take that sanctuary and
safe place from these students.

7/7/2020 8:11 PM

738 Making kids wear masks to school would be a nightmare and my kids will most likely not attend
if masks are required. I believe that wearing a mask all day for healthy children is very
unhealthily.

7/7/2020 8:02 PM

739 I feel that the children need to get back to a normal school year! Without masks and all these
restrictions! It hinders their learning and makes school a scary place for kids!

7/7/2020 7:55 PM

740 I feel my student's mental health will also be greatly impacted further without face to face
learning. Social interaction and interaction with teachers is top on my list!

7/7/2020 7:39 PM

741 Going to school is more than learning that is necessary for the development of children and the
sanity of parents

7/7/2020 7:30 PM

742 These kids need to go back to school!! 7/7/2020 7:25 PM

743 Online learning is difficult to stay focused on, and it feels pretty pointless. 7/7/2020 7:25 PM

744 If numbers of cases rise dramatically, this might change my opinion to 100% online, but I do
see the challenges with an incoming kindergartner and 9th grade high school student.

7/7/2020 7:22 PM

745 We do not believe in making kids wear masks Or sit behind a barrier all day, nor should recess
be limited at all.

7/7/2020 7:02 PM

746 The question about experience with remote learning is not fair. It should be split. I would highly
rate Gretchen Sand’s effort and dedication to the kids, so I have no problem with the teacher or
Mr. Alexander. They are incredible, but I also believe that if we are being honest – Mrs. sand
found the experience to be taxing as well. Every teacher I know would rather be in the
classroom than sitting in front of the screen. So we have to figure it out, not just for our kids, but
for all the teaching professionals. Remote learning is simply not an effective way to teach. It will
not work and every day that we normalize remote “learning” is a step towards mediocrity. But if
D51 believes that this is necessary, then I believe that the D51 School Board is going to have to
start a conversation about why Grand Junction property taxes are being used to fund schools
that are not open. We all know that the COVID-19 issue is uncertain, but it is clearly
manageable. I say that we should take all the necessary precautions and address any situation
that is even remotely potentially infectious, but c’mon ... don’t sacrifice our student’s educations
because we can’t figure out how to come up with a plan for the “new normal” in the post-corona
world. It is what it is – so let’s get on with it.

7/7/2020 7:02 PM

747 As much is I would want my daughter to have the experience of one on one in person
schooling, I would rather her be safe, so it has me drawn towards remote learning for the year
to come. If not at least half of the year.

7/7/2020 6:55 PM

748 Concerned about school updates. Only recieving video updates 7/7/2020 6:54 PM

749 My children will not attend D51 if virtual learning and in person is restrictive 7/7/2020 6:50 PM

750 When a decision is made, please make the SAME decision for all. I keep reading about
different age levels having different expectations. I also would like for the board to not make

7/7/2020 6:40 PM
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reactive decisions based on parents threatening to pull their children out of public education.
These parents should not sway a decision. The health and safety if students and staff needs to
stay at the forefront. Schools are known to be breeding grounds for sickness. Cleaning needs
to be a priority. Cleaning solutions should be used throughout the day.

751 Will students get covid-19 test before school starts to protect the old grandparents? 7/7/2020 6:39 PM

752 My children did not do well in the remote learning environment. I do not want to have them go
through this again. My students are 4.0 students and they were frustrated and suffered through
this experience. The lack of being with a teacher made learning very difficult.

7/7/2020 6:32 PM

753 I would love my daughter to have in person schooling, but safety is a priority, not someone’s
opinion. If remote learning is the way to go then we’re ok with that. She will wear a mask if
needed.

7/7/2020 6:11 PM

754 Out of my 4 children I have one that has special needs and would benefit from all day school
because he needs that one-on-one with the teacher during the last quarter he did not do so well
with online school as he did not know what to do. I have another 1 that will be a 9th grade that
has an IEP as well that would benefit from hybrid classes so he can get to know his teachers.
My other 2 would probly also benefit from hybrid as well. It will be important for students to get
to know their teachers and vice versa before endeavoring in full time online schooling, if things
come to that. It seems to make sense that some teachers would prefer to be online teachers
given their circumstance while providing other teachers the option to either be hybrid teachers
or full time class teachers. I hope that you will consult with teachers across all grade levels of
D51 on the decisions that need to be made.

7/7/2020 5:44 PM

755 none 7/7/2020 5:38 PM

756 We support going back in-person if students do not have to wear masks. The learning
environment will determine how our kids go back to school this year.

7/7/2020 5:36 PM

757 As a precaution, could a teacher check the kids temperature everyday before walking into the
classroom? I think this would also help in preventing other sicknesses spreading as well.

7/7/2020 5:28 PM

758 If school doesn’t look normal we are likely homeschooling 7/7/2020 5:27 PM

759 Would like info about after school programs. If they will happen or not. 7/7/2020 5:05 PM

760 No 7/7/2020 4:57 PM

761 If D51 doesn't do in-person learning we are homeschooling in a non-district program or
transferring to Rangely who is doing in-person learning.

7/7/2020 4:55 PM

762 Norovirus was unmanageable enough that we made national news and needed to close. I am
immunocompromised so send my children to school every day as things currently are is a
major risk to my life. If we had to close for "Pali" virus how is Covid 19, which is airborne and
highly contagious going to be safe or manageable? And how many cases of Covid would cause
us to shut down anyway? You would have to quarantine each person for 2 weeks each time
someone contracted the virus! Literally the entire school with each positive case, right? So now
you have had months to prepare for online learning and it won't be chaos.

7/7/2020 4:53 PM

763 COVID is real. we have had over 120% increase in cases since Memorial Day. do the math!!!! 7/7/2020 4:47 PM

764 I appreciate all the work and effort that D51 put into keeping my kids safe and still learning. 7/7/2020 4:24 PM

765 Our family appreciate all of you that are involved in this process. We have so much gratitude for
your leadership and innovation and want you to know we love being a part of D51. THANK
YOU FOR ALL YOU DO!

7/7/2020 4:20 PM

766 If masks are mandatory my children will not be returning! 7/7/2020 4:18 PM

767 Please don’t make our children wear masks in order for them to be back in school. It is not
healthy!

7/7/2020 4:15 PM

768 My child's online learning experience was atrocious. If there is any online learning done, I
expect there to be a MUCH better format - the only 2 subjects he was in (in 5th grade) was one
math lesson and the teacher reading to the class for an hour a day, unacceptable no matter
how much time there was to prepare! If we are on a 100% online learning system this fall, I will
likely pull my child from the district if there is not a complete turnaround in the education he will
be receiving. I feel he was already deprived of a quarter of 5th grade and our children cannot

7/7/2020 4:15 PM
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afford to lose ANY more time, especially in these more formative years, if we are to still expect
them to have an education that will make them competitive in both their higher education
aspirations and the workplace.

769 what happens if schools reopen and many of the kids start getting sick with COVID? Will the
immediately shut down again? I want my kid to be healthy and safe while at school

7/7/2020 4:02 PM

770 Remote leaning was hars for my son to do cause it wasnt alway clear on what was going on. 7/7/2020 4:01 PM

771 There have been several studies done on how young kids handle and spread the Chinese
covid-19. In the studies they have found children have a very, very low risk and there are no
cases of a child spending it to teachers. Older high schools are at a very low risk and may
spend it if the are seponmatic. So with this information we should go with K through 10 no
problem and check 11th an 12th grades. I think if any kids seem sick they should stay home,
we are all adults and can work through this.

7/7/2020 3:57 PM

772 We cannot afford to have remote learning! Who is going to stay home with the kids if remote
learning is voted suggested? Who will pay those with a loss in pay? Children need social
interaction and learn best in an in classroom setting. We can continue to shut everything down
because of a virus or sickness.

7/7/2020 3:55 PM

773 Please please please provide more music and arts learning. Please teach the teachers how to
create STUDENT CENTERED and PROJECT BASED lesson plans. Many simply sent
worksheets for the students to fill out. They need to be taught best practices for engagement
and assessment. Online learning is not a new field and all subjects can draw on what has
already been done and what is effective. I won't mind kids going 'back to school' a week late if
teachers can have a full week of lesson plan development and content-specific professional
development. Please let the 'specials' teachers collaborate with others who teach the same
content in other schools. Tell all of the teachers to dial down to what matters most - and that
isn't state testing - it's students learning.

7/7/2020 3:54 PM

774 The district is doing a high quality job of communicating with families and making data driven
decisions. Thank you.

7/7/2020 3:54 PM

775 If children will require masks or cubicals of some sort or not be able to sit with friends at lunch
or play with friends on play ground I will have to reconsider sending my child to school.

7/7/2020 3:54 PM

776 We are concerned about health and safety particularly related to the in-person behaviors of
other students. We are also concerned about the quality of online course delivery particularly in
the areas of math and science. Finally, will there be opportunities for flexibility of instruction
during the year.

7/7/2020 3:49 PM

777 We are very concerned about protecting our child (in-person) from the behaviors of other
students at the school. We are also concerned about the quality of any online delivery of class
content, particularly in the areas of science and math. Will there be options for students and
parents to decide later what their child will do?

7/7/2020 3:46 PM

778 We understand the health and welfare of everyone is in your best interest. However, there is a
social/emotional aspect to school that our kids very much missed the last quarter last year. At
least a hybrid model where they can participate at school part-time is preferred to online school
only. Thank you!

7/7/2020 3:44 PM

779 Thank you for all that you do for our children. Please keep up the good work. We support you
100%

7/7/2020 3:41 PM

780 As a teacher and parent- I do not understand how the hybrid model will work if it is students
coming certain days and not others. I would then need to find additional child care for my kids-
which is then placing other people around my kids that may not need the germs of "school". I
fully think we should just give it a shot, and let us go back. We know now how to do the remote
learning, at least going back would give us educators the opportunity to "prep" for any further
"remote learning" time with the kids instead of trying to teach them "how-to" do things over
google meets.

7/7/2020 3:39 PM

781 Please, no masks!! 7/7/2020 3:35 PM

782 I would like to see my children attend school as normal pre-covid. 7/7/2020 3:32 PM

783 Remote learning is easy for me however My son does better with face to face learning.
However it depends on if vaccines and masks are required .

7/7/2020 3:31 PM
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784 You guys did great with remote learning. Given the short amount of time it was a good
experience. My 9th grader thrived so much at the remote experience, I would look into Hybrid
learning for sure. For elementary she has reading needs so it may be better for her to be there
fulltime depending on what reopening looks like. Thank you! Diane is kicking butt!!

7/7/2020 3:30 PM

785 As a two full time working parent household online learning for such young children is not
practical. My husband and I are both Essential workers and he also works shift work. I work full
time during the day and he is usually working full time in the evening into early morning. Also
having a child that is co-parented going back and forth on who is "teaching" is not successful. If
it is remote learning my household will not be participating. I am not a teacher and do not have
the ability to be a teacher. I think expecting parents to take on that burden while working is an
unrealistic expectation.

7/7/2020 3:25 PM

786 If there is to be remote learning again, I would expect a LOT more organization and interaction
from the teachers. While I understand they were trying to assist their own children, I didn't feel
like the majority of them even tried to teach and assist my children in their learning.

7/7/2020 3:23 PM

787 I think that every body should do the year over except the seniors. That's what I think. Thank
you

7/7/2020 3:22 PM

788 As a mom of 5 and considering our county's very very low counts of positive co-vid test results-
it makes no sense to even do partial remote learning. But I think if parents have a child who has
low immunity for whatever reasons, they should be given first choice for their children to do
remote learning if need be.

7/7/2020 3:21 PM

789 I would like the school district to be flexible as needed due to COVID-19 cases. I want student
health and safety as well as staff to be the main concern. I would love for my students to go
back to school as long as every precaution is taken to keep the numbers low in Mesa County.

7/7/2020 3:17 PM

790 My son did not engage in remote learning. I would like him back in the classroom. 7/7/2020 3:15 PM

791 I would really like to see the children back in school a hundred percent face to face. If this is not
possible, they should be at home 100% The hybrid option adds too many variables for working
parents and something will surely be missed educationally

7/7/2020 3:15 PM

792 My child needs face to face she learns better I feel if other children learn better at home offer
both options if available and nessesary

7/7/2020 3:15 PM

793 #4.My boys did good with remote learning. It wouldn’t just let me pick one choice. Honestly right
now I am not sure how I feel about going back to school full time.

7/7/2020 3:14 PM

794 Remote learning consists more then uploading work to be completed by student without direct
teaching. With Google hangout there is a way for direct teaching to occur and is my expectation
if d51 goes to remote learning for the 2020-2021 school year!

7/7/2020 3:02 PM

795 I don’t feel with should risk our children and families with COVID 7/7/2020 2:55 PM

796 I am concerned since my child and her mother have asthma. I am concerned for the safety of
the teachers and staff as well. I don’t want people to die because it is more convenient to send
them to school.

7/7/2020 2:45 PM

797 Remote learning is very difficult for my children in elementary school. The amount of learning
and grades dropped substantially as a result.

7/7/2020 2:14 PM

798 My son was not challenged at all for remote learning, he finished every lesson quickly and was
left bored. I am a single mother and had to stop working because I had no where for my son to
go. Most of the days it was a video to watch and not lessons or making them read or write.

7/7/2020 1:43 PM

799 I would not consider returning my children to school for in person learning if they are required to
wear masks.

7/7/2020 12:58 PM

800 I just don’t think reopening the schools is safe right now 7/7/2020 12:38 PM

801 The kids need in-person instruction but they need to keep seating 6 feet apart. If this isn't
possible then a hybrid schedule needs to take place where 1/2 go in one day and the other 1/2
go in the next with alternating online learning. Lockers should not be used if there isn't a way to
not have them right next to each other. I don't know how you keep them safely distanced in the
halls during passing periods? My intuition tells me that if the public schools open back up that
the kids will most definitely contract and spread the virus and bring it to our most at-risk.

7/7/2020 12:12 PM
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802 My son is going into 9th grade and is on a 504 for ADHD. While he had a fantastic remote
experience, I fear that as a student in transition from RMS to Fruita 8/9 (freshman) the same
results may not carry over. He will not be familiar with the culture of the school, or have the
same solid support system established that he had at Redlands Middle School. He really needs
that in person learning to establish those relationships that were so crucial in him having such
an amazing result during the last remote learning period. For my daughter who is going into 1st
grade at Broadway. While the Kindergarten learning was Amazing for what it was. Mrs. Curtis
was exceptional at providing support to our kiddos, this is definitely now how elementary kids
should have to learn. They need to be in person. My daughter has been attending Eureka
Science camp and Extended Hours Summer Camp all summer and by following their set
policies to screen and handle COVID19, we have not had a problem or worry about her being
out and about.

7/7/2020 12:06 PM

803 I have full faith in the efforts that our administration are making. I would like to start out in
person to form those relationships with our students that make our jobs effective. Our students
will need to be taught how to use the programs available.

7/7/2020 12:00 PM

804 In person learning I think is very important for my kids. Especially for my kindergartner, it's his
first year of school. I think we can make special health precautions in school for the kids such
as hand sanitizer at every classroom ect. Check temps on kids beginning of the day ect. Work it
out to make it safe so they can have there schools back.

7/7/2020 11:47 AM

805 Our family I would like to see our schools open, for face-to-face learning. Our student is a
highschooler that plays sports and does struggle with learning. So face-to-face learning is the
best option for her. Understanding if children are showing symptoms of any illness should stay
home. Thank you

7/7/2020 11:41 AM

806 Remote leaning does not help the kids that need the in person and face to face help. My son
struggled with not having thst extra support.for his learning. He does have. A 504 in place.

7/7/2020 11:26 AM

807 I have multiple kids who want to do different things. My daughter wants to do an online school
that is used to assigning online material but she can’t attend her school of choice and
participate in athletics and orchestra. Grand River offers that option but with an online program
that wasn’t working for her. We feel like that’s unfair because we pay taxes too. The district
should contact the state and petition for a change in policy so we could get funding for students
who are attending part time with the district and part time at an online school. As it is, the
district won’t get any funds for her and she won’t be able to participate in any extra activities.

7/7/2020 11:09 AM

808 I just want to say that the remote learning is fine but children need socializing too. That’s how
they make friends.

7/7/2020 11:02 AM

809 Face to face learning is so important. Mandate masks and take universal precautions with hand
washing and supply of hand sanitizer.

7/7/2020 10:12 AM

810 My wife and I are working from home and it makes it difficult to have 3 students remote learning
as we are working and at times we're all on conference calls. Teachers are gifted and trained
on providing instructions to students and we found it was difficult to do with remote learning. We
believe remote learning and not having the social aspect is more detrimental than COVID-19.
We are having our children work on some school this summer hoping that they did not fall too
far behind from missing out on some spring curriculum.

7/7/2020 9:55 AM

811 I have 2 other kids besides my kindergartener. One of my children gets sick all the time. I don't
want other kids around my children because of covid 19. Very much appreciated

7/7/2020 9:14 AM

812 Wingate staff did amazing with online learning. I want what is safest for our community but don't
want to run our teachers into the ground either.

7/7/2020 8:11 AM

813 Fruita Monument High School teachers did an outstanding job with so little time to prepare in
the spring. I hope to see some form of hybrid in order for all classes to work to some degree ie;
band, choir, welding etc. Thank you for all the hard work to keep our kids safe and educated!.

7/7/2020 7:42 AM

814 The safety of students and teachers is most important. I do not understand that we are going
ahead with graduation considering that other of people do not take Covid serious and they are
not wearing masks. That will be an issue when infected kids go back into schools. For students
and teachers.

7/7/2020 7:17 AM

815 I think a cautious approach to returning to schools is important. Full-time, in-person schooling
may offer better education but the risks of spreading viruses concerns me as a parent. I also

7/7/2020 6:52 AM
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want to be supportive of teachers and all staff in the schools too. Some staff and teachers may
feel pressured by parents to return to the schools and I want to share my opposite opinions. I
support a hybrid approach which would hopefully allow for increased social distancing
measures.

816 If you implemented live online classroom learning like on google class where the teachers
teach 3 to 5 days a week for a couple hours so they could see there class mates and teacher in
a class room type environment but online, most children could deal with only remote learning
without a lot of issue. I also think if the hybrid learning ends up being the chosen method the In
school face to face part should not be required. It should be the parents choice of wether to
send there kids for the face to face learning part.

7/7/2020 6:03 AM

817 Let the students have an opinion as well! They work so hard to give us diplomas let them
SPEAK!

7/7/2020 5:51 AM

818 My child, even thou she has only attended pre-k, thrives with face to face contact with her
teachers and her peers. She desperately needs contact with friends outside of our home and
the structure that a classroom provides.

7/7/2020 3:25 AM

819 If masks are required we will unenroll. Children must socialize for mental health as well as have
outside time. If these requirements are not met we will be seeking other educational pathways.

7/6/2020 11:08 PM

820 Our children’s safety is of the upmost importance to us. If there is worry about the virus. I prefer
to do remote learning. I don’t believe working parents and childcare should factor into the
decision made by the school board. Schools are for education, not free childcare. I only
mention this because I have seen and heard my community protest this loudly. Thank you.

7/6/2020 10:15 PM

821 The face to face learning environment would need to include socializing and activities that
children and young adults need to participate in for their social and mental health. If strict social
distancing, masks, sneeze guards, etc are implemented my child will not be attending. Although
he did okay with the remote learning at the end of last year he dearly missed the interaction
with his friends. This needs to be considered with the reopening plans. The health of our
children and young adults goes beyond the scientifically low risk of children contracting and
passing the virus.

7/6/2020 10:06 PM

822 I think it would be smart to delay 100% contact until maybe January. Having a student that goes
to GRA I love the idea of only doing onsite learning once a week.

7/6/2020 9:49 PM

823 I feel that it would be more detrimental to have hybrid or all at-home learning. There are too
many kids that don’t have Internet access, or access to a tablet or laptop or they don’t have
parents that can stay home to ensure that their assignments are being completed. I think it
would cause way too much stress for student and parent to go back to online learning or even a
hybrid approach

7/6/2020 9:42 PM

824 We both want our children to get the best education possible. And interacting with other
children is very important

7/6/2020 7:25 PM

825 With the recent spike in cases I don’t believe it would be a great idea for schools to reopen. 7/6/2020 5:41 PM

826 I would like to see a larger portion of learning outside. 7/6/2020 5:32 PM

827 Regular return with opportunities for social interaction and sports. 7/6/2020 4:33 PM

828 I believe the teachers at Fruita 8/9 did the absolute best they could in this situation. We support
Fruita 8/9 and remain hopeful that the kids can go back to face-to-face learning, but understand
that we may all have to compromise. Looking forward to a successful 2020/2021 school year!

7/6/2020 4:19 PM

829 The children MUST to go back to school!!! working parents who are not teachers are struggling.
Teachers are struggling with the remote learning. The children are suffering the most. Please let
them come back to school and if they have symptoms like any other virus then send them
home.. simple

7/6/2020 3:46 PM

830 Independence Academy staff did an amazing job preparing for remote learning, communicating
with families and responding to needs. The problem was not our school’s dedication, it was with
the isolation of our children and the difficulties of trying to fill in as a teacher while working a full
time job. Academically and emotionally remote would be harmful to our student’s growth.

7/6/2020 3:27 PM

831 Children need to go back to in school face to face learning. It is not fair for us parents who are
REQUIRED to work. If their are parents who feel it is safer at home for their children then that

7/6/2020 3:19 PM
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should be on them to set up the learning for their child. We should not be FORCED to quit our
jobs to try to teache or children.

832 I would like my children to attend face to face and so would they. Remote learning us almost
impossible and was a struggle. I feel I don’t have the skills to teach my children adequately.

7/6/2020 3:03 PM

833 Yes my youngest it was harder on him with the remote learning cause he has extra services
and needed that social interaction.

7/6/2020 2:34 PM

834 I am Fully opposed to the cheap way out you are looking for. Why pay Teachers to provide a
lesson plan and then I teach their lessons? I dont think so. If online was an actual class, with
realtime teaching and interactions for the Entire school day that would be one thing but it isnt.
Its crap a few computer assigned worksheets and read. BS and if you think we are going to
stand for it, youre crszy. It will not work, didnt work has No Hope of working! I cant work and
teach her too. I am not paying property taxes for this! I am very very angry about the total lack
of response by this district. I will be at every meeting available to the public! And since when is
attendance subjective, under state and federal law, children must attend school until a certain
age. This is Not the way to decrease your budget. How about giving back the unfair wage
increases that were given to certain administrators not teachers including our illustrious
Superintendent? Find a different way ask for Volunteers to help with grounds maintenance,
janitorial stuff etc. Sorry but

7/6/2020 2:17 PM

835 Want what will be the safest for kids, teachers, and families. 7/6/2020 1:58 PM

836 I think it is important to consider kids' mental wellbeing in all of this. School is not just a place of
learning, but also a place where they can interact with friends. Removal of their ability to
interact with their peers has a negative effect on their health - which also needs to be
considered.

7/6/2020 1:40 PM

837 I have heard y’all of remote/in person combined learning but fail to see how that protects our
children if they are exposed during the in person learning period what is the need for remote
learning? My child has an IEP and although she loved learning at “her pace” and without the
disruptions of others she was basically left on her own . Her grades were reflective and went
down drastically (as well as her effort) when told by an educator that “these grades won’t count
and just do what you can!” In school additional assistance is difficult enough for a child with
learning disabilities. Leaving them at home to flounder on their own is totally detrimental. What
resources and accommodations will be put into place for these students?

7/6/2020 1:39 PM

838 I do not have children 7/6/2020 1:26 PM

839 Please be as safe as possible, many children live with or are cared for by Grandparents. Losing
these supports is detrimental to everyone in the community, most especially the student and
their families.

7/6/2020 1:20 PM

840 My child will be starting kindergarten 2020 fall. If the school district decides to have remote
learning I will just home school my child.

7/6/2020 12:35 PM

841 My 5th grader needs to be 100% in school learning. He didn't do well with remote learning. His
teacher was amazing, but no matter what I did, he just couldn't focus and learn that way. My 7th
grader might do ok with the mix of in person and remote learning. Although, her teachers were
basically unavailable for questions or anything else, so that problem would need to be solved
before I will let her do remote learning again.

7/6/2020 12:35 PM

842 Hoping to see kids back in school, they need interaction and face to face learning. 7/6/2020 12:29 PM

843 No 7/6/2020 12:26 PM

844 My daughter loved to learn from home at her own speed, while still interacting with classmates
and teachers

7/6/2020 12:24 PM

845 None 7/6/2020 12:09 PM

846 My daughter attends Valley 1/2 time and was used to doing some online work. Grad point has
been really helpful.

7/6/2020 11:58 AM

847 Please consider safety first, despite pressure from the communtiy to pretend there is no
pandemic. Thanks for all your hard work during this mess!

7/6/2020 11:20 AM

848 I did fill out this survey once before when it first came out - our answers as a family have
changed after much discussion, research and the changing circumstances over the past couple

7/6/2020 11:18 AM
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of weeks. As a teacher and parent, I know there are no easy answers.

849 Please no mask required 7/6/2020 10:55 AM

850 If face masks and vaccinations are forced, my kids will not be attending public schools. 7/6/2020 10:55 AM

851 Its very up in air right now 7/6/2020 10:34 AM

852 I think that for my children in elementary level do better in the classroom than remote learning.
The hands on learning is more beneficial to their success in school.

7/6/2020 10:31 AM

853 It needs to be safe for students and staff. This shouldn’t be up to parents, it should be up to the
district and health dept. as to what is the best plan. The health and safety of students AND staff
need to be taken into consideration. Also, the lack of time between knowing the plan for fall and
school starting makes it hard for everyone to plan and adjust.

7/6/2020 10:13 AM

854 Our children deserve a normal education. SD51 - Goes to school every year with flu- colds -
Norovirus - etc. Now is not the time to be sheep, we need to forge our own path, and look at
covid 19 like we do every other virus, it is not going away, it is the new flu, kicking our kids out
of school every time someone gets the sniffles is a logistical nightmare for all involved. IF YOU
ARE SICK STAY HOME - IF YOU AREN'T GO TO SCHOOL! #SD51STRONG!!

7/6/2020 9:50 AM

855 Please open the schools! All my children do 100% better in a classroom with their peers!! 7/6/2020 9:38 AM

856 If the school does not have recess, PE, and is set up with social distancing I do not see the
point of reopening them. Would rather risk COVID than do that.

7/6/2020 9:35 AM

857 I would love for my child to go back to school, though I would not like for her to have to go back
for a short time, then have the schools close again. I know this is out of your control, but the
back and forth would be difficult on our family situation as with many I am sure.

7/6/2020 9:21 AM

858 If the district goes to hybrid, there has to be a "streamlined" system of educating the children.
Expectations for students is not clear. Depending On the age, teacher assignments & due dates
need to be consistent. My middle schooler struggled with the fluctuations of assignment dates /
zoom mtgs times/ that different from teacher to teacher & weekly.. students at that age need
more structure & help in time management. Time management is needed to be addressed for
children & take into account they need to be taught time management & how to learn from
online classes. MAYBE something like the teachers that are in the same core have the same
"system" for homework /assignment due dates & zoom mtgs. My children really struggled with
juggling different expectations from different teachers.. they were stressed & I believe if it
continues like that, the childrens education & learning will suffer because they will become
discouraged & unmotivated very quickly. Resources are not available for all students to learn
online and therefore we are not providing equal opportunity education for our children. Lastly,
what guarantees to we have that students are doing their work and not some else's?

7/6/2020 9:18 AM

859 I believe children need socialization and outdoor activities with others. They learn important
experiences such as coping with winning or losing a game and learning how to work as a team
during sports. These are very important when introduced to the work force and having to be a
leader or learning to take direction from one.

7/6/2020 9:08 AM

860 I am raising my great granddaughter and the remote does not work for me, as I still work daily.
It was not constructive for her, she would not focus to complete the assignments I am not going
thru that again. Not to mention I am 68 and my patience is not what it used to be. That was a
very frustrating time period.

7/6/2020 8:45 AM

861 The diverse plans for remote learning really hindered the kids last school year. They need in
person desperately. It has taken a toll on their mental health, and our special needs daughter
didn't thrive what-so-ever. She absolutely needs to return.

7/6/2020 8:43 AM

862 I would like to see full face to face contact without masks or plexiglass deciders on every desk. I
don’t feel this is necessary and is demeaning and demoralizing our children. I feel the masks
and plexiglass do nothing to protect them and only is distracting and unnecessary.

7/6/2020 8:28 AM

863 My children need the social aspect of school. They get sad and depressed staying home by
themselves for such long periods of time. Remote learning gave them headaches, neck and
back pain and eye problems.

7/6/2020 8:27 AM

864 Although full return to classroom learning is our hope we are preparing our daughter for
potential hybrid learning. The interactions and learning environment to facilitate the

7/6/2020 7:42 AM
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development and growth I know my daughter needs is crucial. We also are adjusting to the
situation we are in and are prepared to make the best of it. It would not be in the best interest of
the kids to move to total online learning. I feel that would be a great disadvantage to
upperclassmen who are planning on college.

865 I don't think the children get the education they NEED with remote learning. Even if you are a
stay at home parent you are not qualified nor equipped to teach your child school curriculum.
These children (especially elementary children) NEED to be able to go back to their learning
environments (Teachers, Structure, Routine, Classrooms) in order to succeed with their
education.

7/6/2020 7:36 AM

866 I believe children desperately need to be in class and socializing with other children and
teachers, especially in the times we live with the current technology.

7/6/2020 7:22 AM

867 Kids NEED to go back to school. They NEED the social interaction with not only classmates
and friends but other adults as well. It is vital to their social development!

7/6/2020 2:12 AM

868 My daughter has severe anxiety and panic attacks, and wearing masks makes the problem
worse. She loved Valley last year, but struggles somewhat at Fruita 8/9. She loved that she
could go at her own pace at Valley, and yet have in person help with teachers who were patient
and understood she needed extra help in Math. She is sad that the Math teacher has retired,
and hopes that the new teacher is just as patient and understanding. Having electives like
Orchestra, PE, etc.... is very difficult to do online...

7/5/2020 11:10 PM

869 There is no way my child, going into kindergarten, would be able to sit in front of a computer for
learning. That would require me as the parent to be able to be be present the whole time while
also working full time. This would not be possibly for my family.

7/5/2020 9:12 PM

870 No 7/5/2020 9:00 PM

871 Remote learning is a joke and no learning really took place! When teachers and schools are
telling students their grades can’t get worse if they don’t complete the work, why even have
remote school? It wasn’t worth the time, money, and the effort!

7/5/2020 8:46 PM

872 I would like to know what kids of precautions the kids would have to take if they return to class. 7/5/2020 8:29 PM

873 Not to thrilled with masks 6 hours a day and no socializing. Also kids usually.get sick first 2 to 3
weeks they are back in school just because they are not used to so many people.

7/5/2020 8:22 PM

874 No 7/5/2020 8:21 PM

875 I do not recommend online learning what's so ever for my child and will be very disappointed if
that's what the district decides to do for children. The deserve a proper education.

7/5/2020 8:11 PM

876 If we HAVE to do 100% remote learning this coming year there needs to be a better way for
parents to get a clearer “picture” for lack of a better word of child’s weekly assignments. There
are so many steps and pages to navigate to for each class and then each class has a folder
inside a folder with assignments then assessments. And if you times that by 3. It makes it very
hard to make sure that assignments are done. And if I wait for my notifications to tell me
assignments are not turned Then we play catch-up. Another thing that we had problems with is
uploading assignments from email if they took pictures and sent it to their school account to
upload from the computers sent home their to their Schoology Assignments the school filler will
not let them open emails with attachments because they don’t know what the attachment is. We
ended up sending to the teachers directly. I hope we learn soon what the fall has in store for the
kids so we can prepare them. Thanks

7/5/2020 7:53 PM

877 My daughter would not receive as good an education if she had to do remote learning because
the nanny would have to Teach her. And the nanny is a young man who’s never taught before. I
work full time and remote learning was not easy for us.

7/5/2020 7:34 PM

878 Masks are too distracting. Hand washing and plenty of outdoor time will be adequate. We will
keep our kids home if they are ill.

7/5/2020 7:31 PM

879 not at this time 7/5/2020 7:13 PM

880 Students learn most effectively in person. Teachers instruct most effectively in person. We are
confident our school district will implement appropriate health measures to have our students
back in the classroom this fall and will support this every step of the way.

7/5/2020 7:12 PM

881 I work the the district and all these questions apply to families with students. Is this the wrong 7/5/2020 7:10 PM
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survey for staff?

882 My children need social interaction with peers and teachers. No face masks, no treating them
like robots. Get our children in person schooling and learning.

7/5/2020 6:52 PM

883 While we're aware of precautions needed to keep at risk people safe it is also important that our
children deserve to live their lives as normal as possible, including the opportunity to return to
classroom learning and getting the education, socialization and support our schools afford
them.

7/5/2020 6:26 PM

884 I would like to see more contact with the teachers if we continue remote learning more google
class talking to the children.

7/5/2020 6:19 PM

885 With the amount of Covid 19 cases on the rise, it would feel most safe for the students, staff
and their families to be 100% remote learning. Thank you!

7/5/2020 6:00 PM

886 No thank you, I look forward to the updates as they come along. This will be my first child's first
year of school, should be interesting!

7/5/2020 5:57 PM

887 I think if it comes to remote learning the teachers need to be more involved. Why couldn’t they
hold class via online and teach then assign the work. Give them 15 min then sign into another
class. Seems like it was just work assigned no teaching.

7/5/2020 5:55 PM

888 Learning from home was very difficult for us, both parents work long hours and the added task
of teaching from home was stressful.

7/5/2020 5:28 PM

889 My kids need to be with their friends and face to face learning with their teachers and peers.
They did ok with remote learning but do very well in school- without masks!

7/5/2020 5:19 PM

890 I think our students would benefit from being back in the classroom both for both learning and
mental health. The schools did a great job of putting together plans on such short notice, but
online learning is not something that would work in the long run for our family and many others.
Additionally, the mental health of our students is very important and taking them away from their
friends and outside activities is not healthy

7/5/2020 5:11 PM

891 We did not enjoy the remote, at-home schooling. 7/5/2020 4:53 PM

892 I would love to see measures put into place to see our children be able to safely return to
school at least part of the time. I am not comfortable with things returning to exactly the way
they were before without any changes being made. I would look into other options if there were
no safety measures put into place.

7/5/2020 4:05 PM

893 We have had a death in our family due to COVID-19. Our family member who died was young
and healthy with zero medical issues prior to getting this virus so we are terrified of sending our
son back among other students where his health could be at risk. We would like to stay with
GJHS but want to do remote learning with the option of attending after school classes for
tutoring and extra help.

7/5/2020 3:48 PM

894 No 7/5/2020 3:46 PM

895 Normal as possible would be best learning environment for my kids. Thanks for all you do
keeping our kids safe.

7/5/2020 3:30 PM

896 No comment 7/5/2020 3:16 PM

897 no 7/5/2020 3:16 PM

898 If home school is mandated, home schooling would be much easier with packets and
instruction manuels with limited online or computer assignments. Math and English should be
done paper and pencil IMO.

7/5/2020 3:06 PM

899 If face masks are required we will look into different options. 7/5/2020 2:53 PM

900 If face masks are required we would like to consider other options. 7/5/2020 2:52 PM

901 CNN 10 SHOULD be removed from all schools in District 51. There is absolutely no benefit
from forcing students to sit through politically biased media. I don't appreciate it, and demand it
be stopped immediately.

7/5/2020 2:48 PM

902 I am most concerned about remote learning for the youngest children in the district. I hope the
district is considering remote learning for middle/high school students and then distancing the

7/5/2020 2:16 PM
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elementary children among all the buildings.

903 if remote learning is instituted again, it would be helpful for each teacher to have a set online
class time to go over the lesson. Many children are unable to fully learn a new lesson without
set instruction time and feel overwhelmed and fail to complete lessons without actual teacher
contact time.

7/5/2020 1:30 PM

904 Our oldest child was supposed to be tested on several different things, to get him more help on
the things he is struggling on the most, such as reading.

7/5/2020 1:28 PM

905 No 7/5/2020 1:17 PM

906 The computers did not work for our family.... was really hard to get my children to do what they
were asking while working 50-60 hours a week myself.

7/5/2020 1:14 PM

907 By continuing with online education, you are damaging children’s social skills, problem solving,
and disconnecting society more and more each day. Children who require more help in certain
areas are falling through the cracks. It puts strains on families creating a less than desirable
home life.

7/5/2020 1:14 PM

908 No 7/5/2020 12:55 PM

909 If social distancing and masks are going to ruin the learning environment then we will seriously
consider home schooling our kids with the best platform that we can choose.

7/5/2020 12:13 PM

910 Thank you all for the time, effort, and expertise you all bring to the table. You have risen to the
COVID occasion with intention, dedication and continuity. I appreciate you ALL

7/5/2020 12:08 PM

911 I will not allow my children to return to in-person learning if a COVID vaccine or a mask is
required.

7/5/2020 12:04 PM

912 Our children will not be attending in person if masks and social distancing are required. We will
also use a home school model that is not affiliated with District 51.

7/5/2020 12:04 PM

913 My senior had a very difficult time with AP Chemistry and Calculus, he was not prepared for the
AP tests doing remote learning. Nor did he do well in the English CMU class that went to online
learning. I also do not feel my 10th grader should be wearing a mask all day at school.

7/5/2020 11:50 AM

914 With her being at Grand River already last 3 years this being her 4 and final year... doesnt
affect us that much last year. She did miss going to class the one day a week. She doesnt have
but a couple credits left so most likely will be done early this year.

7/5/2020 11:49 AM

915 No 7/5/2020 11:37 AM

916 My children will not do remote learning via D51. If they return to face-to-face learning and are
required to wear masks or have strict and unusual “social distancing” then they will not return to
school. If that were the case, we will be homeschooling or coop learning on our terms and with
a curriculum we choose.

7/5/2020 11:14 AM

917 It would be nice to know if there is going to be in school learning so we can plan accordingly. 7/5/2020 11:11 AM

918 Keeping a 6 year old focused at home is very hard, with all the distractions at home like toys,
other siblings it was hard to keep him focused. With both parents working away from home
home was hard with our schedules.

7/5/2020 10:44 AM

919 The school district must continue in person 100% contact. Children have become highly
depressed and if they are not allowed to return to school, a greater issue of suicide will arise
from not being allowed to do so. Make the right choice and allow kids to return to school. The
majority of the population has been exposed and kids aren't vulnerable like the older
population.

7/5/2020 10:43 AM

920 If my child has to wear a mask and "social distance" during the school day my child will NOT be
attending school. and if you defund or take the police out of school my child will NOT be
attending as well.

7/5/2020 10:30 AM

921 No 7/5/2020 10:29 AM

922 Given Mesa Counties current worsening trajectory re: COVID I am increasingly worried about in
person school. A month ago I would have been fairly comfortable with a hybrid model that
reduced the number of students in the school building at any one time, but our COVID numbers

7/5/2020 9:53 AM
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are worsening and I expect them to worsen even more due to the irresponsible behavior I am
observing in our community.

923 For the question about quality of online education I tried to select’poor’ but couldn’t without also
selecting’very bad’. My choice for that answer is ‘poor’ because it was not a good experience
for my learner. Online education is not the right choice for how he learns and being suddenly
forced into learning that way did not work. I know everyone did their best in a tough situation
but his learning went down and I cannot see him getting the same amount of growth from a full
year of online learning versus being in the classroom and having interaction with teachers and
fellow students.

7/5/2020 9:42 AM

924 The classes my child has are in school classes. 7/5/2020 9:18 AM

925 I work a 40+ hour work week in healthcare, my children will need to be in school in order to
have a steady income

7/5/2020 9:13 AM

926 Please don't make them wear masks. Please let them have recess! 7/5/2020 9:12 AM

927 Remote learning is extremely hard for families in which both parents work. This places more
stress on parents as well as increases day care costs.

7/5/2020 8:58 AM

928 The remote learning model doesn’t work for my daughter and has/will hinder her learning and
set her back.

7/5/2020 8:40 AM

929 District 51 needs to adhere to the needs of immune compromised students and also students
during this time.

7/5/2020 8:38 AM

930 no 7/5/2020 7:00 AM

931 In school learning without the ability to have some form of recess and breaks/lunch Is not an
acceptable solution.

7/5/2020 6:56 AM

932 Students who have a elderly grand parent, with comorbities, living with their family? Also, how
can you possibly keep surface areas clean with kids going bathrooms, not washing hands?
Mask MUST be mandatory. If they don't wear, they DONT COME TO SCHOOL. This needs to
be a non negotiable rule until their is a cure or vaccine.

7/5/2020 6:55 AM

933 Just want to know soon if kids are going back. 7/5/2020 2:34 AM

934 Please let the kids go back to school!! 7/4/2020 11:58 PM

935 I will not send my Kids to school if they have to wear masks 7/4/2020 8:17 PM

936 If re-opening is not consistent and allows the education I feel my kids should receive we will
look at online schooling 100%. The instruction that was needed to explain subjects such as
Math during school closure was lacking for both my children.

7/4/2020 8:10 PM

937 Very little actual teaching was provided to my children through remote learning. Very little
instruction was given. If remote learning continues I would like to see actual teaching of lessons
happens otherwise we will switch over to an established online learning program like Grand
River Virtual. I know teachers had little notice and I think they did what they could and applaud
them for their flexibility and creativeness but for 20-21 My children need more from their school
year!

7/4/2020 7:38 PM

938 If my child was unable to attend in school sessions it would greatly impact his sociability in a
negative way. Prior to prek he was non verbal and getting speech services. After attending
school he started talking. Remote learning speech therapy was also very challenging.

7/4/2020 7:00 PM

939 No 7/4/2020 6:28 PM

940 No 7/4/2020 5:24 PM

941 We will, of course, do what we are asked but my student really disliked the remote learning. We
would encourage everything possible to get them back to a normal face to face learning. I don’t
think face masks at school will be realistic or social distancing so if that is our option then I think
we would still prefer remote learning

7/4/2020 5:13 PM

942 Mask required if going 100 % in person instruction 7/4/2020 4:52 PM

943 Only concerned about her reading because she is behind 7/4/2020 4:37 PM
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944 I'm concern about students wearing mask all day especially students that already have
breathing problems. (Asthma).. What's plans for those students? Even normal students
shouldn't need 8 hours of mask on..

7/4/2020 4:27 PM

945 Given that big business are not allowing their staff to work face-to-face, why would we risk our
children being around others who could bring the virus home. The school district needs to get
an online platform for staff and students from August to December. We need a plan! The
unknown causes unnecessary anxiety. Children will stay 6ft apart all of the time. They will bring
a deadly virus home that can kill their grandparents. Please be responsible with our families,
and stop causing anxiety about how the school year will look. We know if a number of cases
are confirmed, you will shut the school down, and it will cause chaos. Stop the chaos before it
begins. Thank you.

7/4/2020 4:23 PM

946 Hopefully the option for remote learning will be available for the school year 7/4/2020 4:05 PM

947 Thank you to all the teachers, administration and support staff within the district. Your hard work
and dedication is so appreciated.

7/4/2020 3:40 PM

948 please just keep our children safe 7/4/2020 3:37 PM

949 Our remote learning experience was amazing! Both of my girls had improved grades, shared
their knowledge with younger siblings more, teachers were very accessible...my hat is off to the
great work done at such limited notice by our schools!

7/4/2020 3:28 PM

950 Get over the palitacal crap with COVID 19. In Masa country the chance of anyone catching it is
.0006% as of today.

7/4/2020 2:59 PM

951 We really really hope that the kids can be in school in person. They need their friends. and, in
all honesty we are not equipped to homeschool our kids for a full year. I wouldn’t have a clue
how to do that

7/4/2020 2:55 PM

952 Some children thrive with remote learning but the majority do not! Many MANY children are get
very little out of remote learning!! I hope this is taken into consideration and a hybrid ,if not face
to face, would be imperative for our children!!

7/4/2020 2:53 PM

953 Kids need normality and face to face learning. The kids also need to learn how to socialize with
their peers and teachers. Having sports involvement is important for the physical & mental
health of students.

7/4/2020 2:40 PM

954 These kids need to be in school. Remote learning was a joke! 7/4/2020 2:31 PM

955 I hope that masks will be required in schools as well as social distancing as much as possible. 7/4/2020 1:51 PM

956 I am comfortable with 100% face to face if it meets our current standards for safety, but I think
100% mask wearing is going to be difficult for students to adjust to and this is why I lean to
hybrid learning, where they get social interaction a few days and home school the other days. I
feel more prepared now to assist and supervise my daughter in her online studies to get the
most from that platform. I feel like I failed her a bit when we switched over because I did not
understand the platform well enough.

7/4/2020 1:36 PM

957 Children should be able to go to school and have in person learning and be around other
children as it is good for mental health as well as having structure with a routine

7/4/2020 12:55 PM

958 My children thrive at school. Most children need the Out of home learning experience that a
school environment gives them. Kids need learning partners and peers.

7/4/2020 12:54 PM

959 Online learning is detrimental for our youth socially, emotionally and academic wise. 7/4/2020 12:49 PM

960 My children desperately need the in person schooling!!! I have a son who has historically
struggled with learning and online schooling only exacerbated the problem!! Keeping my
children focused and on task was also a huge challenge. I DO NOT think D51 should be treated
like a school in New York City or Denver.. .We are very different and our Covid numbers have
remained somewhat stagnate. Have the older teachers take early retirement if necessary but
for the well being of children and their families please start school in the fall!!!

7/4/2020 12:37 PM

961 I do not support mandatory mask wearing. I will not send my child to school if masks are
mandatory.

7/4/2020 12:23 PM

962 If online learning takes place, there needs to be respect for working parents, like myself, not
being able to manage so many emails coming from so many children. When you have multiple

7/4/2020 10:55 AM
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children with multiple teachers and they all send a ton of emails, you quickly give up on
managing them. I still have to work full time and cannot keep up with all the technology
demands placed on me by the teachers (understanding the different platforms and programs
teachers' use, along with the constant emails).

963 Let the kids come back, please. Full time. 7/4/2020 10:47 AM

964 My son needs the socializing that comes with being at school, with the remote learning he was
becoming depressed.

7/4/2020 10:36 AM

965 Face to face learning is absolutely necessary for this generation to thrive. 7/4/2020 10:08 AM

966 As a single parent and full time student it’s extremely difficult to work, teach and care for a child
that is doing remote learning. I feel it should be a priority to teach our kids how to clean after
themselves. Encourage hand washing and sanitize areas after use, this will not only prevent the
spread of COVID-19 but many other illnesses that are spread throughout the schools. Kids
have a bad rap for being dirty or gross but why? They haven’t been taught any better and are
almost expected to be that way. I don’t want a strict uniform style schooling as most parents
don’t but they can still be kids and be cleanly.

7/4/2020 9:00 AM

967 I strongly encourage a hybrid approach to education this year. I do not believe, especially in the
middle and high school settings, there will be an ability to control social distancing and
adherence to a face mask policy. This is assuming that this will be part of the in school
attendance requirement. My personal concern is I am a 66 year old grandparent on oxygen. It
is very emotionally uncomfortable for me to trust the school environment to send my student to
and from school to home without contact with the Covid-19 virus. HOWEVER, I do believe it is
possible to have students attend school in smaller groups for their core classes. An option
might be for instance, Monday is Lit/Comp in school attendance classes, Tuesday is math, etc.
Just a thought. I believe the learning ratio will be much higher if there is some in school classes
for the core subjects. Also, I STRONGLY encourage the teachers to live stream lessons - not
just assign material. I realize the sudden need to cover material requirements for the last 4th
quarter limited preparation time, BUT it is not that hard to live stream a lesson either. My
student raced through his assignments in about two hours each day! That is not enough
immersion time for learning new material. Additionally, I would strongly encourage the District to
allow the other meaningful activities such as Marching Band, athletics and drama to continue
with proper precautions. I would also suggest, that other options to using the school buildings
for in person classes be considered. If students could meet in the Regal Cinema theater or Two
Rivers Convention Center, etc. many more students would be able to attend in person class
education. Just trying to give options that allow spacing so the students may gather and have
an opportunity for questions, etc. as they are taught material.

7/4/2020 8:58 AM

968 So is there no bus transfers going on this year? 7/4/2020 8:56 AM

969 Thank you for everything you're doing. I appreciate you 7/4/2020 8:41 AM

970 The decision should be driven by the health department 7/4/2020 8:34 AM

971 --masks save lives --in-person works best --kids can adapt to new expectations 7/4/2020 8:24 AM

972 I caregive for my 90 yr old Mother. If you do hybrid model or fulltime in person attendance, then
please make sure options for fulltime remote learning and support. The reason I think the
remote learning was not good...most teachers didn't give any instructional videos..i.e. record
themselves teaching. Some were great. If remote learning happens, I suggest they brush up on
that teaching style to engage students more. Thank you for all you guys do for our kids! Good
luck, because no matter what you do, some people will be frustrated. You guys did great
overall! We had practice from Nov 2019, right? Ugh.

7/4/2020 8:16 AM

973 If there is remote learning I will be homeschooling my child as I want to do it at my pace not the
teachers

7/4/2020 8:06 AM

974 My son's teacher never gave him a video call to see how he was doing during remote learning
program last year. If remote learning program will be using next year, make sure every teacher
do what they supposed to.

7/4/2020 8:03 AM

975 The remote learning is VERY difficult for families who have two full time working parents. We
felt like our kids didn’t learn near as effectively as face to face learning.

7/4/2020 7:54 AM

976 With the likelihood of a viral resurgence in the Fall, is the district prepared for quarantine
teaching? Will faculty receive the support, training, and resources necessary to create a

7/4/2020 7:40 AM
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successful online experience?

977 If you do go to all remote learning or a hybrid....I think you need to emphasize that teachers
could send a syllabus to the parents of what's due when so that we can help keep work on
track.

7/4/2020 7:13 AM

978 I saw firsthand how my kindergartners learning almost stopped once school went remotely. I
myself do not have the tools or training to give my children the education I appreciate so much
at and during school. Home is not where my kids learn best Unfortunately......there is something
to be said for being inside of a classroom surrounded by other children that makes my kids
WANT to learn and excel in their education. More than ever I truly appreciate our educational
system and the teachers who provide it for my kids

7/4/2020 7:02 AM

979 It’s difficult to answer if I will have my children in face to face learning or not. Given the recent
upturn in covid across the country, it seems likely that the spread will continue. As I don’t want
to live in fear, I also don’t want to be ignorant and dismissive of covid effects. All this to say, I
realize a decision has to be made and you can’t offer all the options. I think offering face to face
learning for those who want to send their children and remote for those who don’t. Hybrid
seems silly because you either do or you don’t want to expose your children .

7/4/2020 6:58 AM

980 No 7/4/2020 6:57 AM

981 The teachers did a great job at OAE with the short notice but my children did not do well at all
and I saw a great decline in ability and learning with no accountability.

7/4/2020 6:17 AM

982 I think that everyone attending school should wear masks. 7/4/2020 6:17 AM

983 While remote learning is a great option when necessary and a preferred option for some
families, the majority of families would suffer because the majority of families are two income
households. Also, there are many kids that need the structure school provides because they
may not recieve it at home. These kids also rely on school for a regular meal schedule,
teachers that make sure they are being cared for, and sometimes general safety. There are
also kids that may struggle with online learning and require in person time with a teacher for
effective learning.

7/4/2020 5:38 AM

984 I am still very concerned about the possibility of my children contracting the COVID virus and
firmly believe that until we reach the 60% immunity threshold it is unsafe for my kids to be at
school

7/4/2020 5:16 AM

985 I want to home school 7/4/2020 2:38 AM

986 My child learns best in a face to face learning environment especially with Band, but I'm
hesitant to send him back to school with covid numbers rising again, so if remote learning is
needed for longer to keep everyone healthy then I think we should do what's best.

7/4/2020 12:47 AM

987 If remote learning HAS to occur, then some teachers will need to spend a lot more time on the
teaching the kids.

7/3/2020 10:44 PM

988 Remote learning is available I prefer 100% remote learning for my child . Concerned for his
well-being because he does have some Asthma problems

7/3/2020 10:31 PM

989 If my children have to wear mask or do online learning I will be home school my children 7/3/2020 10:24 PM

990 Not at the moment 7/3/2020 9:32 PM

991 Depending upon the situation and what safety procedure the school will be taking as to whether
we would send our daughter. If they can’t socialize and they have to remain in a plastic bubble
or have to keep masks on all day and can’t talk and act like a normal child then they might as
well do online learning.

7/3/2020 9:27 PM

992 I want senior year to be good, but you guys do what you gotta do 7/3/2020 9:26 PM

993 Thanks for all D51 folks are doing and have done to support families. For my sons particular
situation, my main concern is maintaining effective learning for dual immersion as our family
speaks English primarily at home. More face to face is my preference assuming safety
precautions are implemented. Thanks again for all your effort.

7/3/2020 9:20 PM

994 Basis for decisions should come from health department and evidence that it’s safe, not the
opinions of our community.

7/3/2020 9:20 PM
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995 They miss in person contact with other children. Learning how to write and read is not all they
need . By remote learning they lack very important part of their education which is interacting
with other students and practicing their social skills.

7/3/2020 9:10 PM

996 No 7/3/2020 9:09 PM

997 my son is in special education and really needs the in person interaction, he regressed and
hasn't progressed during the remote learning whereas before this he was progressing well and
retaining more.

7/3/2020 8:58 PM

998 I am fine with the 100% remote learning. It worked for our family pretty well. But if we can
assure a safe school experience then in person is preferred.

7/3/2020 8:52 PM

999 I just hope for a situation where my child can grow in her education, socially, and
mentally/emotionally, and of course remain healthy. I have concerns of the virus spreading
through the schools because I don’t know how socially distancing can be achieved in the school
setting. I also don’t think many of the kids will faithfully wear masks, if that’s required. I am
anxious to see what kind of plan you guys come up with to keep the children safe as well to
continue their education so they aren’t falling behind. Virtual learning was hard due to me
working and my child trying to find ways to not have to do schoolwork, like not getting out of
bed or arguing with me or lying about getting school work done, for example. Until I see how
this is planned to be implemented in the school system I am not sure what I think will be best
for my child. I do however have faith and trust that district 51 will find a way that works best to
keep kids healthy and well educated. Thanks for all you guys do!

7/3/2020 8:48 PM

1000 my children do best learning face to face and love seeing their friends and teachers they get
upset when having to do remote learning they have even stated "this is not fair we miss our
friends and teachers."

7/3/2020 8:36 PM

1001 I would prefer that my student participate in online only dual enrollment at CMU. 7/3/2020 8:03 PM

1002 Please have teachers focus on navigating online learning tools and building teacher-student
rapport in the first few weeks. I'm nervous we are going to move to shut down quickly after
school starts. The distention did a great job adapting. But if we have to go to online learning,
please give more options for rigour. 3 assignments a week in Ela and math isn't enough for
some learners. Finally, please try to standardize communication platforms. A school should pick
something - Google classroom, Schoology, email and every teacher should stick to it. Having
assignments all over the place is stressful and confusing, especially for middle school

7/3/2020 7:47 PM

1003 I know it was a real challenge with the online learning but I appreciated the hard work it took. I
just know hands on fours works the best.

7/3/2020 7:42 PM

1004 Teachers worked really hard to work with us with the distance-learning. It is very difficult when
your child has special needs. It will be important for my ninth grader to establish a rapport with
her teachers prior to her being willing to work on any distance-learning that may end up
happening.

7/3/2020 7:37 PM

1005 if returning in person I would expect that there would be clear communication about sanitizing
practices and methods for personal protection that may include smaller classes or masks.

7/3/2020 7:36 PM

1006 Please give parents as much time as possible to figure out how a hybrid schedule will work with
working parents.

7/3/2020 7:34 PM

1007 How would sports work with a hybrid learning scenario? 7/3/2020 7:25 PM

1008 Please allow this to be a safe year to the best you can please protect our babies 7/3/2020 7:21 PM

1009 I 100% vote for in person learning for my child. He is Autistic and learns better in public school
instead of Remote Learning. Remote learning for both my child and I was very difficult and so I
prefer in person learning for my child.

7/3/2020 7:16 PM

1010 Special Education children need physical direction which i cant do when at work 7/3/2020 7:04 PM

1011 My child needs face to face interaction. I know the district wasn’t prepared for a pandemic but I
didn’t feel the teachers were actually teaching. It was more independent study which my son
doesn’t learn from especially when there are no textbooks so I could teach him. I know you all
are working hard and we appreciate you!!

7/3/2020 6:37 PM

1012 My number one concern is safety! However my child in special education I felt did not grow
during remote learning. As the teacher was their for help which was great! But it was hard to

7/3/2020 6:34 PM
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add secondary learning for her. Also remote learning wasn’t consistent for each grade. Some
challenged not enough and others challenged to much. At times I felt it was just busy work.
Hoping these will be worked out. Maybe ask what worked and didn’t work as each teacher did
things very different.

1013 My child had a very hard time with not having the social aspect of schooling. He is an only and
often school is one of the only places he gets to interact with children his own age.

7/3/2020 6:32 PM

1014 Please don’t send Elementary kids back to school there’s no way they can properly social
distance there’s no way they can maintain their sanitary needs there’s no way to stop kids from
getting sick! School isn’t a daycare. If there’s people out there that want to send their kids cool
allow that ,that’s their choice but allow the ones that want to keep their children safe to stay at
home. If High schoolers really wanna attend at least they’re capable of knowing that they need
to social distance and not eat and drink after each other or put a crayon in their mouth and
hand it to a friend. elementary is not ready for this. Please keep our kids SAFE PLEASE.

7/3/2020 6:16 PM

1015 Remote learning has been a challenge during this pandemic and I will like my son to be back to
in person learning ASAP

7/3/2020 6:12 PM

1016 My second grader did very poorly with remote learning. My 8th grader fell into depression
because she stopped being able to go to school and was not interested in doing her schoolwork
as much as if she were in person. I feel it is very necessary for them to go to in Person School
this year in order for either of them to succeed. how can my daughter do school work if she's
having to babysit her little brother. And how can we put it on a 14 year old to do the disciplining
and keep her little brother on track during school time, when she supposed to be doing her
schoolwork during that same time. It is not fair to our children or any children as I'm sure many
others were in the same situation because parents do have to work for a living.

7/3/2020 5:57 PM

1017 Please don’t make kids wear masks. I will keep them home if this the requirement. 7/3/2020 5:56 PM

1018 A lot of parents will face hardships if 100% remote learning is decided upon. I totally understand
this, and know that that option will be chosen by them due to the expense of day care or
missing work because their children cannot be left unattended while they're working. Please
keep in mind that these children will be exposed and be at a hugely elevated risk of contracting
Covid or spreading it to other children. Far too many do not show symptoms but are still
contagious and attempting to "return to normal", for the convenience of some, is an unfair risk
to take. Hybrid, part time face to face, with extra cleanings being done is a much better option.
Honestly going back to 100% face to face would be awesome, as kids need normalcy and us
parents need a break, but...safety HAS to be the primary factor in decision making.

7/3/2020 5:46 PM

1019 Myself and my children absolutely despise online learning. They need to be around their peers
and teachers.

7/3/2020 5:43 PM

1020 No 7/3/2020 5:42 PM

1021 Bot allowing the children the ability to socialize, has had a negative impact on my child's mental
health. Being around peers is very important

7/3/2020 5:41 PM

1022 I would only send my children to D51 in they are able to attend 5 days a week in person. If not i
would pull my children for homeschooling. Thank you for your hard work and this survey!

7/3/2020 5:36 PM

1023 Getting to see their teachers and friends in school is really important to my children 7/3/2020 5:26 PM

1024 We are new to Grand Junction this coming school year. Speaking on behalf of our children,
while our kids engaged in distance learning (Salida School District), the amount of real learning
was far less than in-person instruction.

7/3/2020 5:17 PM

1025 Our Covid numbers remain low and it seems that we can not run away from this virus. I support
100% in class learning with safe practices and enhanced cleanliness. Masks should be
optional.

7/3/2020 5:13 PM

1026 Go team! 7/3/2020 5:10 PM

1027 You guys are doing a great job, please ignore any negativity from the community when you
decide on a plan. The American Pediatric Association is recommending going back to school
because kids are at a lower risk but also because of the decrease in child abuse reports, an
increase in child abuse deaths, and the lack of food/resource/supports some kids only get at
school. I think those are important things to consider. I am fine if kids don’t wear masks at
school but maybe include mandatory hand washing in every class. I also don’t care if teachers

7/3/2020 5:09 PM
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go to school in hazmat suits if they feel more protected. I am honestly more worried about the
teachers because they are in a higher risk group. For MS/HS maybe they have a home room
class and the core teachers rotate and the students stay in the classroom. Maybe have half the
kids go until lunch and then a second group starts after lunch. Again, whatever you guys decide
we will make work for our family so ignore any negativity you hear.

1028 No 7/3/2020 5:07 PM

1029 If school go to strictly remote learning my kids are going to severely be affected in a bad way by
that!!!!!!!!

7/3/2020 5:04 PM

1030 If remote learning happens again I would prefer books and no computer if I cant get books my
kids will not do the remote learning.

7/3/2020 5:01 PM

1031 I know my daughter needs an in person teaching experience in order to learn properly! I don't
mind if there are minor safety measures but they shouldn't be ones that would disrupt learning
& social skills.Thank you!

7/3/2020 4:58 PM

1032 Masks are a must! 7/3/2020 4:57 PM

1033 We would like to hear plans for school activities beyond sports. In particular, will the Speech &
Debate team be able to meet in-person and have tournaments in-person - or will those be
online or hybridized in some way.

7/3/2020 4:57 PM

1034 Online school was definitely a challenge for our family and "in classroom" learning is a much
better fit. Although, the current COVID/health situation is a big concern for us as we have family
health issues. In order to keep our family safe we may prefer online or hybrid learning this fall
as a better choice until the current safety/health issues are resolved.

7/3/2020 4:56 PM

1035 I will not send my children back to school if masks are required. I don't believe that masks in the
school setting is beneficial and will greatly affect their learning and attention/focus. I also will not
be sending my children to a public school if the COVID vaccine becomes available and
becomes a requirement without exemption, for attendance.

7/3/2020 4:52 PM

1036 Schology was terrible and was always having issues. I think I heard the high schools used
google and did way better

7/3/2020 4:37 PM

1037 I believe social distancing and masks should be required in the classroom. 7/3/2020 4:36 PM

1038 I think it is appropriate for children to get germs naturally. All of this sanitizing is really
unhealthy. Thanks

7/3/2020 4:33 PM

1039 No 7/3/2020 4:29 PM

1040 My son has a congenital heart defect with asthma. He attends the IB program. I’m afraid to
send him back to school and would like to know what sort of accommodations can be made for
students with high risk health conditions.

7/3/2020 4:22 PM

1041 I answered this the best I could but at this time we are very up in the air as to what we will do.
We would like to have everything go back to “normal” with increased sanitization precautions in
place. We are not against hybrid, but feel in -person is best. We are also not ruling out grand
valley academy if in-person rules/restrictions are too strict/confining for children to be children
and LEARN. Thank you for your hard work to get our kids back to school!

7/3/2020 8:52 AM

1042 Please let our kids go back to school. They really miss it! 7/3/2020 8:03 AM

1043 I am more cautious about my son returning to school than he is. ELearning was a dismal
experience for him. He definitely prefers in person. Although I’m not sure the eLearning was set
up optimally. It felt temporary or was treated as such.

7/3/2020 7:15 AM

1044 In person learning is the only acceptable choice this fall. 7/3/2020 6:26 AM

1045 I'm thankful for all of the work the teachers put into the distance learning, but it wasn't as good
as face to face

7/3/2020 1:26 AM

1046 I would like to see 90% of the children wearing masks and washing/disinfecting/sanitizing
HOURLY. Weekly updates and videos for the children to remind them that COVID-19 is REAL
and life threatening and the importance of staying healthy and well and to continue learning.
And the freedom to choose online learning, for those that do not want to send their children
back. And online options for those parents that would like BOTH OPTIONS. Thank you.

7/2/2020 10:28 PM
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Looking forward to keeping our kids safe! We will need more help in the classrooms to help the
teachers with sanitation and mask wearing. I volunteer!

1047 The idea of the kids having to wear masks in the classroom is not setting well with me, I'm not
sure how this will affect the dynamic and I wonder how it will be possible for the 6-foot rule if
required. I just am very unsure of how all this is going to promote learning and safety

7/2/2020 9:18 PM

1048 No 7/2/2020 8:29 PM

1049 Children need to be in school. This is Paramount. The damage being done to their young
psyche is vastly more than the risk if coronavirus. Kids are despondent, depressed, anxious
and lonely. Get them back into class. Please

7/2/2020 7:49 PM

1050 Please have in person learning 7/2/2020 7:30 PM

1051 If in person school resumes, I would like to see strict guidelines on handling students who arrive
at school with a cold- runny nose, etc. Parents shouldn’t send them to school, and if they do,
kids should be sent home if they are not 100% healthy.

7/2/2020 6:37 PM

1052 This covid stuff is stupid 7/2/2020 5:41 PM

1053 I feel that the interaction of other kids and the teacher in person adds so much to a child’s
learning experience. The district did a good job with remote learning, but nothing beats in
person education with the give and take and social interaction it requires.

7/2/2020 5:13 PM

1054 My son did not thrive in the online school system either time we have tried. This is very tough
for him to manage and the lack of socialization really becomes a huge distraction to his
learning.

7/2/2020 2:10 PM

1055 No. 7/2/2020 1:38 PM

1056 No 7/2/2020 12:49 PM

1057 I would rather see the schools open with some sort of staggered, every other day approach,
and have a successful year,, then have everyone there everyday for awhile and then have to go
fully on line. I believe my high school aged kid could adapt well with that type of instruction. I
know all kids are different so just expressing our take. Thanks

7/2/2020 12:26 PM

1058 my child will not be attending in person learning if a mask is involved. There is a high health risk
to anyone wearing a mask that long.

7/2/2020 12:20 PM

1059 They didnt seem to learn much with on line, just got through. 7/2/2020 11:37 AM

1060 I feel that there needs to be some form of normal for these kids. 7/2/2020 11:18 AM

1061 I’m worried about sending my first grader to a school that feels like a military institution where
he isn’t allowed to play and work in groups and feel safe and relaxed. That’s why I am in favor
of a hybrid model so he can still have normal and important things For learning for 7 year olds
at home, when he isn’t at school.

7/2/2020 10:45 AM

1062 I’d like to see a temperature check for each teacher, sraff member and child coming to school in
the morning. Teachers emphasizing hand washing. Hand washing/sanitizing between classes
or set times aside to do that. Include hand sanitizer/washing stations in various parts of the
school. Reduce class size! Encourage face coverings for all ages who can reliably use them,
and provide instruction on how to properly use them. Teachers and staff especially masked.
Install clear booth-type screens around desks (in addition to spacing desks 6 feet apart).
Ensure the air handling system does not spread respiratory droplets throughout a classroom -
use diffusers or baffles. In one published study the A/C system of a restaurant was found to
spread the droplets of an asymptomatic person several tables away, infection a number of other
people in the air flow much further than 6 feet away. Children with a temperature should be sent
home before entering the classroom - scan temperartures at the door of the school. A child with
a temperature should be tested for Covid-19, quarantined at home for 14 days if positive, stay
at home for 2 days then tested again if negative. Ensure there are enough masks and sanitizer
for staff as well as students. I think the district is playing with fire without a strict policy of
masks, distancing, temperature checks, tests, droplet shields and how to respond when
someone becomes ill with coronavirus. It’s not going to be a question of if, it’s a question of
when. I also hope the district has the will to do what needs to be done without delay when that
time comes as currently a number of individuals have made these precautions into a political

7/2/2020 10:33 AM
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and cultural belief statement instead of what they are, science-based public health measures
that can protect our teachers, children and community.

1063 I’m up for education for my children in the safest, healthiest way. I’m not concerned about
COVID. We will stay enrolled with district 51 no matter what decisions are made

7/2/2020 10:27 AM

1064 A big component of schooling is being able to interact with friends. My child is really struggling
with not being around other kids. Summer camps have helped and he has been fine wearing a
mask full time during those camps.

7/2/2020 9:12 AM

1065 I think D51 did a decent job last spring given the circumstances but my daughter really suffered
setbacks intellectually and emotionally with the distance learning. Really hoping to get her back
in a classroom setting.

7/2/2020 8:38 AM

1066 It would be nice to have the kids go back as normal as possible. I feel in our area we have been
overly cautious. Can’t we just try to let them go back and see how it goes and evaluate?
Remote learning did not work for my children

7/2/2020 8:16 AM

1067 I believe Fruita Middle School is doing an excellent job of remote learning. I hope our
experience with Fruita 8/9 will be equally good if remote learning is necessary again.

7/2/2020 7:31 AM

1068 I feel that socially mentally and emotionally the students need to be back with other students
and teachers.

7/2/2020 7:27 AM

1069 I believe socially, emotionally and mentally our children need to be back in school with the
teachers they grow to trust and love.

7/2/2020 7:09 AM

1070 The glitches in the presentations on line where very distracting. We couldn’t get our kiddos
interested in how we presented certain subjects. We are not teachers!

7/2/2020 1:30 AM

1071 Remote learning was a huge challenge for our family of 6. 3 which of are students. With both
parents working full time, one of which working over nights in the hospital made home stressful.
The teachers did their absolute best, but my children did not thrive from being out of school and
need to have the face to face teaching.

7/2/2020 12:23 AM

1072 No 7/1/2020 10:35 PM

1073 Im not in favor of the students wearing masks for the entire time in school. 7/1/2020 10:13 PM

1074 I hope that SD51 considers the safety and health of students and staff to be the number one
priority.

7/1/2020 9:45 PM

1075 I won't let my child attend in person learning if there are plastic partitions or excessively strict
guidelines regarding masks and sanitizer and playing on playgrounds

7/1/2020 9:13 PM

1076 The only concern I have is if the district decides to spray disinfectant chemicals around the
school every day. This is harmful to our kids and would make me think about keeping my kids
home to avoid then breathing in chemicals everyday.

7/1/2020 9:07 PM

1077 Online learning is very difficult as we work full time and our baby sitter doesn't have internet so
we have to cram learning into the evenings. I am especially concerned for my child that will
start kindergarten in fall of 2020. I don't want my children to fall behind.

7/1/2020 8:09 PM

1078 Its absolutely vital my child attend school full time in person due to his health care needs.
AUSTISUM

7/1/2020 7:28 PM

1079 Please fight to have in person school for all of the families who are not concerned if their
children come in contact with covid-19 or bring the germs home. I know some homes are at risk
if covid is brought home, but most, like mine, are not. Please allow recesses for in-person
school. More time spent in the sun (uv light) breathing fresh air and producing vitamin d is
needed, not less.

7/1/2020 7:06 PM

1080 My son had excellent grades until remote learning. He cant seem to focus doing online or
remote learning. He got his first 1 ever. He needs the teachers

7/1/2020 6:11 PM

1081 I believe the educational and emotional/mental impact of not having 100% in person school is a
great risk that COVID-19.

7/1/2020 6:08 PM

1082 Teachers need support if we have to do online. Some teachers went overboard with work and
some just said forget it, you get the grade you had when you left for spring break and we never
heard from them again.

7/1/2020 5:45 PM
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1083 There is NO way I, as a single mother of four working nights as a registered nurse and
obtaining my master degree, that I can do remote learning.

7/1/2020 5:36 PM

1084 We believe science and present data is saying that children are at little risk. Therefore, it is
important that they have a full school experience which includes socialization with other
children.

7/1/2020 5:21 PM

1085 These children need to be back in school full time face to face. Their is too much idle time, they
need the socialization and exercise, if a parent is required to work full time they are unable to
provide both, what do we pay taxes for? I would then look at a private school if the district is
unable or UNWILLING to go back to full time for our youth.

7/1/2020 5:16 PM

1086 Our kids have immune systems. They can’t pause their lives and education for a virus that’s
being wrongfully portrayed as a plague. The remote learning will set our children back for years
to come. We need our schools. We need our teachers!

7/1/2020 4:55 PM

1087 Let them return like normal! Mask will be a bigger problem if this would be a requirement. Mesa
county has very low numbers! Thank you

7/1/2020 4:50 PM

1088 NO MASKS!!! 100% in person learning! Get these kids back in school and stop with this
madness! The emotional upset with children being isolated at home is not okay

7/1/2020 4:39 PM

1089 Children need to be back in school full time. Distant learning was NOT a success and made too
much work and stress on the teachers

7/1/2020 3:29 PM

1090 If we do remote learning. Virtual meetings with special education should be more than once a
week. Daily is best. The special ed Apps were very poor. I’m sure there are better ones out
there.

7/1/2020 2:46 PM

1091 my husband and I both work, 100% remote learning is impossible for us and means that our
child has to spend their schoolyear away from home entirely as our only option is to send him to
his grandparents 4 hours away.

7/1/2020 2:30 PM

1092 I believe this is an attack towards/against President Trump. I believe if people are this scared,
they should stay home and leave the rest of us who need a little more proof than what the
media reports, alone. I do not push my beliefs or opinions on anybody I expect the same in
return.

7/1/2020 2:13 PM

1093 Kids need to be in school learning and to be able to socialize not stuck at home online
frustrated trying to figure what they are supposed to do. Its very discouraging for both kids and
parents.

7/1/2020 2:02 PM

1094 No 7/1/2020 1:33 PM

1095 Kudos to the District 51 employees/teachers/staff! Thank you for all you do and continue to do
for our kiddos and community!!!

7/1/2020 1:24 PM

1096 My children are not doing well at home all the time. All children/people need social interaction.
My daughter suffers from depression and anxiety and being isolated away from her classmates
and no in person instruction has been detrimental to her. I fear every day for her well being, as
well as all children's. We are meant to socialize, not be stuck at home. Going back to a online
situation will not be beneficial to any child. We cannot live in fear and need to stop forcing our
children to!

7/1/2020 1:11 PM

1097 this virus is not going away. keeping kids out of school is hurting the at risk and vulnerable
children. we already flattened the curve.

7/1/2020 1:00 PM

1098 Children and teachers need school to be as normal as possible, even if that means waiting until
september.

7/1/2020 12:45 PM

1099 I strongly feel like our children should go back to regular school. I do feel that there should be
another option for students who may be or have family that may be immunocompromised but
the rest of us need to get back to as much normalcy as possible why being respectful to those
in need.

7/1/2020 12:43 PM

1100 I feel very strongly that in person “normal” school should resume in the fall. No face masks, no
recess restrictions. I am ok with social distancing techniques and reduced numbers at recess
and lunch times.

7/1/2020 12:11 PM
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1101 No 7/1/2020 12:05 PM

1102 We will support the district in whatever decision they choose. This is a difficult time and our kids
will come out stronger because of it. Thank you for your hard work.

7/1/2020 11:44 AM

1103 I believe with extra precautions like checking temperatures of children and staff every day and
limiting other class interactions, our children should continue to go to school as normal.

7/1/2020 11:10 AM

1104 While I understand offering an online or hybrid option, I fee it is just as important to offer an in-
person option. Even if the in-person option requires a release of liability, extended calendar, or
weekend classes.

7/1/2020 10:16 AM

1105 I will not send my child for in person schooling if they have to wear a mask 7/1/2020 10:11 AM

1106 I think another thing to consider in this is if there is a scenario that has children attending partial
days, this will be a barrier for working parents. Not everyone can stop in the middle of the day
to pick up and take children elsewhere. If there is a hybrid scenario, I think the remote learning
should be on set day(s) to avoid this. Thank you for your hard work!

7/1/2020 10:06 AM

1107 I will not send my daughter if the students are required to wear masks. 7/1/2020 9:36 AM

1108 The McConnell math and science center have an excellent process in place if examples need 7/1/2020 9:07 AM

1109 Thank you for keeping us informed on your efforts. Our family appreciates the school's
willingness to work towards in-person school this fall.

7/1/2020 8:20 AM

1110 Please try to avoid masks. I am wearing one for work and will not subject my kids to them. I’ve
had headaches, dizzy/light headedness, chest pain and a bloody nose while working with a
mask. My kiddos have a hard enough time letting me know what is wrong when they don’t feel
well that I’m not sure they will take it down when they need a break. They are rule followers and
I don’t want them to compromise their health to please their teachers. I am aware that most say
mask wearing is safe and does not pose a health threat. From experience in moving around it
isn’t healthy. I also believe masks will make life awful for the teachers and the students that
want to learn. Just one more distraction for kiddos and another barrier for teachers.

7/1/2020 8:08 AM

1111 Thank you for working diligently to meet the needs of all families! 7/1/2020 8:00 AM

1112 We need our children to attend school 100% in person in the fall. 7/1/2020 7:59 AM

1113 Please no remote get back to normal 7/1/2020 6:34 AM

1114 If limited students are allowed back in a classroom, possibly alternating weeks of in session for
students. A certain amount one week and then the other half the other week if all students
aren’t allowed back in one classroom.

7/1/2020 1:08 AM

1115 I’m a single mom and remote learning would be physically impossible for me, as I have to work. 6/30/2020 11:16 PM

1116 Our children are very anxious to return to school. Both the pre-schooler and the 1st grader are
especially longing to return to their classrooms.

6/30/2020 10:41 PM

1117 My son will be in 6th grade, he needs the structure of classroom learning, especially going into
the middle school setting. My daughter is going into 3rd grade, she absolutely loves school (she
literally says tests are fun). However she was miserable doing remote learning, would cry
because she missed her teacher, her classroom, her friends. And then she would just shut
down and we didn't get anymore school work done for the day. I work all day, can not be home
to "teach" them, their dad is disabled so they are with him and he struggled with trying to teach
them....and really didn't want to. So many parents aren't cut out to teach. I believe many
parents have gained so much respect to our teachers who do this everyday with a classroom
full of kids. I don't know how they do it, they definitely deserve to make more than they do!

6/30/2020 10:36 PM

1118 I prefer my child not be required to wear a mask during in-person learning 6/30/2020 10:25 PM

1119 We appreciate the survey. This is a very challenging time. 6/30/2020 10:07 PM

1120 If we do resort to part or full-time remote learning, we need to have the Teachers in the
classroom, appropriately socially distanced. teaching from the classroom. Using video
instruction and props from the school, especially laboratories. The online learning needs to be
much more creative and much more robust than it was in the spring. Real time or close to real
time Interaction with the teachers is a must.

6/30/2020 9:49 PM

1121 Please, please, please do what is honestly best and safest for the staff and students. As a 6/30/2020 9:14 PM
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parent and a teacher, I know that not everyone follows precautions (especially elementary
parents who just want/need free "daycare") and I want/need my family to be kept safe and
healthy. For parents threatening to pull their children over the all or nothing, please let them go
if all is honestly not the best option at the time.

1122 There was so much of a difference between classes. 6/30/2020 8:46 PM

1123 Would really like to send my kids back to a normal school environment. It is very important and
essential to my children and myself.

6/30/2020 8:44 PM

1124 We are a two parent household that is not home to supervise and help with classroom
instruction, I myself believe we need to get back to school, either way you look at this Covid is
not going away. We will deal with this every year like we do the flu, I understand that this affects
all people differently but so does the flu, if these kids don't have an immune system it is only
going to be worse, every school year we deal with the same viruses spread around through
every class. I say put these kids back to school.

6/30/2020 8:29 PM

1125 I really feel my kids need in the classroom learning. Remote learning didn’t not work so well. I
don’t think they really finished as strong as they could have. I feel that they lost some ground
that they were gaining. I don’t think they learned anything from the remote learning. When we
as in parents are working we can’t help them learn or take away what they need to. And after
we are off work the school stuff isn’t able to be access. For me is a parents worst nightmare. It
doesn’t work. I had to call in sick a couple time while remote learning was happening cause I
am an essential worker. It was not easy for me or them. I don’t like the idea. Please face to face
in classroom learning. Both my boys have said to me if they don’t go to school and have in
classroom learning they will drop out and figure another way around it or a super senior for two
years in a row. It’s too complex to understand or get the education that they have the right to
get.

6/30/2020 8:20 PM

1126 What is the ideas for school sports?? 6/30/2020 7:46 PM

1127 The education to not stop for our children 6/30/2020 7:28 PM

1128 My son will be a senior this year and being in a school taking classes and particiapting in
theatre is very important.

6/30/2020 7:28 PM

1129 My child may be going into 7th grade but I will be working. I know that she will not participate in
the remote learning independently. The only reason she participated this spring is because I
was home with her every day. I am extremely concerned about my daughter's emotional well-
being without other students to communicate with because she is an only child.

6/30/2020 7:15 PM

1130 We would like to see some flexibility. No matter what face to face learning is the best. If current
health conditions change, we would be open to some remote learning but also would like to see
remote learning not take over all learning indefinitely.

6/30/2020 6:58 PM

1131 the remote learning does not work. 6/30/2020 6:17 PM

1132 I know most of Mesa County has dismissed the Covid-19 pandemic but we can not. Our home
has a handicapped, immunocompromised member who would most likely not survive it. I would
prefer my high schooler to stay home for most classes but he would very much like to attend
school for at least the JORTC Honor Batallion and Leadership Lab. I would be ok with sending
him as long as Central High School requires masks, enforces their use and enforces social
distancing at lunchtime (use gymnasiums and other classrooms), and allow time to sanitize
before and after lunch. Thank you for reading my requests and ideas.

6/30/2020 5:39 PM

1133 My children love school. Their social/emotional well-being was effected without school. They
struggled and lost motivation to do their work

6/30/2020 5:20 PM

1134 Most of the difficulty that my child experienced was programs not working correctly or links that
teachers provided not working. This caused a lot of frustration on their part and on our end
because it took a lot of extra time to figure out what was wrong if we were doing something
wrong how to fix it etc.

6/30/2020 5:20 PM

1135 Hoping for full back to school, as long as the numbers in our area continue to be low. I hope all
actions taken to keep our children safe are also appropriate for the small amount of cases in
our area. Fully support hand washing, hand sanitizer and temp checking. And a zero tolerance
for any sick symptoms. I think the rest may be a bit over the top.

6/30/2020 5:15 PM

1136 My desire to send my kids back to school stems from the fact that learning is not just done from 6/30/2020 4:57 PM
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a book or computer screen. Our students are missing a vital component of learning when
interaction with others is taken away. I do not feel that the risks of COVID outweigh these
benefits of a well-rounded education. I’m also particularly concerned because this is our
kindergarten year, and I worry about my child’s progress with reading and writing if he is
deprived of the in-person kinder experience, not just for this year but beyond.

1137 let my son go to school 6/30/2020 4:52 PM

1138 I appreciate your service. You're working very hard. Please let your decisions be based on
student education and 0% on staff and union desires. If not, do not ask me for tax revenue
increases. Those teachers that don't or can't work need to go on disability.

6/30/2020 4:46 PM

1139 I worry about being compromised health-wise. I'm sure I'm not the only one. What might come
home with the kids once they get into the schools.

6/30/2020 4:39 PM

1140 Distance learning was hard on my school loving child's emotional state and my youngest would
NOT do well with remote. We tried with remote preschool and it was horrible. My kids
neeeeeed to be IN school with a teacher!

6/30/2020 4:38 PM

1141 I realize a lot of kids need to go back to school but the health of my family is very important. I
have poor health and do not want my kids to bring home sickness. D51 teachers are amazing.
We love them.

6/30/2020 4:30 PM

1142 As a healthcare professional and as a mother, I am concerned that opening up the schools to
the standards instated prior to the COVID-19 pandemic will usher in the beginning of a
healthcare disaster for our community. Mesa County has yet experienced the full blow of this
virus, and I have high doubts that the children will be compliant with social distancing
measures, and the wearing of face masks will likely be more dangerous than helpful. Face
masks are meant to be worn and untouched for the duration it remains on the face. Are you
going to staffed well enough to ensure these safety measures are complied with? I have
serious doubts about that.

6/30/2020 4:13 PM

1143 In person schooling and after school activities is crucial to the mental, physical and emotional
well being of our youth!

6/30/2020 3:41 PM

1144 While our teachers worked hard to implement leaning in the spring it was very difficult to
manage the process and hard to lean new concepts. The active learning model is so much
better for our kids. They need interaction and ways to connect. Also the isolated experience
was not good for many learners. We are happy to wear masks but please let us come back to
school! Thanks! Also, I think it would be best if everyone wore a mask except the teacher. It
would make it easier to hear. Thank you for asking our opinions.

6/30/2020 3:23 PM

1145 My daughter is starting kindergarten and I would like to be able to plan if there is going to be a
hybrid or remote learning need. My husband and I both work and my daughter has been in
daycare/preschool since she was a baby. More time to plan would be helpful.

6/30/2020 3:12 PM

1146 Thanks for all you do for our families. We appreciate you so much. 6/30/2020 3:04 PM

1147 None 6/30/2020 3:01 PM

1148 Please have 100% in-person learning in the fall. 6/30/2020 2:55 PM

1149 If school doesn't return to normal and any restriction for social distancing such as masks or
limited number of children on playground or PE distancing required I will not enroll my children
and will homeschool or enroll them in an online school.

6/30/2020 2:22 PM

1150 I am hopeful that school can return to mostly normal for the children. If not, I am considering
homeschooling. This is certainly not ideal, but from what I've learned about children and screen
time, I am VERY concerned about my child having to spend several hours every day on the
computer screen. Finishing out the school year that way was incredibly difficult for him. So, I
feel like if remote learning includes much screen time, I would rather just teach him myself. I am
concerned about safety, and I'm concerned about the students having the best opportunity to
learn. Obviously there are no easy answers.

6/30/2020 2:04 PM

1151 No 6/30/2020 1:59 PM

1152 My student is a very strong, hard working, involved student. Online schooling was very hard for
her mental health for so many reasons. I understand that there are risks involved with in person

6/30/2020 1:49 PM
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learning, but I feel it is essential to our youth to have school be an in person, on campus
experience.

1153 It would be extremely difficult for both teachers and students in middle schools and high
schools to wear masks and stay with one teacher all day.. if this was the case we will stay on
remote learning. Thank you !

6/30/2020 1:43 PM

1154 No 6/30/2020 1:35 PM

1155 Do what is safest and healthiest for our community and families. 6/30/2020 1:23 PM

1156 I was very happy with Pomona and online but my other child who goes to West was more of a
problem. Majority of her teachers were not organized or knowledgeable navigating with the
various programs used.

6/30/2020 1:19 PM

1157 None 6/30/2020 1:18 PM

1158 What kind of accommodations is the District going to make for immune compromised children?
Will their only option be Grand River Virtual Academy?

6/30/2020 1:18 PM

1159 I think remote learning would be a feasible option if teachers were required to record videos
giving instruction or having a Google classroom meeting where they gave instruction. That was
my biggest complaint for remote learning. Most of my children’s teachers didn’t actively teach. It
was very frustrating. A hybrid model would eliminate this to some extent.

6/30/2020 1:09 PM

1160 I am a nurse practitioner practicing in the valley for over 25 years please return the kids to
school face-to-face teaching

6/30/2020 12:59 PM

1161 Really want normal school year with least amount of fussing for kids. 6/30/2020 12:53 PM

1162 Would be interested in both 100% in person or hybrid depending upon strictness of
requirements. Would prefer (“quareenteams”) small groups of kids/staff with less time during
the week than masks, division and heavy restrictions between students and staff all week long.

6/30/2020 12:52 PM

1163 I think simply planning on the assumption of there being a need for some online learning would
help smooth the process and ensure learning new lessons is possible, instead of a lot of review.
Our school/teacher did a fantastic job on short notice, but I would have liked to see more with
learning new concepts. If that in-person curriculum trajectory can continue with a mixture of
online learning, that would be ideal. Whichever way we have to go, I think it's important to keep
students and staff safe - I just don't want to see loss of learning or lack of growth during that
time.

6/30/2020 12:45 PM

1164 Remote learning is difficult for us when school starts as I’m heading to bed after a nights work. 6/30/2020 12:42 PM

1165 If 100% in school learning is not available, we will enroll for home school (not remote learning). 6/30/2020 12:30 PM

1166 If my children can not do in person learning at all, I am afraid that my children will fail. Both my
girls are intelligent, but structure is very important. The home environment is not the best for
them. I want my children to be safe and I want them to succeed. We need to be able to have
both.

6/30/2020 12:28 PM

1167 It is not just the required learning children have to do that is important. It also important to allow
them to socialize with other kids and adults for a variety of reasons.

6/30/2020 12:13 PM

1168 We were not happy with the transition to electronic schooling in the spring. We know it was
difficult for all. We feel our son, who is a good student, was overwhelmed at times and had little
to do at other times. The coordination across the school seemed poor. We also believe the
sweeping policy that grades would not go down then alternatively created a situation where
most teachers made it very difficult for a student to improve a grade as well. That needs to be
addressed more closely.

6/30/2020 12:05 PM

1169 Being new to the District and parenting, I just wanted to say that the reception has been great. I
am a little concerned having heard that RAW had be created. (Right And Wrong). Hoping that
the issues have been addressed, and that guidelines\policies have been modified or instituted.

6/30/2020 11:47 AM

1170 What considerations are being taken for D51 staff who also have students in the system? What
will this look like if students go to a hybrid learning system? How will D51 employees support
their students, staff AND their own children?

6/30/2020 11:42 AM

1171 N/A 6/30/2020 11:41 AM
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1172 We are hoping for no restrictions going back to school this August. If face masks are a
requirement we will look into other options for our students.

6/30/2020 11:38 AM

1173 We believe that this fear driven agenda is mostly politically driven and has been blown way out
of proportion. The flu virus is much more dangerous and no one has made a big deal about it.
Move on with public schooling or refund our tax dollars!

6/30/2020 11:36 AM

1174 I notice that there is no mention of face masks and lunch or recess periods. As of right now, I
am feeling my children will not be returning to school if they have to wear masks or cannot have
regular lunches and recess. Children need to see facial expressions and emotions to learn.
They need to see lip movements to learn how to pronounce words correctly. They also need to
be able to play with their friends. I will look forward to what is decided so I can move forward. Is
Grand River Virtual Academy prepared for new students?

6/30/2020 11:36 AM

1175 I feel like my middle school child did “ok” with remote learning however, my second grader
struggled with navigating the system and completing all the work in a timely manner.
Socialization is huge for my middle schooler and I feel the lack of socialization with peers at the
end of the school year resulted in some true depression. I don’t believe my second grader got
much Learning out of the entire last quarter of second grade. I am also a single parent that
works full time and cannot be at home supervising and providing home school instruction. With
that being said the health and safety of my children come first. I must say I appreciate all the
hard work the staff and teachers in D51 put into a very difficult situation.

6/30/2020 11:31 AM

1176 If we do remote learning teachers need to be on screen for at least 4 hours a day teaching. Just
assigning work and saying these are my office hours are not going to cut it.

6/30/2020 11:27 AM

1177 Going back to remote learning will not benefit any child to help them stay on track. It will also be
a financial and job hardship on parents especially the single parent, like myself! I will not be
able to teach and work full time so I will have to lose all or part of my job.

6/30/2020 11:27 AM

1178 I am also a special educator (SSP) for D51. If there is ANY remote learning, we will need
training and materials budgets. Round 1 was not effective for my special education services.

6/30/2020 11:20 AM

1179 None 6/30/2020 11:18 AM

1180 We have to live with this now, I believe that herd immunity will keep this from being a problem
further. If masks and a segregated model is put into place I will probably decide to homeschool
my children

6/30/2020 11:10 AM

1181 In my opinion, I would prefer for my students to do 100% remote learning instead of hybrid
since we do not know where other students that are in the same class as them have been. Not
only that, but the contagion of the virus would be a lot higher since it is students in a room
together for a period of time.

6/30/2020 11:08 AM

1182 My children will not wear masks it is bad for their health and I will pull them from D51. 6/30/2020 11:08 AM

1183 I'm hearing that we will require children to wear masks? If this is the case I think it would be a
good idea to do half day schooling with home learning on other subjects.

6/30/2020 10:43 AM

1184 Online learning is not for everyone, us included. It was a constant battle. We are not tech savvy
and were not able to help when problems were encountered.

6/30/2020 10:34 AM

1185 Remote learning was a struggle this Spring, particularly for our younger gradeschool child, but it
was worth it. We are VERY uncomfortable with having our kids return to school buildings, full
time, at full capacity (all students) this Fall. PLEASE PUT THEIR HEALTH ABOVE
CONVENIENCE OR ECONOMIC FACTORS!

6/30/2020 10:09 AM

1186 You guys have done a good job in a very difficult situation. You're in a no-win situation with a lot
of very difficult parents to deal with and I feel for you.

6/30/2020 10:05 AM

1187 No 6/30/2020 9:44 AM

1188 I realize the impact that 100% "at home" learning will present and that this may be an
inconvenience to parents, (including myself), but the health and wellbeing of our children much
be our most important concern. Our children will learn, but unnecessary exposer by trying to do
"in person" learning is not one I am interested in taking. We greatly appreciate our teachers for
stepping up and doing remote learning this past year and hope that, maybe delaying in person
contact in the beginning can be what keeps our COVID numbers down in Mesa county. Thank
you for all of your hard work!

6/30/2020 9:44 AM
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1189 D 51 staff did a great job of preparing for remote learning it’s not the teachers that we unhappy
with it’s was the remote learning itself we felt the kids were just going through the motions not
really retaining what they were “learning” and not being able to be with friends was hard

6/30/2020 9:40 AM

1190 Lincoln Orchard Mesa staff did an amazing job considering the circumstances when we had to
do remote learning.

6/30/2020 9:35 AM

1191 No 6/30/2020 9:31 AM

1192 It’s very difficult for remote learning when both parents work full time 6/30/2020 9:30 AM

1193 Iam still not sure about sending my children back to school it seems still to risky 6/30/2020 9:10 AM

1194 The remote learning was very difficult for my kids. They were spending so many hours staring
at the computer screen. Some classes had them spending 4-5 hours on one class and it was
very overwhelming for my kids who are both hard workers and had a hard time with this.

6/30/2020 9:09 AM

1195 My child needs face to face. It was difficult to keep him motivated to do assignments and not
being able to get immediate feedback on questions/explanations was extremely difficult. I am
wishing for face to face teaching

6/30/2020 9:06 AM

1196 They need to go to school in person they get a better learning experience and have face to face
contact with the teachers

6/30/2020 8:49 AM

1197 In person learning with a return to extracurricular activities is the best course of action for our
students, families and teachers.

6/30/2020 8:19 AM

1198 One of my kids from Grand Junction High school did great with remote learning Even better
than at the school without all the distractions the other from central High school did not like it as
well but still did ok.

6/30/2020 8:12 AM

1199 it is incredibly difficult for full time working parents to home school their children. My children did
not get the same quality education from remote learning.

6/30/2020 7:39 AM

1200 My daughter really struggled with the online platform and would not be able to graduate if she
had to do her last year of school online.

6/30/2020 7:36 AM

1201 My child will only attend a D51 school if masks and social distancing are NOT mandatory. We
need normal life for our children. The science does not support making kids social distance or
wear masks. Kids are not at risk and need to resume normal life. Immune compromised kids
can do virtual learning, let the others go back as usual.

6/30/2020 5:56 AM

1202 Thank you for doing your best! 6/30/2020 5:41 AM

1203 no 6/30/2020 5:31 AM

1204 I appreciate all that the teachers do/did to make learning possible. 6/30/2020 5:23 AM

1205 My children want to go back to school grounds and interact with their peers as well with the
teachers. Remote learning was not a good experience for my students or for me as a full time
single parent. It was very frustrating.

6/30/2020 1:37 AM

1206 My kids did horrible with the remote learning. Please do whatever you can to get them face to
face learning

6/30/2020 1:19 AM

1207 I do not want to send kids to school this fall because one parent has pre-existing condition. 6/29/2020 11:13 PM

1208 N/a 6/29/2020 10:40 PM

1209 I am concerned about them having to wear masks for HOURS daily. There are also
repercussions to that. Thank you for keeping our kids AND families safe

6/29/2020 10:26 PM

1210 I think the safety of our students is very important, as well as their education. I have heard of
alternating times or days for students at school as a possibility.

6/29/2020 10:02 PM

1211 We are concerned for the safety of our kid and staff at the school and hope the school board
will limit group sizes and adhere to social distancing.

6/29/2020 10:00 PM

1212 I was a former software engineer, a D51 elementary school teacher at Pear Park Elementary
while we worked towards and then earned the National Blue Ribbon School of Excellence
award, and am now staying at home with my young children and worked with my first grader
during remote learning the last months of school this year. I would be highly interested in

6/29/2020 9:42 PM
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offering my feedback of our remote learning experience with D51, if interested, from my
perspective with a background in tech, teaching locally, and now as a parent administering
remote learning. Feel free to contact me via my provided email address above.

1213 Please consider following American Academy of Pediatricians recommendations. "The
importance of in-person learning is well-documented, and there is already evidence of the
negative impacts on children because of school closures in the spring of 2020," the group
representing 67,000 pediatricians wrote. "Lengthy time away from school and associated
interruption of supportive services often results in social isolation, making it difficult for schools
to identify and address important learning deficits as well as child and adolescent physical or
sexual abuse, substance use, depression, and suicidal ideation." The on-line platform is not
very supportive of younger learners. I feel they need face-to-face teaching to thrive. My children
have been depressed since social isolation has started, especially my youngest.

6/29/2020 9:34 PM

1214 I would just like to commend the school district on working so hard to give our kids the learning
experience they need. However, for my child, remote learning just does not work. But I know
how much work was put into it; and for that, I thank you all.

6/29/2020 9:22 PM

1215 Sincerely hoping kids go in person for at least 3 days per week. 6/29/2020 9:20 PM

1216 We experienced successful remote learning this spring. We also experienced successful
remote integration with a GT class from another school. I know that it will be challenging for
individual teachers to meet the needs of 100% remote learning AND hybrid teaching models.
Has the district considered designating an elementary teacher per grade (perhaps for multiple
schools) to only focus on 100% remote learning students, leaving the other grade level
teachers to master the hybrid model for students? Just a thought.

6/29/2020 9:19 PM

1217 No 6/29/2020 9:02 PM

1218 None 6/29/2020 8:55 PM

1219 I believe children need to be in school and be around their peers. They need social interaction
with their peers. They do not need any restrictions when they go back, they need to be allowed
to be kids!

6/29/2020 8:04 PM

1220 You all did an awesome job of responding to this pandemic in a short timeframe.
Developmentally and emotionally, so many kids, mine included, need and want to be back in
school. I hope this experience helps parents to better appreciate all teachers do!

6/29/2020 7:54 PM

1221 School needs to be as close to normal as possible. Not being able to have close interaction
with friends or giving hugs will have a very big emotional impact on my children. Also they need
activities like recess and to break up their days in order to stay focused. If this is not allowed
then school days need to be shortened.

6/29/2020 7:46 PM

1222 I want the school to be as normal as it can be for them. PE and breaks are so good for them.
Hugging teachers and friends is so important to them, if they can't do that it will be hard for
them to understand.

6/29/2020 7:43 PM

1223 Children need social interaction, children need interaction from other authoritative adults other
than their parents. Online learning misses so many if these elements.

6/29/2020 7:04 PM

1224 No 6/29/2020 7:01 PM

1225 I won't send my child back to in person classroom settings I'd rather look into 100% online
learning because we have multiple high risk people in our immediate family including my child
themself. I do not feel comfortable sending them back to a classroom setting.

6/29/2020 6:33 PM

1226 It would be nice to be able to let the families that want remote learning to do so. It would make
in-person classes an easier size to allow for the school to follow any specific safety
recommendations that might be put in place. The model they used this spring was nowhere
near efficient enough and making sure each individual child truly grasped the concepts being
taught to them fell through the cracks. I was HIGHLY disappointed in the whole experience as
was my child.

6/29/2020 6:31 PM

1227 For the kids that learn in person, online school does not work. As a single parent that works
outside the home, I was coming home trying to guide 2 kids through school and some nights we
were up till midnight trying to get through it. Very frustrating.

6/29/2020 6:29 PM

1228 No 6/29/2020 6:21 PM
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1229 I really liked the extra time my children spent at home, and the self paced aspect of distance
learning.

6/29/2020 6:06 PM

1230 For high school students the hybrid model should become a permanent fixture. This model of in
Perón classes maybe only 2 or 3 times a week more closely models college and would better
prepare them for this

6/29/2020 5:56 PM

1231 As long as Mesa County numbers remain low, in-person learning (with special modifications for
safety: masks and physical distancing) works best for our family. If cases increase and/ or
safety measures are not in place, remote learning would be preferable but with the additional
option of remote working (for the district as a Speech-Language Pathologist) for both my
student and personal safety.

6/29/2020 5:51 PM

1232 Both students are two and three sport athletes, we’re anxious to see what happens with sports.
We applaud your hard work this past spring and are grateful for all you continue to do!

6/29/2020 5:46 PM

1233 I don't think it would be beneficial to the kids to wear masks and be required to distance away
from other children. Children don't understand how to properly wear masks and they would be
touching them more than anything. How can you ask a kid to stay 6 feet away from all their
peers. They need bonding and socializing to grow.

6/29/2020 5:38 PM

1234 For my children's health and safety I do not want them wearing mask at school, unless mask
are disposed of every 20 minutes or sterilized as they pose more of a risk when not rountinley
changed than not having one at all. Additionally we don't know the long term consequences of
children wearing mask for long periods of time.

6/29/2020 5:12 PM

1235 No 6/29/2020 5:07 PM

1236 My child was able to navigate the remote learning last year fairly well. But by the end she was
feeling so isolated from the lack of social interaction with other children and having face-to-face
learning. She lost interest in the remote learning towards the end and was far less motivated.
My child LOVES school and was very disappointed in remote learning. The learning isn't the
same without discussions in class and learning and hearing peers thoughts and questions. We
definitely noticed a shift in her attitude towards school work. She went from rising early and
getting it done for the day to dragging it out through the day and not wanting to work on the
projects. She missed out on several fun projects her 8th grade year that should have been
great experiences. Chautauqua was one of them, that was a huge disappointment with all the
work that goes into preparing for it. Also she felt uncomfortable being on the zoom meetings.
She was able to stay engaged with her teachers by emailing them weekly if not multiple times
in the week. But I'm not sure if some of her classes were affected in grade because she wasn't
on those meetings.

6/29/2020 5:05 PM

1237 My kids need the face to face interaction. Preferably with no masks. 6/29/2020 4:58 PM

1238 We owe it to our kids to provide them the BEST educational experience. Numerous students
were left out at the end of 2020 school year. We have to do better. Kids need social interaction.
Parents can’t be expected to pick up the slack. Our economy must recover.

6/29/2020 4:55 PM

1239 You (teachers, staff, admin) are doing a great job. It's all a mess. 6/29/2020 4:31 PM

1240 I will not make my children wear a mask to school. 6/29/2020 4:30 PM

1241 It is crucial for my child to be in school learning 6/29/2020 4:28 PM

1242 I cannot work full time and homeschool my child! Please open up schools!! 6/29/2020 4:17 PM

1243 Na 6/29/2020 4:09 PM

1244 If we don't go back to face-to-face programming with no restrictions for the 2020-2021 school
year I will be pulling my kids from public schooling.

6/29/2020 3:57 PM

1245 I’m afraid I won’t be able to keep my child current with the curriculum, as I am a college student
and work full time. If it’s unsafe for face-to-face learning, we will accept that. But I know my
child will fall behind if I can’t be home for remote learning with him. We love you all regardless!!

6/29/2020 3:55 PM

1246 I will lose my job if my child has to do remote learning. Then we will be homeless. 6/29/2020 3:42 PM

1247 I will have a senior this year and she really wants to enjoy her last year. Even if that means
wearing a mask. I hope this can be worked out for sports as well.

6/29/2020 3:37 PM
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1248 I feel for my child who has adhd need the school learning environment. He needs face to face
learning

6/29/2020 3:32 PM

1249 If face to face learning would require big restrictions such as face masks all day, I would prefer
either a hybrid learning plan or just online school. My daughter terribly misses school for the
social interaction between her peers and teachers alike. If she were required to wear a mask all
day, everyday, or not be able to participate in extracurriculars I think she would do better having
a hybrid model of learning this fall 2020.

6/29/2020 3:31 PM

1250 I think remote learning would be good if all the teachers did it the same way or kind of the same
systematic way

6/29/2020 3:30 PM

1251 If there is remote learning, it needs to be structured more like an online school is. Teachers
cannot just dump a weeks worth of work in an email once a week and then say the students
shouldn't spend all day in front of the computer.

6/29/2020 3:13 PM

1252 Elementary can not wear masks or loose recess time. If this is the case I will keep my kids
home- however I’d like to see safety measures put in place, like smaller classrooms so on...

6/29/2020 3:13 PM

1253 Be smart, face masks are ok to wear daily. Make sure hand washing is allowed before entering
each classroom, etc.

6/29/2020 3:11 PM

1254 No 6/29/2020 3:11 PM

1255 I never realized how valuable face to face learning was until it wasn’t an option. My son is
generally a good student and enjoys school and I watched him decline rapidly. His confidence
level decreased and he had no motivation. It was a very tough time for our whole family. His
teacher did her best but there is no replacement for being in a classroom.

6/29/2020 3:04 PM

1256 please get the kids back in the classroom per normal non-covid guidelines aka no masks
etc..God Help us ALL!

6/29/2020 3:04 PM

1257 For FMHS bring back CAT time or SAT and get rid of Advisory or have it more like how it was
before advisory was implemented

6/29/2020 3:04 PM

1258 Nope I am done with public school. 6/29/2020 2:53 PM

1259 I feel for all of you, as none of these options will please everyone. This is a very difficult
decision to make. We know you are trying to do the best for everyone, and that there are many
factors involved for both in-school and remote learning. In the event that the Health Department
insists on remote learning again, please prepare teachers, and have a district wide
comprehensive plan. The platform needs to be similar between ALL classrooms AND schools...
it was very difficult for parents to navigate all of the different platforms with no prior experience.
Some students had no work, some had extensive expectations. Mental Health should be a
priority, and helping all kids know that things are going to be ok is more important than them
completing every single assignment, especially in elective classes. Core classes should be
prioritized with a very relaxed approach to music, art, PE, tech lab, etc. Last spring, it seems
that across the county every teacher did their own thing. D51 lacked a comprehensive plan for
the county and teachers to follow. There was little opportunity for parents to give feedback on
what was and wasn't working. To see a model experience on remote learning, please look into
the team approach given by the first grade team at Wingate Elementary- Mrs. Robinson, Mrs.
Van Pelt, and Mrs. Mendoza created the ideal situation for their students. They collaborated on
lesson plans, and it was a fantastic experience. It was extremely easy to navigate, with each
assignment on a link on the lesson plan. Each teacher pre-recorded themselves ACTUALLY
teaching a lesson, and it looked so familiar to the students. There were many "just for fun" links,
too, including virtual zoo tours, etc. Homeschooling appears to have been challenging to
everyone, but for so many different reasons. Many parents had to work full-time, and that left
little to no time for proper instruction. Other parents easily navigated the required technology,
yet others had no internet, or computer knowledge. Some had unlimited resources, and asked
for more work for their kids. Unless guided by an approach such as Grand River Academy, I'm
not sure how all kids could ever be learning at the same pace. Thank you for trying to find the
right option for everyone.

6/29/2020 2:37 PM

1260 do not believe we will send them to school if they are required to wear masks or are not able to
play with other children like they are planning in some places, The kids need school and
socialize, the end of the year seamed like a joke at times ... online learning is hard for college
kids let alone young kids.

6/29/2020 2:28 PM
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1261 Please let the kids return to school!! This is a situation that was blown WAY out of proportion;
we have been misguided in the way we are to be keeping our family/community safe. Take
precautions yes, absolutely, be careful, be mindful but be an advocate for our children in safely
and successfully reaching their goal of graduating from High School to complete their school
career in a strong and safe manner that doesn't perpetuate fear. The kids, as well as us, their
parents, look to the teachers, administrators and Superintendent for this leadership. It's our
District and we need the leaders to step up to do what's right, not necessarily what's popular.

6/29/2020 2:26 PM

1262 We will not be sending our child if masks are required for the kids and recess is not allowed.
We are very much for pushing back the start date or doing the first semester half face to face
and half remote learning.

6/29/2020 2:23 PM

1263 You are in a tough place with everyone being an expert and giving their advice and opinion. I
support your decision but if at all possible, please have in person learning. God bless you and
our district.

6/29/2020 2:18 PM

1264 Children should be able to go back as normal, no masks, no social distancing! 6/29/2020 2:17 PM

1265 It would be nice to see extra curricular activities begin, not just sports when school begins. For
example JROTC. Also, if students go back full-time will there be back up for teachers if they get
sick? There often is a sub shortage and that needs to be considered ahead of time.

6/29/2020 2:07 PM

1266 I was tasked with homeschooling my autistic granddaughter as her single mother is an
essential worker. The lack of social interaction with other students also is very detrimental to
our granddaughter as social understanding is an area she really struggles with. I think that the
damage home schooling causes is much worse than the possible but unlikely threat of Covid
19. I think you need to realize that while a teacher teaches one subject to several classes, we
have to teach at least 5 different subjects every day. This usually requires us to sit in on classes
so we can adequately help our child. With an autistic child it is necessary to sit right by her to
help her navigate the emails, schedule zoom meets, etc. 6 hours a day, 5 days a week. i don't
get a paycheck and I became so frustrated that the stress really affected my health and
relationship with my granddaughter, as well as others. If D51 decides to home school, I think
that they should have to pay for tutors at least for the kids with disabilities. I can only imagine
how hard it is for parents that have more than one child at several different levels. It is simply
impossible for our children to get any quality education in a remote learning world. The kids that
take music classes also are not able to perform and/or learn their instruments. There are
currently only 12 active virus cases, we have had very few hospitalized and no deaths. Our
children our being punished for no reason. Let them get back to a normal life, with ball games,
friends, dances etc...if there are parents who aren't comfortable with sending their kids back, let
them do homeschooling, but don't force it on all families. I worked hard all my life to be able to
enjoy my retirement...not start a second career as a "volunteer" teacher. I would be happy with
half the salary one teacher makes...but I am forced to "work" for nothing.

6/29/2020 2:04 PM

1267 My thoughts are a hybrid model, where 1/2 the kids go on Monday/Wednesday and the other
half come on Tuesday/Thursday. Then on Fridays they all do remote learning. This way they
can actually be socially distant.

6/29/2020 2:02 PM

1268 They are also ready to come back. Social learning is important too!! 6/29/2020 1:54 PM

1269 I was told my child's grades would not drop with this remote learning, they marked her down
from fours down to ones. Not sure how that grading went about, but it DEVASTATED her

6/29/2020 1:51 PM

1270 I believe that it is in the best interest of my children for their mental health and overall being that
they attend school in the fall with no mask and normal learning.

6/29/2020 1:51 PM

1271 No masks!! 6/29/2020 1:49 PM

1272 It will be hard to have a kindergartner start school online. If they decide on remote learning
that's fine but makes it very hard for working parents. My husband and I both work and It would
be tremendously hard to home-school, work and pay for daycare etc. These things are not
being accounted for. Also for the many children that go to school to get away from abusive
parents. There are so many factors that need to be addressed before an actual decision is
made.

6/29/2020 1:38 PM

1273 Media is not a part of our lifestyle which is another reason why online learning was so
undesirable besides the lack of human interaction. My daughters 2nd grade teacher at Juniper
Ridge did an absolutely amazing job keeping the learning as close to normal as possible.

6/29/2020 1:35 PM
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However, if online learning becomes the only option then we will have to homeschool moving
forward to meet the need of our own personal values.

1274 I believe having an in person and online experience would be great for children because while
they’re online you’ll be able to sanitize school.

6/29/2020 1:32 PM

1275 Remote learning is an extremely difficult way to learn for children who needs social interaction
to pick up the information being given. Talking with peers face to face is much different than
talking over Google Hangouts. Face to face learning is the most important way to learn. You
can get questions answered right away and not have to wait to get a response. Plus, life is
much easier when you can just take your child to school and know that the teachers will be
teaching them instead of a parent worrying about trying to teach their child while working and
doing everything else they must do to be an adult.

6/29/2020 1:29 PM

1276 We are not willing to put our kids in masks all day for coming to school. If this is a requirement
we will be looking for other options.

6/29/2020 1:26 PM

1277 I feel the emotional impact of not having kids in school is going to be greater than COVID. I also
fell very strongly that children should not have to wear masks

6/29/2020 1:26 PM

1278 No masks 6/29/2020 1:24 PM

1279 I support what is best for our children and the safety of our community. I/we understand the
importance of safety for all with COVID. I don’t love that this is happening, but understand and
respect what happens moving forward. Masks are important for children’s safety. Mrs. Sanchez
at Taylor did a fantastic job on the online learning, very organized and made it fun for the kids.
Good model.

6/29/2020 1:24 PM

1280 I would prefer my children to attend in person school. As well as my senior to enjoy his senior
year like a normal year

6/29/2020 1:23 PM

1281 I feel School would need, for my children, to be 100% in person and as it was before all of this.
The social aspect of school is just as important as the learning. Having kids be distant or with
masks WONT make for a proper learning experience for them

6/29/2020 1:15 PM

1282 My child will not return if they are required to wear masks. We will chg to home school. 6/29/2020 1:08 PM

1283 My child had an excellent online learning experience. The Grand Junction High School teachers
and counselors are the best! They all worked so hard and went above and beyond to help the
students.

6/29/2020 12:57 PM

1284 My child has ADD & dyslexia & struggles in school & at home. 6/29/2020 12:49 PM

1285 Remote learning had a significant impact on my child’s emotional state and it was difficult to
manage. We have considered that we are a 2 parent family with technology access and no
worries w finances- and worry about less stable family situations for other homes/children.
Given it was a struggle for all of us to work from home and support our children, in person
would be best if the health department and local numbers look good- we would prefer in person
learning. We had to upgrade internet (2 adults working, 2 college students, and a middle
schooler). I think it was hard on the teachers who did their best and went above and beyond.
Special needs students definitely need in person.

6/29/2020 12:47 PM

1286 No 6/29/2020 12:45 PM

1287 I will not send my kids to school if they have restrictions I don’t think it’s fair for kids to not have
a normal learning environment

6/29/2020 12:42 PM

1288 I think our kids need each other, their teachers, sports, groups and clubs. My kids are involved
at their schools!

6/29/2020 12:29 PM

1289 Please let the kids go back. Remote learning is very difficult 6/29/2020 12:29 PM

1290 I would attend school if they do not require masks or social distancing. If they make the children
feel like they have done something wrong when they play with each other or walk to close to
someone it would be non-benificial to send them to public school. I want them to feel it is ok to
be human and have freedom of choices.

6/29/2020 12:28 PM

1291 Grandchildren rather than children, but their parents died and can't take the survey. 6/29/2020 12:28 PM

1292 What about the seniors who play sports? What about the kids who just need social interaction. 6/29/2020 12:21 PM
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1293 my kids don't learn through a screen my daughter that is going into 6th grade is so far behind
and I work full time as a single mom, plus have a 3 year old and a 6mont old. I dont have the
time to help her like she needs. She and her sister need to be able to go back to school for their
benefit or learning

6/29/2020 12:15 PM

1294 My kiddo absolutely needs some sort of in person schooling. He is on the spectrum and a big
part of his IEP is socialization. He also needs his speech and OT services. Online learning did
not work very well for us.

6/29/2020 12:15 PM

1295 My child does not do well at home learning and had a very tough time the end of last school
being at home on the computer, he failed may classes due to at home learning.

6/29/2020 12:08 PM

1296 If WCCC is involved this year, the school district be more aware of what is happening to those
students. Horrible outcome this last year

6/29/2020 12:07 PM

1297 No 6/29/2020 12:07 PM

1298 Online school was not a good experience for my daughter. She did fine and what was
expected; however, I can't say that for the teachers. Why would teachers give the same grades
as last quarter, tell the kids that and expect them to try?! The teachers were being paid to
teach. Expectations, motivation, encouragement should not have changed. I still had to pay the
fees for AP testing but yet somehow the teachers gave up and that was ok. Not all teachers,
but most. Better measures and expectations should of been put out for teachers.

6/29/2020 12:05 PM

1299 Remote learning is absolutely awful. My kids retained nothing from it and it affected their mental
health

6/29/2020 11:58 AM

1300 I believe that the kids need to be with other kids. I know that being at school instead of home
makes a huge difference in my daughters learning.

6/29/2020 11:54 AM

1301 If there are restrictions my children will not go to school. We will homeschool, not through the
district.

6/29/2020 11:54 AM

1302 N/A 6/29/2020 11:50 AM

1303 It would be nice to know the plan and what it is going to look like before the end of July so we
can make arrangements if needed.

6/29/2020 11:49 AM

1304 please let our children go back to school 6/29/2020 11:49 AM

1305 How are electives going to look? Can they touch the same ball? The same crayons? 6/29/2020 11:46 AM

1306 If school isn't in person, my child will delay 1 year to begin kindergarten. 6/29/2020 11:46 AM

1307 Stop punishing our kids by your fear. Children are at less risk of this issue than the more mature
population. Stop living in fear!!!!

6/29/2020 11:38 AM

1308 My kids, as do most, thrive on social interaction with their peers, as well as their teachers.
Remote learning was difficult even for my older kids. They need their teachers close by for
better instruction and motivation. Unfortunately, normally good grades, went down slightly. We
all need in person instruction.

6/29/2020 11:36 AM

1309 D51 did a good job given the circumstances we were facing. 6/29/2020 11:34 AM

1310 I do not feel that remote learning is good for students. They need to learn social emotional
behaviors and to do that they need to be in school making friends, disagreeing with friends, etc.

6/29/2020 11:33 AM

1311 If vaccination bill passes we will be pulling our children. We would prefer 100% in person
instruction without masks, but if masks are required for a short period of time, we will adapt. If it
looks like masks are going to be required for many months, we may decide to homeschool.

6/29/2020 11:32 AM

1312 We are not Denver and we need to do what is best for our community, students and families.
My child will not wear a mask and needs that in-person learning for social emotional learning.

6/29/2020 11:31 AM

1313 For their mental health, I am really hoping that we are able to go back to face-to-face learning.
Thank you for all that you have done!

6/29/2020 11:28 AM

1314 Please don’t make children wear masks! It’s not healthy! Let our kids go back to 100% 6/29/2020 11:19 AM

1315 I think hybrid would be the safest/most feasible structure. Our kids need in person education
and the social interaction, but that can be combined with online learning. Perhaps 3 days a

6/29/2020 11:14 AM
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week?

1316 This spring, High School teachers way over did it. Both my high schoolers were sun up to sun
down working and often got behind because their course load was so heavy. Also it would have
been beneficial for high school teachers to have more mandatory online instruction or video
teaching, especially for new content and not just available for questions. For my 5th grader he
had little to no work and was done in 45 minutes each day with no new learning. Better
communication from teachers to parents would have been helpful so we could have monitored
and helped kids stay on track, ie. missing assignments.. especially at the high school level.
Trying to figure out and keep track of multiple online sources (google classroom, google emails,
parentvue/studenvue, gradpoint, dreambox, sight reading factory, etc) was very overwhelming
and a pain trying to figure out when and what assignments were due and where.

6/29/2020 11:12 AM

1317 Maybe allow in-person only for students who struggle with online and online for all others.
Would keep the classroom numbers lower. Teachers can stream live lessons or have some
teachers do online and others in class.

6/29/2020 11:10 AM

1318 I would just like to see stricter guidelines for healthy attendance where the sick kids stay home
or are sent home. I'm ready to send my kids to school and trust the teachers to help promote
good hygiene. Very unrealistic for kids to wear masks. Let's not live in fear but really look at our
community and the health risk not the state/global statistics who has had it much worse. Thank
you.

6/29/2020 11:06 AM

1319 It's hard to say which option is best given the current situations of the pandemic, with all options
having pros and cons. Maybe offering an option of hybrid or full remote could somehow be
incorporated, and let parents choose which option they would prefer for their child/ren.

6/29/2020 11:05 AM

1320 If we do remote learning it would be helpful to have video tutorials for parents on how it works.
Also, a more structured setting and expectations would make it easier. If given the option to
choose, we would choose remote learning this year.

6/29/2020 11:01 AM

1321 Wearing masks and trying to keep kids 6 ft apart will not work. They are kids that love
socializing. More frequent hand washing and supplies of antibacterial wipes would be good.
And kids that are feeling sick stay home or wear a mask if already there

6/29/2020 10:58 AM

1322 I don’t want to send my kids back for in-person learning if there are too many new rules or
restrictions. I will send them if things are back to normal. No filthy mask wearing, no hiding in
classrooms all day, no walking around following arrows!

6/29/2020 10:56 AM

1323 I would rather have my children in an outdoor setting than online, if that's being considered as
an option.

6/29/2020 10:51 AM

1324 I know you're working hard to keep kids and staff safe. I support 100% in person, but I also
want to make sure staff is protected. If 100% in person is not possible, a hybrid online/in person
would work best for our family, rather than 100% online. Thanks for asking.

6/29/2020 10:51 AM

1325 Our family is so very grateful for all of the effort D51 and Palisade High School has made to
adapt to the new ways of teaching, coaching and communicating during this past several
months since COVID affected our community. We just want you all to know we are very
appreciative.

6/29/2020 10:47 AM

1326 One child did really well with online, the other one really did not. If there is a Hybrid I think more
teacher interaction is key with the younger students. My husband and I both had to work full
time and our younger child fell behind because ALL of the lessons required my husband or I be
available to help him. It was VERY difficult to balance and at the end of it we felt that we really
failed him and couldn't do both effectively.

6/29/2020 10:41 AM

1327 I would not send either of my children back to in person learning if masks will be required all
day long.

6/29/2020 10:40 AM

1328 I will support any district plan that is approved by the public health specialist. If we are required
to return to 100% remote or a hybrid, please, do not implement a "no fault" grading policy or
limited curriculum coverage. The spring was a good bandage for the situation but shouldn't the
level of education that is status quo for this fall.

6/29/2020 10:40 AM

1329 IEP is needed for remote learning. 6/29/2020 10:36 AM

1330 Open the schools 6/29/2020 10:31 AM
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1331 I would love to have the kids back in school, but not at the expense of community health and
teacher health.

6/29/2020 10:30 AM

1332 If remote learning is necessary, I would like to see better instruction from the teachers. I felt that
the teachers did not use all resources available or make students accountable for lesson plans.
I also felt that the teachers choose to reduce work or eliminate important projects.

6/29/2020 10:22 AM

1333 Weekly Zoom calls provided the Face to face need of my child but a daily check in with each
teacher should also be required if online and hybrid learning continues.

6/29/2020 10:17 AM

1334 Bring them back to school full time 6/29/2020 10:17 AM

1335 Our son would like to be able to go to school for 100% of time if a mask is required we would
like to look into Grand River for part of the day.

6/29/2020 10:10 AM

1336 Part remote and part face to face is pointless. The exposure would happen in bulk when the
face to face happened. I’d rather full remote or full face to face.

6/29/2020 10:05 AM

1337 Let’s get these kids back in school!! 6/29/2020 9:58 AM

1338 It’s time to get our kids back inside schools getting a proper education that my tax dollars pay
for.

6/29/2020 9:54 AM

1339 I'm concerned with my kindergartener getting behind if their is on line only learning. These little
guys need direct instruction.

6/29/2020 9:53 AM

1340 100% Remote learning is not feasible 6/29/2020 9:50 AM

1341 Having 3 of my 4 kids transitioning to new upper level schools and learning would be so hard to
do from remote learning when both parents work.

6/29/2020 9:43 AM

1342 I think the children of our valley need to be back in school, we are doing them a disservice for
the large percentage that are struggling with online learning. I fear that our children are going to
fall behind and/or lose their desire to learn or to even be in school. I understand there are some
that prefer this method of learning so maybe they continue to have that option but I do not
believe that they are the majority of the children.

6/29/2020 9:42 AM

1343 I congratulate the teachers , coaches and administration for the excellent job with remote
learning with such little notice.

6/29/2020 9:42 AM

1344 yes, since there is google classroom I would like to make sure my child's teachers also make
sure these lessons are on google classroom that way if the school work cant gets all done at
school we can access it so we as parents can help our children and so they can complete their
assignments and get them in on time, furthermore I have parent vue and when I looked on how
my child was doing some said there where missing assignment but I saw nothing missing nor
was I able to find out what was missing, the teachers need to stay in contact with the parents
and return a call or email if we as parents are trying to stay on top of things so our kids don't fall
through the cracks of the school system and not wait to tell parents their kids are falling behind
/or struggling at the conferences thank you.

6/29/2020 9:42 AM

1345 The teachers should learn to teach on line so they can help the kids 6/29/2020 9:37 AM

1346 thank you 6/29/2020 9:32 AM

1347 No additional feedback at this time. 6/29/2020 9:30 AM

1348 It almost certain I am going to pull my children from the district if schools are locking parents out
from volunteering in classrooms, if there's no recess, if lunch will only be served in the
classroom, if my child is required to wear a mask, if my child will not be able to interact with
their friends in a normal manner at school, all of these restrictions will make it where I will pull
my kids from the district and use actual online school that is trained for that kind of learning. I
am also Leary of temperature checks daily with daily healthscreens because many factors can
give false alarms. My children miss being at school with their friends and teachers the way
school was before spring break and that is the kind of school they need to go back to.

6/29/2020 9:25 AM

1349 Not all children learn well with remote learning. My child went from loving to go to school and
eager to learn more, to absolutely hating school and and life in general. If wearing a mask is
what has to happen for school to return, then she will have plenty. Our children's education is
vital for our communities future. Not to mention that the curriculum taught is nothing like what I
learned so helping her with her work is impossible. If a parent does not want there child to

6/29/2020 9:24 AM
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attend school and want to home school, that is there right. I want my child to attend a
classroom setting. She is learning way more then math, reading, writing, etc.

1350 I would like my child to return to school if it is safe but a lot of people I know have been traveling
to other states and going about life as nothing has happened. I am concerned about
precautions being followed and as a teacher also I'm worried about my students families not
following precautions which could put my family at risk. I help my mother and we all link to each
others health.

6/29/2020 9:24 AM

1351 Thinking about online or homeschool till covid is over 6/29/2020 9:11 AM

1352 No 6/29/2020 9:11 AM

1353 Remote learning is extremely hard for a single mom that works full time. 6/29/2020 9:10 AM

1354 None 6/29/2020 9:07 AM

1355 What exactly are you learning from this survey? 6/29/2020 9:07 AM

1356 Please allow sports and in person learning. Students need it! 6/29/2020 9:07 AM

1357 Kids need to be back at school, with teachers and friends and activities. 6/29/2020 9:07 AM

1358 Safety must be priority one for students and staff!! 6/29/2020 9:06 AM

1359 N/a 6/29/2020 9:03 AM

1360 I feel strongly children need to be back in school 100% this coming school year. Please
consider involving CHOICE. I am happy to sign a waiver releasing D51 from any liability. For
those who are not willing give them the choice of remote learning. For my children, remote
learning was a failure and I would like the CHOICE to send my kids back with little or no
restrictions. We can not afford to lose more instructional contact time. We cannot make
decisions based solely upon state or national rates of infection. We cannot sacrifice the mental
health and well-being of our children because we are making decisions out of fear. Statistics
are showing the common flu had been much “deadlier” for children than the novel Corona virus
and we had never allowed the seasonal flu to disrupt school and the education of our children.
Yes, there is some risk involved and we will have to try and mitigate some of that risk, if
possible. But we cannot sacrifice “the many” because of “the few”. In many ways school is the
absolute SAFEST place for a great many children to be. In person learning is the only way to
ensure children are getting what they need and most certainly deserve. Thank you.

6/29/2020 8:52 AM

1361 I would not be opposed to a hybrid of remote and face-to-face. I just hope all activities/sports
are able to continue. School is not 100% about learning. It is social skills as well.

6/29/2020 8:49 AM

1362 Face to face would be best. If they don't have some social interaction at school that would be
extremely detrimental. I would consider homeschooling or grand river if the restrictions
prevented kids from having recess and PE and other interactions.

6/29/2020 8:45 AM

1363 Remote learning in Spring 2020 involved too little work and too little challenge for my student. I
personally feel like we should focus on daily screenings of students for Covid 19, and the
quarantine of any students who test positive.

6/29/2020 8:43 AM

1364 I think remote learning could be a viable option and I do understand the district had limited time
to prepare this past spring, however, the inconsistency and lack of instruction made it very
difficult for my kids to learn, be productive and stay motivated. The teachers should have still
set up cameras and gave their lectures and instruction, not just hand out “busy “ work or a link
website like Khan Academy.

6/29/2020 8:41 AM

1365 I believe our school and our superintendent conducted themselves to the absolute best
credibility they could. I would not enjoy my children being in school under severe restrictions
and lack of socializing, but as a working parent, full time remote learning is not the best option
for my children. I would prefer them to be in school to the best of their abilities

6/29/2020 8:41 AM

1366 Everyone is ready for school to start!! Let's just get this started like normal akready!! 6/29/2020 8:40 AM

1367 Please make online learning more than just 20 min with a teacher saying hello and the rest
online videos. Very poor online learning for my 1st grader at thunder mt this spring. They did
absolutely nothing but videos and my son hated it. Teachers got off easy and didnt even
repsond or check in when asked questions. Awful experience for him and my daughter's 4th
grade online stuff was awful to. All this at thunder mountain please do better!!!!

6/29/2020 8:39 AM
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1368 If using remote learning, please allow several days for completion of assignments. Working
parents may need to facilitate school in the evenings or over a weekend. When possible, video
lessons or real-time video lessons help the kids stay connected to the teacher and subject
material.

6/29/2020 8:32 AM

1369 - 6/29/2020 8:32 AM

1370 Thank you! 6/29/2020 8:30 AM

1371 Nope 6/29/2020 8:29 AM

1372 Please no mask requirements. 6/29/2020 8:27 AM

1373 I think it is so important for my kids to go to school at the location. We did not do well with
online learning. Everyday was a battle. My kids need to be in class with teachers and friends.

6/29/2020 8:25 AM

1374 I have the patience to teach my child at home. He tends to learn better on a one-on-one basis.
However, the lack of social interactions has had an impact on my kids. A hybrid offering would
be ideal for my child, but I know it's not for everyone. This would also reduce the number of
children in one place at any given time and allow for cleaning between days. This layout could
reduce the number of children exposed if a positive case were to arise.

6/29/2020 8:23 AM

1375 Google Classroom is far superior to "Schoology". My Highschool student had much more
success using Google Classroom than my middle schooler who used Schoology.

6/29/2020 8:23 AM

1376 If we have to do remote learning, will there be free in person help for those that need it. My
daughter needs face to face. None of the online bull.

6/29/2020 8:21 AM

1377 The in person experience is so important for our children's mental health too. They need their
community ro keep their sanity.

6/29/2020 8:20 AM

1378 I am also a teacher and the thought of being hybrid is terrifying! I know how much work it took
to be remote & I don’t know how I could do both!

6/29/2020 8:18 AM

1379 I understand that we have to adhere to the safety guidelines the Health Dept implements. I feel
the kids need some form of social interaction though. If face-to-face learning isn't allowed I
would rather see a hybrid option than 100% remote learning.

6/29/2020 8:17 AM

1380 Sports need to be brought back. If contact sports are not allowed,they can golf, it is a sport that
is non contact- should not be a problem.

6/29/2020 8:14 AM

1381 I am 65 and my grandson lives in my home, we have practiced good hygiene all along. We use
a mask in public when required. I have not closeted myself anymore in the last four months
than what is required to live in the county. I understand the risks and behave appropriately in
my daily living. My opinion on the matter children returning to an in person classroom learning -
their risk of falling ill and dying of covid-19 are significantly low. My concern for in classroom
learning is for the teachers/administrators in the building. Remember how quickly norovirus
spread in the fall? Enough said, excellent hygiene by all is the key in the schools!

6/29/2020 8:12 AM

1382 Just let our kids go back and have a normal school year! They need this interaction !!!!! 6/29/2020 8:12 AM

1383 It’s too hard for working parents to do remote learning. 6/29/2020 8:10 AM

1384 One of my kiddos excelled with remote learning while the other struggled some. So we may opt
to let one continue remote learning and the other would most likely need n person learning if
that is an option going forward.

6/29/2020 8:06 AM

1385 We appreciate the attention and family-centeredness that the district is bringing to these
important considerations.

6/29/2020 8:02 AM

1386 It is important that students return to school to build that relationship with their teachers and
visa versa. If we need to be creative to help with the space guidelines then do what you need to
do. Kids need to be back in school

6/29/2020 7:59 AM

1387 I want my child to be able to move around the classroom, to play outside, have recess, and to
be with their friends and teachers. Teachers are a vital part of school and I'm praying we can go
back to normal. I would like more info about grand river academy if my children have to do
online learning. I'm worried they will lose their Spanish language skills they have mastered if we
go to online learning again. Thank you for your time. We are thankful for district 51 schools!

6/29/2020 7:48 AM
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1388 I’d like you to please consider the importance of socialization for young children mixed with
numerous studies and data worldwide showing children, particularly 17-under are not shown to
get this or really transmit it. It’s different than other viruses. They have lost months of education.
People will get sick. It will likely be a minority.

6/29/2020 7:25 AM

1389 I think we should just go ahead and start with a hybrid model so it is easy to switch to 100%
remote in the high likelihood of another stay at home order. I think the transition would be
smoother. Also, please find a way to keep band going — even remotely. Playing music together
is critical to many kids’ mental health.

6/29/2020 7:21 AM

1390 Am very concerned that another set of HS Seniors will miss out on their athletic, extra
curricular, and other senior activities.

6/29/2020 7:15 AM

1391 Send the kids back to in person classes. My kids are begging to go back to regular schooling
situation.

6/29/2020 7:11 AM

1392 I tho k the biggest thing is keeping our children safe and try to give them a sense of normalcy to 6/29/2020 7:10 AM

1393 I think the school did great in most cases. The social aspect amplified by stress and anxiety
was very missed by my teens. If there was a way to physically distance while maintaining social
bonds, hybrid would be definitely be my 1st choice.

6/29/2020 7:02 AM

1394 The remote thing went well, but I do not believe that it is a good way of learning that will benefit
all the different ways people learn. If the district was forced to do e-learning again it would be
detrimental to all students in some way or another.

6/29/2020 6:57 AM

1395 No 6/29/2020 6:52 AM

1396 We do not feel remote learning is as effective as in person. 6/29/2020 6:51 AM

1397 If there is any restrictions or masks required, I will likely pull my children from D51. The mental
health risks are to much for my children.

6/29/2020 1:07 AM

1398 No 6/28/2020 11:53 PM

1399 I just hope we can follow the science when making these recommendations for the upcoming
school year. Thanks!

6/28/2020 11:20 PM

1400 High school and middle school online last year was giving assignments to close together my
kids had trouble keeping up

6/28/2020 11:04 PM

1401 None 6/28/2020 10:56 PM

1402 Does the County / district have funds to proactively test students? Could be pooled testing,
rotating through classrooms (google pooled testing). Besides social distancing measures, hand
washing, and mask wearing (where feasible), it seems like rapid and proactive, rather than
reactive, testing will help identify outbreaks before they spread.

6/28/2020 10:44 PM

1403 Give teachers some slack, as well as the parents who aren't tech savvy. I had the hardest time
keeping up with my kids school from lack of organizing and different grades having different
apps and log in info. Was very confusing and hard to switch between users. I think remote
learning helped, however I think if there was a bit more adjusting period, things could go
smoother.

6/28/2020 10:23 PM

1404 I think everyone in the school district is doing the best they can, and I appreciate everyone's
efforts! Thank you! I also know what a hard position you are in and that you are not going to
please everyone, but I appreciate being asked for feedback and will give it. I was sad to hear
Ms. Sirko's comment that they are going to be focusing more on 6' distancing instead of
wearing masks. I don't think kids sitting 6' apart in classrooms is going to contain the spread,
nor will it be very feasible. I don't think kids will comply with 6' distancing - they will want to be
closer to each other. I think that at least middle and high school students should be required to
wear masks as much as possible, (but obviously not during lunch, or when playing instruments
in band, etc., and in those situations, maybe 6' can be emphasized.) Wearing masks will keep
everyone (kids, parents, and teachers) as safe as possible, it will improve the chances of
school being allowed to stay open for as long as possible, and obviously it will slow the spread.
But if kids aren't required to wear masks, they're not going to wear them because they won't
want to wear a mask if no one else is wearing a mask. I want my daughter to be able to go back
to high school, but I won't feel like I can let her go back if kids aren't wearing masks, (my
husband has asthma, so we don't want him to be exposed) and that's not fair to her. If kids want

6/28/2020 10:21 PM
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to go back to school, they should be required to wear masks so that the nonmask wearers are
the ones who suffer, not the kids who are willing to wear masks and protect their friends, family,
and teachers. I know mask wearing is a volatile issue now, unfortunately, but the school district
needs to be a leader and a voice of sound policy and reason during this world-wide pandemic
by requiring everyone to wear masks, unless they have an issue that makes it impossible, and
then, they should be exempt from the requirement with a doctor's note. Another idea to help
with social distancing is to have half of kids (I'm thinking high school) attend in person one day
or week, and the other half the next, with the kids not in attendance physcially attending by
zoom or some such. I'm not sure how practical that is. I think mandatory mask wearing would
be much simpler. Thanks and good luck!

1405 The young one NEEDS in-person schooling for success. The older one might be able to be
successful if online learning was necessary, because of the pitfalls of being and interacting with
girls at the age of 10 (something we all have to endure, but nothing I would wish upon my worts
enemy). Either way, I‘M depending on d51 to instill a lifelong love of learning with
compassionate and kind teachers. We will do our part as parents.

6/28/2020 10:09 PM

1406 If there is a requirement of wearing masks, my children will not be attending school in person to
wear a mask, and instead we would find alternative learning at home.

6/28/2020 9:38 PM

1407 Children learn best with face to face learning. Remote learning is not an acceptable option for
our children

6/28/2020 9:36 PM

1408 I appreciate all the time and energy out in to keep our kids safe! 6/28/2020 9:29 PM

1409 We would like to thank all the teachers, staff, cooking crew, counselors, and everybody else
involved in educating our kids. You are so appreciated. All of you deserve a raise.

6/28/2020 9:11 PM

1410 I believe the children need to be back in school the computer learning is not benefit to my child
at all

6/28/2020 8:58 PM

1411 Schools need to open in the fall for the well being of our childten. 6/28/2020 8:56 PM

1412 It is very important for the well being of our children to go to school. It prepares them for real life
situations! It is beneficial to be with teachers to ask questions to learn and for instruction.

6/28/2020 8:45 PM

1413 If my child goes to school, they put my elderly parents at risk. I cannot choose between taking
care of my folks or my kid. I am very concerned about the rapid and crazy germ spreading that
schools do. You cannot expect safe social distancing from kids. This puts our teachers and
support staff in the likely situation of exposure, are they ALL insured?

6/28/2020 8:44 PM

1414 No 6/28/2020 8:41 PM

1415 Masks are unrealistic and would be extremely distracting . Please let our children go to school
and get the full experience without having to wear a mask.

6/28/2020 8:36 PM

1416 The kids need some interaction 6/28/2020 8:33 PM

1417 I feel we need a vaccine before kids & all(all of us) are back to normal. I understand this is
really hard for the kids. Trevor is going to be a senior, and will miss all the experiences. But if
one of the kids caught COVID, and had serious health problems or death, of a family memorial
or friends, they would never forgive themselves. Me included.

6/28/2020 8:25 PM

1418 My eldest child needs the structure and social aspect of school. He is a terrible candidate for
homeschool or online learning. My youngest does fine either way.

6/28/2020 8:18 PM

1419 I hope you adjust class sizes or have alternating days so classes can be smaller. 6/28/2020 7:57 PM

1420 none 6/28/2020 7:56 PM

1421 no 6/28/2020 7:50 PM

1422 Students need to return to as much normalcy as before Covid as possible. Remote learning is
nearly impossible for parents who work full time and majority of moms and dads work full time
nowadays. I believe that if it becomes another “remote” learning school year I’d rather enroll my
children in homeschooling as there is at least a cut and dry curriculum to follow.

6/28/2020 7:42 PM

1423 We are in full support of returning in person to the classroom in the fall. My girls need
classrooms to learn and I’d risk contracting Covid any day to get my kids back to structure and
learning. It is just as big of a risk in mind to loose my motivated, high achieving kids to

6/28/2020 7:40 PM
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Covid/stay at home learning. Another quarter or more of learning at home and I will have three
teenagers with social emotional issues than will last much longer than any Covid virus. Thank
you for the chance to respond. We are hopeful to be kicking our kids out the door come the first
day of school to live, learn and experience life.

1424 My children will be homeschooled through a private curriculum if masks or severe disruption of
their day is in force. Our kids need school, it is scientifically proven this virus is not a huge
threat to them, and they need to learn.

6/28/2020 7:15 PM

1425 We want masks to be optional. 6/28/2020 7:08 PM

1426 Masks should be optional! I do not want my child to attend if she has to wear a mask. They also
should be properly socialized with their classmates.

6/28/2020 7:07 PM

1427 As we began remote learning last spring, my kids were excited and did well. I have two very
different learners academically and we did fine. However, by the end of school, one of my
children was showing signs of depression. I know that this child NEEDS social interaction.
Obviously, this is no fault of the district. It's just something we noticed, and took action for her
sake. I am a proponent of sending my kids back so they can be with their peers, even if it's a
hybrid learning situation. Thank you!

6/28/2020 7:03 PM

1428 I think that kids can learn to be adaptable, but it is also probably not realistic to expect that
small children will be able to keep masks on all day long without a break.

6/28/2020 6:59 PM

1429 I think the teachers and staff at Shelledy Elementary did an amazing job with what they had to
work with this past spring.

6/28/2020 6:50 PM

1430 Thank you for all you do! 6/28/2020 6:46 PM

1431 Please let us go back to school. Remote learning was a complete dis service for my children. 6/28/2020 6:46 PM

1432 Given the highly contagious nature of covid, I don't see any way to safely put kids back in
school full or even part time in classrooms. Though our county has been lucky so far, I see way
too many people in Fruita not wearing masks in public or social distancing. All it takes is one
student in one school to start an outbreak. Is that something that you're willing to be
responsible for?

6/28/2020 6:38 PM

1433 Our family would not feel comfortable with returning to school as usual. We would prefer a
hybrid to allow for social distancing

6/28/2020 6:06 PM

1434 Please don't trust the Mesa County under-reported published Covid-19 confirmed cases, they
are currently on the rise and will continue to rise with limited mask use. Please error on the side
of caution.

6/28/2020 6:01 PM

1435 I do not want my kids to be required to wear masks. Also, they need to be with their friends.... 6/28/2020 6:00 PM

1436 I fully support going back to school as normal. As does any information that I have seen and
can find regarding children, psychological heathy, physical healthy re: Covid, and other issues.

6/28/2020 5:13 PM

1437 Full on face to face education/instruction is needed. 6/28/2020 5:11 PM

1438 No 6/28/2020 5:03 PM

1439 Kids who have adhd need a lot more guided learning. Expecting a kid To stay on task at home
with working parents who cannot be there every day is unrealistic and I fear he did not get the
information he needs to be successful in his upcoming school year.

6/28/2020 4:52 PM

1440 Our 11th grader we’d like to have 100% in person school, our 8th grader has asked for online
school only. Of course some teachers were excellent during online school and we did not hear
from other teachers. My high schooler was frustrated that each teacher had their own website
to log into for assignments, the middle school seemed more streamlined.

6/28/2020 4:48 PM

1441 Not only do kids need to be in school, but they need sports and extracurriculars too! 6/28/2020 4:32 PM

1442 Our kids NEED the social interaction schools give. They learn better in person. 6/28/2020 4:30 PM

1443 I believe that full time in school should be allowed. While, remote learning as an option with live
coverage of the actual classrooms that are in session.

6/28/2020 4:27 PM

1444 I think a hybrid model would be unrealistic for teachers. I know how hard they worked during
remote learning and to ask them to do both would be asking too much of them. If parents want

6/28/2020 4:24 PM
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to keep their students home, they need to choose Grand River, so it is not the teacher's
responsibility to teach their child at home and also teach kids in a classroom.

1445 Kindergarten remote learning was a poor experience because the lack of direction we
receieved. Also noting that it was no fault of the teacher due to the lack of training they were
briefed with. 2nd grade remote learning was easier with clear, direct, expectations; however the
amount of work to complete was overwhelming. The specials (physical education, music, and
art) were extremely difficult to complete on top of the other academics.

6/28/2020 4:14 PM

1446 I appreciate all the hard work that D51 Educators have put in to serve their students. 100%
remote learning is the worst choice in my opinion, as it puts a lot of stress on all of those
involved. My kids were mostly self-motivated, but it got tiring and some classes (like Ceramics)
were just a waste of time and need to be done in person. Thank you so much for working hard
on this issue.

6/28/2020 4:12 PM

1447 In person learning is desired if it can be done safely. 6/28/2020 3:55 PM

1448 If my children have to abide by any social distancing guidelines, such as no specials (art, PE,
music, etc) and would have to stay in their own classrooms all day, then my children will NOT
be returning to D51. We will homeschool.

6/28/2020 3:35 PM

1449 Need to have no restrictions. Kids back to learning teacher’s back to teaching. 6/28/2020 3:25 PM

1450 My 9th grader had *substantially* less work in remote learning than my 4th and 5th graders. I
felt that my 4th and 5th graders generally had an appropriate amount of work and was
disappointed in the my 9th grader's remote learning experience.

6/28/2020 3:19 PM

1451 My son learns fast so I don't want him "held back" from excelling no matter what platform is
chosen.

6/28/2020 3:17 PM

1452 My husband is a teacher and I work an 8-5 job. I feel in person kindergarten is critical for my
childrens' reading skills and comprehension and well as the social interaction they need at this
young age.

6/28/2020 3:04 PM

1453 No 6/28/2020 2:54 PM

1454 My sons teacher worked very hard to provide as much education as she could but I didn't feel
he got the same quality of education as he would have in person. Tailoring education to
individual students is hard enough when teachers see them daily. Being at home is also very
distracting for my child. School isn't just reading and math, it's also a social education.

6/28/2020 2:46 PM

1455 I would like to see schools open, if not I'd like to see a better system in place for remote
learning.

6/28/2020 2:40 PM

1456 I would like to see consideration of early out or online learning after Thanksgiving Break. CMU
is following this procedure, and i think it's wise. I'm fortunate that I'm able to take my children to
work with me instead of requiring daycare.

6/28/2020 2:35 PM

1457 No masks, no fever testing, etc. School needs to be a normal place where they can go and
interact with peers and teachers. We will not Corona test or Corona vaccine, period.

6/28/2020 2:25 PM

1458 We should only do in person learning for our children. They would suffer so much socially if
they weren't allowed to be at school.

6/28/2020 2:23 PM

1459 Should in-person instruction require masks or shields, temperature checks, student
tracking/reporting to state and county databases, excessive sanitation (use of hand sanitizer
over hand washing), extreme limits to student interaction, ie: anything that would not be
consodered operation as normal- which might create increased anxiety while at school my
children will NOT attend any D-51 related instruction. We will opt for independent
homeschooling without district oversight. We trust the board will consider all available research
pertaining to the use of such suggested measures. We trust that all decision will be made
based data and research and all research used to make decision will be shared in their entirety
with the families of all D-51 students as early as possible. Given the low mortality rate of the
virus it seems any measures that would infringe on students rights to a Free and appropriate
education would be not be in the best interests of D-51, staff, administration, and especially
students.

6/28/2020 2:16 PM

1460 The remote learning was ok for a short period of time. My husband and I had to work with our
2nd grader at home and we both work full time jobs. Neither of us are teachers and are not

6/28/2020 2:11 PM
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trained as such. We tried to have his grandparents help him so we could work but they
struggled and our 2nd grader struggled. My husbands new job can not allow him to work from
home and my job can't handle it more than just a few times a year. We can not afford a private
tutor so if 100% in person schooling will not happen then what are my tax dollars paying for?
Also how do you teach a kindergartener virtually? My daughter starts school this year and she
is would take all my patients to work with, it would not be good for her or us but we will do our
best if required but we will need assistance in getting her a private tutor so she doesn't fall to far
behind.

1461 It was too hard for me to try to teach my son because of his learning disability 6/28/2020 2:03 PM

1462 The children need to return to face to face learning full time in the fall without any restrictions. 6/28/2020 1:52 PM

1463 . 6/28/2020 1:35 PM

1464 I think the administrators and teachers worked very hard to come up with creative solutions for
learning and am very grateful for that. The most difficult thing for my kids was keeping up with
different learning platforms and communication strategies among their various, challenging
classes. For example, my son received a B- in one class and a C- in another because he
missed a two key communications from those teachers. I realize that different subjects lend
themselves to different on-line platforms but would really encourage the schools to try to
standardize the platform they are using, and mostly standardize the way teachers communicate
with students. Thanks!

6/28/2020 1:29 PM

1465 I don’t think it would be reasonable to ask young children to be in masks all day or be stuck in
the same room all day. So we will be looking into the option of homeschooling if the restrictions
will be high for in person instruction.

6/28/2020 1:07 PM

1466 Please let them go to school. 6/28/2020 1:04 PM

1467 I understand that this is complicated but it's important to remember you're dealing with real
people in real space and time (not that you're doing the opposite) and the impacts of hybrid and
remote learning have a high impact on families and family dynamics and more as well. It's my
ultimate hope that our kid is able to learn grow socially and emotionally and continue his
learning in an environment he finds safe and comforting.

6/28/2020 12:55 PM

1468 Online was hard with two working parents. Not sure that is a sustainable option for us! Teachers
did the best they could and did great! My kids did the best they could, and worked hard. I did
the best I could (not sure I got a great rating). Even with all working hard the retention of what
they learned at home seemed so minimal. Granted we were learning how to live life in a
pandemic at the same time. I just think in person learning is so necessary for some learners,
myself included in that. Screens are such a distraction to learning content for some learners. I
REALLY do appreciate all the work teachers put into online learning. They would have not
learned anything without them 😁!

6/28/2020 12:52 PM

1469 I don’t feel as though remote learning at the beginning of a school year will give adequate
education to our children. Covid is not going away, we need to figure out a way to live with it, by
infection control, teachers wearing masks, social distancing and extra janitorial services. We
can’t just keep shutting down schools for the next year or more until a useful vaccine is created
and D51 also can’t expect working parents to stay home to teach their children.

6/28/2020 12:48 PM

1470 I support following the CDC guidance and nothing that president Trump says. 6/28/2020 12:45 PM

1471 I would like them to have more time meeting with a teacher, not in a group meeting that has no
purpose. Not a lot of teaching was happening and there was too much busy work. Seems
online schooling could work if done the right way. I don't want our whole family infected by
others so I don't look forward to kids going back to school in the fall.

6/28/2020 12:42 PM

1472 We'd like to see the kids back in school this fall with no restrictions. Data shows kids are doing
fine with the COVID-19 and are not transmitting it to adults.

6/28/2020 12:42 PM

1473 Will there be COVID testing for all returning students and faculty? Recurring testing? That is the
ONLY way to ensure a clean start to the school year.

6/28/2020 12:41 PM

1474 I would like as much face to face learning as possible. 6/28/2020 12:10 PM

1475 nope 6/28/2020 12:10 PM

1476 I would like to find a balance between remote learning and in person because I don't think it is 6/28/2020 12:01 PM
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healthy for them to to wear masks all day. My son needs some contact with his friends in order
to succeed.

1477 My biggest frustration came with high school. 40+ page power point presentations multiple
times a week is a bit of a stretch. If teachers are attempting that during in seat instruction, there
is too much content.

6/28/2020 11:54 AM

1478 Although grades looked great at the end it was torture to try and homeschool 4 children while
having a full time job. My mother had to do most of it. It came to the point my kids couldn’t
stand her and she couldn’t stand them.

6/28/2020 11:53 AM

1479 It is very difficult for special education students, especially those with Autism and Mental Health
Issues to do 100 % learning. D51 needs to plan for a special type of schooling for those
children. On line learning is not appropriate for this special population of children. I am a health
care professional and understand the difficulties of Covid 19, but my daughter's learning must
be appropriate to give her the proper education she needs and is required by law. Thank you. I
wish you the best in an extremely difficult situation. Be well, stay safe and be creative, our
children are counting on you!!!

6/28/2020 11:37 AM

1480 Would like to have more Zoom meetings with teachers and students rather than just Google
assignments.

6/28/2020 11:34 AM

1481 I think the school should look at splitting the day for students to limit the number of students on
campus to facilitate social distancing.

6/28/2020 11:31 AM

1482 No- grateful for all the planning that has gone I to this. Teachers/staff have been incredible
through all this!

6/28/2020 11:31 AM

1483 We are nervous about our kids being in school because it doesn’t seem like people in the area
wear masks or social Distance. It seems that kids in school will have to wear masks as there
just isn’t room to spread them out. If schools can open safely and if teachers actually monitor
things well, we will consider sending our kids to in-person school. If it is like cell phone use
monitoring, I don’t believe we will successfully keep our children healthy as kids use cell
phones in the classroom all the time without teachers telling them to put it away. If we need to
do remote learning again, have you all though to ask for parent volunteers to help? Some of us
are tech savvy and could help with some things, even help with grading, etc. Just a thought And
thank you for the work you are all putting into this to make sure our kids are safe and are
learning.

6/28/2020 11:30 AM

1484 Hybrid shouldn’t include half days, they should include full days at school. 6/28/2020 11:22 AM

1485 My children will not be attending D51 if it not a NORMAL school year with ALL of their
NORMAL routines. Examples... Lunch, PE, Music, speech time outside time with friends.

6/28/2020 11:20 AM

1486 It would have been nice to keep the chrome books during the summer in order to keep learning. 6/28/2020 10:51 AM

1487 Q4 went pretty well, esp considering the quick change! We’d be really open to a rotating
schedule where part of the school went in for some of the days.

6/28/2020 10:47 AM

1488 I would rather see you make a conservative decision based on science asap so teachers and
administrators have ample time to prepare as much as possible for the best education possible.
I would rather be inconvenienced than unsafe.

6/28/2020 10:45 AM

1489 Whether or not we want our son back in school depends on what happens towards the fall. As
far as how things are right now, yes, we would like him back in school.

6/28/2020 10:40 AM

1490 not at this time 6/28/2020 10:29 AM

1491 If school is going to be from home on computer. I think that there should be math classes on
zoom for the kids to see work like in class. A few other classes. Some kids need the directions
and hear them from teacher. To be able to ask questions in real time. Not being able to ask
questions when doing work is frustrating for child and parent

6/28/2020 10:28 AM

1492 The health and safety of my child & my family is more important to me than trying to return to
in-person learning. I would rather do remote learning if that is safest. Thank you so much for
your hard work in figuring out how learning will look in the fall.

6/28/2020 10:20 AM

1493 We will NOT be enrolled in the district if any restrictions are implemented. That includes online
trough the district as well. Maybe have an online module for teachers who are worried and
families who are worried for each grade.

6/28/2020 10:19 AM
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1494 Put kids back in school. Or have or do half and half. Those that want to do schooling on line
and those that cant or dont do will being home schooled.

6/28/2020 10:18 AM

1495 Given that there is likely to be a flare of COVID cases in our county as kids/employees return to
physical school, as well as a worse flu season as people risk getting coinfected with both
viruses, thank you for being truly thoughtful about your reopening strategy and requesting input
from the community.

6/28/2020 9:58 AM

1496 As long as health experts believe it is safe for in person schooling I will send my children! 6/28/2020 9:55 AM

1497 My children thrive with person to person learning but if they return to school with extreme
restrictions (no recess, wearing a mask for 8 hours, etc) I do not feel that would be in the best
interest of my children. Thank you for all you do and for caring about our children.

6/28/2020 9:51 AM

1498 If you end up doing remote learning please have online tutoring for Math and other subjects. So
that the teachers can answer and guide the students better.

6/28/2020 9:44 AM

1499 Put the kids back in School. If they get sick send them home for two weeks. Have strict health
protocols for identifying sick children. Kids who are sent home sick can do online learning.

6/28/2020 9:34 AM

1500 I think the remote learning was successful and I can see a risk if children return to the schools 6/28/2020 9:16 AM

1501 Please go back to face to face, in person school. No more remote learning! 6/28/2020 9:09 AM

1502 If they have to wear face masks and not be able to have a normal life my child will NOT come
to school! And if there are no police they will NOT attend either.

6/28/2020 9:08 AM

1503 that we need to go back to face to face learning in the school I think parents can make their
own decisions about their kids and if they feel safe or not

6/28/2020 9:06 AM

1504 No 6/28/2020 9:00 AM

1505 The risk to our children and the majority of teachers and staff is minimal! Let us choose. We
would sign a waiver releasing SD51 from liability if it meant our kids can return to school as
usual. Also, PLEASE let them play!! Do not remove recess, lunch, music programs and sports.
These are vital to their mental health.

6/28/2020 8:51 AM

1506 I would love to get some assistance in just finding a good laptop for my son in the event that he
is to do remote learning. I'm not looking for a handout just the resources in getting him one that
he could be comfortable in learning on.

6/28/2020 8:47 AM

1507 If the new school year requires my child to wear a mask, we will look into alternative
online/homeschool.

6/28/2020 8:44 AM

1508 I'm assuming you are putting this out here as a PR thing, because obviously the school district
does whatever they want, when they want it seems like, and people are dumb to that. Hopefully
not for too much longer though. Also, studies have shown that the "remote learning" bs is
leaving up to 40% of students that don't have the best of the best or access to it, and the ideal
home situations behind to fail while others are favored to more easily succeed. That gives 60%
of students a better advantage over the rest based on things that are beyond D51's control, and
ultimately beyond the students control in most cases, but these students continuing to be left
behind in your push for "remote learning". Nothing can replace what tax payers pay for, in
person instruction, that is in a place that ALL students can learn equally and ALL students can
have the same opportunity to succeed. So D51 will do what they want to do, and push it off as a
decision made above them of course. What I do envision is, D51 deciding to go ahead with
"remote learning", then a class action lawsuit from all the parents of students that are being
failed by "remote learning", which could be up to 40% of students! I'm sure there are lawyers
just licking their lips at the chance come this fall! So keep giving yourselves raises and do what
you want to do and see what happens!

6/28/2020 8:41 AM

1509 If requiring masks and cubical style desks are mandatory, and my child is uncomfortable,we will
be looking at home school.

6/28/2020 8:30 AM

1510 no 6/28/2020 8:27 AM

1511 No 6/28/2020 8:26 AM

1512 I refuse to allow citizens of this town who are not wearing masks to jeopardize the 100% in-
person opening of schools his fall. Please please please partner with local governments and

6/28/2020 8:15 AM
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the health department to get the message out that increased numbers may lead to online
education. My daughter has always enjoyed school and learning and doing her best. We were
also blessed with having excellent classroom teachers do their best transitioning to online
learning. However, by the end of online learning being stuck in her bedroom staring at a
computer screen for hours her attitude towards school definitely suffered. If school begins this
fall - even in a hybrid online form - then you will see a once bright educational star and product
of twelve years of D51 education lose her enthusiasm and love for learning!! I am NOT willing
to have my daughter pay the price!!

1513 My child will not wear a mask or my child will be lulled from d51 6/28/2020 8:13 AM

1514 If students are required to wear masks for the duration of the school day my grandchildren will
NOT be attending. If a rushed through COVID 19 vaccination becomes mandatory my
grandchildren will NOT be attending either.

6/28/2020 8:11 AM

1515 I’ll follow guidelines decided on and support leadership decisions around this topic 6/28/2020 8:07 AM

1516 Thank you for all the information and support you gave to my children during this time. 6/28/2020 7:57 AM

1517 Well I understand that it was quick to get things set up for remote learning in March I also
believe the students missed out on socializing skills and are really behind now. Going from 7 hr
days to only having 1-2 hours of work was kind of pointless.

6/28/2020 7:52 AM

1518 none 6/28/2020 7:30 AM

1519 Thanks for ALL you do. This is not an easy decision so thanks for keeping our kids and staff
safe.

6/28/2020 7:08 AM

1520 I really want my children to have music, PE, and computers. I also want them to have recess
and eat lunch with friends.

6/28/2020 7:07 AM

1521 My child will not be required to wear a mask during school in person learning days. If this is
implemented I will resort to other learning options. I do not believe that wearing masks is good
for your health and will eventually do more damage to your body.

6/28/2020 7:05 AM

1522 Please consider the health and safety of teachers. Just spreading out "desks" is not a good
solution. Kids MUST be expected to wear masks. Please be smart and not just give into
pressure from the loudest voices.

6/28/2020 6:03 AM

1523 Please let our children go back to school (without masks)!! They desperately need it for their
own social/emotional needs. THANK YOU!

6/28/2020 5:51 AM

1524 No 6/28/2020 4:38 AM

1525 I personally think D51, as a whole did a great job last semester. The problem dropped in your
lap without warning. My 4 grandkids all did fine. One of them has opted to attend Grand River
Academy because she found her concentration at home was far better than in a classroom full
of disruptions. All teachers were prompt with their assignments, having video meetings, and
being reachable through the whole at-home learning. This included 2 in GJHS, 1 in OMMS, and
1 at EMS.

6/28/2020 3:26 AM

1526 My kids struggled with the online learning. If In person learning cannot resume, a hybrid
schedule would be beneficial for us as my kids feel like they get more out of being in class with
a teacher.

6/28/2020 2:50 AM

1527 No 6/28/2020 2:04 AM

1528 I'm a medical professional. This is far from over. Indeed I can have breakfast in Phoenix, a
large city in which the pandemic is completely out of control and have dinner here in Grand
Junction on the same day driving. Certainly make plans to consider opening. But the reality
given the fact that a large percentage of people in this town are treating simple public health
steps such as masks like a political issue, I would plan on having a 100 percent online backup if
( when) things worsen.

6/28/2020 1:38 AM

1529 I am eager to see the presence of RAW.’s taskforce on anti racism at our school. 6/28/2020 1:18 AM

1530 if the kids are required to wear masks, social distance from their friends and not resume normal
school life i will look into homeschooling

6/28/2020 1:12 AM

1531 My children are willing to wear masks at school to protect themselves and others 6/28/2020 12:57 AM
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1532 Remote learning was a disaster for my student. 6/27/2020 11:46 PM

1533 i want you guys to find a plan for face to face learning, especially for kids with IEP. with my work
schedule and my kids all having IEPS i am not able to get them the proper learning and provide

6/27/2020 11:44 PM

1534 Go back to normal 6/27/2020 11:08 PM

1535 The schools should open and follow all the safety precautions that they can. If parents don’t
want to send kids they should do 100 percent at home if the risks seem to high for them. Kids
are at a disadvantage not going to school outside of the home. I fear for kids and how all Of this
is going to impact their growth. All we can do is be as safe as possible but give the kids and
parents the choice to come and have schools reopen.

6/27/2020 10:58 PM

1536 Please no remote learning, or masks 6/27/2020 10:44 PM

1537 You are doing a great job. Thank you for the excellent communication. Thank you for asking
about our needs and ideas.

6/27/2020 10:29 PM

1538 My son struggles with online learning with his ADHD and having a 504 plan. He really benefits
from the in person contact with his teachers. I hope all is well so he can go back to class full-
time in August.

6/27/2020 10:24 PM

1539 I want the best learning opportunities for them but I am scared to send them back to school with
crowds.

6/27/2020 10:20 PM

1540 I would hope they can return to school and life as normal in a safe way. 6/27/2020 10:06 PM

1541 I think i it would be a lot easier to social distance high school and middle school. I feel like
elementary will be much harder. I also feel like if you are going to take away specials, lunch
room and recess, elementary needs to either be hybrid or half days.

6/27/2020 9:57 PM

1542 If remote learning is required, I hope that the district would offer an established on line learning
platform. Especially for the students in one or more AP classes. A zoom meeting once a week
isn’t going to cut it.

6/27/2020 9:53 PM

1543 If school doesn't return to 100% normal in the fall, I would most likely disenroll my children. 6/27/2020 9:48 PM

1544 No 6/27/2020 9:38 PM

1545 I think in school learning is critical. My daughter did not feel like she received a quality
education at the end of the year.

6/27/2020 9:27 PM

1546 Remote learning/hybrid learning was not a functional option for our family. We have too many
learners I. Our home and it was not a conducive learning set-up. If remote or a hybrid style of
learning is decided on, our children will homeschool.

6/27/2020 9:26 PM

1547 If we have to do remote or hybrid, the district needs to enforce the 20 hour (approximate) rule
and get all the secondary teachers and admin on board with it. My middle schooler often had 20
assignments a week to complete. There is no way he would have that many when he was
sitting in school. My high schooler worked approximately 10 hours EVERY day of the week.
The workload was ridiculously high. One teacher assigned approximately 16 hours of work and
Meets for just her class alone. My child has seven other classes! My child started showing
concerning signs regarding his mental health and happiness. I even had him Zoom with his
doctor to talk about the stress school was causing. I was led to believe that one of the district's
main focal points during 4th quarter was SEL, but this was not demonstrated. When I contacted
the school counselors and principals for both of my boys (multiple times), I felt like I wasn't
heard and nothing changed. I also contacted Dr. Sirko and did not even receive a reply. D51's
lack of response to the situation was disappointing. If we continue hybrid or remote in the fall, I
hope it does not go as badly as 4th quarter.

6/27/2020 9:24 PM

1548 No 6/27/2020 9:19 PM

1549 No 6/27/2020 9:15 PM

1550 No 6/27/2020 9:14 PM

1551 I am ready to homeschool if the in school enviroment is too strict and incondusive to emotional
learning of children. I care as much about emotional and mental health of my children as i do
intellectual

6/27/2020 9:07 PM

1552 No 6/27/2020 9:02 PM
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1553 remote learning does not work for our special needs children. It is taxing and stressful and not a
good learning environment for the children.

6/27/2020 9:01 PM

1554 This will be my son's kindergarten year and really think it's crucial for him to be in class. But I
am willing to do remote learning.

6/27/2020 8:48 PM

1555 I feel we need to take into consideration our kids and our staff who might be ill or have chronic
illness’ when thinking of opening 100% I would hope people would be understanding if some
cannot attend due to complications that may arise. Keep everyone’s health in mind. I also feel
that in no way our teachers should delete OUR American history. Kids need to know what
happened in the past to help to prevent it from reoccurring in the future. I would love for us to
go back to school, I hope people realize that there needs to be a new “normal” for school.

6/27/2020 8:48 PM

1556 I would like to see my children return to the same routine they had last year. I have heard
rumors of children being held in a single classroom all day without lunch hour and recess. If this
is the new learning model I would rather homeschool.

6/27/2020 8:47 PM

1557 If schools go to 100% online remote learning I will have to quite my job. If that happens I will be
homeless and so will my kids. This has been extremely difficult for not only myself but my kids
also. Please remember that there are a lot of parents out there who are doing everything on
there own, and have no extra support.

6/27/2020 8:26 PM

1558 In the big picture- our children's mental health is at risk with 100% distance learning. However,
as a parent working in Healthcare, I strongly urge we do everything we can to require masks in
schools to decrease risk of COVID to these students and their families. Newly published
recommendations from the American Academy of Pediatrics to consider
https://services.aap.org/en/pages/2019-novel-coronavirus-covid-19-infections/clinical-
guidance/covid-19-planning-considerations-return-to-in-person-education-in-schools/ As a
pediatrician, I would be happy to participate in these discussions at the district or school level.
Some considerations for curricular teaching particularly in the upper grades may be to block
classes to limit larger population exposures so that courses are taught over 4 weeks and then
move on to next course. Or that we consider 2 weeks in person alternating with 2 weeks
distamce with 50 % of students attending at any given time. Again allowing closer monitoring of
larger cohorts of students and their families Feedback from 4th quarter- My daughter is a high
achiever. Some classes were very well managed with curricular standards maintained in the
distance learning setting, such as Honors 10 with Miss Reed and Spanish 2 with Miss Spence.
Ms Cronk and Mr Shawcroft were actively available to their advisory class. AP Psych continued
to maintain an appropriate pace. CMU 113 through the high school was an OK experience but
certainly not to the standards of their online CMu 113 class directly through CMU. Should
distance learning continue this next year - music courses will need to step up their curriculum
to.meet yearlong standards. I worry for the kids in the performing arts classes as to how they
will be beat engaged in a distance learning setting.

6/27/2020 8:24 PM

1559 My kids do better in school with friends and people that can help them. I am a single mom so I
have to work full time in order to provide for my family and I work during school hours so I
would not be able to be there to help them and I cant afford day care on top of everything else.
Remote learning would mean that they would end up falling behind

6/27/2020 8:22 PM

1560 I don't feel it is necessary to make the kids wear masks because it would cause a distraction
and take a way from learning

6/27/2020 8:21 PM

1561 Whether a newly and quickly covid vaccine is required to attend school would also greatly
influence our decision.

6/27/2020 7:38 PM

1562 to hard when both parents work full time and my kids are always needing extra help 6/27/2020 7:23 PM

1563 Please do in-person learning. I think masks will not be effective for elementary students. They
will just lose them, play with them, and touch their face more to adjust the masks because of
discomfort. Hand-washing time should be more encouraged.

6/27/2020 6:55 PM

1564 I believe the shutting down of schools was a wrong decision in the first place. We knew what
Covid 19 attacked and preyed on, children and young adults were the least likely to be
seriously affected, and the most likely for us to build a herd immunity. We should have
protected children and teachers with pre-existing conditions and/or age being a factor, but not
shut it all down. Lets get it right this time! Protect those that need protected and get the huge
majority back in school living their daily lives as free Americans with the right to choose if they
want to be back in the classroom or continue in an online format.

6/27/2020 6:40 PM
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1565 I had one kid do well and the other two had a tough time with remote learning. Also, now those
two don’t want to continue with Orchestra at all next year. It is unfortunate and I know it had
something to do with no final performances, no real feeling of success with remote learning.

6/27/2020 6:39 PM

1566 My middle schooler hated on line learning, keeping him on task was awful. My high schooler did
fairly well although she did get distracted and off task.

6/27/2020 6:27 PM

1567 My biggest concerns are that although there are not a surge in cases in Mesa County right now,
the states surrounding Colorado are surging and I feel like it is just a matter of time before our
county is hit hard. Attending 5 days/week in seat puts so many people at risk.

6/27/2020 6:23 PM

1568 No 6/27/2020 6:22 PM

1569 Na 6/27/2020 6:19 PM

1570 We need to be back in school especially for social emotional needs. Isolating kids is not
healthy. There are also so many things that happen in a classroom that cannot be replicated
remotely

6/27/2020 6:14 PM

1571 No mask & let them play sports 6/27/2020 6:14 PM

1572 The kids need to back in school with no restrictions! Let them live.! Those that are that afraid of
COVID-19 can make that decision to keep their children home. The children need to be in
contact with people, this social distancing and mask wearing is biggest crock of crap! No
restrictions with school and no restrictions with activities including sports, they need to feel
normal again and so do we!

6/27/2020 6:06 PM

1573 Not at this time. 6/27/2020 6:04 PM

1574 I understand the need for remote learning last year but it was a terrible thing in my opinion it is
not good for children to learn in this way.

6/27/2020 5:53 PM

1575 My child’s wellbeing is directly related to in-person learning. Her clinically significant anxiety
worsened to a level that was unprecedented and required at least weekly discussions with her
counselor and at least bi-weekly meetings with her school counselor. Her academic
achievements also suffered with remote learning because she relies heavily on face to face
instruction and feedback from her teachers.

6/27/2020 5:53 PM

1576 No 6/27/2020 5:52 PM

1577 I believe the younger children need to be foung in person learning and not doing so would do
more harm than good

6/27/2020 5:50 PM

1578 I am concerned for my child who has asthma, she was hospitalized in March 2020, thankfully it
wasn't the virus

6/27/2020 5:41 PM

1579 No masks, some kids (most that I know) can't handle wearing them! 6/27/2020 5:40 PM

1580 I appreciate the options. 6/27/2020 5:35 PM

1581 My children would also need daycare for the days they do have school, if school is to go either
part time or full time online. My husband and I both work and would have to either find someone
to teach them, or one of us would have to quit our job.

6/27/2020 5:22 PM

1582 You all are doing a great job navigating this unimaginably difficult situation. Thank you! 6/27/2020 5:06 PM

1583 While the teachers worked so hard at trying to provide a quality online learning experience, it
was not even remotely the same as in person learning. It helped maintain skills. He did NOT
grow academically.

6/27/2020 4:59 PM

1584 I do not want my children to go to school if they have to wear facemasks. And if my younger
children cannot play on a playground, I would rather they stay home.

6/27/2020 4:56 PM

1585 We are flexible to what is deemed safest. (Social distancing and/or masks). Concerned to keep
our kids safe and our community. Thank you for the time and consideration put into making
these decisions.

6/27/2020 4:45 PM

1586 My kid will not attend school if they are required to wear a mask and sit behind plexiglass in the
classroom.

6/27/2020 4:36 PM

1587 Just want to thank all of you for your hard work during these unpredictable times! 6/27/2020 4:18 PM
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1588 I believe as long a the hospitals are below ICU capacity, we should continue to open smartly.
But open.

6/27/2020 4:03 PM

1589 The kids being distant from their friends teachers and school causes a lot of social issues. 6/27/2020 3:58 PM

1590 I will not be sending any of my kids if masks are required. 6/27/2020 3:57 PM

1591 We both work for the district and have two children going to 2 different school and there is no
possible way we could have them half at home and half at school.

6/27/2020 3:49 PM

1592 I really hope that kids are allowed to go back to in-person learning for the social interaction with
peers that is so crucial to child development and learning. I believe the COVID threat in our
county has stayed and remains low, and what minute risk does exist doesn’t come close to
outweighing the mental health and social benefits to our kids to return to the normalcy of in-
person classroom learning. I am completely comfortable with the full time in-person option, and
would send all 4 of my kids to their classrooms this fall. I think it is best for our children and it
doesn’t make sense to rob them of that, nor throw another wrench in so many families’ way of
life. Thanks for the survey.

6/27/2020 3:47 PM

1593 Sanitation and masks! Let's get back to school!!! 6/27/2020 3:13 PM

1594 Thank you to the teachers for putting in such awesome effort with such short notice and so little
prior experience with remote learning. We appreciate the care and concern that the district puts
into keeping everyone safe and healthy.

6/27/2020 3:11 PM

1595 Improved accountability for remote learning. Much easier access to Schoology - I wasn’t able to
log on as I needed to have someone in Admin reset something and could not connect in a
timely manner. Relying on my kiddos was not effective. Remote learning needs to include all
subjects - I noticed my 5th grader had no science once remote learning started. teachers were
very good at communicating over email and with FaceTime type meetings - I felt there should
be more! I sincerely appreciate all the difficulties this last Spring. But if moving forward with this
model, will need to keep improving!

6/27/2020 3:08 PM

1596 No 6/27/2020 3:01 PM

1597 My children suffered during online remote learning. They both did the work everyday but I do
not believe they retained or actually learned anything. One of their teachers was amazing and
did instructional videos everyday which was amazing and I give her big props but my child does
not do well learning like that, she NEEDS to be in a classroom setting in order to learn. I felt my
other child’s teacher wiped her hands clean and basically gave up on her class once the remote
learning started. We did all we could to teach him and give him the best education we could but
we are parents not teachers. We both work in essential careers and had to work as well. The
remote learning is a joke and our kids deserve an in class education. Please let our kids go
back to school!

6/27/2020 2:33 PM

1598 Great job at doing online last qtr- tough job but hope to go back to in person learning! 6/27/2020 2:29 PM

1599 The virus is NOT killing children. They need to be in school. The only reason there would not be
in class school is to protect the older teachers from getting covid from the kids. Kids are safe
they need to be in school. Thanks

6/27/2020 2:23 PM

1600 I would like to know exactly what the school district is looking at to make the decisions
regarding the teaching model (in-person, hybrid, online) for the 2020-2021 school year.
(Medical studies, etc) Will the school district be asking parents and community members,
OPENLY (via an online meeting or a public in-person meeting), with ALL of us invited, not a just
a “representative group” that’s hand-selected by the district - what we want? These surveys that
the district gives are narrowly focused and narrowly worded. They do not allow for us to give
our thoughts, opinions, concerns, and wishes. We have a right to be part of the district’s
decision making process because it is our tax dollars that fund the school district, and these our
are children who attend.

6/27/2020 2:20 PM

1601 My two high schoolers learned absolutely nothing through remote learning. It was a disastrous
experience. The future of our children & country is in jeopardy. The education system is already
so poor in this country, now we are simply doing away with our children’s future possibilities
entirely!

6/27/2020 2:16 PM

1602 Are students going to be able to adhere to the CDC rules if implemented? 6/27/2020 2:08 PM

1603 For face to face learning, I would like to see students wearing masks and maybe faceshields 6/27/2020 2:08 PM
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(??) in addition to social distancing, hand washing, sanitizing their personal belongings and
screening prior to entering the building. This would include checking of temperatures.

1604 I really appreciate what the district is doing in working with the health department. I believe
there is strong evidence that facial coverings can slow transmission of the virus and would
encourage the students to wear facial coverings. I believe that it's important for students to
understand the science behind the recommendations for social distancing and facial coverings.

6/27/2020 2:07 PM

1605 While in person is preferred I understand the possible need for hybrid or online. I believe SD51
is doing the best they can. Thank you.

6/27/2020 1:56 PM

1606 If we do on line, the students need to be in class. Report to the screen, and see teacher and
classmates on the screen. The situation we had before was not good for their mental health. No
contact was not good for them.

6/27/2020 1:42 PM

1607 No mask for kids and let them learn and play with other kids 6/27/2020 1:35 PM

1608 Added sports above. I do not support social distancing or face masks. 6/27/2020 1:34 PM

1609 I will consider pulling my child from D51 and enrolling him in a non D51 school similar to his
step brothers. My child will not wear a mask to school and will have learning that he is used to
having. I also will remember names of board members with elections. I had a senior for 19/20
year as well and although they get to walk now the way graduation was handled was highly
inappropriate for a superintendent that makes over $300k annually. I’ve never been so
disappointed in D51 than I have been this last school year and I REFUSE to allow my 9th
grader to suffer another year.

6/27/2020 1:31 PM

1610 I do not want my child to wear a mask all day 6/27/2020 1:27 PM

1611 I'm willing to donate extra money for disinfecting, willing to buy masks. My child needs to be in
school.

6/27/2020 1:23 PM

1612 Oppressing our kids’ right to learn and flourish TOGETHER without ridiculous restrictions is
essentially child abuse. Other school districts are handling this reasonably; there’s no reason
this district shouldn’t as well.

6/27/2020 1:17 PM

1613 If we lived in a perfect world, one of us would be able to stay at home but both of us work and
our kids desperately need social interaction with their peers. My oldest felt very isolated and
lonely. I’m concerned about the long term impacts of social isolation.

6/27/2020 12:56 PM

1614 Parents will have to work and kids will need a place to go to learn 6/27/2020 12:54 PM

1615 I strongly feel like the kids need to be in school for the learning atmosphere and for the
socialization that they get in school. I think that learning at home is hard for some kids and they
aren’t learning as much as they would in class. I also think that kindergarten is setting the
foundation for their education and so much of that can’t be taught outside of the classroom.

6/27/2020 12:54 PM

1616 As a parent that works full time with a kid that's on an IEP because of his ADHD remote
learning is very difficult if not almost impossible for him to stay focused and do well at home on
his own

6/27/2020 12:51 PM

1617 I absolutely believe a hybrid model with half days and or off days of in person is necessary for
social distancing. I will not send my children if there is no social distancing.

6/27/2020 12:43 PM

1618 I am not a teacher. I had a very hard time having my child stay on task and finish tasks with me.
At school he is a+ student. I never want to remote or home school again. Ever.

6/27/2020 12:41 PM

1619 My children desperately need the social interaction of face-to face school. 6/27/2020 12:40 PM

1620 I will no allow my child to attend if they have to wear a mask. I would home school 6/27/2020 12:39 PM

1621 If school has many restrictions such as masks all day or no play time and keeping 6 feet away
or even no eating in cafeteria and just at their desks, my child won’t be going back to school
and we will be wanting remote learning instead.

6/27/2020 12:37 PM

1622 No thank you 6/27/2020 12:29 PM

1623 I wouldn’t need daycare for my kids at their ages, but they did need a lot of help with remote
learning and I don’t see how working parents can make a remote learning or even a hybrid
option work.

6/27/2020 12:26 PM
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1624 We are both physicians and we feel strongly that kids should wear masks in schools 6/27/2020 12:25 PM

1625 I have two students will be attending Centeral High School one of them has been accepted into
the STEM program

6/27/2020 12:21 PM

1626 My kids would love to return to school, the group setting does not make sense to me. I will
prefer them to stay home and hopefully, remote learning will go smoother with more time to
prepare.

6/27/2020 12:17 PM

1627 We understand that making this decision is difficult and there will be challenges regardless of
the outcome. Thank you for hearing And considering our voices in your decisions.

6/27/2020 12:04 PM

1628 Please educate the parents about ALL the teachers do behind the scenes to make sure they
are offering the best of what is being taught. All students need to be held accountable for their
work. Students should be meeting due dates and deadlines as their teachers request. Extended
time (not included in an IEP) and work that is excused just because the student didn't bother to
complete it (like 4th quarter online learning last spring) cannot be the norm as we go forward!

6/27/2020 11:58 AM

1629 Just wish you guys would hurry up and figure out what you're gonna do so we can plan our
lives ahead of time thank you

6/27/2020 11:53 AM

1630 Our children need to return to school. It is perplexing that our children can go to a child care
facility, or day camps over the summer but may not be able to attend school this fall. For a
season, I understood the sacrifice our children needed to make. But the long-term social and
cognitive ramifications of keeping our children out of school should be unacceptable to our
community, state, and country.

6/27/2020 11:47 AM

1631 I believe it is an all or nothing thing for the kids to go back. The amount of learning time would
be best if in a solid routine. Shuffling back and forth is hard on the kids and not as productive. I
feel for elementary students the instruction needs to be as live as possible (not recorded or
parent instructed based)

6/27/2020 11:46 AM

1632 I would just like to know of all precautions that will be taken. 6/27/2020 11:45 AM

1633 seems most likely we need to all prepare to do distance learning 6/27/2020 11:41 AM

1634 I'm very open to whatever needs to happen in the fall 6/27/2020 11:38 AM

1635 I feel the covid situation was handled exceptionally well for FMS considering all that happened
as fast as it happened. A big shout out is well deserved for the staff at FMS.... Thank you

6/27/2020 11:34 AM

1636 Please give our Teachers a raise. Us non teachers are not good home schoolers! 😂 also from
my experience my child learns a lot better with in person learning. Also I feel that should we
have to choose this fall that we should either be completely online or completely in person for
learning. I feel half days or split classes is going to be way too much work for our Teachers and
our kids may struggle.

6/27/2020 11:33 AM

1637 Good luck with the planning. You are doing a great job in a very unsettling time. 6/27/2020 11:32 AM

1638 Thank you Diana for all of your hard work! Tough times and not everyone will be satisfied. 6/27/2020 11:27 AM

1639 It will be impossible for social distancing. Additional staff will be needed to monitor....additional
stress to teachers and students...keep students in their own environments. Drop in on extended
hours and see how they are struggling with just 30 students at a time

6/27/2020 11:26 AM

1640 No 6/27/2020 11:26 AM

1641 They should consider, letting the kids who did well and actually did their remote learning
responsibly. To continue it that way.

6/27/2020 11:26 AM

1642 We appreciate the efforts to find the optimal solutions. I would not be opposed to a periodic
evening class if it became necessary. I think we should all be prepared to take on some
additional responsibilities and burdens on behalf of our children, with a view toward getting
them the best learning engagement possible. I believe that, unfortunately, the only human
support that some children get is from a teacher/aid or fellow students gained from live, in-
person interaction.

6/27/2020 11:22 AM

1643 My child struggles greatly in school and fell further behind because of remote learning. I fear if
we have to have remote learning he will just drop out.

6/27/2020 11:19 AM

1644 Not interested in having my child sit in classes all day in a mask, or being separated from 6/27/2020 11:09 AM
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peers/teachers.

1645 No 6/27/2020 11:05 AM

1646 No 6/27/2020 11:04 AM

1647 Our teacher, Mrs. Miller, tried very hard to make remote learning a possibility for our child
without success. Her learning disabilities and early childhood trauma have made that
impossible. It is important for our family to get back to the routine our daughter knew as so
much information has been lost during this time of closure. It feels vitally important to return
100% in person at this time...

6/27/2020 11:03 AM

1648 No 6/27/2020 10:53 AM

1649 If masks are required and there will be no interaction at lunch or recess, it will be difficult for a
lot of children. Taking away those outlets for kids to take a mental break is concerning.
However, I completely understand that there is not a right answer and that concern for the
safety of kids is top priority.

6/27/2020 10:48 AM

1650 What are essential working parents to do with remote/hybrid 6/27/2020 10:44 AM

1651 If students have to do remote learning again, then the teachers need to be more available
throughout the day. Teachers for my student were only available for 2 hours per day at most
and that is not enough. Teachers need to be more involved, not just assigning worksheets. Not
all kids can learn that way.

6/27/2020 10:42 AM

1652 If my children have to go back to an online learning platform, I know there will be a substantial
knowledge deficit by the end of the year as my children cannot focus on school appropriately if
forced to learn online. The last semester of school was a disaster because we (parents) cannot
make ourselves available to "teach" our kids. Even though one of us is home all day, we
(parents) both work full time. We all have to find a way to live with the virus until there is a
vaccine available no matter what. Closing schools will not solve anything. One thing can be
sure, if we choose not to create an environment where all kids can thrive it will damage the
economy in the long run. I fully understand that online learning is a just as much of a challenge
for teachers as it is students, so let's make in-class instruction work D51!

6/27/2020 10:30 AM

1653 We appreciate all the work you are doing to keep everyone safe and educated! We definitely
prefer in school learning but want what’s best for everyone (if that’s possible)

6/27/2020 10:29 AM

1654 Preper face2face if safe but expect hybrid option due to social distancing 6/27/2020 10:27 AM

1655 N/A 6/27/2020 10:25 AM

1656 No 6/27/2020 10:21 AM

1657 If masks are required, we will pull him and look into home school alternatives. This would hurt
D51 because you would lose the funding you would have received. I know we are not the only
people who intend to pull their children if masks are required, if children are no longer allowed
to play and interact, if they are forced to eat lunch at their desks, etc, Please consider the
emotional health of our kids.

6/27/2020 10:15 AM

1658 The district level communication has been stellar, however, communications from Central High
School is needing improvement. Not so much with remote learning decisions but with day to
day events and announcements. In the event that there is some amount of remote learning, i
would like to see more face-to-face meeting and more personal interactions. I am a teacher and
my son saw the interactions that I/we at the elementary level was having with my students and
he said he wished high school teachers would do that.

6/27/2020 10:08 AM

1659 Thank you. We know you are working so hard to plan for every scenario, in a time when
planning is nearly impossible.

6/27/2020 10:08 AM

1660 FULLY OPEN UP THE SCHOOLS. NO MASKS REQUIRED. LET THEM BE KIDS 6/27/2020 10:02 AM

1661 I appreciate the transparency of the communication during Covid-19. As a parent I felt online
learning was as organized as it could be. I also believe teachers worked hard to make sure they
were available for questions and help. Looking forward for my child to get back into that
beautiful new OMMS! Thank you for all each of you are doing.

6/27/2020 10:01 AM

1662 No 6/27/2020 9:59 AM
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1663 Remote learning worked well in our household. Both parents were deemed essential so our
student truly did it all on her own. My child could work at her pace. Once the platform was
established, it was ideal. Thank you for all your hard work in keeping the children safe.

6/27/2020 9:58 AM

1664 No 6/27/2020 9:57 AM

1665 Remote learning was not bad due to the teachers, it was bad due to the lack of social
interaction, and the fact that students had to wait for answers to their questions rather than
having an answer right away (coming from a high schooler).

6/27/2020 9:55 AM

1666 The teachers did a great job with the sudden remote learning. However, I could not keep up
with what my children did/did not do while at the same time attending online school myself. I do
not know how parents who work were able to do it. I feel like my children did not benefit
educationally from remote learning just because they are not as motivated at home as they
were in school. There are too many distractions to deter them from learning while at home.

6/27/2020 9:54 AM

1667 I do not feel social distancing is acceptable for young children and I will do everything I can to
find a alternative school if SD is in place at this school.

6/27/2020 9:51 AM

1668 Not I formation I believe the school dist should know but I guess if don't want to ask I'll get the
answers to late.

6/27/2020 9:50 AM

1669 Make kids wash their hands often, like before and after lunch. 6/27/2020 9:48 AM

1670 In person is much more enriching and engaging, I would support this as much as possible
along with social distancing and requiring masks when possible.

6/27/2020 9:45 AM

1671 Teachers need to grade work assigned on line. Teachers need to respond to e-mails. I am a
grandparent of a student. I helped several high school students with their on line learning this
spring. I am a retired teacher with 43 years of experience teaching all areas of elementary
education.

6/27/2020 9:38 AM

1672 Please try to keep school as "normal" as possible for the little ones. I'm sure this is incredibly
difficult but the kids need some normalcy for there mental health.

6/27/2020 9:33 AM

1673 If the schools decide to continue ue remote learning, I hope they are able to find a better way to
communicate between students and teachers. Especially the middle school and high schools.
My children had a hard time with hearing back from some of their teachers in the time frame of
getting their stuff turned in. Over all either at school or remote learning my children will be
willing to do. Thank you all for your hard work and concerns during all the transitional tjme.

6/27/2020 9:31 AM

1674 Better education to parents for on line learning would be very beneficial if it continues to be
remote .

6/27/2020 9:30 AM

1675 My student will not wear a face covering or mask. 6/27/2020 9:29 AM

1676 If it has restrictions going back such as masks or a hybrid of at home and in school then I will
be homeschooling all my kids.

6/27/2020 9:29 AM

1677 Gateway did very well with the remote learning. My one concern for the coming school year is
my incoming kindergartener. My older children will do great with whatever form schooling takes.
I just worry that a brand new kindergartener is not going to get what she needs via remote
learning.

6/27/2020 9:27 AM

1678 If reopening in person, would like to see minimal restrictions, as kids don’t understand and it
could cause additional behavior issues. For my 11th grader, he would like to do online school.
He liked it and would like to be able to work while going to school.

6/27/2020 9:23 AM

1679 On #4–I have two children. The one who struggles academically (ADHD) did really well, but he
had constant help from me. My honor roll student did horribly (high school level) and ended up
in counseling. It was very rough there for a bit. Also, Google Classroom floods one’s inbox,
which made this experience more difficult for students, teachers and parents. There’s more, but
I’m sure you guys are on it!

6/27/2020 9:22 AM

1680 No. 6/27/2020 9:21 AM

1681 please allow in person classes 6/27/2020 9:19 AM

1682 I do NOT want my kids to have to wear a mask all day while at school. 6/27/2020 9:19 AM

1683 I hope that the kids have the opportunity to go back to school, it is important on many aspects 6/27/2020 9:18 AM
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to do so.

1684 I am worried about infection, also worried about issues revolving around social distancing,
wearing masks, and being aloud to move class rooms as my son receives special education. I
am really not sure either will be safe for my child personally.

6/27/2020 9:18 AM

1685 What if we go in-person 100%, and cases sky-rocket? Does each school have a hybrid model
back-up plan ready? Also, I am a teacher at FMHS, and if it gets so bad we have to go
completely online, we need to have something in place to hold kids accountable. The "no-harm"
grading policy cannot be implemented again. You need to trust that your teachers can decide
on a case-by-case basis which kids' grades shouldn't suffer due to wifi issues, struggles with
mental health, etc.

6/27/2020 9:17 AM

1686 Knowing the layout and the size of some of the classrooms of GJHS, it seems impossible that
social distancing can occur. To keep our kids as safe as possible while still allowing true
learning to take place, a hybrid model seems the most appropriate.

6/27/2020 9:17 AM

1687 . 6/27/2020 9:14 AM

1688 Please consider the safety and health of the children, as well as the family, when planning for
the 20-21 year. Groups of children together have a possibility of bringing illness home to family
members who may not be able to protect themselves. Health and safety of the overall
population is more important than convenience or accommodation to a small group of vocal
parents who want full-time in-person school so they don't have to arrange childcare or take on
the task of monitoring remote learning.

6/27/2020 9:13 AM

1689 I think it would be ridiculous to mandate that the children would need to wear masks, stay in the
same room, not be allowed recess, and have to eat lunch in their classrooms. That can not be
healthy for the children and/or the staff.

6/27/2020 9:11 AM

1690 We also have to have a sign language interpreter. 6/27/2020 9:08 AM

1691 Because I have a middle school student who watches my elementary school student after
school I would need them to be on a schedule that would still allow for that.

6/27/2020 9:08 AM

1692 Please open school in the fall. To not would be ridiculous 6/27/2020 9:01 AM

1693 Dr. Sirko has done a great job with communication, however I find it hard to believe her
emphasis on social distancing can be achieved in a school setting if there is a 100% return to
school rather than some type of hybrid. It's physically impossible to spread out 25 high school
students in a classroom at the same time.

6/27/2020 8:58 AM

1694 No 6/27/2020 8:57 AM

1695 Southwestern states are currently exploding w/covid 19. Some of our neighbor states’ levels
are increasing at an exponential rate! The only pragmatic choice is returning to 100% remote
learning temporarily, enhancing the program by building on what the students & teachers
learned last year. No shame or fear by reinstating a learning process that is proven a 100%
safe option. Adaptation is required at this pandemic time. Going backwards to the way things
used to be done is the type of thought process that has enabled the USA to become the world’s
leader in covid 19 infections & deaths.

6/27/2020 8:55 AM

1696 We need to be back in school. My oldest will be in 3 AP classes and calculus, I can. Or teach
this stuff at home, note will he learn what he needs to. Set our kids up for success let them go
back to school!

6/27/2020 8:53 AM

1697 I think that the my children’s teachers did a great job thrown into creating online learning
classrooms for my children. However, it was very frustrating and difficult for my children to learn
this way, even with my constant help and guidance. Nothing replaces the classroom face to
face learning experience for my children! Especially my 14 year old.

6/27/2020 8:52 AM

1698 I am concerned about face masks in school because my daughter has asthma and cannot
breathe properly with a mask on. She will not be required to wear one.

6/27/2020 8:51 AM

1699 If they have to wear masks, can’t have recess, gym, lunch in the cafeteria, we will homeschool. 6/27/2020 8:51 AM

1700 The expectations from teachers would need to be scaled back if we did 100% remote learning
to accommodate the extra time it takes to access so many different classrooms and media
platforms.

6/27/2020 8:49 AM
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1701 If there is to be the Hybrid or 100% Remote option, will there be the Chromebook checkout
option again?

6/27/2020 8:49 AM

1702 I hope the school district doesn't rush to reopen like everything else in this country did. Kids are
amazing and their health and well being should be as large a priority as their education.

6/27/2020 8:48 AM

1703 I know D51 is doing the best they can with the circumstances we all dealing with in these
unprecedented times

6/27/2020 8:44 AM

1704 No fault to our teachers that our remote learning was so difficult for us. The at home learning
situation just didn't work for our family, it was a struggle for all of us, and I can honestly say my
kids didn't really "learn" during remote learning. They just tried to finish their work and turn it in.
It was hard to attend the live classes, with three kids and my husband and I both working. For
us it was a nightmare, I still have anxiety thinking we will have to do it all again.

6/27/2020 8:44 AM

1705 I’m not going to send my kids to school if it’s going to be a prison. They need to be able to play
on the playground to burn off energy. If these kids can’t burn off their energy throughout the
day, you’re asking for more problems.

6/27/2020 8:43 AM

1706 On line learning for 4th quarter should have been required not optional. To offer that grades
would not be lower than 3rd qtr gave students an opportunity to blow it off which was the wrong
decision. It was difficult for my daughter but her grades improved 4th qtr due to her commitment
& many teachers who cared

6/27/2020 8:42 AM

1707 Thank you for the continued communication. 6/27/2020 8:40 AM

1708 If we have any at home learning I would ask for more consideration for parents on the amount
of work at home. One of my kids did at home learning for 6 hours a day everyday. The teachers
also added work on rainy days because they couldn’t go outside so they had more time for
work.

6/27/2020 8:39 AM

1709 Keep up the hard fight for what’s best for our kids health and education 6/27/2020 8:39 AM

1710 If there are restrictions like no recess, no specials classes, and eating lunch in the room then
my children will not return to school. Masks and social distancing will be necessary to keep
everyone safe but kids need their normal activities.

6/27/2020 8:33 AM

1711 If masks are required for children my children will not attend 6/27/2020 8:33 AM

1712 I strongly believe that children need feedback from sources outside of the family...I had seen
the spark for learning leave their eyes with remote learning

6/27/2020 8:33 AM

1713 My son is a hands on learner & did not benefit from the remote learning. I feel he is a little
behind but with in person instruction, he will catch up. I realize we have to go with CDC
guidelines, I do hope in person will be utilized.

6/27/2020 8:32 AM

1714 I’ll do homeschool before we let you guys do a terrible job at remote learning again. 6/27/2020 8:30 AM

1715 If school doesn't resume in a completely normal fashion, without all of the bs distancing, face
masks, e.t.c. My children will not attend any D51 schools.

6/27/2020 8:29 AM

1716 My son's Elementary experience was great with remote learning. My daughter is on a 504 and
was in middle school. Her experience was not as successful. She struggled and didn't receive
the explicit instruction and support she deserved.

6/27/2020 8:23 AM

1717 100% distant learning is not beneficial for my child's learning or Living experience. This is hard
on some families but we understand the regulations just sucks.

6/27/2020 8:16 AM

1718 I will NOT send my kids back to school if they have any restrictions. It should be up to us as the
parents to decide if it’s not safe for our kids. My boys will be entering high school and will do
better with face to face contact but we are willing to take them out of school if there are
restrictions.

6/27/2020 8:16 AM

1719 I am hired as a substitute for the district and am looking very forward to getting in the schools!
We moved here at spring break so my kids have not had the chance to meet many classmates
or any of their teachers! They will be devastated if they cannot start school!

6/27/2020 8:15 AM

1720 We will NOT send our children to in person schooling if masks are required during the school
day and if there is no cafeteria, recess, gym, etc. Open up the schools 100%!!

6/27/2020 8:15 AM

1721 I truly believe that my kids need to be in class with their teachers and friends. Remote learning 6/27/2020 8:14 AM
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was hard on them both. I don't want to see them cry about missing their teachers and friends
anymore!

1722 I would like there to be an learning from home options to stay around. 6/27/2020 8:11 AM

1723 Remote learning was great to spend time with my children but I do not feel that they learned
anything during that time . Thankfully most of the AP learning had taken place in the first half of
the year and those classes were reviewing information . * once it was announced that the In
school grades would not be effected in a negative way by remote learning results my senior
chose to work full time .

6/27/2020 8:10 AM

1724 No masks please! 6/27/2020 8:10 AM

1725 I would prefer to send my child to school, of course, but physical distancing is important. Maybe
that means sending back one half of the class to school for Mon/Tue and the other half of the
class on Wed/Thur with webcams for the ones at home to attend online?

6/27/2020 8:10 AM

1726 My child will not attend because of the draconian plans to separate children. The mental health
damage will be horrendous. There is no trust in this system any longer. The curriculum is all
indoctrination and not truth. Still teaching biology that was misproven on the 70's.

6/27/2020 8:04 AM

1727 I do not support remote learning or wearing face masks. Or the cancellation of PE or recess.
The children need to return to a normal life with face to face interaction with friends and
teachers.

6/27/2020 8:04 AM

1728 I would be willing to sign something that says I am responsible for the decision to send my child
back to school, sports, life in general despite CoVid. I believe that my children will struggle if
they don’t return to school and life as normal and that we may have to pull them from the
District in order to implement an at home curriculum so that my husband and I can both
continue to work full time. This is heart breaking as I believe in public schooling but I don’t
believe that the District can provide an appropriate schedule for us if we don’t go back 100%. I
won’t make my child wear a mask either and I feel like if parents want masks- keep your kids at
home. This is not living. This is fear. Please, please consider giving these children normalcy.

6/27/2020 7:59 AM

1729 My children’s mental and emotional health have been negatively impacted by loss of peer
interaction and in person instruction. I will NOT compromise my children’s physical health as
well by requiring them to breath carbon dioxide by wearing a mask. They will NOT attend D51
schools if required to wear a mask.

6/27/2020 7:58 AM

1730 You guys have done a great job! I work at St Mary's so I know the constant change you're
having to deal with. I appreciate what you're doing and what you've done!

6/27/2020 7:58 AM

1731 I think masks are pointless for kids under 12, recess and outdoor learning should be utilized as
much as possible. If kids will not have recess, my kids will not be attending this year.

6/27/2020 7:58 AM

1732 I am more concerned with the general trend in political philosophy away from grounded science
and proven historical concepts than virus transmission. This coming era of anarchism and
extreme confrontation for any ideas that the progressive mindset does not hold dear troubles
me. It is being perpetuated in our schools and this is likely the reason we would keep our kid
out of the public school system. I see too much "shouting down" of alternate opinions instead of
acceptance of alternative thought. While the first few grades of public schools might not teach
this, I think it grows in the higher grades. I think education was more effective, efficient, and
generally better decades ago. The spending upon each student was far less as well. So the
trend is in the wrong direction. We spend more, possibly teach less, and frankly teach things
that I'm not comfortable with. And today - when I look at the news - we are heading straight for
a segregated society. "Let's split all the groups apart." "Don't mix colors, but will still mix
genders" (for now). "Make sure Blacks have a safe space from Greens, Whites, Reds, Browns,
Purples..." And once that is done how much communication do you think will happen between
the races of our country? None! And when communication breaks down, so does
understanding. And when you have no understanding you have no compassion. And when you
have no compassion you have nothing in common. We quickly become a Balkanized nation
that tears itself apart from within. And I think these ideas will be promulgated within our schools.
They were to a small extent before. It's about to get far, far worse. So the more I type, the less I
want my portion of the future generation learning this poison. That is what I'm on the look-out
for, not a virus that may not be any more deadly to students, staff, and parents than the flu. Or
infections you could get in the hospital. Or driving a car. Or heart disease...

6/27/2020 7:57 AM

1733 We need to try and make school as normal as possible. 6/27/2020 7:55 AM
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1734 In class leaning is very important for childs focus and development. 6/27/2020 7:54 AM

1735 During periods of uncertainty, planning and communication are critical focus areas for leaders.
Planning without a solid understanding of what the fall will bring is a challenge, but there are
areas of certainty that we can plan for now. Local school boards, schools and districts are
encouraged to partner with key stakeholders, including families, students, and community
members, as an essential aspect of drafting plans. Clear, proactive, intentional two-way
communication with these groups will help districts and schools create the most feasible plans
for next school year. Additionally, D51 and board members are encouraged to provide regular
communications about what they know and don’t know to help keep students, staff, and families
informed. The community has very little trust in D51 and continues to have little trust after the
whole “blame” game with Mesa County Public Health with graduation, stages of sports,
transparency with the budget, cares act funds and so forth. The website for D51 is is extremely
hard to clearly find documents such as agendas, budgets, board meeting notes, salaries and
other public information. My child will NOT wear a mask and will not be required. In addition
D51 will not be “triaging” my student daily with a temp check, and contact tracing him. We have
health laws in place for a reason and are protected by HIPPA. Regardless, of the “pandemic”.
We do not have to disclose (segregate children) who have exemptions for immunizations,
HIV/AIDS and the flu. We are asked to not send our child to school if they exhibit a variety of
systems and that decision should be left in the hands of parents and the physician who is
treating the student.

6/27/2020 7:47 AM

1736 Having only moved to Grand Junction in Jan. 2020, both parents in our household feel strongly
that sending our kids to school in person was the most valuable change our family has made,
both academically and socially. The switch to full remote learning was hard on us, and on our
child, especially in terms of who could work and when, and in the long term was detrimental to
our income. We also feel it is important for kids to learn with other kids, and hands-on, since
screen learning is passive in many senses and there is already enough of a struggle to get kids
off screens and involved in real life activities. We are fully supportive of reopening schools,
perhaps with regular handwashing and ensuring plenty of fresh air. Thank you.

6/27/2020 7:46 AM

1737 I support whatever option is the safest for the kids. I am worried about what phase 2 of covid
would look like during cold and flu season. I would love to try a hybrid return, and if covid
increases again, then I'm sure it would have to switch back to remote learning. Thank for for
taking the time to consider everyone's different opinions, I know these decisions are not easy to
make.

6/27/2020 7:37 AM

1738 We are currently considering all of our options for this coming year, one of which involves
homeschooling on our own due to some concerns we have with the public school system (not
related to COVID).

6/27/2020 7:34 AM

1739 THANK YOU for working so diligently with such unprecedented circumstances. 6/27/2020 7:33 AM

1740 I strongly believe teachers should have a requirement of interaction with their class. Two of my
children’s classes did amazing. My 6th grade daughter didn’t have interaction with her teachers.
The 7th grade core has daily office hours which were fabulous for my son. He was able to log in
daily and even just say hi if he was down from missing everyone. The 6th grade social studies
teacher would not interact even when asked. My elementary student was very lucky to have
Sara Hill as well she made the experience perfect for my daughter. I do believe teachers should
have interaction requirements with at least office hours each day.

6/27/2020 7:28 AM

1741 In light of how quickly norovirus spread in November, I am concerned how this virus may
spread through our schools and community.

6/27/2020 7:27 AM

1742 I will only send my kids to school if there are no restrictions (masks and social distancing). If
there are restrictions I will homeschool my kids.

6/27/2020 7:19 AM

1743 I am beth concerned about what will happen if you do not have school back to 100% in-person
class for.those that want to attend. My child did do her school work in the spring, but she didn't
get anything out of it. In my opinion, it was more busywork. I am very concerned about how
much the children ill fall behind in school if distance learning or even hybrid learning we're to
occur this school year. I also I'm worried about the children that are at risk. School is a safe
haven for them and most of the time the teachers are the ones that report child abuse because
they are with them during the school year. Those.children can not be looked after and removed
from unsafe situations if they do not attend an in-person class. I was one of those children
growing and I do not want to continue to see this happen to future generations. I am also

6/27/2020 7:18 AM
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concerned about children wearing masks all day. I believe it will become a distraction from their
learning environment.

1744 Most Young kids are not prepared or trained or have no discipline to do online learning. It takes
time to get there and maturity. During 2019-2020, those months were frustrating and confusing
for my son. I hope that at least next school year, if the kids have to do online schooling, it could
be helpful for the kids to go to school a couple days a week and get prepare and get questions
answered.

6/27/2020 7:14 AM

1745 Thank you for all your efforts to make these uncertain times safe and educationally proficient for
our children. It is never possible to satisfy everyone but I appreciate our teachers and school
administrators.

6/27/2020 7:11 AM

1746 I appreciate all the communication from the superintendent and school board. I believe they are
trying to do what is best for everyone and appreciate all of their hard work. I am hopeful that
they will be able to have the children attend school at least part time. The children definitely
miss something by not being in-person with teachers and fellow students. I especially want it to
start in-person for the sake of my kindergartener, as I want him to have some semblance of a
“normal” public school experience.

6/27/2020 7:11 AM

1747 The teachers did a good job with the remote learning, but my child has ADHD and found it very
difficult to learn from home.

6/27/2020 7:11 AM

1748 No 6/27/2020 7:05 AM

1749 No 6/27/2020 7:04 AM

1750 I know you are all doing your best and I am very thankful for the teachers and staff you all
serve. I have big concerns about mask wearing and how social distancing is going to look for
students like mine who have unique wiring and additional needs. I am also concerned about the
disadvantage low income families may face if/when remote learning is used, especially if the
communication and lessons are not intentionally inclusive and focused on alleviating the extra
challenge those students would be facing. Additionally I am uneasy about the burden teachers
are already under and the added stress that comes with the health and safety standards
officials may place which inevitably they would be implementing. That being said, I believe you
are all working on behalf of your students’ best interests and the situation does not seem to
allow an ideal scenario. Thank you for seeking feedback and input from parents and the
community.

6/27/2020 7:03 AM

1751 I will not send my children if masks are required. 6/27/2020 6:56 AM

1752 It would be very hard to online school only for certain classes. My son is signed up for ROTC
you cannot do that 100% at home. Also with his IEP I cannot give him the same needs as his
special education teachers can. I work 43 hours a week and it would be very difficult to do class
work for 4-6 hours with him at night too.

6/27/2020 6:54 AM

1753 Err on the side of caution please to protect faculty and students. I support good public health
practice and will support d51 leadership in requiring hand hygiene, masks, social distancing.

6/27/2020 6:52 AM

1754 N/A 6/27/2020 6:51 AM

1755 If I’m not satisfied with the reopening of schooling I will continue with home learning as was
before

6/27/2020 6:47 AM

1756 Having online options at the school they attend is important in case the virus count is up, not
just Grand River.

6/27/2020 6:47 AM

1757 You all will need to make sure the college and WCCC are on the same page. 6/27/2020 6:43 AM

1758 If students are to do remote learning we will not use the public remote learning we will choose
another homeschooling source. This remote learning from public online was horrific. Parents
who work CANNOT be expected to teach at home, with five million different places to check
into for each child.

6/27/2020 6:41 AM

1759 My son will be a senior. Our family likes the idea of a collage Type set up. Different classes a
couple times a week. English Monday Wednesday math Tuesday Thursday etc Prepares them
further for the next step of education.

6/27/2020 6:40 AM

1760 I don't trust the local public health officials. The decisions and what they say shows me they are
NOT concerned for my and my family's health but only concerned for the economy. They are

6/27/2020 6:33 AM
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very political and only using the science that they want to use. Please don't just rely on these
officials to make your decisions. Please keep our students health and their family's health
foremost in you mind.

1761 The science behind covid 19 proves that our children are not in danger of dying from it. It
should not be hindering our students from getting a face to face education. Remote learning
does not work. If you took the time to read this please have a good rest of your day.

6/27/2020 6:31 AM

1762 No face masks or boarders around the desks. 6/27/2020 6:21 AM

1763 If we do do a hybrid... what will it look like for teachers who are parents, will we also be able to
be at home with our young children, or will those children require childcare on the days they
aren’t in person school...

6/27/2020 6:06 AM

1764 What will busing be like? My child has special needs. 6/27/2020 5:55 AM

1765 This is not an easy situation. Thank you for navigating through it for our children. 6/27/2020 5:54 AM

1766 My kids hate doing school from home!!!!!!! - I’m not a teacher. - my kids cried everyday - is it
even healthy to have that much screen time! They complained there eyes hurt and of head
aches. - they miss there friends. - being social is a huge part of my kids life’s. - fighting my kids
to do homework I thought was hard on our relationship! But actually trying to be the teacher and
homeschooling took the cake. - please let our kids go back to school.

6/27/2020 5:49 AM

1767 We need to make sure we are the cases are not growing so the kids don't get sick or bring it
home to sustable people

6/27/2020 5:04 AM

1768 I will not be sending my kids if there are major restrictions such as no specials, or mask
requirements.

6/27/2020 3:56 AM

1769 Please do remote learning 6/27/2020 3:51 AM

1770 Social interaction and the physical activity that the school provides is integral for proper, well-
rounded development.

6/27/2020 3:18 AM

1771 If the school district doesn’t go back to in person instruction without restrictions, my son will be
going to Grand River. He will not be treated as a prisoner without the ability to play and
socialize with other students without having to wear a mask of pea ring social distancing. While
COVID is serious, the flu has taken more lives and we don’t treat our children this way during
flu season. Furthermore, the wearing of masks is ridiculous as it has been said not help the
spread of the virus. Not to mention the mental strain the past 3 months have done to our
children as well as the adults. You cannot effectively implement a hybrid model of learning
because the needs of families are too demanding and many families have to work. If you don’t
go to 100%, there are many parents ready and willing to pull student and create a learning
environment that will foster learning and mental stability,

6/27/2020 2:25 AM

1772 If they do reopen the schools they need to have children check for temperatures and send them
home if they are sick this is something that has been needed for a very long time if there is not
a parent at home that can pick up the child the school needs to have an area to keep children
that are ill

6/27/2020 1:52 AM

1773 My children would love to go back to school. They do not do well with remote learning. 6/27/2020 1:29 AM

1774 I have a child who is higher risk who is not school age yet. My husband and I have been
watching the numbers nationwide and we do not feel it safe to send our oldest to school
knowing he could potentially infect our younger child. We love our school and in most instances
we think in person learning is best, however a pandemic (with experts are also predicting a
spike in the fall) calls for extenuating circumstances. I sincerely hope our more at risk kids are
taken into account with all decision making, as well as families with anyone at risk. I personally
would like the option to continue remote learning.

6/27/2020 12:58 AM

1775 The students need to be back full-time for normalcy. Also, there needs to be consistent
oversight of teachers’ online lesson plans and curriculum. Some put forth little to no effort in
their online teaching this past school year.

6/27/2020 12:54 AM

1776 These kiddos deserve to be in school like they were in the last years. 6/27/2020 12:53 AM

1777 Please continue to keep our SROs :-) 6/27/2020 12:51 AM

1778 I fully support the district taking extra measures to keep everyone safe. I don’t believe that 6/27/2020 12:18 AM
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wearing masks, extra hand washing etc will scar our learners. This is our current normal and
we must protect one another and make the best of the situation. Thanks!

1779 My daughter is a Senior in the fall and her class deserves to have a normal Senior year with
dances, choir concerts and sports. I support 100% at school learning and sports as usual.

6/27/2020 12:17 AM

1780 My children did not find distance learning beneficial as it was more geared towards the children
that were behind. This caused them to be disengaged in learning. If masks are required, the
children are not allowed to play on the playground, or they are going to be confined to one room
for the duration of the school day they will be attending grand river academy per the request of
my children. “I don’t want to feel like we are in a jail stuck in one room.”

6/27/2020 12:15 AM

1781 My student already attends Grand River Academy, but I am at high risk, and she should not be
exposed.

6/27/2020 12:15 AM

1782 Both my boys have Type I diabetics and have compromised immunity. I have MS and have a
compromised immune system. A 100% online option for students and staff who have
immunodeficiency or live with a person at high risk should be available in the fall. Thank you for
the opportunity to share our input.

6/27/2020 12:11 AM

1783 100% open. No masks. No social distancing. The stats do not supports the overreaction for our
kids.

6/27/2020 12:09 AM

1784 I will not make my kids wear masks to school. If the schools insist or make in person learning
unbearable I will not allow my children to go to our public schools and I will find them an online
school instead.

6/26/2020 11:52 PM

1785 The grading system for remote learning is a joke. My child did their work and proceeded to turn
it in on time and attend all meetings for the lessons and still managed to not only drop in grades
but recieve very poor feed back. Aside from the special eduation teachers, my childs core
teacher wasn't very helpful and would not grade upon effort and participation.

6/26/2020 11:38 PM

1786 If it goes back to remote learning in the fall , I don't know how to maintain employment and
homeschool my children at the same time.

6/26/2020 11:35 PM

1787 I am highly disappointed in not only my children's school but the district. My children had zero
support for remote learning and we called. Not only did their teachers not keep in touch or
provide assistance that was not online due to no internet but their principal said he just put in a
ticket to the help desk. We were never contacted again for the rest of the remote learning. My
children suffered and this isn't fair to them. My children deserve better

6/26/2020 11:25 PM

1788 How are the teachers going to be able to give quality teaching with all the new rules everyone
will have to follow ? (Like wearing masks, social distancing of desks, different passing periods,
restrictions on how many students can be riding the bus at one time, no assemblies, etc. if you
are at school, part of the learning experience is the social experience with friends.)

6/26/2020 11:23 PM

1789 If learning is remot it would help if there was more structure (i.e. teacher all give assignments
on Monday that are due on Friday) so the kids can plan and structure their learning rather than
having assignments coming at all times and making it difficult to keep track of assignments.

6/26/2020 11:22 PM

1790 The remote learning really put both my kids behind! Did not like it at all! 6/26/2020 11:15 PM

1791 We would consider 100% homeschooling before trying partial or complete remote learning. 6/26/2020 11:12 PM

1792 I think you should ask the kids how they feel about all this.. I want everyone safe but I've
spoken to my daughter and her friends and they don't want to wear masks they don't want to
stay in one classroom the whole time and they don't want online learning.. It took a huge toll on
their Emotional health and I think people should listen to what they have to say

6/26/2020 11:10 PM

1793 Unless there is a vaccine, I don't see a safe way to send our kids back in a school building. 6/26/2020 11:09 PM

1794 No 6/26/2020 11:08 PM

1795 My son does very good in school and takes pride in his grades I found it was really hard for him
to do the work online he also is a football and basketball player he does a lot better with in
school learning

6/26/2020 11:06 PM

1796 Please don’t make them wear masks or social distance. 6/26/2020 11:06 PM

1797 If school is to continue remotely, the kids need access to counseling support and better access 6/26/2020 11:02 PM
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to their teachers. My daughter struggled alot with self direction and lack of social constructs

1798 I think having young children wearing a mask would be nearly impossible for both teachers and
students. I believe a hybrid system would be best because it allows for the social aspect of
school to be honored, while minimizing contact between children throughout the week.

6/26/2020 10:58 PM

1799 My daughter was enrolled in Grand River last year and would prefer that if classes are to be
remote.

6/26/2020 10:53 PM

1800 It is an outbreak waiting to happen and a traumatic experience with what is purposed in other
areas. Please don't do in-person.

6/26/2020 10:51 PM

1801 Hang in there! We know you will make the best choices for our students and staff! 6/26/2020 10:48 PM

1802 Send our kids back to school full time. Quit negatively affecting them. 6/26/2020 10:43 PM

1803 Just let the healthy students go to school! No masks, let the little one have recess and no on
again off-again school!

6/26/2020 10:40 PM

1804 Im ok with my kids wearing masks if recommended. I prefer in person school, but if there was a
large outbreak, I would like the option of returning to remote learning for safety.

6/26/2020 10:34 PM

1805 Thank you for all you do. You all have been so amazing during this process. We 100% trust
your judgement and what you decide for our kids

6/26/2020 10:31 PM

1806 My son that goes to junior high would attend, but my special needs medically fragile child would
not attend if they have to wear masks and sit apart from one another and stay in the same seat
all day long.

6/26/2020 10:30 PM

1807 It’s time to go back to in person learning. Remote learning doesn’t work. 6/26/2020 10:29 PM

1808 No 6/26/2020 10:26 PM

1809 If education is hybrid, I would need both of my children off on the same days and times to allow
for my older child to care for my younger child while we work.

6/26/2020 10:26 PM

1810 I do not want my children wearing masks 6/26/2020 10:20 PM

1811 Remote learning doesn’t work well for my child who has a IEP. I also don’t feel with our very low
Covid numbers here Mesa County that we need to have any restrictions this coming school
year. Let our children have a school year because last year was so hard on them in many ways.
No mask and no social distancing or we won’t be sending our 3 kids to D51 schools

6/26/2020 10:19 PM

1812 It was hard on the younger children that need more guidance and teaching. 6/26/2020 10:18 PM

1813 Face to face is what we would likke. 6/26/2020 10:18 PM

1814 The system sucks 6/26/2020 10:17 PM

1815 My daughter loves school. She misses her teachers and friends. But we will not give our child
the COVID-19 vaccine in order to return to school.

6/26/2020 10:12 PM

1816 No 6/26/2020 10:05 PM

1817 In person learning is extremely important for my child 6/26/2020 10:02 PM

1818 Thank you for getting this survey out to us in a very timely manner! 6/26/2020 10:02 PM

1819 In my opinion it should either be 100% in school or 100% remote learning, not a hybrid half day,
half class thing.

6/26/2020 10:00 PM

1820 We need to return to school in a normal manner. Fully open, no masks, and having ALL
extracurricular activities.

6/26/2020 9:58 PM

1821 Safety is priority #1 for my children. I hope to see a model of safety directed by the advisements
of the CDC. I also don’t believe at this point masks should be optional, they should be required
for all students and staff.

6/26/2020 9:58 PM

1822 none 6/26/2020 9:57 PM

1823 If remote learning is in place the learning levels and expectations should be the same as if it
were in person. My child was not challenged at all during the spring remote learning. She

6/26/2020 9:55 PM
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learned nothing! Most of her teachers just gave up or were told to back off. It was pretty much a
waste. This will not prepare her for college.

1824 No 6/26/2020 9:54 PM

1825 Please do not require masks to attend school. If masks are required we will look elsewhere for
education.

6/26/2020 9:54 PM

1826 Put our kids back in class full time. 6/26/2020 9:53 PM

1827 I will not send my kids back to "in building" school if they are required to wear face masks, no
outside play time or field trips. Please communicate with parents on this subject when that is
what most is worried about.

6/26/2020 9:50 PM

1828 Since I teach in the district, I will be doing what the school district is directed to do in regards to
work. My husband is a security officer for the district. I do want to return to face-to-face
learning, but I’m hoping for at least some precautions. I realize kids may not often contract
COVID or become very sick, but it will serve no one to have our staff and teachers sick or in
danger. My own children deserve to be safe and to have safe and healthy parents, too. I don’t
have all of the answers, but I do hope we will do what the health department directs and not
attempt to get variances to appease parents who want their kids back in school, regardless of
the cost to their children’s teachers.

6/26/2020 9:50 PM

1829 Thanks for providing updates and considering all options while facing very difficult, complicated
decisions.

6/26/2020 9:49 PM

1830 I will not send my kid if masks are worn 6/26/2020 9:48 PM

1831 Some parents may decide to homeschool if schools are back in session and do not offer
remote learning, but that was not an option in your survey.

6/26/2020 9:48 PM

1832 My son wants to be homeschooled if he has to wear a mask all day which I am in agreement
with him.

6/26/2020 9:47 PM

1833 I would be happy to send my children back to school should there be no restrictions for social
distancing or face masks for them. If those things are required or remote learning is needed, it
would be easier for our family to do homeschool on our own schedule and with resources we
can be in charge of.

6/26/2020 9:47 PM

1834 It seems like masks would be hard to enforce. Is the teacher required to dicipline students who
won't wear a mask? How will classtooms of 30+ students be separated for social distancing. My
husband and I both work full time, so if students are not in school full time, getting our children
to and from school would be a huge issue. We do not meet the requirements for bussing. I
know there are so many logistics and do not envy your decision. We will be suportive of what
ever decision is made in the best interest of health and safety for both teachers and students.

6/26/2020 9:45 PM

1835 If hybrid option, we would like to see more FaceTime with teachers. Ideally, an option that
mimics a classroom setting.

6/26/2020 9:44 PM

1836 I expect school to be in session. Remote learning was a nightmare, not healthy for the kids.
Absolutely will pull my kid out and take to a different school district if D51 is not in session full
time. Both parents work and will not leave a child at home to fend for themselves and waste a
semester or year trying to learn online. Mesa County has wonderful weather most of year, go
outside, rent shade canopies, kids need to be in school learning. Colorado Mesa University has
announced plans to be in person. We can do this with our low numbers. The kids deserve to be
on school with their friends and teachers.

6/26/2020 9:43 PM

1837 I dont think my children were able to get what they needed from the online remote learning. 6/26/2020 9:42 PM

1838 No masks on children/students. Sports are a good team Builder and healthy lifestyle that should
continue.

6/26/2020 9:41 PM

1839 Please try your best to implement in person learning this fall. It so much more rewarding for the
students, and I like to think for the teachers as well.

6/26/2020 9:40 PM

1840 Central and Chepita schools are amazing. They are very supportive and have patience with our
children.

6/26/2020 9:39 PM

1841 I am cautiously optimistic. However, it worries me that many, if not most in our community, are
still not seeing the serious nature of the current situation. From my observations, I feel many

6/26/2020 9:37 PM
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are seeing the reopening as a return to business as usual with little or no regard for the fragility
of the situation. I am honestly a little apprehensive about kids returning to school in the fall.
With parents possibly not taking every precaution and not respecting procedures in place, I am
not excited about sending my children into schools to be in close quarters with students whose
families have perhaps not been diligent about following protocols. It worries me greatly.

1842 I found online learning to be ineffective for my children. 6/26/2020 9:36 PM

1843 I have seriously considered unenrolling my children if 100% remote learning takes place this
fall. It is not a good way to learn and I’d rather homeschool my children rather than do that
again.

6/26/2020 9:35 PM

1844 Yes I would not have my child go through D51 remote learning if that becomes the only option. I
will choose an existing home school program.

6/26/2020 9:32 PM

1845 No 6/26/2020 9:32 PM

1846 Remote learning was the worst experience for my family. My wife and I both are considered
essential, so we had to find babysitters for each day and then do homework when we got
home. It was absolutely idiotic to have the computers shut down in the evening because in
many instances we could not start homework until 30 minutes before shutdown. In addition, the
teachers spent minimal time helping our students, especially since our work was done after
hours. My kids hate school now and dread going back in fear of this happening again. D51
administration would not listen to my concerns and frankly am disgusted with their inability to
communicate. I talked with friends that have their children attend Caprock Academy and they
had the exact opposite experience. Overall, you should all be ashamed of yourselves and
should tender your resignation immediately. I am appalled with how the district is ran and would
like to see another audit completed to show how poorly our taxpayer money is spent. I can see
why the district cannot keep teachers! Our children deserve better than the know-it-all’s we
currently have “running” our district. You should all be ashamed!!!

6/26/2020 9:31 PM

1847 I understand the possibility of children needing to adhere to extra safety rules for school to go
back to in person instruction. However, I won’t send my elementary aged daughter back to
school if social distancing, closed play grounds and lunchrooms and masks will be the
environment she’ll go back to. I will homeschool her. My twins that will be freshman will likely try
attending in person school, even with the safety measures in place. We will keep
homeschooling open as an option for them as well, if they feel the environment at school is too
uncomfortable with new rules in place. I know this is a tough situation to navigate, thank you for
all you do.

6/26/2020 9:31 PM

1848 If in person learning resumes my kids will be very happy to return to school; but if that is not a
safe option they will also be fine with a hybrid option or learning from home. We want to be
apart of what is best for the community as a whole.

6/26/2020 9:30 PM

1849 Remote learning was so rough for a while til the end when we were finally getting a hang of it.
Working and teaching is so hard. Lots to do. The of course my paychecks are lower due to not
being a work because I’m home doing remote learning. My son really missed face to face
seeing people everyday. So sad to be the only child and not able to see someone from school.

6/26/2020 9:30 PM

1850 I vaccinate my kids but I am against the government mandating a shot for the virus to attend
school. Parents should be able to choose and if something has not been testefd long term and
not proven safe long term we should have a choice. Teachers should also not be able to
change assignments after they are posted it is too difficult to keep up on what is required

6/26/2020 9:29 PM

1851 My observation was that it was very difficult for the children, the teachers and working parents
to do remote learning. I really hope we can initiate some good community practices that help
create a safe environment for our children and teachers to return to schools full time. If that
means shutting down bars and restaurants again or implementing strong social distancing
policies, I think it’s worth it to our kids, teachers, and families, to be able to go back to school
full time this fall.

6/26/2020 9:29 PM

1852 No 6/26/2020 9:29 PM

1853 My son has a hearing disability. If teachers or students wear masks that makes it hard for him
to understand and impedes his learning ability. If masks are required I will have to consider
other options.

6/26/2020 9:27 PM

1854 I am uncomfortable with the idea of a 100% in-person learning model for the fall unless a 6/26/2020 9:23 PM
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vaccine is readily available. Our children live with both parents and grandparents (who have
conditions that put them at-risk for serious complications if they get COVID-19). Requiring my
children to go and risk exposing their vulnerable grandparents to this virus seems like a bad
choice.

1855 If my children have to wear a mask and arent able to participate in music, PE, and or recess or
are required to get a covid vaccination our children will not be attending district 51

6/26/2020 9:23 PM

1856 I think social distancing is going to be very difficult with the amount of students in each
classroom and I dont see kids of any age wearing masks throughout the day and during after-
school programs.

6/26/2020 9:23 PM

1857 Remote learning a failure 6/26/2020 9:22 PM

1858 I am a sole parent who works at D51. If my job became remote with the same schedule as my
kids then I could help them as well. The teachers did well considering they had little notice but
learning a second language at home has been difficult.

6/26/2020 9:22 PM

1859 I feel the children should have strict procedures; wearing masks and washing hands/sanitizing
and wiping flat surfaces. I have ordered masks for school. It is important the kids wear them.
Too many parents send their kids coughing to school. I will also be available to help in anyway
at least 1-2 days a week. And am good with online. But kids need to socially interact with their
peers and administrators. I am thankful keeping our kids SAFE is number one!  thank you ALL

6/26/2020 9:21 PM

1860 We need to not run from a virus! It’s a virus! We need to continue our lives as normal and those
who are at risk should quarantine.

6/26/2020 9:19 PM

1861 I work at the school district as a sped para so if there was a hybrid set up I would need
childcare unless the staff schedule was hybrid as well

6/26/2020 9:18 PM

1862 At this point in time, I’m still unsure of what is coming school year will look like. However, I feel it
is very important for District 51 schools sweet here to the most stringent public safety health
standards.

6/26/2020 9:18 PM

1863 My son’s first grade teacher @ Pomona just stopped communication. I never heard from the
principal! Unacceptable. I was very disappointed in her & the lack of response. He was on a
reading program & without his special reading teacher we would have been absolutely lost. She
was a champion.

6/26/2020 9:15 PM

1864 If there are requirements in place because of covid-19 where there is not playgroud,lunch
room,library and others in place my children will only do half days

6/26/2020 9:15 PM

1865 If they have to wear masks they should not be there! Online would be healthier for them.. then
wearing masks all day.

6/26/2020 9:15 PM

1866 The teachers (Geer and Ludlam) did an amazing job last spring, given the circumstances! 6/26/2020 9:14 PM

1867 Kids need to be in school!!! They are NOT AT RISK. 6/26/2020 9:14 PM

1868 Just thank you for all of your thoughtful consideration. I know you're doing your very best for all
of us, but you may not be hearing that enough.

6/26/2020 9:13 PM

1869 We would like to have our children back in the classroom this fall. However, if the guideline
require them to wear masks, socially distance themselves, etc. we will plan on home-schooling
our children. The remote learning this spring was not beneficial for our child.

6/26/2020 9:12 PM

1870 Thank you for asking us our opinion. 6/26/2020 9:07 PM

1871 No 6/26/2020 9:06 PM

1872 Thanks for all you do. Will a stipend be available to help cover education costs should we
choose to completely homeschool with a different curriculum?

6/26/2020 9:04 PM

1873 Remote learning is VERY hard when you have both parents that work outside the home. Its
virtually impossible to donate the time needed daily to keep up.

6/26/2020 9:03 PM

1874 Please let the kids back with NO restrictions. Social distancing is not good for them they have
enough of that already. Look at the suicide rate now. Please don’t put these children at more
risk. They need to be children and learn with hands on and not I’m front of a screen all day. No
masks!! They need to see smiles and hear laughing or other emotions. Some children need

6/26/2020 9:02 PM
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school for food and safety. Thank you for reading this. Our teachers did amazing at LOM but
my kids missed the teachers and friends.

1875 No 6/26/2020 8:58 PM

1876 No masks. I don't feel they are safe or healthy for anyone to wear for long periods of time. 6/26/2020 8:57 PM

1877 None 6/26/2020 8:57 PM

1878 No mask wearing for kids and let kids learn and play on play ground 6/26/2020 8:52 PM

1879 Working family, we are essential workers and have struggled with online schooling, finding
sitters and completing online schooling. Also worried about mental health set backs when not
amongst friends

6/26/2020 8:49 PM

1880 Nope 6/26/2020 8:48 PM

1881 Would love to have my kids back for in person learning, they get more out of it and it's good for
them to be around their peers. If our covid numbers continue to increase I won't feel
comfortable sending them back though.

6/26/2020 8:48 PM

1882 We need to open our school so our children can learn from the actual teacher rather then us!
They do a lot better that way

6/26/2020 8:48 PM

1883 Some in person instruction with mandatory safety measure is must to keep our kids in school
and businesses still open. For the mental health of our children we will need some in person
instruction.

6/26/2020 8:47 PM

1884 If my child is required to wear a face mask at school and socially distance from friends then I
don’t think that will be the best option for her. She is a social child, but gets anxiety about new
situations easily. She would not do well without support from teachers and peers, let alone
having to wear a mask all day.

6/26/2020 8:46 PM

1885 I want to have the choice to send my kids to school. I will not send them back if face masks are
a requirement as I do not believe they have the skill, knowledge or responsibility to manage
them properly. I also do not want to put another thing for teachers to have to manage, they do
enough.

6/26/2020 8:45 PM

1886 Time to get our kids back to learning the way it should be 6/26/2020 8:44 PM

1887 The more covid-related rules that apply, the less likely I am to send my small children to school.
I do not want them to have to wear masks, or give up recess and/or specials.

6/26/2020 8:43 PM

1888 This is an impossible situation. You can not please everyone and the upset families tend to be
very vocal. We are so impressed and grateful for teachers, staff and administrators who are
trying to navigate this ever changing situation. Please know we support you and appreciate
you.

6/26/2020 8:43 PM

1889 Online learning was very difficult as it was hard for my children to stay focused. I feel they did
not learn as much as they could have in person. I hope in person learning starts up again but I
understand if online learning is needed to protect everyone.

6/26/2020 8:42 PM

1890 The teachers were wonderful and did the best they could under the circumstances. Remote
learning overnight was a disaster in my opinion. These kids need socialization as well as
learning in person. This cannot continue. I would rather take the risk of them catching some
thing than to continue with remote learning. Especially having a child with an IEP, it was
especially hard on her.

6/26/2020 8:40 PM

1891 With my 8th grader’s severe special needs, he was not able to do remote learning at all. If the
district goes to remote learning again, I will need to quit my job to stay home with him.

6/26/2020 8:40 PM

1892 it is important for kids to be kids and be able to build a strong immune system. 6/26/2020 8:39 PM

1893 Need to see what numbers/data looks like for Covid-19 when they start school. 6/26/2020 8:37 PM

1894 If COVID cases are on the increase as school starts we would opt for a remote options with
availability of services on line

6/26/2020 8:36 PM

1895 He does better with in School learning and both Dad and Grandma have to work to keep Bill's
payed

6/26/2020 8:34 PM
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1896 Thank you for doing your best! 6/26/2020 8:33 PM

1897 NO masks required, it is so incredibly hard on little bodies. Also, my son has severe anxiety and
every day he is home he is more afraid of going back to school. All the incredible progress he
made last year in terms of his anxiety is now gone. He needs as much exposure to safe social
interactions with other students, teachers, staff, and other parents as possible. I give him a
structured environment at home but it is not the same as having face to face interactions at
school. Being home with his mom is NOT enough. Please consider children’s emotional and
mental wellbeing, especially since COVID cases in children are so incredibly rare.

6/26/2020 8:33 PM

1898 No 6/26/2020 8:32 PM

1899 No. 6/26/2020 8:30 PM

1900 My child is struggling with the lack of socialization and face to face time with her teachers.
Learning is so much more than just the classwork. The kids need their teachers and the
teachers need their students. Online/remote learning is difficult for the kids who need to attend
childcare while parents work when the childcare centers do not allow the kids to have
electronics and then those kids are unable to join in on Google meets, talk to their teachers
when they are available for help and all of the teaching falls on the parents who are not always
equipped to teach their child what they are learning.

6/26/2020 8:26 PM

1901 Masks need to be mandatory in the building to protect students and staff. Without this in place,
unless there is a vaccine, it will not be safe! Also, ninth and tenth grade classes are generally
bursting at the seams. This cannot be the case in the fall. That is also unsafe, and I don't want
my kid crammed in a class with 30+ others. My kid's teachers did a great job, and he felt
challenged appropriately throughout the quarter, but hearing from his friends, it was pretty
inconsistent across the board. I understand that it was a crazy switch, but telling kids that their
grade wouldn't go down even if they didn't do any work was seriously detrimental for motivation.
And it really put teachers in a difficult position (especially the ones who were managing the
instruction with due diligence.). We need a better system in place for the next round of online
learning, but I am confident that plans will be in place for that. I think our district handled the
whole situation appropriately otherwise with the short notice and minimal planning time, so
thank you for that! Teachers certainly appreciated that extra week to plan an online unit.

6/26/2020 8:24 PM

1902 Remote learning (no matter how well executed) eliminates teaching elementary aged children
about so many social skills they desperately need to be building on. Remote learning with two
parents working full time is unfair to our daughter's education and we don't have the option of
taking a hiatus from working on short notice or for an unknown period of time.

6/26/2020 8:22 PM

1903 I would be ok with half day of serious learning if social distancing/ restriction were in place. Full
day with social distancing/ restrictions we would look into home schooling.

6/26/2020 8:18 PM

1904 My children will not be comfortable wearing masks, and school without recess, lunch and other
group activities is not how school should be. They need interaction with other kids.

6/26/2020 8:17 PM

1905 If my children have to be at school and yet be isolated and wear masks I will probably not send
them.

6/26/2020 8:15 PM

1906 no 6/26/2020 8:15 PM

1907 I don’t see how a hybrid model will work when both parents work full time. That is a big concern
of mine.

6/26/2020 8:14 PM

1908 If there is a hybrid or 100% online instruction I as a parent would like to see a module set up
like regular school. Where my children will log in to a live lessons with their teacher(s) everyday.

6/26/2020 8:11 PM

1909 My child will not be forced to attend a Black Lives Matter Class because ALL LIVES MATTER 6/26/2020 8:09 PM

1910 If we had known grades from the previous quarter were simply going to carry over and doing all
the PE and music assignments was all for nothing, I bet we wouldn't have killed ourselves. I
certainly hope grades aren't carried over again. We spent way too much time and worked way
too hard and it felt like it was all for nothing and that definitely wasn't easy at all. We also had a
teacher who communicated phenomenally (Mrs. kopp). I hope if this happens again the other
teachers can be like her. She was our saving grace!

6/26/2020 8:09 PM

1911 I will pull all three children from district 51 if sports are participation only -no fans. I will pull all
three children with any sort of mask requirement is made, loss of school grounds usage, i.e.
cafeteria, gym, library, recess, nurse's office. School for children needs to be normal for them.

6/26/2020 8:07 PM
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They have already missed out on many opportunities due to fear from our health department.
Please let us support you with having normal school and normal sports and activities

1912 I am having to teach my son the end of 2nd grade material so he is ready for 3rd grade in the
fall, he fell behind during remote learning - I might as well pull my children out of school and
homeschool since I am teaching them anyway. My daughter has worked hard her last 14 years
in school and deserves a senior year to remember. Let them go back please. It is what is best
for the vast majority of kids.

6/26/2020 8:07 PM

1913 Please don’t go to online only school. It is not an effective nor sustainable way for our students
and the community to learn and grow.

6/26/2020 8:05 PM

1914 My child will NOT be able to wear a face mask and be able to properly breathe! Doctors notes
can be provided.

6/26/2020 8:05 PM

1915 I do not plan to start my child in kindergarten this next year if it will be remote learning or a
hybrid schedule, I also will be reluctant to start my child if she had to wear a mask while at
school or if she is not allowed in to have recess and interact with other children, I would rather
her stay home with myself and her siblings and look at other options.

6/26/2020 8:03 PM

1916 Hi I would rather they delayed the return to school date by a week or two if needed to make the
kids safe and able to go to school in person at least for a majority of learning. I also had
concerns with high school registration at Fruita as last year this was very slow, congested and a
lot of parents were upset with the delay and complaining even under pre covid conditions.
Fruita middle and 8/9 in comparison work very efficient and well. Thank you for asking!

6/26/2020 8:03 PM

1917 Thank you! This is a monumental task and you are handling it with grace and wisdom. We
appreciate you!

6/26/2020 8:03 PM

1918 Redlands middle school 6th grade teachers did a great job with the remote learning 6/26/2020 8:02 PM

1919 Let the kids go back. They need an education and the social interaction. Use good hand
hygiene. Lets not live in fear.

6/26/2020 8:00 PM

1920 I would like to see the district use seesaw for the you get kids. I would also like to see masks
mandated. For the middle schoolers i would like to see the learning operate with a home room
So that parents and kids have a point person. I’d also like to see the timeframe for assignments
be consistent and very regular. Our middle schooler often was scrambling to figure out which
direction was up with assignments coming from lots of places with variable due dates and time
for completion.

6/26/2020 7:59 PM

1921 While all of this is uncomfortable for everyone, and big systems like school districts are hard to
steer in different directions because of all the voices that hold sway, I believe these radically
different times call for considering radically different solutions. If in person classes resume in
August, can we consider a winter break rather than a summer break to mitigate the spread of
disease when disease spreads the fastest? Can we consider outdoor classrooms? How about a
track system that goes year round, which would allow for reduced numbers on campus at a
given time? I have other ideas, but the point is I want in person classes to be successful and so
I think there are out-of-the-box strategies we could employ that could help it be successful.

6/26/2020 7:57 PM

1922 It will be almost impossible to keep children away from each other in school. If there are 6ft
guidelines, I don’t think it will be possible with young children.

6/26/2020 7:57 PM

1923 My kids would benefit from being in school, however they need interaction as well. I don’t
believe the kids are the most at risk in this situation and should be able to live as normal as
possible.

6/26/2020 7:53 PM

1924 If we don’t go back in person, we should at least do hybrid with some in person and some
online so it’s fair for people who want i. person and people who don’t.

6/26/2020 7:49 PM

1925 Please offer in-person instruction if at all possible. Remote learning is not sufficient for my
students, taking AP, CMU & Honors classes not to mention the athletic, social & emotional
component they would miss using remote learning. My students will wear masks, if required.
Please, allow students back for in-person instruction. If parents don’t want to adhere to send
their students then offer remote learning to them. Don’t rob those that want to be there of that
opportunity, especially the Senior class if 2021.

6/26/2020 7:49 PM

1926 Remote learning is good, but teacher dépendant. Our 5th grader didn’t get much out of distance
learning because of lack of teacher preparation, but our 2nd grade kept learning because her

6/26/2020 7:47 PM
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teacher pushed her.

1927 Face mask are not gonna work for a 3 grader not social distancing they need interaction and
teaching. I’m a working mom and they have a working dad both in the medical field. We pay our
taxes so are kids can go to school to learn by the awesome teachers that we trust. We like to
see things back to the way they were. Ya parents are not able to help both kids with remote
learning and it is not fair to them to keep them lock away at home and teach them selfs.

6/26/2020 7:46 PM

1928 With our crazy work schedules, we found it really hard to be consistent with getting work done
which I feel is important to be and also I felt like it was more of a review of things they already
know, I don't feel like they learned anything new.

6/26/2020 7:45 PM

1929 Kids need to get back to school, teachers need their jobs , one economy needs to get back to
normal

6/26/2020 7:45 PM

1930 If they go with any type of remote learning or any type of mask wearing/separation she will be
pulled and home schooled

6/26/2020 7:44 PM

1931 My family is in full support of going back to face to face learning. We are also in full support of
whatever SD51 need to do to make it happen

6/26/2020 7:43 PM

1932 Not at this time. 6/26/2020 7:40 PM

1933 remote learning needs more time outside school hours so working parents can get more info
from teachers. Also with special learning children, it is hard to do 3.5 hrs a day of school work
because it has to been done after im done working. even if do partial at school and partial at
home, would be nice for chrome book to come home so i can help with homework, since wnt
have time with teachers help

6/26/2020 7:38 PM

1934 Remote learning was a lot of assignments and busy work and very minimal teaching and
feedback.

6/26/2020 7:38 PM

1935 I work a full time remote job. My husband works 24hr shifts. I have two other small kids as well I
can’t provide my child the level of attention she needs to be successful in school while working
and caring for other kids. It’s not realistic and not fair to her education either. I didn’t go to
school to be a teacher.

6/26/2020 7:37 PM

1936 No, but thanks for taking our opinions into account. 6/26/2020 7:36 PM

1937 I think all students should receive the same instruction. For example, all second graders should
be instructed by the instructional curriculum lead teachers. So each district same grade levels
are being instructed In the same manner.

6/26/2020 7:36 PM

1938 #4. I would have selected Fair, if you hadn’t attached satisfactory to it. It was not satisfactory.
My high schooler had many teachers who could have easily adapted their curriculum better and
done more/better but didn’t bother. Some of her teacher did the bare minimum of "weekly
contact", not even an assignment. My child needs social interaction for her emotional health
and in person learning for her mental/physical well being. She also struggles with anxiety. I've
watched some of your meetings, some of the city counsel meetings and press conferences and
it is clear that masks hinder communication. If the teacher is required to wear a mask the
students will not be able to understand them. Students will not wear masks. Requiring masks is
going to cause more issues than it is going to solve. There are inequality issues, enforcement
issues, health issues, consistency issues, etc. My child will not refrain from hugging her friends.
I'm sure the high schools, teachers, administrators can express the issues they will have if you
try to implement some of the ridiculous suggestions from the CDC, etc. TESTING! It would be
wise to use the money from the state/federal government on testing supplies and other
protective equipment. Teachers can be tested frequently. Students can be tested, I certainly
don't want my daughter out of school for two weeks if a student in one of her classes comes up
positive. I don't want her to be out for two weeks if she comes down with a fever and a cough
for 12 hours when 5% of those tested actually have Covid, I'd like for her to be able to be tested
quickly and get back to school. I know these are difficult decisions for you as administrators,
teachers, health directors, etc. But the science so far doesn't show that students are spreading
this to an extent that it requires shutting down school any longer. I believe most of you care
about our children and want what is best for each and every one of them. Life needs to get as
back to normal for them as possible. They shouldn't have to carry the weight of this much more
than everyone else when they are in fact the least impacted by it. Thank you

6/26/2020 7:33 PM

1939 My home isn’t a classroom. No matter what I did or how hard I tried, my kids struggled. My high 6/26/2020 7:32 PM
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schooler struggled the most as he didn’t understand most of what he was doing or didn’t have
the supplies needed to do things. It was the beyond stressful and i worry he will not finish
school if he has to go back to online schooling. He needs in person learning

1940 Remote learning was HARD for All 4 if my CHILDREN. They Do NOT appreciate Straight
Screen time! They Need Social Interaction, Friend time, Sports and PE, Face to Face tesching
with Teachers and MOST Importantly, HANDS ON Learning with Experiments, Art, Exponential
Learning, etc... TOO MUCH SCREEN TIME!!

6/26/2020 7:31 PM

1941 Please allow students to return with no restrictions. Allow extra curricular activities to return with
no restrictions. The mental health of our youth is at risk by pacing these absurd restrictions on
them. Most are near impossible to follow and will take away from their education.

6/26/2020 7:30 PM

1942 If remote learning is to continue, all teachers need set days/times to online meet with students
and all assignments should be due on the same day for all classes. We struggled with some
teachers making assignments due on Friday, while others would make then due the following
Monday. For full time working parents, we needed the weekends to help complete assignments.
We also had poor communication from the extracurricular teachers.

6/26/2020 7:30 PM

1943 If it has to be remote consider providing us with a curriculum map (not just grade level
standards)that lines out where the student is headed so we aren’t just spinning in circles and
have an idea of what we are working towards in their learning

6/26/2020 7:28 PM

1944 I am so grateful for our teachers and support staff! They worked so hard to make remote
learning functional and accessible for our kids. Big thanks to all!

6/26/2020 7:28 PM

1945 Remote learning or even hybrid will not work at all for the working parents. Have 4 different
grades in my home all elementary age. I would not be able to keep up... how does a
kindergartener do remote learning. If we don’t open we may as well hold all our students back
until it’s safe to have face to face learning.

6/26/2020 7:28 PM

1946 If there is No interaction and socializing and if they have to wear a mask my child will not be
going to D 51 school

6/26/2020 7:27 PM

1947 If kids don’t go back to school this fall if Mesa county is given the opportunity it will be
absolutely ridiculous to expect parents to be able to be teachers and make a living!

6/26/2020 7:26 PM

1948 I am also a D51 teacher and so if we have a hybrid it might be difficult for me to get the right.l
care for my 2nd grader.

6/26/2020 7:25 PM

1949 Need to improve the remote learning so every one is on the same system 6/26/2020 7:24 PM

1950 It's a must that the children are allowed be in school for in person learning next year. They're
not getting sufficient education via remote learning.

6/26/2020 7:23 PM

1951 Please pick one plan and stick with it for at least the first quarter even if health restrictions are
reduced, and of course assuming they don’t get worse. Need a routine.

6/26/2020 7:22 PM

1952 If you choose to go in classroom I would expect high safety measures in place. I expect all to
wear masks, 6 feet distancing, but I am highly concerned that it is not feasible. Kids do not
know how to keep their hands off their faces or conceal a sneeze. I worry about my own
children's safety as well as your staff. I would expect if you are opening to see your safety
protocol that is consistent across the district (all schools should prove the same level of safety).
This is a difficult time but the safety of the kids and your staff seem more important than
reopening just to reopen. You might consider if it is possible to start later in the year and go
longer in to the summer in case a vaccine becomes available and everyone would be more
protected. I hope you think of the community health first and foremost as you make a decision.

6/26/2020 7:21 PM

1953 We are opposed to our children wearing masks at school 6/26/2020 7:18 PM

1954 I would like to add I think it is close to insane to open the school -such as any industry as the
meat packing plant or other places where there is extended chance of viral load combined with
the most contagious time being two days before symptoms therefore unable to truly contain
anything

6/26/2020 7:16 PM

1955 I think you all did an amazing job when faced with this pandemic. They way you rallied for the
kiddos and parents as we transitioned for the unexpected and difficulties. Thank you all so
much! I do think it’s best to continue to err on the side of caution though.

6/26/2020 7:15 PM

1956 My answers are based on how Covid is looking, if it continues or gets worse I would want my 6/26/2020 7:15 PM
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child indoors and not congregating with any other child.

1957 If parents could not adhere to keeping their children home in November when they were ill,
what makes any of you think they will adhere to any Covid procedures? And if there is remote
learning, children with behavioral issues, and slow learners should have special teachers. It
was quite an inconvenience, and rather unfair to students when an online session had to be cut
short because the teacher could not "remove" a disruptive student. And the parent was
nowhere in sight to help.

6/26/2020 7:15 PM

1958 Children need to return to school! No restrictions! 6/26/2020 7:12 PM

1959 We will not allow our children to attend face to face, if masks are required. We want our kids to
be able to feel the best warmth, connection, & teaching they can receive from their teachers
which masks will absolutely disrupt. & trying to hear through a mask is SO difficult & being able
to hear & see their teacher’s lips is an important piece needed to listen well. Also, we want &
need our kids to learn & grow through social interaction with other kids. Again, seeing those
kid’s faces to learn is so crucial. We also very much want recess & with NO social distancing.
We will strongly consider pulling our kids out of district 51, if they have to wear a mask &
socially distance. My husband & I are both healthcare providers & feel this has been overblown.

6/26/2020 7:12 PM

1960 If mask are required in school my children will not attend due to being unsafe and a health risk
to themselves by not receiving proper oxygen to there lungs.

6/26/2020 7:10 PM

1961 why did you not ask about masks? seems like a question about willingness of children to wear
masks would be helpful...unless it is already set that they will (I hope).

6/26/2020 7:10 PM

1962 No face masks. 6/26/2020 7:08 PM

1963 Remote learning does not work well for my kids. It’s not the education piece but the social skills
and peer to peer interactions they need most

6/26/2020 7:08 PM

1964 No masks for students or teachers. Let them breathe 6/26/2020 7:07 PM

1965 Please make mask use among teachers and staff required. 6/26/2020 7:05 PM

1966 I will not be sending my children to school if masks are required or lunch/recesses is not
allowed.

6/26/2020 7:04 PM

1967 With my son in pre K the best thing for him is the face to face learning. He need this social
interaction with his piers. He is delayed in speech and while to online learning was nice in a
pinch. I don’t believe if will help him that much in the long run. Not sure what restrictions you
are looking at but I don't see how you can expect a room full of preschoolers to not sit near
each other or touch each other, they are kids they are going to share germs and thats good for
their/peoples immune system. I want my son in this program I believe it was helping him
tremendously in many ways. But if your going to try and put a tone of restitutions on him and
not let him learn though play side by side with his pears. I am not so sure he will attend. Thank
you for all you do. I know it must be tough to try and make the majority happy when it comes to
this topic. Have a wonderful day :)

6/26/2020 7:04 PM

1968 I would like to see significant social distancing measures implemented for face-to-face
classroom scenarios

6/26/2020 7:04 PM

1969 No 6/26/2020 7:03 PM

1970 Our 10th grader special needs daughter will need some social distancing accommodations
within classes for health measures. If hybrid education is approved, I hope accommodations will
be made at school for our special needs high school student-as both parents work full time and
we cannot leave her at home alone.

6/26/2020 7:02 PM

1971 Please consider staff needs- including childcare and safety. 6/26/2020 7:01 PM

1972 My DIA Student NEEDS In-Person. It is VERY difficult to teach a 2nd language remote. Our
poor experience remote learning had more to do with the teacher not listening and refusing to
address issues. My Palisade student loved the remote learning and would rather do that. He is
most concerned about his sports opportunities right now.

6/26/2020 7:00 PM

1973 teachers need to be available M-F during the hours of the school day. My kid has a learning
disability & when needing help with online work it shouldn't take over a week to get an email
response. Teachers didn't seem to be available but were being paid. Seems like they were on
vacation to me. Not a good experience.

6/26/2020 7:00 PM
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1974 Remote learning was hard, and I really want my kids back in school, but I want it to be done as
safely as possible, for kids, teachers, and the community at large. If a hybrid schedule is
needed please make it possible to coordinate sibling schedules so they attend the same days-
even if they are in different levels (ie elementary and middle).

6/26/2020 6:59 PM

1975 Kids deserve to socialize with their friends 6/26/2020 6:59 PM

1976 I think it would be great if there was a remote learning teacher assigned at each grade level so
that parents who feel more comfotable keeping their kids at home can have the option of
remote learning. I would prefer my kids have in-person instruction but I also understand the
concern of other parents who may have a family member with pre-existing conditions. As for
the students who are attending in-person, I don't think they should have to wear masks during
the school day. Parents who decide to send their kids to school are aware of the potential risk
of COVID-19 and have learned to live with that risk. We can sign a waiver or something.

6/26/2020 6:58 PM

1977 I do not think that the kids should be required to wear masks. (I know that hasn’t been said
yet....but just as I’m hearing that rumor circulate around....) I think that will make it extremely
difficult for them to concentrate and breathe.....and honestly, anyone that has young kids
themselves knows that if they bring a mask to school, they will be messing with it and touching
their face way more than if they had nothing on. Not to mention of other kids touch them....it’s
going to be an ineffective mess. If the kids are required to wear masks, or if they aren’t allowed
to have recess, or interact with their friends, I will be homeschoolong them. Thank you for
hearing me out!

6/26/2020 6:56 PM

1978 We are 100% against masks being required. 6/26/2020 6:55 PM

1979 Given that social workers have been cut- HOW are you going to support the students with
social/emotional needs?

6/26/2020 6:54 PM

1980 We all need children back in school! 6/26/2020 6:54 PM

1981 Nope 6/26/2020 6:53 PM

1982 No 6/26/2020 6:53 PM

1983 If remote learning must have teachers actually providing instruction via video connection 6/26/2020 6:51 PM

1984 Need to be really clear on how to keep students and staff safe. 6/26/2020 6:47 PM

1985 Remote learning did not work well for my children. My high school student didn't have enough
work for it to be worthwhile. My middle school student does not do well with online learning as
electronics are too much of a distraction so he fell behind.

6/26/2020 6:41 PM

1986 We appreciate how difficult these decisions are and thank you for all your effort and
consideration.

6/26/2020 6:40 PM

1987 No 6/26/2020 6:36 PM

1988 Let our kids go back to school normally, let them play sports, let them be social, for their mental
health and their great good!

6/26/2020 6:36 PM

1989 My biggest concern about remote learning was the lack of "live" (Zoom) teaching that occurred.
All of my children went from 7-8 hours of instruction per day to maybe 45 minutes of work with
NO "live" instruction. This left an extraordinary amount of extra time each day they were not
utilizing well. As a result of written instruction and weekly work expectations with almost no
"live" (Zoom) instruction, their comprehension declined and frustration grew. Pre-recorded
videos are not enough. Our family can adapt to remote learning but my expectation as a parent
is that teachers will be teaching their classes DAILY. If my child attends Science at 9:00 am, I
want her connecting to a science class at 9:00 am, followed by every other class thereafter. The
daily live instruction (whether online or in person) will foster some socialization and a daily
sense of connection and opportunities to ask questions and get answers in real time. There are
many schools that have this model. Most universities pivoted to Zoom classes. Of course I
realize this was a pieced together, best effort for the remainder of the 2019-2020 year but by
August, I really expect to see a DAILY engagement, whether online or in person, that is similar
to their hourly engagement when in school. Each of my daughters are in gifted, Honors, and AP
programs and it's incomprehensible they will receive that education if what happened March -
May resumes without significant change.

6/26/2020 6:34 PM

1990 No 6/26/2020 6:33 PM
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1991 I would like to see remote learning 100% but more user friendly one of my kiddos had a hard
time getting this completed work to actually get sent to his teacher he’d have to do the work
twice and that really frustrated him, me & the teacher.

6/26/2020 6:33 PM

1992 Let’s be honest, this is not going away. There are too many people in a hurry to go to the bar,
eat at restaurants, have gatherings, etc for this virus to go away. It is not wise to put all our
children and staff together no matter what kind of hybrid system you think you can come up
with. You are fooling yourself if you think COVID-19 is going to magically disappear or stop
spreading. I would go on record saying if you move forward, kids and staff WILL get sick.

6/26/2020 6:32 PM

1993 No 6/26/2020 6:32 PM

1994 No 6/26/2020 6:31 PM

1995 Due to asthma, my child cannot wear a mask. So if returning to school requires that, we would
choose remote learning. Also, the amount of extra work it requires for his teachers to have to
teach multiple subjects and keep track of masks on students is asking a lot of them.

6/26/2020 6:30 PM

1996 Keep up the great work of keeping our children and the community safe! 6/26/2020 6:30 PM

1997 No 6/26/2020 6:30 PM

1998 I appreciate all the hard work everyone has done. Thank you. 6/26/2020 6:28 PM

1999 The social emotional health of our children was dramatically impacted by remote learning. It
was very stressful for our sons. Lots of tears. Lots of frustration. Lots of loneliness. It felt like a
death sentence to them emotionally. They need to interact with other children. They need other
positive adults in their lives. They need teachers to teach them. Remote learning was a huge
failure for us as a family.

6/26/2020 6:28 PM

2000 No masks 6/26/2020 6:26 PM

2001 I think that we shouldn't be sending our kids to school right now. There is no way you can
socially distance in a high school and it's not worth taking the risk. Remote learning worked
great and should continue for the safety of our children and all the people they could bring
something home to.

6/26/2020 6:25 PM

2002 I'm not supportive of the idea of using masks, separated desks, separated at lunch, no music or
P.E., no recess. I think that's too strict for the kids.

6/26/2020 6:25 PM

2003 I just want to say that I think D51 is doing an incredible job, considering everything that has
been thrown at them and a huge shout out to the staff and teachers at Scenic Elementary. With
that, I do have one concern regarding distance learning in the fall. My son will be transitioning
to middle school and I know that they used a different format for distance learning (schoology).
My son will not be familiar with that, so will there be a class or videos we will be able to watch to
familiarize him to the program if distance learning will be required?

6/26/2020 6:23 PM

2004 Remote learning was not successful for our family. We can not afford to miss work if our
children cannot attend school. We cannot afford to pay a sitter to facilitate remote learning. Our
children simply have to attend school for our family to function. Please do not force our family to
choose between poverty or inadequate education for our children. We know Covid-19 is a risk
but a greater and more scary risk for our family is the possibility of not having school for our
children to attend. Please allow school and let those who aren’t ready for school for whatever
reason opt for remote or hybrid. Not every family can afford remote learning. It denies the
working class access to education for their children.

6/26/2020 6:20 PM

2005 It is difficult to manage remote learning with a job. I would like 100% face to face learning with
zero restrictions

6/26/2020 6:18 PM

2006 My child has Asthma, and thus I selected hybrid as being the best option. I feel that if the
situation continues as it has been, less person to person contact is better for her health so
hybrid classes are a great choice.

6/26/2020 6:17 PM

2007 My wife and I are long-time D51 staff members, and a hybrid system would actually be more
difficult for our family than 100% in-person or 100% remote learning because we would face
challenges finding child care for our own children if we have to be at school and they don’t.

6/26/2020 6:17 PM

2008 It is important to understand that my son’s teachers that were doing a good to outstanding job
in the classroom continued to do so remotely. The teachers that were mediocre to poor in the

6/26/2020 6:15 PM
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classroom just took the opportunity to provide yet another excuse for their lack of abilities.
However, I do feel that the teachers that took distant learning to mean pack up & go camping or
check out of their jobs clearly posting it on Facebook should be reprimanded in some way. It
continues to be the normal process where many teachers carry much harder workloads than
others, but all are treated the same when that just is not the case. Accountability is needed
where a lack of effort & professionalism in education is concerned & many teachers dropped
the ball. Make no mistake, the majority rose to the occasion!

2009 I have a type 1 diabetic son. Makes my decision for homeschooling. 6/26/2020 6:15 PM

2010 it is not safe no matter what precautions, changes we make until there is a definite cure or
vaccine for the covid19 all school districts are just endangering our kids ,I will not allow u guys
to put mour kids,my kids at risk,i know how important it is to have education,but you have to
honestly say to yourself what good is education, if they get covid,not everyone survives,so was
it really worth the risk far worse,god forbid they don't recover,and die,ok there smarter but now
we lost our children so therefore the education unfortunately all of it does with them,so what
was the point u guys cant guarentee our kids saftey,i will not allow any school districts to risk
my kids life nor should any parent have to go through their child getn covid

6/26/2020 6:14 PM

2011 I would love the option of in person learning with online homework (ie turning in routine work via
google classroom or email). Thanks for all you guys do!

6/26/2020 6:14 PM

2012 I was disappointed in the communication from teachers as this rolled out. I received an email
the second to last day of school stating if the teacher did not feel the student did enough work
they would receive no grade. With zero communication from this teacher for 2 months, I worked
50 plus hours a week and helped with homework daily and thought this was ridiculous. One
teacher sets a bad example for our students. With that being said I think the majority did their
part in helping. I would like to see partial in class with social distancing and some at home. I
believe teachers get paid either way and should be competent enough to make this happen.

6/26/2020 6:14 PM

2013 After experiencing this 4th quarter online, we learned that kids need to be in school. Not only for
the instruction part of it, but the social interaction with teachers and their friends. Thank you for
allowing us to give feedback.

6/26/2020 6:12 PM

2014 My high schooler will not return if they are required to wear mask or social distance 6/26/2020 6:12 PM

2015 no mask wearing i will not put my child in that environment. Also they should allow children to
play outside to get time with friends as well as eating in the cafeteria. This Corona virus is
nothing worse than the flu virus.

6/26/2020 6:12 PM

2016 We dearly want to be back in school but the idea of kids in masks all day, in limited numbers
and groups doesn’t sound lovely or conducive to social wellbeing but I completely understand
why it would be done so we will wait and hope the county stays healthy allowing the kids to
return to “normal” schooling

6/26/2020 6:12 PM

2017 I have 2 daughters with ADHA. We have special provisions in place to help these kids to learn.
My oldest hardly participated in the online learning because it was to hard for her to
understand. She need in person instruction in order to understand. I took 8 weeks off work to
be home and help her and it was just not a good experience. She would Try to log on to get
instruction and at least half of the time was not able to logon because there was too many other
kids using the system which was frustrating. Then in the afternoon when she was able to
actually logon and view her assignments she had to go to three different spots almost every
time and toggle back-and-forth between reading assignments and typing the answer in a
different forum. This was very difficult for her to navigate, so she would get frustrated and give
up nearly every time. She has special modifications in place for reading and all Her work online
had to be read which made it hard for her to do without any help. Her teachers had tried to
reach out several times to help her but she just struggle through the entire thing.I do not feel
that the three of my children learned anything in this at home learning process. I feel if they
don’t go back to in person learning My children will have been failed by the school system.

6/26/2020 6:11 PM

2018 My kids need to be in school. My son did poorly during remote learning as he needs to be in a
structured environment that I am currently unable to provide at home. My daughter also has a
hard time with some of her classes ( 6th grade), and neither she nor I were able to reach ANY
of her teachers, either by email or phone to ask questions. I even emailed the contact info on
this site and did not receive a response. I was extremely unhappy with Grand Mesa's remote
learning.

6/26/2020 6:10 PM

2019 No thank you 6/26/2020 6:09 PM
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2020 My high schooler will only return to school if it is normal no mask and no social distances 6/26/2020 6:08 PM

2021 In person learning is extremely dangerous to those of us with immubocompromised children.
Especially since the majority of people in grand junction/fruits/clifton/etc have not and will not
follow guidelines to ensure the safety and health of anyone around them. Its extremely
concerning and if in person learning is to be allowed I would hope guidelines for children and
their parents picking them up would be enforced heavily. Immunocompromised children should
not be put at risk due to other parents not knowing how or caring to be empathetic.

6/26/2020 6:07 PM

2022 Please think about the safety of our children and our teachers!! I don't think it's wise to have in
person learning

6/26/2020 6:05 PM

2023 I would feel comfortable with my kids attending school with a strict health policy in plan and the
option to do work online at home if needed

6/26/2020 6:05 PM

2024 I am more concerned with safety than socialization at this point. My son's grades were not a
failing on instructors, but a failing on my part as a parent. I believe he could do well in a virtual
learning platform, but it would require more attention on my part. I would prefer that to exposing
him needlessly in a pandemic.

6/26/2020 6:03 PM

2025 Being a type 1 diabetic, my daughter is high risk, I would still like some normalcy for her. Also,
we were a bit disappointed to find out everyone got the same credit for the online learning
whether they participated or not.

6/26/2020 6:03 PM

2026 If the covid cases remain steady or just slightly increase I would be ok sending my child to
school. But if cases spike then I'd be ok with remote learning for the first few months of school
and transitioning to in person learning.

6/26/2020 6:02 PM

2027 Please don’t do the remote learning again. It was a horrible experience. I’m 99% sure my
children, who are great students, learned very little. It created a ton of stress and conflict in our
home. They need the social interaction and face to face instruction to truly learn and grow. I
would vote for opening schools and keeping any sick children at home until symptoms are gone
and they are cleared by a doctor to return.

6/26/2020 6:01 PM

2028 No 6/26/2020 6:00 PM

2029 Please err on the side overly cautious. Do not feel like you have to give in to the anti-maskers
group that came to the school board meeting. There needs to be a middle of the road solution
for ALL of us. We need to KEEP cases low in Mesa County by using masks and providing a
hybrid of in person learning with small cohorts and online learning opportunities. Going back to
business as usual is absurd, unsafe and unwise. Even if some of those parents take their kids
out, I guarantee they’ll be back. These are the same people who said online learning is
unhealthy and harmful for mental health yet they threaten to take their kids out of our schools!
It’s a threat and they’re bullying the rest of us. I am a teacher as is my 67 year old mother.
Please keep staff members safe. Masks need to be used in large groupings. Research shows it
keeps the virus at bay. We need small cohorts and masks in hallways at least. Please don’t feel
pressured by that group to ignore research. Thank you as always for getting our feedback.

6/26/2020 6:00 PM

2030 I am concerned about consistency if we are doing a combination of remote and in person
learning.

6/26/2020 5:59 PM

2031 No 6/26/2020 5:59 PM

2032 If remote learning, having video instruction by their teachers (either live or recorded) would be
preferable to book/Khan Academy.

6/26/2020 5:58 PM

2033 Online learning was impossible. I had a kindergartener and a 2nd grader last year along with a
toddler at home. Trying to entertain a toddler while teaching school to two kids was not feasible.
When the 2nd grader had less homework than the kindergartener it was frustrating. To
complete the assignments it was taking 7 hours. It was a daily struggle and we will pull kids and
do our own curriculum. I will not do online learning with district 51 after our previous experience.

6/26/2020 5:58 PM

2034 I think online or hybrid sessions would be the safest option for children, teachers, and our
community. We have to start thinking ahead and not just about how to go back to the way it was
to provide the education that is needed and the safety for our community.

6/26/2020 5:58 PM

2035 The numbers are unreliable and without a vaccine; I am hopeful that we will find another way
for children to be educated without face-to-face instruction. Please consider children who may
look healthy but suffer from autoimmune issues. Please consider parents, grandparents and

6/26/2020 5:56 PM
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teachers/staff that are immunocompromised. We have the ability to learn remotely as
inconvenient as it may be. Lastly, please consider our teachers who are mandated to teach with
COVID as they have their own unique health challenges themselves and within their own
families. It is too costly for everyone to resume regular, in person meetings given the likelihood
of another spike. Our valley cannot withstand high numbers of cases given how it will tax our
healthcare workers and facilities. Mesa county simply doesn't have the resources to support a
high number of COVID cases. Thank you for taking the time to read what I've written.

2036 I would like the district to be very careful sending students back to school just because some
noisy parents are crying about how we must go back no matter what. I believe this virus is
serious and I worry about my family becoming ill because people dont take it seriousy.
Additionally, NO ONE is talking about the risk to teachers. Please consider thier safety as well.
There have to be options that work for everyone! Frankly, Im not excited about everyone going
back like nothing happened. We worked hard to stay safe and I dont want to throw it all away
now!

6/26/2020 5:56 PM

2037 Hoping for full time in person school! 6/26/2020 5:55 PM

2038 I will 100% the school board and super attendant in whatever decisions they make. Following
the Mesa county health guidelines is not a problem for me or my children. I just want everyone
involved to stay as safe as possible. Thank you for all your hard work.

6/26/2020 5:53 PM

2039 Do not make children wear masks. Open schools as normal, there is no real reason not to. 6/26/2020 5:53 PM

2040 He has graduated 6/26/2020 5:53 PM

2041 Thank you for asking! We would also really like to see ice hockey as a school sport option! 6/26/2020 5:51 PM

2042 Kids need professional teachers to teach them. Hard to expect a 12 year old to learn on his
own when both his parents are working.

6/26/2020 5:51 PM

2043 Communication and how to the school work needs to be done better if school is going to be
online...also something for Iep children needs to be set up.

6/26/2020 5:50 PM

2044 I would like to see a hybrid model in case numbers increase and we would need to move to
remote learning plan. We are then better equipped to adapt to the change.

6/26/2020 5:49 PM

2045 If school does not resume as it was before Covid my children will not be attending. Their mental
health etc has suffered enough. We will do non-D51 homeschooling instead.

6/26/2020 5:49 PM

2046 As a teacher and parent I think it is extremely important to start as normal as possible to make
face to face connections with kids. I do not believe the children receive the same education
online as they would in school. If our numbers co ti is to stay within reasonable limits I would
hope that we could ask for a variance since our district is not like those on the Eastern Slope.

6/26/2020 5:49 PM

2047 If it is recommended that children are not to return to in school learning, our family will choose
to not start our 5 year old into kindergarten for the 20/21 year.

6/26/2020 5:49 PM

2048 Please don’t do remote learning! 6/26/2020 5:48 PM

2049 Prefer my child to attend school on the fall, but if it's not possible I feel it would be beneficial for
classes to be taught on zoom so kids still have access to their teachers and they are not having
to teach themselves

6/26/2020 5:46 PM

2050 If modifications or masks are required or the hybrid program, my family will temporarily relocate
to another state so they can have in person school, and they will not be in D51

6/26/2020 5:45 PM

2051 Please teach our children all of American history. 6/26/2020 5:45 PM

2052 I don't care how well you may think social distancing would work. Kids are kids and they almost
NEVER wash their hands without being prompted, they are constantly touching their faces.
Even if masks were to be required, the cleanliness of in person learning would never be
enough. And you honestly think you could make kids maintain social distancing? They hug,
they fight, they play tag, and what about playground equipment? How well will that be
maintained? I understand people want to get back to normal, but we aren't living in a normal
time right now. People need to stop putting what they want ahead of the health of humanity. It's
selfish. And the classroom sizes are too small to maintain social distancing when we're packing
almost 30 kids into a classroom! Not to mention some halls aren't even six feet wide, AND, if a
child were to sneeze without a mask on, those germs go way beyond 6 feet, think more along

6/26/2020 5:44 PM
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the lines of 30 feet in all directions. Any in person learning should be done by appointment for
those struggling, with masks on. I could say more, but I believe I've made my point. Thank you.

2053 Remote learning proved disappointing with very little instruction involved. If D51 has to provide
100% remote learning we will be looking into options with a more proven track record for
results.

6/26/2020 5:44 PM

2054 I see Mesa County residents gathering in large groups, going out for non-essential shopping
and errands, and largely not wearing masks. This really worries me because I anticipate seeing
our COVID numbers go up soon. My family has practiced social distancing, remained Safer At
Home, and always wear masks when we go out for essential errands. So many people are not
doing the right things to protect our community, and there will be adverse affects. It worries me
to have hundreds of kids in a school building and 25+ in a classroom, all sharing germs! And
there's no way little kids can be expected to wear masks, cough into their elbows, etc. I just
don't know what this is going to look like, and it makes me nervous.

6/26/2020 5:44 PM

2055 My children are a part of MVCS, we do not attend classes at the school. However, we do meet
monthly with the Academic Advisors. With all of the uncertainty surrounding Covid, I would ask
that we have the option to continue online meetings. I have a child that falls in the high risk
category and want to ensure there is an option for non face to face meetings. Thank you in
advance, Lisa

6/26/2020 5:42 PM

2056 No masks required for students doing in person learning in the fall please. 6/26/2020 5:41 PM

2057 I think online learning was okay, the teachers weren’t able to get through all of their curriculum
and so the kids are behind in their schooling. Also, we had some teachers never respond to
emails and questions, so that ended up being frustrating. Communication is very important with
parents as they are overseeing what’s being accomplished at home. Some teachers had no
interaction/instruction with the kids. Some of the remote learning needs to be planned better.

6/26/2020 5:40 PM

2058 No 6/26/2020 5:39 PM

2059 Please go back face to face! Our kids need the interaction! 6/26/2020 5:36 PM

2060 Homeschooling my kids was a horrible experience. My husband and I both work full time and it
was an extremely difficult situation. I feel like the education they received at home was very
poor quality (because of me) compared to what they get at school.

6/26/2020 5:33 PM

2061 Online learning was difficult because each teacher did something didn’t & I would recommend
the teachers to have a schedule because my student received assignments all throughout the
day even some as late as 6pm

6/26/2020 5:33 PM

2062 We will not attend if masks are required. 6/26/2020 5:31 PM

2063 I feel like kids should go back to school. I am a teacher and a parent and know there is a
significant difference between face to face learning and online learning. Many parents are back
at work, which would leave many kids in daycare anyway. If kids went to school part of the time
and online part of the time, they would probably be interacting with more kids because many
would be attending daycare as well- on the days they are not in school.

6/26/2020 5:31 PM

2064 The social emotional impact distance learning has had and will continue to have on our children
is my biggest concern about remote learning scenarios. The academics can be caught up and
dealt with. The impact on their little hearts and minds, their overall wellbeing and emotional
health is where I have heavy concerns about remote learning of any kind. They NEED to be
with peers and educators not at home with mom or dad or whomever can teach them. It is also
a huge impact on parents who must work and cant be off to be a teacher. Please, please
attempt to send our kids back in person in the fall!

6/26/2020 5:30 PM

2065 We will support whatever decision is made. However, we are fortunate to be able to support
remote learning or a hybrid model. I strongly believe that children need some in-person time, for
social reasons, but mostly because school serves as such an important safety net for many
children that might be abused or neglected or hungry or otherwise in need at home. Whatever
measures need to be taken to allow for some in-person learning are well worth the effort!

6/26/2020 5:29 PM

2066 Please allow our children to attend school this 20/21 school year. They miss who they were
before all of this covid 19.

6/26/2020 5:29 PM

2067 We Will not be attending if forced to wear a mask! 6/26/2020 5:28 PM

Communications
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2068 Our remote learning experience was not a reflection on the teacher. 6/26/2020 5:28 PM

2069 Sports were not discussed and I understand the barriers to returning to sports but I am
desperately hoping that they will be able to play. Even if it is just local, even if the season needs
take some postponement breaks. My sons mental health and school achievement are closely
tied to sports.

6/26/2020 5:28 PM

2070 There was a big difference with Elementary vs Middle on line learning It was satisfactory for
Elementary School for my daughter but if I am not working from home she can not be left to
figure out steps on her own The teacher responses and implementation phases were more
rigorous and intentional For MS it was very very difficult and not satisfactory Although my son
worked extremely hard it was extremely anxiety provoking for him. I spent most of my time with
him Explaining steps and directions The implementation was not clear and we had more
challenges with schoology and teacher responses The Google meetings were very difficult and
lacked structure and purpose I would rate our online experiences different for elementary vs
middle school

6/26/2020 5:27 PM

2071 I will not be ok with my children wearing masks at school. 6/26/2020 5:27 PM

2072 Hope that safety comes before pressure to pack kids in. My son loves distance learning, so
he’s hopefully headed to Grand River. My daughter is a senior with terrible lung capacity, so we
hope again, that the district takes into account not just the healthiest of its students when
planning the school year.

6/26/2020 5:23 PM

2073 No 6/26/2020 5:23 PM

2074 Please return learning to NORMAL!! My kids HATED online school. Please let them socialize,
have specials, and eat lunch like regular.

6/26/2020 5:22 PM

2075 I do not support the use of face coverings for our children if they are permitted to return to in-
person instruction. It would be better to focus more on verifying outdoor air supply into the
classrooms meets ASHRAE standards, and implementing 6-foot distancing, in lieu of face
covering use.

6/26/2020 5:22 PM

2076 In regards to question 8, the public health does not have any bearing on the best way for my
student to learn. While I believe that my student did best at remote learning, if schools
reopened, he would go back. If there’s an option of going back or remote learning, I would let
him choose what he wanted to do.

6/26/2020 5:21 PM

2077 Please, please, please, do not move to remote learning. 6/26/2020 5:20 PM

2078 I believe my children would benefit from either 100% in school learning or 100% online learning.
I believe the inconsistency of doing both would derail their learning. I do NOT believe not
allowing recess is beneficial. Being outside will be better.for their health.

6/26/2020 5:20 PM

2079 Good luck. There is no right answer. 6/26/2020 5:19 PM

2080 If masks or social distancing is a requirement of children to return to school we will enroll our
kids in a NON D51 school! This has been the most ridiculous crap ans I won't subject my kids
to the stupidity of those who have no common sense!!!!

6/26/2020 5:19 PM

2081 Please keep in mind the families that are adhering to the Covid regulations due to at risk family
members who may choose to do only remote learning due to risk of exposure.

6/26/2020 5:17 PM

2082 No 6/26/2020 5:17 PM

2083 no 6/26/2020 5:16 PM

2084 If everything is back to 100% normal I would love to send my kids back to school. I won't send
them to school to social distance or wear a mask. If that is how it will be I will choose
homeschooling.

6/26/2020 5:16 PM

2085 I would like the district admin to know that I believe you all will make the best possible decision.
I do not envy you, as there is no way you will please everyone. I just appreciate that you put the
health and safety of students and families first. Thank you.

6/26/2020 5:15 PM

2086 Thank you to all the D51 staff for doing their best during these unknown times. However from
my experience my 3 children learned the bare minimum during the remote learning, if anything
at all. It is so important for these wonderfully qualified teachers to let the students back in the
classroom for face to face teaching. I believe from what I’ve seen and read that COVID 19 isn’t

6/26/2020 5:15 PM
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too serious in healthy children and the majority have mild symptoms and make a full recovery.
Again, thank you for all you’ve done, but it’s time to return to normal and move forward.

2087 School is about learning to be social, not just education. If they cannot interact or play with each
other there is no point to send them.

6/26/2020 5:14 PM

2088 Remote or online seems the safest option until we know more. The teachers at Redlands
middle did an excellent job!

6/26/2020 5:11 PM

2089 If there is in person or hybrid learning, making optional mask wearing would be my feedback as
both my children have health issues that prevents them wearing masks.

6/26/2020 5:11 PM

2090 No mask 6/26/2020 5:10 PM

2091 If remote learning is done, there needs to be actuall classes to attend, not this assigning stuff
and leaving the kids to do what they want.

6/26/2020 5:09 PM

2092 The remote learning wasn't perfect but it got better and did it's job. My child did better on some
subjects at home from the one on one learning than trying to speak up over 20 other kids for
help. I am hoping for the Hybrid schooling, half in person instruction and half at home.

6/26/2020 5:09 PM

2093 My kids will not graduate if school doesn’t resume normally. 6/26/2020 5:08 PM

2094 No 6/26/2020 5:08 PM

2095 If 100% online school, we will pull out of D51 and home school. 6/26/2020 5:07 PM

2096 Online was a hard start, but the teachers stepped up and gave both my kids an excellent
educational experience.

6/26/2020 5:07 PM

2097 Think we should have the option to go in of do remote learn. 6/26/2020 5:07 PM

2098 If a hybrid plan is needed, half day would be an issue. It would work better to do a 3 day week
then 2 day week, or some variation that had them in school full days so that we are not trying to
transport and find child care for partial days.

6/26/2020 5:07 PM

2099 Please open the schools for in student person to person learning without restrictions. 6/26/2020 5:06 PM

2100 My daughters dr wants her on an iep due to her adhd and all I have gotten is a run around. If I
have to teach my children again during this next school year I expect to receive the money that
their teachers would get for teaching my children. I pay my taxes and send my children to
school because it is not my job to teach them. Since school is mandatory for my children it is
mandatory that either the teacher does their job or they do not need to be paid

6/26/2020 5:06 PM

2101 Thoughts: it is very difficult to have 2 parents that are fortunate enough to work full-time and
teach/help 3 children in different grades. If kids are not able to be in face to face school full-time
do 50% student body (e.g. a-m going in morning and n-z afternoon) and flip flop morning and
afternoons at the end of a quarter. The other part of the time the kids are not in school and
doing remote learning kids get taught by via web their teacher(s) the other part and the
teachers teach a subject during that time. Also kids on an IEP need help daily with work
especially a kid on an iep moving from 5th into middle schoo.

6/26/2020 5:05 PM

2102 If it has to be remote learning, we would want the classes to be mandatory online class for a full
class time. Not just assignments and certain times for help. Otherwise we would look into an
established online schooling program.

6/26/2020 5:04 PM

2103 I would prefer to see the start date pushed back and resume school in-person rather than start
the school year online, if it comes to that.

6/26/2020 5:04 PM

2104 We believe that children need to be back in person in school this fall with no restrictions. This
would include not wearing masks and being able to go on recess and use the cafeteria and
interact and engage with their peers.

6/26/2020 5:04 PM

2105 FACE TO FACE LEARNING HAS TO HAPPEN. WITHOUT MASKS. I WILL NOT SEND MY
CHILDREN TO SCHOOL IN MASKS. EVER.

6/26/2020 5:04 PM

2106 Remote learning was not very effective for my youngest. She very much struggled. That said, I
want them safe and we will make the best of whatever is to come.

6/26/2020 5:03 PM

2107 The needs of special education students need to be accommodated in-person. Requiring
masks all day is not realistic. The efforts done by Laura Coulter and her staff in the spring were

6/26/2020 5:03 PM
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impressive and appreciated, but in-person learning and integration into the regular education
classroom is needed.

2108 If Hybrid learning or online learning is going to take place there has to be a better structure. I
would be more in support of this if I could actually hear from the school district on what they
were planning and if I knew there was going to be a set structure and schedule.

6/26/2020 5:02 PM

2109 If our children are able to return in person, we would appreciate them being able to be near
classmates. We do not want them to return if they have to be physically distanced during class
time or recess time. Especially for younger children. Our children also want and need to see
their teachers faces for continued oral speech development. Although we had a good
experience with remote learning, it was a stressful time to try and facility for 3 students, one of
which was a CHS graduate. Our children And the teachers need and deserve the best of care
and the best learning environment possible. Thank you.

6/26/2020 5:01 PM

2110 I would like to see them go back to in person full time. The children need that interaction. My
child is having issues with it not being innschool.

6/26/2020 5:01 PM

2111 No 6/26/2020 4:59 PM

2112 I don’t want our kids in masks all day. My teens will attend depending on what opening looks
like.

6/26/2020 4:58 PM

2113 We hope the state law limiting outdoor time for children will be reconsidered in these difficult
times.

6/26/2020 4:58 PM

2114 It is important to me that children are not required to wear a mask. That's just a nightmare of
concentrated contaminants.

6/26/2020 4:58 PM

2115 I am a health care worker and single mom. My daughter does best in the classroom not only
due to her learning needs but also because I am not available to help her at home too much.

6/26/2020 4:56 PM

2116 I strongly feel my child will be extremely behind in learning what he should know if we are not
100% in person learning. I also feel that with both parents working full time during the class
hours he will not have the help to succeed staying on top of his class work load.

6/26/2020 4:56 PM

2117 No 6/26/2020 4:56 PM

2118 I would like to say that I did not like the remote learning for my child o felt that as if they did not
like it and did not want to do there work. They are better in a face to face setting . I felt they did
not try there best.

6/26/2020 4:55 PM

2119 They need to go back 100% with no masks as they inhibit clear thinking and we lack emotional
human contact while covering half our face.

6/26/2020 4:55 PM

2120 I am concerned that if we do go back to school as normal and it starts to get bad here the
school district will not act quickly to assure everyone's safety. I am also wondering how
students can social distance in middle and high school with changing of classes.

6/26/2020 4:55 PM

2121 n/a 6/26/2020 4:54 PM

2122 I am absolutely against any kind of online learning. I am a single parent and worked full time the
whole time they were doing online learning. I can’t do that again, it’s way too stressful on myself
and my children. The kids need to be in school, I don’t feel my kids learned anything that will
help or benefit them in the future the entire time they were online learning. It was a complete
joke.

6/26/2020 4:53 PM

2123 Please think about the safety of whatever you implement. My wife and I are both teachers, so
we are at 4 different schools. This is concerning to us because of all of the germs/interactions
we will have each day. Our nephew is immune compromised so we are also worried about him

6/26/2020 4:52 PM

2124 No 6/26/2020 4:51 PM

2125 I am all for community safety, I wear a mask into the grocery store, but we have seen record
lows of cases in our area and to require our children who are just entering school for the first
time to wear masks for 8 hours a day seems ludicrous. I know you guys are facing a tough
decision but keep the well-being of the children in mind.

6/26/2020 4:51 PM

2126 With our numbers jumping up the last few weeks I feel the children would be at high risk 6/26/2020 4:50 PM

2127 I have lots to say but will keep it to myself for now. 6/26/2020 4:49 PM
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2128 I am concerned mostly with restrictions children will be requested to follow. If Heth care
guidelines restrict their ability to be children, to play, participate in PE, or not be able to build
relationships, we will probably choose to homeschool moving forward. We are committed to the
schools we are involved in, so please know we will support you, the schools, and their staff to
best if our abilities.

6/26/2020 4:49 PM

2129 My child will not attend if masks or social distancing are required 6/26/2020 4:49 PM

2130 My children found that the actual academic portion of schooling was better online than in class
instruction, however, did miss their friends. If there is a requirement for face masks and
partitions, one way hallways, etc., I would not be sending the children back. All of my 3 high
schoolers are involved with band, choir and sports that are critical to their future plans and
those things have to be done in person, not online.

6/26/2020 4:48 PM

2131 Last year it was difficult to want to send her to school before this virus came along. The prek
was closed due to illness multiple times. And she would get sick after sending her back a
couple of days. I have a chronic lung disease I cant risk my children bringing something home.

6/26/2020 4:48 PM

2132 My children did really well with the remote learning, and we had a couple wonderful teachers
which really helped! (As a side note, we also had a kindergarten teacher that consistently wore
low-cut, spaghetti-strap, or workout, etc type of unprofessional clothing in videos which was not
appreciated. Perhaps that could be addressed if hybrid or remote learning is chosen.) It was
stressful at first and a big learning curve, but once we got it figured out, it we enjoyed the
change of pace. We would prefer going back to school 100% if it is safe enough, but we're also
open to a hybrid plan. My husband and I were able to rearrange our schedules so we work
opposite shifts until school starts. We may have to look at daycare if school is not the typical
100% in classroom. I feel that a lot of parents worry about childcare. Thank you for the
opportunity to give our opinion!

6/26/2020 4:48 PM

2133 My biggest concern is for my kindergartner who requires structure and loves letters and
numbers right now. I'm not a teacher and I work 12 hour days so teaching him basic skills that
he would normally learn in kindergarten Re: reading and numbers is not something I feel
capable of teaching him through online learning. I strongly feel like any sort of online learning
for him is going to set him up for failure. Not to mention the lack of social interaction necessary
for development at his age. Also, I do feel most teachers did their best to adapt to online
teaching however I felt the lessons provided weren't online friendly so if online learning
becomes the way we proceed with this coming school year I would consider enrolling them in
an actual online school with lessons designed for that purpose.

6/26/2020 4:48 PM

2134 My son tried reaching out to 3 different teachers at Palisade High, then my husband helped him
email again, in attempt to get recovery work from his science class. They never responded and
he ended up failing, after his special education teacher told me he needed that class to go to
the Career Center class he got into for the upcoming year. He's going to be crushed if he
misses out on it now because they completely dropped the ball and failed on helping him get
the work to him from before school was closed. I also emailed and spoke with the principal prior
to the school year starting to explain immediately we had no way to pay fees and needed help
with school supplies - he said it wasn't a problem and because we receive free meals and are
on SNAP they should be covered. About 2 weeks ago we got a letter not only saying he failed
science, but owed over $100! We've also desperately struggled with getting the help he needs
on his IEP and are on the verge of seeking legal counsel.

6/26/2020 4:47 PM

2135 My husband and I both work full time, so it would be incredibly difficult to home school on top of
working. I know that this time is unprecedented and evolves quickly, but that is our situation at
home at this time.

6/26/2020 4:47 PM

2136 For two of our children 100 % in school learning is best. For one son, who has ADHD, we would
prefer him to continue with career center and in person for his band classes etc. we were
delighted to find he excelled with remote learning and grad point classes so much better than
lecture classes. We would love for him to have this option to continue for his last year as a
senior

6/26/2020 4:46 PM

2137 Nope 6/26/2020 4:46 PM

2138 No masks, let them be kids and build immunity! 6/26/2020 4:44 PM

2139 Our kids need in person school if possible. For mental/physical health and for better learning. I
am concerned about remote learning - me teaching from home and trying to help three kids at

6/26/2020 4:44 PM
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the same time. Also- need a better system if accountability for students. They are all very aware
that if they don’t do the work....they are still getting by. Especially those students with no parent
support at home. I don’t have an answer... just some of the concerns on my mind!

2140 I'm very unsteady about sending my children back to school, especially with all the new cases
that are popping up everywhere. I will most likely keep them home and homeschool them.

6/26/2020 4:43 PM

2141 Under zero circumstances will I send my child back to school if they have to wear masks and
under zero circumstances will I send my 6th grader if she cannot go from class to class for
learning and is stuck with one teacher all day. Every teacher went to school and wanted to
teach a SPECIFIC subject and all teachers cannot teach certain subjects as well as the ones
that specialize in that area. It would be a great disservice to students if they could not learn
because they don’t have the best teacher to teach them.

6/26/2020 4:43 PM

2142 In person would be great but there is no way to get the students to adhere to social distancing
and or masks.

6/26/2020 4:43 PM

2143 If masks, social distancing of any kind, or lack of sport options exist I will pull my kids from
District 51 and enroll them in an option outside of District 51

6/26/2020 4:43 PM

2144 I felt that his teachers were hands off, had extremely reduced office hours. He has WCCC
classes which the instructor was much more attentive. Knowing the district is well under
financed my belief would be to start cutting salaries of teachers everybody else in the world Las
salaries why aren’t these teachers losing salaries as well? From the efforts that I saw the spring
as far as instruction time and products that they were using to teach it was extremely poor. I
know they have a program because my son did summer school the year before last which was
much more engaging and difficult and supported much better by the summer school program
then Fruita Monument HS this year with all of the spring efforts. If I had to grade theThe system
that supported my son this year it would be a straight F!

6/26/2020 4:41 PM

2145 If schools aren’t normal my children won’t be attending. Add more recesses, advocate for
smaller class sizes. Clean the building like you would for the flu or pink eye. Carry on as
normal. No masks. Just hand washing.

6/26/2020 4:41 PM

2146 No 6/26/2020 4:40 PM

2147 No 6/26/2020 4:39 PM

2148 No restrictions! No face masks! It's time to resume normal life and school! 6/26/2020 4:39 PM

2149 If we do online schooling, it would be helpful to not do as many online platforms. It was
challenging having to learn so many.

6/26/2020 4:39 PM

2150 I know you guys are doing the best you can based on the situation we have in front of us. I do
strongly believe if you guys require the children to wear face masks they will not do it and it will
make the teachers stressed for having to constantly tell kids to put their masks on. But again I
understand you guys are doing the best you can with the situation you have.

6/26/2020 4:38 PM

2151 I realize no one had all of the answers during the end of the school when remote learning was
put in place. We were essential workers during and still are so for me it didn't work. Especially
when the elective classes were also required to be done! One class the teacher would never
email us back for two months! So we paid them to be on an extended vacation! I believe we
must think of the children and their education. If remote learning is the way we are heading with
our school district my kids will not be attending I will find a home school program that will
actually benefit them. I will not be paying the district to teach my kids when I am in fact the one
doing it.

6/26/2020 4:38 PM

2152 No 6/26/2020 4:38 PM

2153 I think remote learning could be great if all the links got worked out. We struggled with help for
my son who has accomadations on his EIP. Some teachers didn't even respond when we
asked for help.

6/26/2020 4:38 PM

2154 Please let them go back! 6/26/2020 4:37 PM

2155 No face masks!!! School should return as normal with no restrictions, Including no restrictions
on recess, lunch, and specials. If you are sick stay home, as per normal standards.

6/26/2020 4:36 PM

2156 If there is no 100% face to face learning, my incoming Senior will be graduating early do to the
fact that he won't be able to experience a normal 12th grade year and he is currently 4.3 GPA

6/26/2020 4:36 PM
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student. My 7th grader is a good student and she did not do well at all with home based
learning. She fell behind and lost confidence. She has a visual learning style which made it
extremely hard to not see the teacher working problems on the board. BOTH OF MY KIDS
HAVE ACUTE BRONCHIAL SPASMS AND I AM VERY CONCERNED IF THEY ARE FORCED
TO WEAR A MASK TO SCHOOL VERSES THEM GETTING THE VIRUS.

2157 If they have to wear mask all day we will home school our child . You can’t ask kids to wear
them all day

6/26/2020 4:34 PM

2158 My son has an iep and remote learning was not at all a good experience. 6/26/2020 4:34 PM

2159 No 6/26/2020 4:34 PM

2160 Kids need to be back in school like before. This is an overblown situation. It needs to be treated
like the seasonal Flu and nothing more. Please stop buying into the unneeded panic and fear.

6/26/2020 4:33 PM

2161 I will not be sending my children to a d51 school or affiliated homeschool if stipulations are out
in place such as masks or social distancing

6/26/2020 4:32 PM

2162 Working parent would not give my children the education they need 6/26/2020 4:32 PM

2163 No 6/26/2020 4:31 PM

2164 Hybrid is inevitable 6/26/2020 4:31 PM

2165 If remote learning is needed again- It would be helpful for children to have a daily check list
provided by teachers at the beginning of the week so the kids know what to expect throughout
the week. It was really difficult when teachers added google meets late in the afternoon after
the child had already finished work for the day. We missed a lot of “needed/required” meets
because we did not know about them. Also it would be nice if teachers, even in higher grades,
included parents on emails.

6/26/2020 4:30 PM

2166 PLEASE LET US COME BACK AS NORMAL!! THESE KIDS HAVE BEEN THROUGH
ENOUGH ALREADY!

6/26/2020 4:30 PM

2167 It would have been nice if we could've checked the chromebooks out thru the summer to keep
our students, who've already missed so much school, somewhat current with their learning.

6/26/2020 4:29 PM

2168 I do not want my children required to wear masks all day while they are in school 6/26/2020 4:29 PM

2169 As a single working parent, remote learning with a Kindergartener (last year) was a significant
challenge. Lack of childcare resources in our community has already been a problem, with
covid complicating access even more! While remote learning is not ideal, a blend of in-person
and online would be satisfactory to reduce (although not eliminate) risk with fewer children in
the building at one time. But if remote learning is done like it was in the spring, I would rather
homeschool my child with the curriculum and style of my choice. If public health can allow for
some in-person learning to best accommodate the most families in a blend of online and in-
person, that would be a happy medium. Thank you for taking feedback!

6/26/2020 4:28 PM

2170 No 6/26/2020 4:28 PM

2171 My children will not return to public school if masks or social distancing are required 6/26/2020 4:28 PM

2172 My child felt there was a lot more school work given and teachers did not communicate with
each other so most school work was due at the same time. This stressed her out and made her
want to quit, which lead to stress of parents harping on her to get it done. When in school, she
felt less stress, every assignment wasn't due on the same day. Being at school in person, if you
didn't understand what the assignment was, you were able to speak with your teacher about it
so they could demonstrate how it works. At home school it was very difficult to have that
connection and understanding of the concept.

6/26/2020 4:28 PM

2173 No 6/26/2020 4:27 PM

2174 The remote learning was not at all conducive to active learning. It was mostly busywork and a
huge inconvenience. Kids need more activity and face to face time in their lives, not more
screen time!

6/26/2020 4:27 PM

2175 I believe it is important that if at all possible for students to be in the classroom learning from
the amazing teachers and with their friends/peers.

6/26/2020 4:25 PM

2176 For online remote learning, we felt like it was a little too much screen time - it would be nice to 6/26/2020 4:24 PM
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be sent home with tangible worksheets/workbooks/assignments. Teamwork with projects
together would be nice too, so they can have socialization at home as well.

2177 If the children are required to wear masks my child will not be returning to school. I will find a
private homeschool.

6/26/2020 4:24 PM

2178 Masks would be hard for teachers and students. Online is hard to motivate and hard to stay
focus. Perhaps do in person until November then online for final line many colleges accords the
country.

6/26/2020 4:22 PM

2179 Please let children go back to school! I would sign a waiver for them to attend! They miss
school and their friends and teachers. This situation does not affect them and they need their
childhood back!

6/26/2020 4:22 PM

2180 As a full time student and working mom, I am really relying on in-person schooling for my
Kindergartner. I also understand the seriousness of COVID-19 and trust you will make the right
decision based on Public Health guidelines/protocols

6/26/2020 4:21 PM

2181 I feel face to face learning is essential for the younger students, but high school students should
have a choice of leari g in person or remote

6/26/2020 4:20 PM

2182 If my child has to wear a mask during school he will not be attending. If my child has to eat
much 6 feet from his friends he will not be attending. If we do remote learning the teacher better
be 10 time better than they were before! Also no GROUP project as my son failed it because no
one helped him!

6/26/2020 4:20 PM

2183 How/will extended care be available for hybrid or remote learning? Will it be accessible if we go
back to school as well?

6/26/2020 4:19 PM

2184 I want my son to attend school but we are going to wait until November or December when all
the sickness tends to be the highest. CDC is stating that the COVID-19 will come into the
schools. My son cannot get either form. It will send him to the hospital because of his health.
There is 2 elderly people that live with my son. Masks and my son’s breathing I cannot see it
happening for any length of time.

6/26/2020 4:18 PM

2185 Kids really miss there friends and personal interaction with teachers. 6/26/2020 4:18 PM

2186 I know there are many unknowns but I would appreciate it if the district would make a plan and
move forward. You need to make your decisions so we can make ours. My kids are hoping to
go back to school in the fall but if this upcoming school year is modeled after last quarters
curriculum I will pull them out of the district completely and choose a homeschooling curriculum
that works with our lifestyle.

6/26/2020 4:18 PM

2187 So what's changed? If you mandate in person school and my child gets sick then our at risk
family members will most likely be compromised. We can't realistically ask kids to distance and
where masks all day. Until a more therapeutic treatment or vaccine is available I would hope
D51 makes a good decision. One positive case in school and the year is over.

6/26/2020 4:18 PM

2188 My child will not be attending if they are required to wear masks. Only if they return to normal
learning

6/26/2020 4:18 PM

2189 Social distancing for kids is awful and is going to cause more problems mentally. We will
continue to homeschool.

6/26/2020 4:17 PM

2190 Requiring a vaccine or face-mask would be a deal killer. Not enough research to support either
one at this point.

6/26/2020 4:17 PM

2191 Distance learning was not equal between all of my children. As parents we supported and all of
my children succeeded, but not all teachers were able to offer equal education through distance
learning. Some teachers offered a full curriculum, while others struggled to upload videos.
Depending upon the reopening plans we will be considering Grand Rivers, an online only, or if
the expectations on children allow for recess and a full classroom experience, on campus. Our
decision really depends upon how reopening looks.

6/26/2020 4:17 PM

2192 No 6/26/2020 4:16 PM

2193 As a school employee with workdays required during even non-student days, having anything
else than 100% in person would require my bringing my child to work and attempting to “teach”
while working or paying for and relying on daycare or alternative care staff to teach her or would
require her school days to start when my work days end to can teach her. I know health

6/26/2020 4:16 PM
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concerns are of the utmost importance, but learning needs have to also consider parents who
are required to work in building even if their student isn’t doing in-person learning.

2194 Children need interaction, they need the face to face learning. They are KIDS let me be kids
and get back to school. Not going back to school will jeopardize their future of learning.

6/26/2020 4:16 PM

2195 If guidelines are implemented for returning to school (masks, social distancing) our decision will
be home schooling. We will not have our children wear masks and have to distance themselves
from their peers.

6/26/2020 4:15 PM

2196 I will not send my kids if they are required to wear masks or be social distanced. 6/26/2020 4:15 PM

2197 I really don’t want my children to have to wear masks to school or sit six feet apart. Also if it’s
remote learning I would like an option with less screen time.

6/26/2020 4:15 PM

2198 If they are required to wear a mask they will do online learning. 6/26/2020 4:14 PM

2199 No 6/26/2020 4:14 PM

2200 No 6/26/2020 4:14 PM

2201 Thank you for asking parents for feedback on what works best for our children. My son did
better doing online work while my daughter did not as much. This pandemic has shed light on
the fact that every kid doesn't learn the same in the same environment. The current education
environment is antiquated and my son has ALWAYS struggled with chaotic classrooms until he
was able to do his work online and he got all As. Please consider a permanent alteration and
more learning options to give our kids the best possible environment to thrive and succeed that
will lead to mentally healthier and more confident young people.

6/26/2020 4:14 PM

2202 Curious as to how the hand washing stations, sanitizers, and plans for classrooms will look 6/26/2020 4:14 PM

2203 I will withdraw my student if district goes to distance learning until school is in-person again. His
grades and abilities were greatly affected and dropped severely and we were extremely
stressed out over technical issues with Schoology and online programs constantly crashing.
Not worth the stress. He needs to be in the classroom to excel in school

6/26/2020 4:13 PM

2204 If there are any social restrictions or masks required I will pull my children from d51 and Pursue
a gone based learning program.

6/26/2020 4:13 PM

2205 Public education is the backbone of our country and without it, I am terrified of what our country
will become. Please take all available measures to ensure that we get back to normal as soon
as possible. It will take years for the current crop of kids to recover from the missed instruction
and time spent out of school. We as a community must minimize that impact.

6/26/2020 4:11 PM

2206 If we have to do remote learning again this coming school year, my children will not he
participating. It had a very negative effect on them and I will not be putting them through that
again.

6/26/2020 4:11 PM

2207 I personally don’t like the set cdc rules for children with the covid. I understand the safety
concerns but I can’t let it effect my child’s wellbeing more than it already has and not allowing
them to interact with other child, have recess, lunch in a cafeteria and mostly wear the mask
ALL day long will greatly effect them. I will be keeping my child home and we will do an online
schooling

6/26/2020 4:10 PM

2208 really need to get all schools on the same system of remote learning instead of having to learn
two different methods of instruction and communication.

6/26/2020 4:09 PM

2209 Na 6/26/2020 4:09 PM

2210 Please consider kids with separation anxiety who have been severely impacted by not being
able to attend school and causing more mental health issues

6/26/2020 4:09 PM

2211 Hybrid model is going to be impossible for working parents and families with children multiple
schools.

6/26/2020 4:09 PM

2212 Special education services is extremely hard during remote learning 6/26/2020 4:08 PM

2213 You all are doing so awesome with everything! Life is ever changing, we will adapt along with
you so don’t give up! :)

6/26/2020 4:08 PM

2214 If my kids can’t do in-person learning, they won’t return and we will homeschool instead. 6/26/2020 4:07 PM
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2215 Yes. My sons remote learning I rated poor as I felt almost all of his classes the teachers were
not required to teach as three hours a day was not enougb time. I feel that many teachers and
students were not held accountable for pretty much anything. My son I made him get up and be
online all day with the exception of PE and Weight lifting in which we tried to do on our own
during the school day. He did have one teacher that was face timing every single day and I
applaud her for that as even when only 4 students attended she never gave up and always
gave 110%. I am very sad that others were not required to as they still received a paycheck. As
far as grades our son does very well and has over a 4.0 GPA....I feel that he was not given
enough direction in few classes and that he should have received a few higher grades as other
students that were not even doimg anything still get to pass with grades they had prior to spring
break. Its been a eye opening experience as I know this time in our lives is scarey. I hope that
we all can stay strong and stay a community that leans on one another. I hope this helps with
feed back. I understand this is all new for everyone. We still all need to be held accountable in
our actions each and everyday.

6/26/2020 4:07 PM

2216 Please do not make our children miss out on social interaction by teaching remotely. 6/26/2020 4:07 PM

2217 Please consider the kids when deciding what to do. My daughter hated remote learning and will
most likely fall behind if we have to do it again.

6/26/2020 4:07 PM

2218 As a teacher and a parent, I'm worried about hybrid learning. I wasn't able to support and get
my own children to work in the spring because I was so busy trying to meet the needs of
students and parents. I didn't have the expertise to help my own kids do what they needed to
do.

6/26/2020 4:06 PM

2219 Thank you for you work to serve our kids. I do think children wearing a mask would not be good
for the co2 levels they would breath all day and I also feel it’s unlikely they would keep them on
and not touch their face much. Thank you!

6/26/2020 4:06 PM

2220 It is important they attend real school. Although some of his teachers tried, he was much less
successful learning without in person schooling. Grades suffered education suffered,
development suffered.

6/26/2020 4:05 PM

2221 If my children are regulated to wear a mask they will not be attending in person and will choose
to home school my children not through the district 51.

6/26/2020 4:04 PM

2222 This has been very disruptive with lack of data that masks help and/or social distancing helps. I
am sensitive to those who are at risk and those who choose a different path but getting back to
normality with caution is highly welcomed. please support but please also don’t bring bad
unwilling staff as they will not be teaching to their potential.. more rules and restrictions on kids
is fine.. but let’s get them back into real education.. the online virtual learning was a huge
disappointment for us... thanks

6/26/2020 4:03 PM

2223 I would support a hybrid model as well. I am a teacher and it would be helpful to be on the
same schedule as my child.

6/26/2020 4:03 PM

2224 If I am doing school at home with my kiddos I want the money the district gets for them, to pay
for my time, supplies, utilities and room to do it. If I do not get this I expect to have them in
school full time with no remote learning. I believe it’s around $8000 a child. If my child does not
end up doing full time schooling with the district then they should not get that money for their
education, I should.

6/26/2020 4:03 PM

2225 My children will not be enrolled if ANY restrictions are in place 6/26/2020 4:03 PM

2226 No 6/26/2020 4:02 PM

2227 We appreciate all the thought and deliberation you must do with this extremely challenging
situation. Health of our community is the most important priority, so balancing that with
education will be paramount. Definitely open to a hybrid of case numbers continue to rise as
they are. Thank you for all the hard work!!!!

6/26/2020 4:01 PM

2228 Remote learning will be next to impossible for our child next year with both parents working full
time plus overtime in addition to the regular 40 hours. We tried to do remote learning during
daycare but assignments were never finished

6/26/2020 4:01 PM

2229 no 6/26/2020 4:01 PM

2230 My daughter hopes she can attend high school. 6/26/2020 4:00 PM
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2231 I believe hand sanitizing station should be available in classrooms. Masks should be optional.
Encourage good hygiene.

6/26/2020 4:00 PM

2232 Teachers are Awesome! 6/26/2020 3:59 PM

2233 No 6/26/2020 3:59 PM

2234 I like the idea of having parents sign something so our kids don't have to wear masks 8 hours a
day.

6/26/2020 3:59 PM

2235 Not at this time. Thank you for ALL that you do and for your thoughtfulness in decision-making. 6/26/2020 3:58 PM

2236 Safety first but I feel our family would be comfortable with a hybrid program. Full online learning
was difficult for my kid to adjust to because of his learning needs. More individual support will
be needed to follow IEP. On the other had we have elderly high risk family in the home so our
worry is both for our child and the family we care for everyone’s health care needs. hybrid might
provided support in both areas. The biggest request is that we have a plan in place before the
week before school starts so we can adjust work schedules.

6/26/2020 3:58 PM

2237 My children struggled with remote learning and needed in-person instruction. I am not able to
work and be a full-time teacher.

6/26/2020 3:58 PM

2238 If the district does remote learning I think it’s a joke. Our kids did it for 7 weeks and got nothing
but headaches, fights and frustration out of it to not even receive a grade from New Emerson. If
we stay remote, my 11 year old will be a drop out and that is sad

6/26/2020 3:57 PM

2239 If face masks and social distancing is required my children will not return to your school district.
They are not capable of wearing face masks for extended amounts of time. Also they need the
social interaction more than the book education. If additional immunizations are required again,
they will not attend any district 51 school.

6/26/2020 3:57 PM

2240 Some of the teachers were outstanding in the home learning environment. My kids were both
very proactive and some classes particularly calculus they had to do a lot of research on their
own. As much work as my kids put in we would have appreciated that to be reflected in their
grades. Neither one of their grades went down but they worked hard to maintain that My oldest
in particular had straight As so he had no opportunity to improve, he held those grades
throughout the homeschool session

6/26/2020 3:56 PM

2241 I would prefer the schools do online & not all the online handled by GRA, students need to
remain connected to their schools. Not having a choice for online other than GRA is extremely
concerning & also short-sighted! If we are not going to stay with our schools online, we will
shop for the best choice. If the district is making us choose to send our children’s to school or
go to a different school, we will choose what we want!

6/26/2020 3:56 PM

2242 I believe my children need to be in school. The teachers did an ok job considering the situation
but they did not learn the amount of content they needed to. This is their future, they need to be
in school.

6/26/2020 3:56 PM

2243 No masks please. They are silly 6/26/2020 3:55 PM

2244 Some teachers did amazing with remote learning. Some sent 1 assignment a week with no
interaction. One didn’t grade anything after remote learning started. I know it was very
challenging for my friends who are teachers and they worked harder than ever. I am able to
help my kids and keep on top of the work, but I know people who can’t do it, and one person I
talked to several weeks in didn’t even know what classes their kids were taking. Health includes
Mental health. Thanks for the hard work you are doing trying to meet the needs of all students.

6/26/2020 3:54 PM

2245 The end of last school year was handled wonderfully by both Broadway Elem and Redlands
Middle. It was a rough uncertain time and Mrs. Fawn and Mrs Sophtstoff and teams went above
and beyond. I know next year is uncertain but I know you will do your best again.

6/26/2020 3:54 PM

2246 I feel that there is no difference between in person learning and needing to put my child in child
care if school remains remote. I'm a nurse so I work full time and my child is already slightly
behind in reading/literacy. If its up to me to teach her, I feel she will continue to fall behind year
after year.

6/26/2020 3:53 PM

2247 I think face-to-face learning is the best bet. As far as masks go my concern is my child has
allergies and the face mask makes it worse. I am concerned that my child would be more at risk
health wise.

6/26/2020 3:53 PM
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2248 if masks are required, we will seriously consider other options 6/26/2020 3:53 PM

2249 Thank you for all you do. Remote was great at the begining but them like with almost everything
my 12 yr old started to lose interest, therefore I think if in person isn't possible hopefully hybrid
can be done! ty!

6/26/2020 3:52 PM

2250 Please do whatever you can to ensure students are able to be in their school communities. 6/26/2020 3:52 PM

2251 Not at this time. 6/26/2020 3:51 PM

2252 No mask restrictions is an absolute must for children and teachers 6/26/2020 3:51 PM

2253 The remote learning was understandably cobbled together quickly. The biggest issue we had
was the number of apps and programs our students was very difficult for our students and us to
navigate. A more simplified approach with as much one on one would be ideal. Also, the
workload was too large for 3rd graders and it was tough to manage as parents who both work
full time.

6/26/2020 3:51 PM

2254 No 6/26/2020 3:50 PM

2255 I do hope the people making these decisions really sit back and think about the quality of
learning the children would really get if they are asked to wear masks. I know my child would
spend more time playing with the mask then actually listening. Also Please think of how hot it
gets here. Now they have to wear a mask and run around playing is that a good health call? It’s
hard for an adult to be able to breath through them just walking around in the heat and our
lungs are a lot stronger then that of a child. Also social distancing at schools are going to be
another nightmare. My child is very excited to be able to play with her friends again. How would
that go? Kids are only allowed to play in small groups? What if someone is left out and now
doesn’t get to play with their friends because the group is full. I completely understand safety is
a priority in the district but please let’s not give into the fear of this and make school miserable
for our kids. Leave it up to the parents to decide if they want their kids to wear mask or if they
even want to take their kid back to school. Why should my child be punished because of
someone else’s fear. I just know I CANNOT do remote learning again. I am not a teacher. I do
not want to jeopardize my child’s learning because I am not teaching her correctly or because I
didn’t have time to sit down and do school work with her on top of my already busy schedule.
Not to mention if she only goes certain days who’s going to watch my children while I am
working. Also who’s paying for that. Have any of you looked at how much child care is and if it’s
even available for older kids? Again, I just hope you all are looking at this from all angles. I
know you can’t make everyone happy but also you can leave it up to the parents to have their
kids wear mask or not. Please please please don’t make my child’s school year miserable.

6/26/2020 3:50 PM

2256 Let the kids go back to in class learning! 6/26/2020 3:49 PM

2257 Hybrid would be ok if 100% face to face is not possible 6/26/2020 3:48 PM

2258 Remote was very difficult for my student... 6/26/2020 3:48 PM

2259 I would say overall - "Good Job" for making things happen in a short amount of time. A lot of
teachers and administrative people had were required to focus on training in a totally different
manner and also in a very short time. Now, I think the IT person has had plenty of time to
reconfigurate computer systems and options for better interactions. I know there were better
options to help the teachers out with planning and thus communicating with the students and
parents. If this person has not made any changes then you better get rid of that person fast and
get a contingency plan in place. Again, I'm sure this is in place but if not then changes should
be made because there were better options out there.

6/26/2020 3:47 PM

2260 Thank you for your hard work, commitment to our community, amazing job everyone did going
with the flow. Please know, whatever you all decide to do next year, i stand with you, and
support you. Thank you!

6/26/2020 3:46 PM

2261 The remote learning was ok given the situation but my kids NEED face to face learning 6/26/2020 3:46 PM

2262 Most family have both parents working and it was hard the end of the year to adjust to online
learning and both parents at work from 7-5

6/26/2020 3:46 PM

2263 The teachers did an amazing job. Our children need the personal interaction that comes with in
person teaching.

6/26/2020 3:46 PM

2264 If my kids have to wear masks and social distance I will homeschool. 6/26/2020 3:45 PM
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2265 N/A 6/26/2020 3:42 PM

2266 No 6/26/2020 3:42 PM

2267 Music education and marching band are very important to my daughter. We hope these
programs get the support they deserve as they motivate a lot of kids to deal with all the
strangeness of the world and their learning environment.

6/26/2020 3:42 PM

2268 I know if my children especially my youngest in 2nd grade is required to wear a mask he won’t
be able to do it and my oldest if required to do online learning she struggled greatly in math and
I can’t help her with this work...I work full time and don’t have the time to learn the material to
be able to teach it to her. I work 13 + hours a day as a nurse and don’t have the time to learn
the materials and the. Sit down and teach this to her

6/26/2020 3:41 PM

2269 School needs to be in session! These kids are not remote learners. I have two others outside
the district as well.

6/26/2020 3:41 PM

2270 If they are required to wear a mask, I will home school. If you are thinking of doing the distant
learning, I will look for other options. The online learning was a joke, half the kids didn’t even do
any work, but you still passed them. There was no accountability. Fortunately my daughter in
the 5th grade had a great online experience. My other 2 were done in less than 2 hours a day.
Sometimes there were no assignments, we didn’t have internet capability to have 3 kids and 2
parents at home working and going to school, systems in place kicked out our kids several
times, it was a joke.

6/26/2020 3:40 PM

2271 Children need to in school. I work. My child would be at home alone doing school work. This is
not what we want for 8 grade.

6/26/2020 3:39 PM

2272 I would like to be able to sign a waiver saying that my children can eat in the lunchroom. Also,
thank you for all your efforts with graduation. Our family has a senior and we really appreciate
all you have done to celebrate them!!!

6/26/2020 3:39 PM

2273 If masks were a requirement for in person school I would have no problem with that. I would
prefer my students to be in person wearing a mask rather than home and in front of a monitor
all day.

6/26/2020 3:38 PM

2274 No 6/26/2020 3:37 PM

2275 I know the remote system isnt perfect and it was spur of the moment, the teachers did the best
they could. Lots was lost in translation though.

6/26/2020 3:37 PM

2276 Please don’t make the kids wear masks! Split up the school days and have smaller sizes to do
some social distancing or have half go morning and half afternoon utilizing a hybrid model.

6/26/2020 3:37 PM

2277 If the school does not fully open with zero restrictions and full sports my child will be enrolled in
an on line school not related to D51. Therfore my child will not be a D 51 student.

6/26/2020 3:37 PM

2278 My children will NOT be attending D51 if remote learning is happening in any way. Said
differently, if my children are not in school in person 100% of the time, my children will be home
schooled.

6/26/2020 3:35 PM

2279 As a working parent I hope we can go to full in person, but I believe the district will do what is
best for all children. As a district employee also, I worry about the workload of teachers in a
hybrid situation.

6/26/2020 3:35 PM

2280 My oldest son went into a depresson because he was not in school I don't want that for him this
school year

6/26/2020 3:35 PM

2281 A normal school in person routine is what is best for our children after the terminal they endured
at the end of last school year and so on. An on person normal class schedual is what is best for
their mental health. In class 5 days a week should be offered to those who want it.

6/26/2020 3:34 PM

2282 I want my kids to go back to school, no masks...no partitons... just like it was before. 6/26/2020 3:34 PM

2283 No 6/26/2020 3:34 PM

2284 My child does best with 1-on-1 learning. He is also an only child, so the social/emotional
benefits of being in a class with his peers is essential given his learning/developmental
disabilities.

6/26/2020 3:34 PM

2285 My teens are anxious to get back to learning and to get back with their peers. My junior is set 6/26/2020 3:34 PM
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up for a load of AP classes that are super important for his college career. We need in person
classroom instruction, just like it's always been.

2286 I like more education with my son because of special needs 6/26/2020 3:33 PM

2287 No masks! 6/26/2020 3:32 PM

2288 no 6/26/2020 3:32 PM

2289 Remote learning was rated poor because my children didn't learn new material. It wasn't their
teachers' fault at all. The nature of remote learning as done by d51 didn't allow new learning
because there wasn't equity for all students.

6/26/2020 3:31 PM

2290 Kids want to be at school. They don’t mind forgoing the bus 6/26/2020 3:31 PM

2291 I would prefer either full face-to-face instruction or full online instruction. It would be very difficult
to have my children only attend school 2 or 3 day a week, because of child care.

6/26/2020 3:31 PM

2292 If we are in hybrid model, can we look to have free/reduced students at school the entire time
based on their high need? Thank you for all you do!

6/26/2020 3:31 PM

2293 D51 is doing a great job in my eyes 6/26/2020 3:30 PM

2294 The school board is tasked with the education of our children. If this decision is being made as
the absolute BEST way to educate our children (socially and emotionally also) remote wouldn't
even be considered. The school board is NOT responsible for the health or safety of grandma
and grandpa or those at risk. Children are unaffected by Covid19 and there is also no data to
support that children pass it to their family members. My child will not attend any D51 school if
there is any possibility of masks or social distancing let alone hybrid learning.

6/26/2020 3:30 PM

2295 Special ed children had twice the work as the regular Ed kids. If you have to go to online sped
teachers should take over the majority of assignments . And having Google classroom and the
one for middle school was horrible . Stick to one platform I don’t care how much it cost the
district to do the middle School platform.

6/26/2020 3:30 PM

2296 We hope that we can at least start the school year being at school. For parents that work, it is
near to impossible to do home instruction on top of our work schedules.

6/26/2020 3:30 PM

2297 I appreciate all teachers are doing and a hybrid model while good for families will be so hard on
teachers and their families. Please remember teachers have children and the remote dynamic
can be challenging for them.

6/26/2020 3:30 PM

2298 No mask my kids can’t hear and wearing mask will make it that much harder. 6/26/2020 3:29 PM

2299 I am also a teacher in the district and want to be back with my students. No masks, as normal
as possible. I think as a teacher I need to be sure I am disinfecting my classroom and keeping
things clean and sanitary. If we all do that it will help.

6/26/2020 3:28 PM

2300 My son is not good at the remote learning and wouldn't do his work. We (his parents) work full
time and can't sit at home and watch him do his school work.

6/26/2020 3:28 PM

2301 I would prefer 100% in person, even if that includes things likes masks. A hybrid would be
better than 100% remote. 100% remote means no orchestra, no socialization, it’s difficult for
working parents who aren’t there during the day to help with school etc.

6/26/2020 3:28 PM

2302 My children will not attend public school if the covid vaccine is required, masks are required,
and they can't eat and play with other children like normal.

6/26/2020 3:28 PM

2303 My disabled child 100% got nothing out of remote learning. We need a different option for kids
who require PT/OT Speech and SPED classrooms.

6/26/2020 3:28 PM

2304 None 6/26/2020 3:27 PM

2305 Please do not require masks- I feel that this will create anxiety and a number of other problems
for students.

6/26/2020 3:27 PM

2306 My children will not return to D51 with a mask or restrictions. I will find another method of
education for them.

6/26/2020 3:27 PM

2307 I believe children need the social Interaction of other children their age in order to learn
important social skills, ability to interact and make valuable friendships. This is some children

6/26/2020 3:27 PM
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do not get from remote learning.

2308 If the children do go back to school, I believe that they should have their lunch before recess,
as having it after is more of a health risk, since they do not wash their hands after playing on
the playground equipment before eating. I also have other health concerns due to all of the
children not being able to wash their hands between other activities, children being able to stay
home with any cold symptoms (due to parent's work schedules, grades, etc...).

6/26/2020 3:27 PM

2309 I find it best that my children attend school with face to face learning. Remote learning was not
the best for us.

6/26/2020 3:26 PM

2310 no 6/26/2020 3:26 PM

2311 CDC warns young people are not ‘somehow naturally immune’ to coronavirus. Therefore, it only
takes one individual to infect others and others to infect a whole community. How many deaths
do you want to trace to District 51 opening?

6/26/2020 3:26 PM

2312 Make masks only to be worn in hallways. 6/26/2020 3:25 PM

2313 I am a RN who works full time. If my kid doesn't go back to school please let deadlines end on
Sunday so we have more days to work on it please.

6/26/2020 3:25 PM

2314 My kids will only return to school if there are no restrictions. I believe social distancing will do
more harm than good & masks would be a waste

6/26/2020 3:25 PM

2315 No 6/26/2020 3:24 PM

2316 I know my son, on an IEP for reading and writing, will not get the services he needs if we
do.remote learning. However, asking him to do more time/work to make up missed school time
will not work. I asked them to hold off on all services until we are back at face to face learning
and I will continue to do so. I would also like to say that our first job is to do what is best for kids
and their families, even if the families do not like it. School is not a babysitting gig. Please do
not rush a decision because so many parents have banded together to pull their kids out and
threatened homeschooling. Let them homeschool. It is exactly what they say they don't want-
kids isolated and alone trying to remote learn. We have to make the best decisions for all of our
kids, all of their parents and all of their grandparents.

6/26/2020 3:24 PM

2317 Remote learning is really not effective as it has been carried out so far 6/26/2020 3:23 PM

2318 If health conditions and Covid cases are still under control and Mesa County is moving forward
in returning to normal successfully, then I would most likely send my high school student to in
person learning 100% of the time. I marked Hybrid since we are currently unsure of the
situation we will be facing at the time school starts.

6/26/2020 3:23 PM

2319 Social distancing in a high school is impossible. Let's hold IN PERSON school for all who want
to attend....WITHOUT masks.

6/26/2020 3:23 PM

2320 The data nationally, for the state, and for Mesa County does not support the notion of returning
to full-time, in-person classes. As a parent, I am a vulnerable individual with life-long heart
issues arising from a defect. I am concerned with two facts: a return to "school as normal" will
create a situation of hundreds of kids - each with many points of contact in the world outside of
the school - are in close proximity to each other; AND that studies are showing that children
and young people are at just as high of infection and mortality rates. I recognize that child care
is a concern for getting the economy going, but it seems reckless in the extreme to think
schools can now go back to normal when there are still no effective treatments and no vaccine
for a highly contagious, highly lethal disease.

6/26/2020 3:23 PM

2321 Since new emerson has such a small student population, I'm not sure my answers can speak
for most parents. The risk of sending children to a much more populated school is certainly
different than our situation at new emerson

6/26/2020 3:23 PM

2322 Our children need in person learning. Not all children can navigate the online classroom, nor do
they all have the self drive and attention span to do online classwork. Some children learn
better when they can have help to understand the classwork. Most parents are not equipped to
teach their children because they do not understand themselves. Also mist parents are still
essential and can not work 12 plus hour days then fight with their children about doing online
school.

6/26/2020 3:22 PM

2323 Did not like distant learning for my children. Too much chatting with friends and not finishing 6/26/2020 3:22 PM
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work. If they have to do online again, I’ll pull them out and do all subjects with them myself. Not
a fan of distant learning for younger learners. Too many temptations.

2324 N/A 6/26/2020 3:21 PM

2325 We will homeschool if masks and social distancing are required. 6/26/2020 3:21 PM

2326 Thanks for working hard, ensuring the 20-21 school year will be a safe learning environment for
our children.

6/26/2020 3:20 PM

2327 Thank you for all your hard work in keeping our kids and the staff safe. 6/26/2020 3:20 PM

2328 Remote learning was difficult to keep interest and the level of education was lowered. Kids
need each other to learn how to be social and for their psychological health.

6/26/2020 3:20 PM

2329 My child will Not be getting Covid 19 Vaccine 6/26/2020 3:20 PM

2330 Thank you for this survey and addressing the childcare issue. 6/26/2020 3:19 PM

2331 HOMESCHOOLING IS NOT LISTED AND SHOULD BE. 6/26/2020 3:19 PM

2332 What is going on with the individual learning plans? Is the district moving forward with this or
not?

6/26/2020 3:19 PM

2333 No 6/26/2020 3:19 PM

2334 no 6/26/2020 3:18 PM

2335 If students won't be required to wear masks then I feel that the schools should split the children
into 2 groups. Group A going to school on certain days and group B going on different days.
Both groups would alternate between in person learning and remote learning. Also need a plan
for children that are immuno comprimised

6/26/2020 3:17 PM

2336 Teachers actually teaching the kids rather than just doing homework if there is remote learning
and teachers all required to do things alike in the same cores.

6/26/2020 3:16 PM

2337 It was very hard and frustrating using the online learning for my SPED child. Her teachers and
staff did the best they could with what was at hand. If we have to go back to online learning
away from the class room, I would strongly suggest taking into consideration the learning
options for the children and families that have SPED children.

6/26/2020 3:15 PM

2338 I think given the quality of the online learning (which was not great and varied wildly between
our 3 students), it would make sense to open up schools to in-person learning with social
distancing guidelines in effect as much as possible.

6/26/2020 3:15 PM

2339 Remote learning has created financial struggle in our home as we suddenly had to enroll our
kinder back into preschool and it is Very expensive with an infant in care as well! I’m fed up with
working to pay daycare already! I am a healthcare worker and my children have attended
daycare through all this and we have stayed healthy and COVID 19 free! My son had a very
hard time with remote learning because we parents go to work early and come home after 6 at
night and there was no time to do school work. This forced us to spend our weekends doing
school work! Not ok!

6/26/2020 3:15 PM

2340 We go back to school with no masks and regular learning. No crazy restrictions 6/26/2020 3:15 PM

2341 I will not send my kids to school with a bunch of crazy restrictions. They need to be kids and go
to normal school. If it comes down to online learning I would rather just homeschool since it’s
easier than trying to deal with a bunch of teachers with remote learning.

6/26/2020 3:15 PM

2342 If masks are required or if they do not get to have lunch and recess as usual, we will not send
out kids back to school in the fall

6/26/2020 3:15 PM

2343 I am really worried about 100% in person classes. Our family's health is my biggest concern
and with recent spikes in COVID cases, I am on the fence of allowing my child back at school
due the lack of follow through kids have when they are told they must wear a mask. My concern
is with others not taking this seriously. My first priority is keeping my family safe and healthy
and the last thing I want is to expose my child and family who all have asthma and myself and
youngst child who have a weak immune system. I appricate D51 allowing us to provide
feedback. As much as I want my child to go to school, be social, and participate in sports, my
guard is still up and dont feel comfortable with 100% in person schooling. Thank you for your
time.

6/26/2020 3:15 PM
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2344 Would prefer 100% back to normal learning, but realize that it may have to be a hybrid and am
ok with that.

6/26/2020 3:14 PM

2345 I want our children, and staff safe and healthy. It has been shown that not only does the elderly
and existing conditions people are susceptible to this virus, but any and all the population are at
risk.

6/26/2020 3:14 PM

2346 NA 6/26/2020 3:14 PM

2347 We are considering 100% home school if things don't go back to "normal". 6/26/2020 3:14 PM

2348 Good Luck! 6/26/2020 3:14 PM

2349 Thanks for all you do! 6/26/2020 3:12 PM

2350 DO NOT have an expection that working parents can also teach their kids everyday. It is not
realistic and not possible.

6/26/2020 3:12 PM

2351 My kids would be likely to return if social distancing is removed and they can be kids and play
with their friends and if masks are not required.

6/26/2020 3:12 PM

2352 D51 needs to be evaluated separately from state and local areas we have had no surge and
minimal positive cases

6/26/2020 3:11 PM

2353 Our experience with distance learning with my 1st grader was better than my 4th grader. But if
the district decides to move forward with remote learning I will choose to homeschool instead. I
absolutely LOVE Scenic Elementary but for my sanity I would rather know what they're doing
for myself.

6/26/2020 3:11 PM

2354 For me I think these kids need to be in school. I think they learn better in thT setting. Wash your
hands cover your mouth dont go to school if your sick.

6/26/2020 3:10 PM

2355 If masks and no lunch/recess and no sports are required to re open, I will remo e my child from
D51 school district.

6/26/2020 3:10 PM

2356 If my child had to wear a mask, I would home school her. Or if she had in person and online
learning, I would be highly tempted to homeschool her.

6/26/2020 3:09 PM

2357 Not only do we need to know what reopening looks like, as parents, we also need to
understand what attendance guidelines will look like. By this, I mean, what will closures look life
for 1 student/staff infected, 2 student/staff infected/ etc. Will there be periods where children will
be jumping back and forth between in-person and online.

6/26/2020 3:09 PM

2358 As a d51 teacher and parent, I want to let you guys know you're doing a great job and I'll
support our dictrict in any way. I really hope we go back to face to face full time. Remote
learning is awful!!!!

6/26/2020 3:09 PM

2359 No but my kids are excited to get back to normal 6/26/2020 3:09 PM

2360 I think we should either be in school 100% or digital 100%. I do not think that a hybrid situation
will work well for teachers, students, or parents.

6/26/2020 3:09 PM

2361 Our kids deserve normal! 6/26/2020 3:09 PM

2362 Masks are necessary to prevent spread - don’t cave to the conspiracy theories. If public health
believes masks will help - please follow the guidelines.

6/26/2020 3:08 PM

2363 Given the time frame SD51 had to implement online learning, I think they did ok however
overall I felt the quality of learning was poor. Kids spent very little time working on assignments
and class work. Bless the teacher’s hard work however, for this to be effective moving forward
there really needs to be more work put in to this program. If this is the “new normal” I am afraid
lots of gets will get left behind.

6/26/2020 3:08 PM

2364 The teachers did a great job trying to still teach the children. My child did okay with remote
learning but definitely thrives on classroom structure and needs the social piece. And for the
stress and frustration it caused to only receive an “N” really frustrated me as a parent. Let the
kiddos go back. No masks and yes recess! The mental toll on my kiddo has been hard to
watch. They need their peers.

6/26/2020 3:08 PM

2365 My kids will not be attending any school where face masks are required, where they won't be 6/26/2020 3:08 PM
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able to eat in the cafeteria, where they won't have recess, where they'll be stuck in one
classroom pretty much all day every day, or where they'll have plexi-glass partitions, etc.

2366 I do not want my kids wearing masks to school or missing out on the well-rounded education
that allows them to experience music, art, PE, computers, and recess with their peers. If masks
are going to be required we will most likely home school. I would happily sign a waiver stating
that I won’t hold the school or district liable if my children get COVID. We have to get back to
normal. The spirit of the quarantine was never to prevent everyone from catching it. It was to
reduce the impact on hospitals. Kids are not the one effected by this. Please fight for our kids to
have normal school this fall.

6/26/2020 3:07 PM

2367 If a hybrid environment is chosen, educators will have difficulty affording care for their school
aged children.

6/26/2020 3:07 PM

2368 You guys are doing a great job, thank you. 6/26/2020 3:07 PM

2369 In our case I think the remote learning was rough not because of the teacher, but because my
child loves school and interacting with others, he just didn’t have a desire to do work online and
I chose to not fight with him over it so we did less of the work than normal, we did other hands
on activities to compensate because that’s what he enjoys. If we were to go back to just remote
learning I would just home school with some of our friends.

6/26/2020 3:07 PM

2370 I want face to face 6/26/2020 3:06 PM

2371 If my children are required to wear a mask, I will be pulling them out of school. 6/26/2020 3:05 PM

2372 I plan on returning my children to school this coming year but depending on what the
regulations will be. If my child has to wear a mask all day or refrain from socializing then no
they probably wont' return to school.

6/26/2020 3:00 PM

2373 Safety of the students, staff, families, and the community are my number one priority at this
time. I hope to be able to choose the safest option

6/26/2020 3:00 PM

2374 If cant attend in person completely would recommend half attend part time and the other
students the other 2 x week at least in person

6/26/2020 3:00 PM

2375 Face to face learning is so important to childhood development. This is extremely import to our
child and our family.

6/26/2020 3:00 PM

2376 I will not send my children to school in the fall if they will be ready to wear a mask! 6/26/2020 3:00 PM

2377 I cannot imagine how GJHS could adhere to a socially distant experience with the current
enrollment. I am hoping for a hybrid situation though at least first semester

6/26/2020 2:59 PM

2378 I am hopeful our kids will be able to return to full time face to face learning. As a single parent
who works full time home schooling is not the best option for our family in addition to the extra
cost of child care while I work. Thank you for your time and consideration.

6/26/2020 2:59 PM

2379 The safety of our kids should be the biggest concern. 6/26/2020 2:59 PM

2380 Keeping my fingers crossed that things remain safe for them to return to school. Thank you for
keeping us informed and the lines of communication open!

6/26/2020 2:59 PM

2381 We need to get kids back to normal school this is not the plague it is a flu and we need to get
on with it period

6/26/2020 2:59 PM

2382 I will not send my children if masks are required 6/26/2020 2:59 PM

2383 Yes I believe considering the COVID-19 situation that it is irresponsible for the school system to
have implemented summer sports considering when the MLB in NFL did that they both had
cases of COVID-19 I also believe with the situation getting worse that having children in a
school building even 6 feet apart they would still come in close contact in public areas and they
have off-campus lunch most children would not elect to wear masks it puts Children and
families at risk and those with no health conditions I know the children and all of us would like to
have in person learning but I think it is a very bad idea and anyone that would consider it right
now and put peoples wants above their health should be questioned at whether they should
keep their Position with the school system everyone is aware children do not always wash their
hands and I believe that people in a position of administration in the school system should
make the right decision and not be swayed by the peoples desires because many people are
irresponsible that is what you are put in the position for is to make the right decision I know

6/26/2020 2:59 PM
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pleasing people is part of it but it should not be the biggest part of it because if my child gets
sick at school because she does not have another choice but to get an education and I feel the
school system is to blame I am not the only one and district 51 could be set up for Advest bad
publicity I guess go ahead but every single sick child will be on your conscience and their family
members they get sick from them before they show any symptoms or if they do not at all and it
would be a shame if A court found the school system responsible and negligent maybe instead
of focusing so much on a political and social agenda you should be focused on the children in
grand Junction‘s safety above all else without exception and as a footnote gathering for
graduation is possibly the most irresponsible idea I can think of I understand the achievements
and what it means to the students but if even one child gets sick that attends the event is it
really worth it and I know the school system will fall back on it was their choice but most people
don’t always make the right choice that is why there are people in charge of Public institutions

2384 Let them go to school and learn in person. Interaction is part of learning! 6/26/2020 2:58 PM

2385 With precautions in place, I am fine having my students return to school in the Fall. 6/26/2020 2:58 PM

2386 I would like my children to be in fact to face learning as I believe it is important for them to
develop social relationships. That being said I found with one of my children that the online
learning helped to build her confidence. I found with my other child that he was manipulating his
teachers into doing the work from him. I am also a new parent to my kids so I will be taking
more of a hands on approach to their learning no mater what type it is.

6/26/2020 2:58 PM

2387 Just concerned about social distancing with kids and how that will look. I remember when they
couldn't control the norovirus and had to shut the schools down. Also teachers do not let kids
wash their hands and my student was told several times she couldn't go to the restroom and
since they can not take backpacks into the class room they have to go to the lockers between
passing periods and there is not enough time for both, let alone take the time to wash your
hands.

6/26/2020 2:58 PM

2388 If my children are required to wear a mask all day long in order to attend a D51 school for an
entire school day we that would be an unhealthy expectation for them. Wearing a mask for
hours at a time, not being allowed recess, or PE all come with a variety of health risks mental
and physical. Both of my children also require Special Education services that can not be
adequately met at home via zoom meetings and online face timing chat forums. Both of my
children also struggle with responding to social situations that they work on in SPED as well,
how can they learn the proper response to situations or feelings when they either can’t go to
school so they have limited interactions or they can go to school but there is no group play and
they can’t respond to emotional cues because they can’t see faces due to masks. How does my
youngest who is in D51 PreK properly learn the ways to move and shape her lips to pronounce
words when teachers are wearing masks or it’s a zoom meeting with poor service that freezes.
Mesa County has not had enough cases for the schools to either not open, or open under
ridiculous expectations for children who require SPED resources. This seems like a direct
violation of No Child Left Behind in a county that’s been barely touched. Up your cleanliness
and sanitization procedures, hire more staff to handle the upgraded cleanliness requirements,
hire more teachers to keep classroom sizes smaller and continue on as if it were a normal
school year. Teachers and kids should not be wearing masks all day long. It’s unhealthy,
hinders the effectiveness of their life’s work, and hinders my children’s ability to learn in a
circumstance where they already struggle with delays. They don’t need to struggle with
anything additional and unnecessary. Also, the online learning last year took a very hard toll on
my kids mentally. They need to socialize, see their teachers, make new friends, keep old ones,
and feel comfortable not scared. I am embarrassed the District is even considering letting this
drag out. The choices we as parents have been given are horrible. Send my kid to school in a
mask, don’t let them touch anything or anyone, don’t let them do anything fun to burn off energy
and retain classroom focus like recess or pe, and risk the physical and mental struggles this
comes with. Or I can keep them home partially/completely and continue to grow the mental
struggles and challenges that comes with. I have two kids in special education, I do all I can at
home with them as a full time stay at home mom. They need the help of licensed professionals.
They need to all feel as normal as possible.

6/26/2020 2:57 PM

2389 Understanding the care and caution that needs to be taken, children are in need of on person I
reaction, it doesn't help them mentally and emotionally to be isolated. My child is managing well
and I'm grateful for that. I will have no problem nor would she, if in person was restored

6/26/2020 2:57 PM

2390 No 6/26/2020 2:57 PM

2391 If the children go back to school having to wear masks and social distancing as in no 6/26/2020 2:57 PM
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assemblies or PE or no eating in the cafeteria and then my child will not be returning back to
school. I will be doing home school then.

2392 Kids need in class and teacher interaction along with the social aspect with their peers. 6/26/2020 2:57 PM

2393 I would be in favor of half remote learning and half in school learning if school doesn’t go back
to 100% in school learning.

6/26/2020 2:57 PM

2394 My child greatly benefited from Google meets with the class and teachers. It also worked to
offer the Google meet at two different times so that my child could focus more easily on what
the teacher was presenting. It was easiest for me, as a parent, when a teacher provided an
online checklist or calendar of the work assigned for each day of the week. It was difficult to
keep up with classes when information was continuously emailed. I feel it would be best to keep
track of when assignments for all classes are located in one place, i.g. Google classroom.
Otherwise, I was impressed by the teachers' quick implementations.

6/26/2020 2:55 PM

2395 If we have to go remote either part time or 100%, it needs to be better done. For example more
actual interaction on line at scheduled times to help kids keep to a schedule. Better training for
teachers on how to send out and receive assignments etc. I know it's hard....you are doing so
much with so little

6/26/2020 2:55 PM

2396 Nope 6/26/2020 2:55 PM

2397 I feel that in-person school is best for my kids because of the social interaction they get and
their involvement in clubs, athletics and other school events. Online school was difficult for
them academically, emotionally and mentally. They both struggled with the negative effects of
lack of social interaction with teachers and other kids and suffered from depression and anxiety.
I feel the the small risk of contracting COVID doesn't provide enough reason for them to
continue with online school. It is just too hard on them mentally and emotionally.

6/26/2020 2:55 PM

2398 Na 6/26/2020 2:55 PM

2399 I feel if the district moves to either a hybrid or remote learning, expectations through the remote
learning need to be higher. The kids were not challenged enough over the last couple of
months without my husbands and I’s input.

6/26/2020 2:55 PM

2400 With 2 other small children too young for school I am apprehensive to send my oldest back to a
public setting to bring home illness to the rest of our family. I work from home. My suggestion is
to possibly have those able to do remote learning for their children do so to help reduce in
person numbers for those who must have their children in someone else’s care during work
hours.

6/26/2020 2:55 PM

2401 Wingate did great after week 2, Redlands was terrible. Not one teacher was on the same page.
The amount of assigned reading taking place of in room lectures was terrible and we should be
uploading heart rates to show the PE teacher they were active. Remote learning, most electives
need to go away.

6/26/2020 2:54 PM

2402 I think the staff at FMHS did a great job last spring. My son had access to videos, live meetings
with teachers/peers, access to his favorite Film Club at lunch, google classroom assignments. I
hear a lot of negative, but that was not our experience.

6/26/2020 2:54 PM

2403 I know everyone is doing their best. Thank you. 6/26/2020 2:54 PM

2404 Give these teachers a raise, God knows they deserve it after having dealt with online learning! 6/26/2020 2:53 PM

2405 If this year is 100% remote learning I would appreciate extra help for my daughter that is behind
in reading due to remote learning third quarter.

6/26/2020 2:52 PM

2406 If schools are open we are sending our oldest to private middle school. We don’t want our child
to get indoctrinated by liberal progressive thinking provided to kids by the Dept. of Education.
We stand for the flag and put our trust and faith in God!

6/26/2020 2:52 PM

2407 Thank you to all teachers/administrators that are working so hard for all D51 families! 6/26/2020 2:52 PM

2408 Wingate teachers did a really great job with remote learning given the short notice. I wanted to
give special thanks to Ms Brown, Mrs Van Pelt and Mrs Dailey who where amazing. Of course
we prefer face to face learning, but ALL the Wingate teachers worked really hard in a tough
situation and we appreciate them!

6/26/2020 2:51 PM

2409 No reason to rush the process. 6/26/2020 2:51 PM
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2410 If the kids do not go back to school we will not be attending the District and homeschool 6/26/2020 2:51 PM

2411 All these answered questions still and will depend on what requirements the health department
puts in place, if my kids have to wear mask or have to have a shield around them and are not
aloud to interact with kids the they will not be going to in person school, I believe it would be
more like a prison then a school and for my youngest first time in school I want him to enjoy it
and make friends, but he can’t do that if we have to do social distancing.

6/26/2020 2:51 PM

2412 No masks, reduced class sizes (regardless of covid), full in person learning, sports resume. If
none of those, my son will finish early and head for bootcamp early. Remote learning destroyed
his grades and drive.

6/26/2020 2:51 PM

2413 Remote learning is not appropriate for elementary kids. Might as well home school. The
teachers did a great job but it was very frustrating and inconvenient, especially for kids with
special needs and working parents.

6/26/2020 2:51 PM

2414 What would be the "social distancing regulations" for face to face learning? How would the
hybrid of face to face and online learning work?

6/26/2020 2:51 PM

2415 I really hope that you have an option on remote learning. As we all know schools are already a
high concern for sicknesses in the first place. I am hoping to hear if you are going to offer
remote learning before it is too late for us to be able to sign the kids up for Grand River. I do
feel as though with the increase of cases across the country and everyone starting to travel
again, you never know who has come in contact with who. Just this week in my hometown in
Idaho a sports coach tested positive for Covid and was in contact with many summer sports
students. It takes one person to spread it to potentially the whole school who have kids in all
grade levels, who could have high risk people at home. I think starting in person learning in
August is not a good idea. Especially when the CDC keeps talking about this being the first
wave and it been on going for months now. Please have an option for remote learning for those
that want to keep their kiddos home. Thank you.

6/26/2020 2:51 PM

2416 I am happy to send my children back to school in person if it is safe from a health perspective. I
am also in favor of face mask wearing as much as possible.

6/26/2020 2:50 PM

2417 I person leaning is best but my second choice would be 50/50 remote leaning. Thank you
keeping is informed

6/26/2020 2:50 PM

2418 I will NOT send my children back to D51 if masks are required 6/26/2020 2:50 PM

2419 Nothing 6/26/2020 2:50 PM

2420 CHS teachers did a good job of switching to remote learning. Some teachers kept a structured
class schedule with all students logging in, and this worked the best.

6/26/2020 2:49 PM

2421 I am a D51 staff member and my concern would be childcare if students do a hrybrid learning
model. If kids only go 2-3 days a week but I work all 5 days I have 0 child care and I can't afford
to pay anyone as a single Mom and sole provider for my kids. I can't have them do 100%
remote learning either if I am required to be in the classroom because again no childcare
options for me.

6/26/2020 2:49 PM

2422 I understand this is a very tricky call and I trust you all will take all facts into account when
making the decision.

6/26/2020 2:49 PM

2423 I think my child got a good education distance learning because I was able to work with him
one-on-one but he really suffered emotionally without the social interaction (he is also an only
child). If things are so-so in the fall, I hope that there would be some way to integrate some in-
person time, even if it were limited. I would also think you would need to find a really good way
to introduce students to their new teachers, not just a class Google meet. Hopefully each
student could have an individual in-person socially distanced introduction.

6/26/2020 2:49 PM

2424 Please bring school and normal life back to our children. Children with special needs are
extremely dependent on school structure and teachers are trained to handle them. When not in
school their learning, attitudes and therapies are compromised and parenting falls short. We
need school back for all our sanity.

6/26/2020 2:49 PM

2425 Thank you for all of your hard work for our kids and for caring about keeping students, families,
and staff safe. We are happy to wear masks, do some distance learning, or whichever system
fits into the larger plan to support students academically and keep them healthy too. I know it is
a moving target and thank you for all you do.

6/26/2020 2:49 PM
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2426 In person learning, sports and extra curricular activities are an extremely important part of
maintaining the long term mental health of our youth. In fact the lack of these opportunities may
be more detrimental to our youth than the risk of Covid 19 to our youth.

6/26/2020 2:49 PM

2427 If masks are required in school and my kids will not be going back. I hope to see them go back
but has normal as possible

6/26/2020 2:49 PM

2428 If we end up having to do remote learning we would like to meet teachers since we don’t know
them.

6/26/2020 2:49 PM

2429 I feel like although my son’s teach did an amazing job I feel like he will not be ready for the
grade he is to be in next. I feel like kids motivate each other. Remote learning was difficult on all
of us. Being a healthcare worker I had to find someone willing to help me with remote learning
as well as care. I feel our children really lost out on their education.

6/26/2020 2:48 PM

2430 I would like to thank all the teachers and administrators for their patience and grace during the
at-home learning and extend my gratitude and appreciation for the efforts of all the school staff,
etc for keeping our kids safe, healthy, informed and engaged during a difficult and scary time.

6/26/2020 2:47 PM

2431 I am in favor of in-person school and adhering to the guidelines that will be in place. I know we
may be restricted but I believe in-person school is far more beneficial for the students, including
for their mental well being.

6/26/2020 2:47 PM

2432 In person learning, no masks and no social distance. The children need to interact with their
peers and teachers and they thrive off social interaction and structure. If harsh restrictions are
put in place I pull my children from D51 and homeschool them.

6/26/2020 2:46 PM

2433 Remote learning needs less subjects. Parents can't keep up when they're also working or
struggling financially. School work should be optional during these times.

6/26/2020 2:46 PM

2434 na 6/26/2020 2:46 PM

2435 I will be extremely disappointed of kids do not go back to in person learning this fall. You have
to know that when parents work full time and kids are in daycare all day the last think either will
want to do after a long day is remote school. There has been almost 0 evidence that kids pass
this to adults. And if they don't go back to school they will be in daycare across the valley with
kids from all over. At least in their school most are from the same area. Also I imagine daycares
well become overwhelmed leaving parents with no child care and having to choose between a
job and child care.

6/26/2020 2:46 PM

2436 Please only reopen schools if there is a consensus among the scientific community that it is
safe to do so. Please do not bow to pressures from parents or the business community at a risk
to our children and families.

6/26/2020 2:45 PM

2437 I hope the district can act based on the best interest of the kids without CYA based thinking. 6/26/2020 2:45 PM

2438 Please don't hurt or youth. If it is safe to go to Walmart it is safe to go to school. 6/26/2020 2:45 PM

2439 Kids need to be in school, not remote learning. Please this is critical for our children 6/26/2020 2:45 PM

2440 Digital learning should be more rigorous at the high school level. Seemed like a lot of “busy
work”.

6/26/2020 2:44 PM

2441 Thank you for working so hard to figure out what is best for our kids’ education during this
unusual time. We really appreciate how much time and effort you are putting into everything!

6/26/2020 2:44 PM

2442 My son did not do well with the full remote learning. He is a very hands on learner. I really hope
there is a solution that allows them to attend school atleast 3 days a week for instruction
purposes.

6/26/2020 2:44 PM

2443 Please don’t reopen fully if Covid cases are on the rise. It’s better to be safe and learn from
home.

6/26/2020 2:43 PM

2444 I hope kids will be able to attend a normal school atmosphere next year. Kids/families should
feel comfortable to attend without being required to wear masks, or maintain separation among
peers.

6/26/2020 2:43 PM

2445 We will not be attending any classes that require masks or other onerous rules and regulation. 6/26/2020 2:43 PM

2446 No 6/26/2020 2:43 PM
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2447 None 6/26/2020 2:42 PM

2448 I think masks should be mandatory. If people refuse to wear a mask or have their child wear a
mask then they should not be allowed in the buildings.

6/26/2020 2:42 PM

2449 We will not send our children back to D51 If masks are required. 6/26/2020 2:42 PM

2450 Not at this time 6/26/2020 2:42 PM

2451 Thunder mountain and Central did an excellent job with my four kids (last year four with one
graduate). It was hard on me but my kids did fine. If we can go back to normal that would be
awesome!

6/26/2020 2:42 PM

2452 My survey feedback is based on schools upending without major restrictions such as face
masks, 6 feet distancing in classrooms, no recess, lunch in classrooms, no PE - music etc. if
there are heavy restrictions like these our children will not go back to face to face learning in the
building.

6/26/2020 2:41 PM

2453 Please do not have remote learning. I am a single mom working 2 jobs and it was incredibly
difficult for both of us.

6/26/2020 2:41 PM

2454 Remote learning was fun for us. It seems most parents want their children back in school
because they don’t ant to deal with them. I will support whatever the School district decides.

6/26/2020 2:41 PM

2455 Masks are too much for young children as is social distancing. I believe that this is causing
anxiety issues with many. Please consider the anxiety of all the students and the staff

6/26/2020 2:41 PM

2456 Will not be sending my children to school if masks are required or would I affiliate their home
schooling with a D51 online school.

6/26/2020 2:41 PM

2457 I’d prefer hybrid over masks and isolation . 6/26/2020 2:41 PM

2458 I don’t foresee a way to safely reopen school at 100% please do hybrid or 100% remote
learning, my kid will attend WCCC, that just about has to be in person but the rest can be done
remotely.

6/26/2020 2:40 PM

2459 Thank you for all you do. If you were to do a hybrid, I would prefer half days instead of every
other day or 2 days on/ 2 days off.

6/26/2020 2:40 PM

2460 Keep our children safe. 6/26/2020 2:40 PM

2461 Our kids have the most amazing teachers and for the most part did well during home school
this past Spring. It was difficult for our 6th grader who was overwhelmed with the amount of
work, but his incredible teachers helped him develop a plan to help him. For our 3rd grader, it
was more difficult because he is on the autism spectrum and struggled with not having his
learning routine be consistent, was anxious about if or if not school would return, as well as
struggling with assignments because he didn't have his peers/teacher by his side. I am sure
many students out there felt the same way. It will be a struggle for us if students have to go to
school wearing face masks, etc. especially with our youngest. There would be a slight
possibility of us looking into alternative options if the new school year would cause more
anxieties than a normal year would. Thank you in advance for all that you are doing in working
on a plan for this fall.

6/26/2020 2:40 PM

2462 I will not be sending my children to school if it will require them to wear masks, daily health
checks, loss of recess and being treated like a walking germ. For the mental health of my kids I
will not subject them to this. I know many other parents that feel the same way. My kids will
homeschool if this is the case.

6/26/2020 2:40 PM

2463 Way to go D51 and teachers! You have had to learn to change on the fly and make the best out
of the circumstances that have been given to you.

6/26/2020 2:39 PM

2464 My kids don’t learn well from me. Remote learning was very hard in terms of not learning with
their peers and teachers. And that was only with 2 of my kids. Now I will have three kids in
school and my daughter going into kindergarten really NEEDS the face to face learning from
someone other than me, her mom.

6/26/2020 2:39 PM

2465 No 6/26/2020 2:39 PM

2466 No 6/26/2020 2:39 PM

2467 We prefer in-person 100% learning, however, we are open to a hybrid option. Fortunately my 6/26/2020 2:38 PM
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work is flexible enough that I can manage having my kids (all of them) at home if necessary;
having different kids home on different days will be challenging (we have two at Appleton in
different grades and have a 7th grader at Redlands and 7th grader at East (challenge).

2468 Preferably keep the comminity safe and continue online education. This is the safest decision of
all. My child deserves only the best.

6/26/2020 2:38 PM

2469 N/A 6/26/2020 2:38 PM

2470 If we do need to do remote learning the teachers really need to insure a more direct form of
communication with what is expected of the kids (work wise) so that We know what to hold
them accountable for. Because it will require the parents to so much more involved, We also
need a way to see what has been done and not done according to the teacher so we can
correct lack of work or if it is a technical issue.

6/26/2020 2:38 PM

2471 As both an employee and a parent, anything other than in-peraon learning will be a nightmare
for our family. It will require my husband to potentially re-arrange his schedule and/or cut down
on his work hours to stay home with our child on days she may not be able to attend school in a
hybrid model. We cannot afford daycare. Online learning did not meet her academic needs and
impacted her emotional stability.

6/26/2020 2:38 PM

2472 If D51 schools don't get back to in-person face-to-face learning. Why would I give my money to
the district? There are other better qualified online schools available to enroll my kids in. I would
rather they attend classes at CMU or enroll in a qualified program the give my money to the
district for it to be wasted.

6/26/2020 2:37 PM

2473 Thanks for all the hard work planning for next year. 6/26/2020 2:37 PM

2474 Remote learning was terribly unsuccessful. Our children didn’t learn anything. In addition I feel
kids need consistency and social interaction. In addition taking away recess or physical
education is not an answer. It is not good for the children and their emotional wellbeing.

6/26/2020 2:37 PM

2475 Let the kids be kids. Keep hand sanitizer available and wash stations for lunch. Other than that
let them be kids. No masks no reduced number of groups

6/26/2020 2:37 PM

2476 Na 6/26/2020 2:37 PM

2477 If 100% remote learning in 2020-21, we will put our children in an organized home-school
program with adequate teacher support and hard-copy materials. Otherwise, I feel my children
will not have access to adequate instruction and will not be prepared for ongoing school
learning/advancement.

6/26/2020 2:36 PM

2478 Remote learning was incredibly difficult for both my son and myself. He needs to be in school
and held accountable daily for his work. The technology to submit assignments didn't work half
the time and we wasted time resubmitting assignments all the time. However, I will not have my
son wear a mask. I will participate in home school groups before I let the school require him to
wear a mask. Let the non risk children back in school and those that are scared or at risk can
chose remote learning. Stop treating this as a one size fits all approach.

6/26/2020 2:36 PM

2479 I am against the requirement of facemasks or covid 19 vaccines. Schools should continue as
normal or I will be homeschooling.

6/26/2020 2:36 PM

2480 Do what's best for the children and teachers health. I prefer consistency over inconvenience.
You guys are not baby sitters and a pandemic is serious business.

6/26/2020 2:35 PM

2481 I understand that we would like to accommodate everyone but in reality I wish we would just let
everyone either come back or choose to be online. If you want to come to school face to face
then sign a waiver and come to school. If you want your child to have online then they will be
instructed that way. Everyone gets only one choice and then roll with school. I am a school
administrator and trying to meet everyones needs there will always be a "what if" situation or
scenario.

6/26/2020 2:35 PM

2482 My 4th grader wants face to face school, my 9th grader is ok with either. 6/26/2020 2:35 PM

2483 I would like the school times to change, Elementary to begin at 8 a.m. and high school to begin
at 9 a.m. or even later. Its been shown that high schoolers stay up later doing homework and
such and benefit from later start times.

6/26/2020 2:35 PM

2484 As the school year approaches I know that there is a lot that needs to be weighed. We love our
Loma Elementary teachers and learning environment, but if we will need to adhere to mask

6/26/2020 2:34 PM
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wearing, strict social distancing, or little to no recess or extracurricular activities. I think I would
prefer to homeschool my children.

2485 If preschooler cannot attend in person, would need some sort of group for him to interact with
others his age as that is why he is in school

6/26/2020 2:34 PM

2486 How will teachers that are also parents manage the workload and be a parent if there is a
hybrid model?

6/26/2020 2:34 PM

2487 I'm concerned with so much focus being placed on students of color that this is going to create
a new set of issues for the other students.

6/26/2020 2:34 PM

2488 Pomona did an excellent job with remote learning. GJHS not so much. I recurved very little info
from a GJHS which made it very difficult to support my high schoolers. I hope the
communication is better from the GJHS teachers this year., yes I know they are high schoolers
and should have more accountabilityresponsibilty but the parents still need a general idea of
what the students should be completing each week and when they should be meeting remotely
with teachers. Also by the way teachers should NOT ask students to meet remotely outside of
the normally scheduled class time. It is impossible for kids to be two places at once.

6/26/2020 2:33 PM

2489 I was not pleased with most of the on line learning for Fruita Monument High School. I thought
Redlands Midddle did a good job. I know it was hard for the teachers to get things going last
minute but several high school teachers only gave assignments and were very unresponsive to
emails. I had to do my job and help my 4 children with their online learning and I would have
expected some of the high school teachers who were getting paid to do their job to teach and
not just assign homework.

6/26/2020 2:33 PM

2490 I think it is very important for our children to get back into the in-person classroom. 6/26/2020 2:33 PM

2491 I will not send my children should masks be required. In addition, if major social distancing rules
are in place (staying in the same room all day, no specials or lunchroom) I would also seriously
consider pulling my kids.

6/26/2020 2:32 PM

2492 No 6/26/2020 2:28 PM

2493 I would love for my daughter to return to face to face learning. Social distancing is fine. I do not
want her to be required to wear a mask all day.

6/26/2020 2:27 PM

2494 You did not list ANY of the charter schools. My second child attends Independence Academy
Charter School...

6/26/2020 2:27 PM

2495 I am very concerned for the lack of social interaction with my children. I understand the risks
and hope the kids can return to in person learning August 10th.

6/26/2020 2:27 PM

2496 With our employers expecting us to be back full time, any type of remote or hybrid program
would be absolute chaos for our family. I feel they would be safer in our schools then daycare
centers. Please allow our students to go back a develop responsible protocols for them to do
so.

6/26/2020 2:26 PM

2497 I truly understand the importance of masks, but I do not think it's reasonable to ask people to
wear them all day, every day. This is especially true when teachers are doing read alouds, or
providing direct auditory instruction. It's difficult to hear anyone who's speaking with a mask - as
was clearly evidenced at the Board meeting, when members were removing their masks while
speaking. Obviously, if board members cannot get their message across and be easily heard -
BY OTHER ADULTS - while wearing a mask, it will be difficult for students and teachers in
classrooms. Please put careful consideration into this aspect.

6/26/2020 2:26 PM

2498 If remote learning is required, there must be higher standards required from both students and
teachers.

6/26/2020 2:26 PM

2499 No 6/26/2020 2:26 PM

2500 No 6/26/2020 2:26 PM

2501 If masks are required we will probably look into online education 6/26/2020 2:26 PM

2502 Personally, I am most concerned for my son's social interaction, or lack of, if we are forced to
do remote learning. Being that he is 7 years old, I feel that those skills are most learned in early
elementary.

6/26/2020 2:26 PM
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2503 Remote learning does not work well for kids with IEP and 504 plans. It is setting them up for
failure.

6/26/2020 2:26 PM

2504 There has been talk nation wide about Plexiglas (or something similar) between desks, masks
being required all day, kids not able to eat in the cafeteria, not being able to interact and play on
the playground...I think this is all ridiculous and not manageable. If that is what reopening looks
like I will not send my child as school is not just for learning. It is for social interaction as well.
All of these would remove social interaction and take away what fun school is for kids.

6/26/2020 2:26 PM

2505 I hope that our students are allowed to return to school - it is so important for their social-
emotional development...they miss their friends, teachers, and their school!!

6/26/2020 2:26 PM

2506 no mask! 6/26/2020 2:26 PM

2507 Success with remote learning requires a huge time commitment from parents to be successful
(based on the end of the spring 2020 semester). Being able to do that long term and have
parents working full time would be difficult.

6/26/2020 2:25 PM

2508 I as well as my kids would love to go back to school normally. If they have to wear masks and
social distance i believe it would be a very big distraction and would interfere with their learning.

6/26/2020 2:25 PM

2509 The health of my children is my top priority. We fully support whatever the district feels is safe.
Thanks for all of the hard work. Broadway was wonderful during remote learning.

6/26/2020 2:25 PM

2510 None 6/26/2020 2:25 PM

2511 The principal at Central is an awesome person and so good looking 6/26/2020 2:25 PM

2512 I just want everyone to carefully consider the risks of bringing back all of these children. It is
pretty hard to social distance in a classroom regardless. They all breath the same air for an
hour or more.

6/26/2020 2:24 PM

2513 concerned about universal guidelines to keep everyone as healthy as possible 6/26/2020 2:24 PM

2514 We can not wait to get back to school! 6/26/2020 2:24 PM

2515 Wearing masks would cause more sickness than health. There are bound to be cases but we
must move on. The most struggling learners need in person learning.

6/26/2020 2:24 PM

2516 They felt that the quality of in class instruction was better then what they got online. 6/26/2020 2:24 PM

2517 The online learning tools at grand River are fabulous way for integrated learning 6/26/2020 2:23 PM

2518 I will not allow my child to return to the school building if required to wear a mask. Ill remove all
3 and independently homschool.

6/26/2020 2:23 PM

2519 No masks My child and I love our teachers and staff! We want/need to be with them! Teachers
did an amazing job with what they had do and I think it's asking to much of them to teach
remotely..especially in lieu of not paying them enough!

6/26/2020 2:23 PM

2520 thank you for allowing our input 6/26/2020 2:23 PM

2521 Not at time 6/26/2020 2:23 PM

2522 Not all of my children excelled at remote learning. Another option on the table should be
homeschooling credits. Our taxdollars need to be used effectively.

6/26/2020 2:22 PM

2523 If my children have to wear a mask all day long they will not be attending public school 6/26/2020 2:22 PM

2524 Children need school. They need social interaction. they need teachers!!!!!!!! 6/26/2020 2:22 PM

2525 I feel until there is a known vaccine for COVID, our community is safest with 100% remote
learning. My son wants to graduate a FMHS Wildcat, but I feel it is our family's best interest for
him to work remotely, as we do have at-risk family.

6/26/2020 2:22 PM

2526 Where is Independence Academy Charter School on this survey? They are still a local district
charter!!

6/26/2020 2:22 PM

2527 The safety and physical well being of my family and our community is my primary concern. As a
parent of a D51 student, and as a D51 employee, I cannot imagine a safe enough reality inside
of the grade school buildings for in person /indoors learning with the virus situation that we are
in now. The poor choices that our local and regional citizens have made, have shaped what

6/26/2020 2:21 PM
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appears to be another curve-ball spike in numbers, and I shudder to think of how this infectious
disease could spread through our schools, and our families, the outcome of which, could
potentially be more emotionally negative than longer lockdowns could ever be. Schools should
not be forced to parent the economic and educational responsibilities that are ultimately each
parent and/or guardian's. Safety for everyone is the priority.

2528 The teacher and staff did an amazing job setting the kids up for remote learning! My child
cannot handle remote learning! It is very hard for her to focus at home or even at extended
hours when time was available. It was not a great environment at home trying to get her to do
remote learning. I work full time and am a single mother so I have no other options.

6/26/2020 2:21 PM

2529 I am crossing all fingers not to go back to online learning. It was miserable. I also am hoping we
do not have to require children to wear masks. My 5 year old is going to end up terrified of the
outside life if this situation continues and unless someone else wants to pay for her emotional
scarring and my sons issues caused by this as well i would suggest you guys allow them to
come back to school as normal. This covid situation is going no where

6/26/2020 2:21 PM

2530 Both of my students suffered emotionally from the virtual learning environment. My student who
was in seventh grade at Mount Garfield never Met with his math teacher in a Google meet.
They were given websites to do math homework on he had no interaction with teachers or
students in that class. They missed their friends they missed their teachers they missed the
structure. It is imperative that our students return to normal even if we have to implement some
type of health guideline.

6/26/2020 2:20 PM

2531 Our children need the social and physical interactions provided through attending school. The
mental health of our young adults are at an all time high. Human connection goes far beyond
learning protocols. Our children need to be in school

6/26/2020 2:20 PM

2532 No 6/26/2020 2:20 PM

2533 My student will be attending classes at WCCC as well. Thank you~ 6/26/2020 2:20 PM

2534 My child excelled during the online learning experience, however for courses like PE or theater
I feel in school is preferable. I am a proponent of moving to hybrid learning this coming fall. I
hope that even if school is open full time there is a hybrid learning opportunity available.

6/26/2020 2:20 PM

2535 We hated the remote learning I feel like my kid took a step back in education 6/26/2020 2:20 PM

2536 Please do not force our children to wear masks 6/26/2020 2:20 PM

2537 My children struggle with remote learning. There are way to many teachers posting to many
things. Stuff gets lost. Assignments due different times. If there is not somebody sitting there
with them all day long, nothing will get done. Both my husband and I work so if they are not in
school, they will not get work done. They NEED in classroom guidance from their teachers. Not
just a recorded video telling them what to do and refer to a certain website to explain how to do
their work. My kids very rarely got out for exercise due to the amount of work the teachers piled
on them. It may not have taken as long for some kids to finish if the teacher was there in person
explaining how to complete assignments. It is way to overwhelming for kids to try to keep up
with.

6/26/2020 2:20 PM

2538 The facts speak for themselves. District 51 kids have a much higher chance of dying in an
automobile accident, from cancer or physical abuse then they do contracting Covid. What about
all the children that need an escape from their horrible home life? School is their only safe
haven - who speaks for them?

6/26/2020 2:20 PM

2539 If my kids have to wear a mask to school, they will not be returning. We are currently looking at
home school options in case that is what happens.

6/26/2020 2:19 PM

2540 My Child will definitely be attending in person school unless masks are required, plexiglass is
around their desks. If this is required, then we will look at home schooling.

6/26/2020 2:19 PM

2541 I will NOT send my children to school if masks or social distancing are required. Masks for the
entire school day as suggested at one point is a 100% deal breaker for our family and I will not
subject my children to this practice or procedure.

6/26/2020 2:19 PM

2542 I have been so extremely impressed with the school district over the last several months. A lot
was asked of you in a very short time and the quality and efficiency of communication and
action has been so welcome and helpful. Obviously, as we all still struggle, I am aware that we
may need to adapt to some new normal this fall. If remote learning is still part of the mix, I

6/26/2020 2:19 PM
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would like to see less reliance on technology for the completion of assignments. I do realize
that it will be necessary to obtain and remit assignments through an online platform, but the use
of Chromebooks for several hours per day was detrimental to my children. I could see my
naturally active kids become less active and, in fact, withdrawn during that period. Thank you all
for your hard work during this time. I cannot imagine the pressure of the delicate balancing act
you are all performing right now!

2543 Remote learning was difficult to accommodate during the health crisis. My husband and myself
were both essential employees and having to make sure our 4 kids got their home work done
while we worked was a chore in and of it self. It was a very stressful situation. I hated not being
able to be there to help with their learning, and they didn't like the online learning. My children
prefer to be in school learning like normal.

6/26/2020 2:19 PM

2544 I know masks have been a topic largely discussed. I would send my kids even if they are
required to wear masks, but my preference would be that they don’t have to wear one or only
during certain times of the day (passing periods).

6/26/2020 2:19 PM

2545 It is really hard to rate the remote learning time that happened in the spring. We had mixed
great days and bad days. Staff did amazing considering the timeframe! For the fall, we would
like to see 100% in person, but understand that it is unlikely to occur. We would prefer to have
our kids attend in person at least 1 day per week. They recognize how vital the in person
teaching is to their learning. Thank you for all you're doing for ALL of the students! I appreciate
every one of you.

6/26/2020 2:19 PM

2546 If my children have to wear a mask they will not be going. 6/26/2020 2:19 PM

2547 If my child would be required to wear a mask at school, I would not be sending my child to a
District 51 school.

6/26/2020 2:18 PM

2548 I am very concerned about my young children wearing a mask all day. I think it will be a
distraction from their learning.

6/26/2020 2:18 PM

2549 If the district requires a COVID vaccine for kid's to attend school, I will not have my children
receive the vaccine. Because the vaccine will be new and there is no information on how it will
impact people.

6/26/2020 2:18 PM

2550 As a high risk member of the community, much of my decision making will depend on
adherence to sanitation best practices and overall prevalence of infection here in Mesa County.

6/26/2020 2:18 PM

2551 I would prefer he not have to wear a mask, but social distance when possible and utilize good
hygiene.

6/26/2020 2:18 PM

2552 If you implement social distancing, troubleshoot ideas for recess and lunches. (For example:
social distancing games led by leaders (aides) and picnic style lunches outside to expand
eating options) it is possible. We are doing it with churches and Youth groups across the valley.
It is more effort but you have paras that could be utilized for this and it would help retain
students in the district. Also, please give some information regarding what middle and high
school will look like. They obviously can’t social distance with that many students.

6/26/2020 2:18 PM

2553 More communication. Not just by email/text. Maybe putting news and such at strategic places in
the community. Like grocery store, library, churches, etc. maybe even more pro active news
through media outlets. Control the accuracy/dissemination of information instead of leaving it up
for interpretation. And have common message from district. Each school varies drastically. It
gets confusing.

6/26/2020 2:18 PM

2554 remote learning was horriable for children with delays in elementary grade level. Children with
routine or structure needed in thier special ed programs was not taken in to consideration, that
this affected there day to day life and impacted thier learning. Children with special programs in
elementary grades on speech therapy struggled and will be more delayed as other iep or
special ed students will be as well. The school/district really needs to consider chrildren of all
categories. As well as those with physical issues such as asthma that would not allow them to
follow some guidelines in state and local requirements of mask usuages. In school learning is
better for most families who are working or students on iep/special education. Implementing
things such as evey 30 mins the class washes hands with teachers present. Or anyone with a
cough or fever sent home. Please consider ALL types of students when evaluating what to do
for the 20-21 school year.

6/26/2020 2:18 PM

2555 I want to keep my kids safe but I also want them to really learn and both my husband and I 6/26/2020 2:18 PM
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have to continue to work.

2556 We will not be sending our child to D51 schools should face masks be mandatory. 6/26/2020 2:18 PM

2557 No 6/26/2020 2:18 PM

2558 I dont understand why you guys are taking so long to come up with answers for this school
year. Denver had many more cases than we did and they are returning to school. I think you
dragging this out is disrespectful and harmful.

6/26/2020 2:17 PM

2559 Let them be back to a normal life make memories interact with each other this 7 hours mask
situation i don’t believe is fair and not being able to play with the friends

6/26/2020 2:17 PM

2560 Keeping our child safe is our #1 goal. While I trust our family to adhere to proper social
distancing and hygiene requirements I don’t have faith in everyone he may come into contact
with. It only takes one student to infect many more, and given the lasting (occasionally lifetime)
side effects of COVID, this is something to take into account.

6/26/2020 2:17 PM

2561 My daughter struggled in her classes during distance learning because she could not talk to her
teachers face to face when she had questions

6/26/2020 2:17 PM

2562 If any restrictions are implemented (masks, social distancing, no recess, no electives, no
cafeteria, etc.) we will withdrawal all 3 of our children from D51. We will only send our children
to D51 schools if school resumes as usual with NO restrictions.

6/26/2020 2:17 PM

2563 My kids have really missed seeing all of their friends and teachers, but honestly speaking I am
nervous having them go to in person learning, if this virus hasn't gone away by then.

6/26/2020 2:17 PM

2564 Thanks for the work you are doing to try and satisfy so many varying opinions. 6/26/2020 2:17 PM

2565 If the kids go back to school wearing masks should be mandatory, no exceptions. I suggest that
teachers should not be made to increase their workload doing both online and in-person
teaching. It would not be fair on them. May I also suggest that homework assignments should
all be electronic to limit teacher exposure to materials handled by students. Please stagger
lunch and recess, if at all possible, to limit the number of students in the cafeteria/halls at any
one time. As parents, we appreciate all you are trying to do to keep kids safe in these
exceptional times. We realize that everything we would want you to do is easier said than done.
Thank you!

6/26/2020 2:16 PM

2566 No 6/26/2020 2:16 PM

2567 No 6/26/2020 2:16 PM

2568 We need more engagement than our children sitting on the computer doing dreambox and lexia
from 8 to 3, 4 and 1/2 days a week, wheres the STEAM? The Art projects and the Science?
Even though it's online learning my 2nd grader struggled with lack of other projects and only
dreambox and lexia. We need more and expect better for our children.

6/26/2020 2:16 PM

2569 If schools will operate following a hybrid plan of in-person and remote learning, it would be
beneficial for both children to attend school on the same days. Can we group learning at middle
schools and learning at their feeder schools so that older siblings are home with younger? Also,
I am a teacher in D51 at yet a third school (Chipeta). I'm not sure how my schedule will mesh
with my children's schedules, but this is a large concern (I am the primary caregiver for my
children). Finally, I am concerned about the equity of learning between children who need
multiple wraparound supports and those who do not require them; I am confident that D51 will
put significant effort into supporting higher-needs families.

6/26/2020 2:16 PM

2570 With the virus numbers rising once again and with the lack of compliance in Mesa county, I
remain concerned for the health of my family.

6/26/2020 2:16 PM

2571 I just want a smart responsible way to do things. 3 kids 3 different schools! Health and safety
are my #1.

6/26/2020 2:16 PM

2572 My kids going to school face to face will depend on new rules and regulations. Will they be
stuck in the same classroom all day? Will they have recess? Will the cafeteria be closed? Etc.

6/26/2020 2:16 PM

2573 If remote learning needs to continue, for younger students it could be improved with more
frequent video conferencing or personalized interaction between the teacher & child. Also, the
volume of emails we received was overwhelming for a 7 year old that is not accustomed to
receiving emails or direction in that manner.

6/26/2020 2:16 PM
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2574 If it is required to do online learning again I would just like to know that all teachers are on the
same page. During the last semester my son had some classes were his remote learning
assignments were considered in his grade and others were they were not. Which is really
upsetting because some of those were his core classes and they did not include his remote
learning assignments in his final grade

6/26/2020 2:16 PM

2575 No thank you. :) 6/26/2020 2:16 PM

2576 No 6/26/2020 2:15 PM

2577 The kids can’t live in a bubble. They are suffering socially and emotionally which are essential
parts of growth. Please do your best to protect them, yet be allowed to experience life. Include
parents in all decisions and give options!

6/26/2020 2:15 PM

2578 I appreciate all the work and dedication you have done for our students 6/26/2020 2:15 PM

2579 I feel like opening fully in person at this point is not in the best interest of our kids. Looking at
the way the numbers are going up now I can only imagine how it will be once school starts.

6/26/2020 2:15 PM

2580 My Children go to Independence Academy Charter School and that is not on the list. 6/26/2020 2:15 PM

2581 As my husband and I are both “essential” workers we we’re not able to provide them the
support they need to learn online. They both suffered from the quarter of online learning. This
was semi impactful for my kiddo who is above grade level. For my dyslexic kid with anxiety
remote learning was incredibly hard. She is already behind and not getting the support she
needs. The time at home put her even further behind. If there is a hybrid model my kids will only
have support on days they are in school. My employer will not allow me to work from home any
longer which means they will need care and none of the care options provided computer
access for learning.

6/26/2020 2:14 PM

2582 I don't know what to think. I work for the district and want to keep my job. I want to send my
daughter for face to face learning, but not if it will risk her health or put any of our other family
members at risk (including us, her sister, grandparents, and great grandparents). We are
completely depending on public health officials and statistics to guide us right now! I don't want
to send my elementary aged child to school with impossible to follow precautions either - but I
don't want to risk health for convenience. I just don't know. Whatever you do, please give us
optionw!, and consider allowing staff with children being able to drop to part time, job share for
a year if needed.

6/26/2020 2:14 PM

2583 If any social distancing is necessary for the 20-21 school year, I plan to pull my kids from the
district and go with a homeschool curriculum.

6/26/2020 2:14 PM

2584 There is no way my child will succeed if " remote leaning " is used! My child had a 3.5 to 4 GPA.
After this short "remote learning" session she went down to a 1.5-2. Not due to lack of effort.
Due to lack of internet working, schoology working and just difficulty understanding online
learning. It will be a disgrace and totally unacceptable if "remote learning happens again! AND
kids need to have socializing. Enough is enough!

6/26/2020 2:14 PM

2585 If D51 goes to 100% online learning in the fall, our children will not attend D51 schools. There
was no instruction from teachers to my high school aged children when we went online last
year. I would enroll my children in other schools (private or an accredited, established online
program).

6/26/2020 2:14 PM

2586 My student is a graduate of FMHS in the 19-20 school year. 6/26/2020 2:14 PM

2587 No 6/26/2020 2:14 PM

2588 Though our teachers put their all into making sure that the students got the most they could out
of remote learning, I am disheartened that my child did not have the opportunity to grow due to
remote learning as he would have in his in-person class. Being a kindergartener, I know he lost
out on many academic skills as well as language acquisition skills learning Spanish at DIA and I
felt entirely ill-equipped to “teach” from home (and I am a secondary teacher!) With everything
going on in the world, and adding in lack of social opportunities with other children and his “old-
normal”, I believe that my child suffered socially and emotionally as a result. While I was
working from home, I also had a two year old to contend with and it put great stress on our
entire family. When school resumes, my husband and I will both be working full time. If our
oldest is not in school, we will have to put him in daycare full time, and, with our income

6/26/2020 2:14 PM
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unchanging , that will put a financial burden on our family. I take COVID seriously, but in looking
at what is best for my child, he needs to be in school.

2589 High school students need friend interactions and a variety in their schedule that only in person
learning can so

6/26/2020 2:14 PM

2590 Nope. Pretty much covered it all:) 6/26/2020 2:14 PM

2591 As a full-time working parent not having in school learning is just not feasible. My daughter will
be starting high school, an already stressful time, and trying to navigate that online with
teachers she does not have the opportunity to really get to know would just be a nightmare. I
am also concerned about limiting group activities such as games, clubs, dances etc. These are
formative years and the mental impact can often outweigh the physical.

6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2592 COVID is still out there. We see how adults are acting in the world. It makes me worry about my
children and their safety out of our home. Our boys are still in shelter in place.

6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2593 Let the kids go to school 6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2594 I really hope outdoor learning could be used/implemented and recesses kept as normal. I don't
think elementary kids will do well with masks (distractions, mostly), but maybe older kids. Hope
they can get to see their friends again!

6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2595 If unsafe conditions keep going & the COVID-19 keeps spreading at alarming rates & people in
the valley keep ignoring wearing masks, I think kids are absolutely unsafe in schools this year
or any other time until folks take this virus seriously & they also find a cure too this problem!

6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2596 My husband and I are both well-educated and middle/upper class. We gave remote learning
our best shot but it was still a disaster for us. The model resulted in copious amounts of screen
time and we are still unclear whether our kids learned anything. Since my husband and I both
work full time, we were not available to homeschool our children and give them the oversight
they needed. Face-to-face learning is the only option for the fall for our family. Not putting kids
back in school would have far- teaching economic impact and profound social/emotional impact
for low SEC kids in our District who depend upon the support they receive at school. Please do
every thing in your power to get our kids back in school.

6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2597 Many teachers tried. A couple went AWOL (Art,Math). Students and teachers need to be
accountable whatever the decision is.

6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2598 I would prefer all learning to be in person as I am single father. Grandparents helped my
daughter out a lot with the remote learning as I work long hours and even though the remote
was ok given the circumstances I believe they do better with the full days being able to interact
in all subjects as well as interaction with their teachers and friends. That was probably the
hardest thing for daughter was not being able to see her friends and being in first grade seeing
them outside of school was not really an option.

6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2599 My child needs to be back in a classroom her mental health is what is affected by the online
learning however I do not want her wearing a mask.

6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2600 If the virus is still spreading I am very concerned about kids in schools. Kids are typically not
very responsible about keeping their germs to themselves.

6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2601 IF my children were to go back to D51, there would have to be no masks and no social
distancing. Due to the deplorable behavior of D51’s handling of the Covid PLANdemic not to
mention irresponsible handling of and dismissive behavior towards what parents wanted, my
children will no longer be attending D51 schools

6/26/2020 2:13 PM

2602 No 6/26/2020 2:12 PM

2603 I think hybrid is the best schedule for kids! Not only are children carriers no teachers need to
get sick! Numbers are on the rise again!

6/26/2020 2:12 PM

2604 Hybrid is the hardest. If all at home then I can be there. If hybrid I would have to hire someone. 6/26/2020 2:12 PM

2605 Just want my kids safe but please take them back!! 6/26/2020 2:12 PM

2606 I would be open to them going back to school as long as masks were a requirement and they
have access to hand sanitizer, or they could carry their own.

6/26/2020 2:12 PM

2607 In school learning is essential for the 20-21 school year 6/26/2020 2:12 PM
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2608 Please do all you can to remain “normal” I also know I will not make my kids wear a mask! But
please at least start the year at school, as an employee this is instrumental in establishing a
classroom

6/26/2020 2:12 PM

2609 School attendance should be 100% in person or 100% remote. Anything in between would be a
complete compromise and in my opinion a cop out.

6/26/2020 2:11 PM

2610 Fully online education robbed my child off the social emotional learning needed as a
kindergartner and the speech services required for development

6/26/2020 2:11 PM

2611 Go back to the way it always was. Keeping everyone apart weakens your immunity. But that
just my opinion

6/26/2020 2:11 PM

2612 If masks and social distancing measures are enforced, my 2 children WILL NOT be attending.
Figure it out and stop being a sheep to Polis. This is all political (November election) and has
nothing to do with health.

6/26/2020 2:11 PM

2613 I would like to see the kids go back full time, in person learning. My children did not do well with
remote learning. Block classes for high school kids might be helpful. 4 block classes a day
instead of 7 or 8 classes would reduce the number of interactions our kids and teachers have
with others.

6/26/2020 2:11 PM

2614 My child will not participate in wearing a mask or social distancing as they need socialization
and interaction with peers for emotional an social growth

6/26/2020 2:11 PM

2615 Part of what makes this stressful is the unknown. As parents it's hard to plan for so many
different contingencies. My vote would be to just make a decision for distant learning and give
us the necessary time to make the necessary responses. If things are fine, then pull us back in
after Christmas. I recognize there are so many unknowns, but it would help me lower my stress
to start mobilizing towards a doeable plan, and if the virus is the limiting factor, then taking it to
the virus' limiting factor, which is social distance, then remote leaning just seems like the
direction we need to move in.....swalllow it and let us begin to deal with it. I'm afraid my friends
are holding out, assuming school will return and they will freak out when that isn't an option. At
least tell us to prepare for that, and then let us be presently surprised if things are different...just
my feedback.

6/26/2020 2:11 PM

2616 My younger children struggle with face masks. They already have behavioral concerns and
forcing them to wear a mask would likely end with them getting in trouble.

6/26/2020 2:11 PM

2617 My 7th grader is already high energy and being forced to wear a mask, with limited social
interaction or movement is an environment he absolutely will not thrive in. My kids will not wear
masks.

6/26/2020 2:11 PM

2618 I think school is a place to learn and enjoy time with friends, I don't think we should involve our
CHILDREN in ADULT matters. I believe we should protect them by being realistic and by not
allowing the media to manipulate ur or the growth and experience of our dear little ones.

6/26/2020 2:11 PM

2619 I don't know how I would do home learning for my son again. It was SO hard for both of us to
try to teach him with also me working full time. I also think a hybrid model would be very difficult
to manage in terms of trying to get my son different places each day and also paying or child
card. I work full time and also have another child in daycare.

6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2620 I am a teacher in your school district and desire for my children, both my own kids and
students, to return to face-to-face. But I also don’t want them Or myself to get sick, so I am
hoping return will still be done with pre-cautions.

6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2621 I will not send my kids back to in person learning if masks are required for students (and staff).
I'll also be more likely to commit to remote learning (or a hybrid) if I know there is a plan in
place for them to at least return back to school after winter break.I just don't know what I'll do if
it is a full school year of remote learning. Really difficult for elementary ages.

6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2622 I understand the need to take health and safety seriously and that SD51 ultimately has to follow
MCPH guidelines. However, my concern is that 100% remote learning is not possible to
maintain with working parents. I'm concerned that my children may not thrive, academically, if
that it is the chosen model because working parents and daycare providers may not be able to
devote the time and attention needed to help students with daily remote learning. I'm especially
concerned for this with my child starting Kindergarten as children of that age may have limited
exposure to and understanding of the technology required to complete remote learning.

6/26/2020 2:10 PM
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2623 No 6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2624 Please allow our children to return to school in person! They miss socializing with friends and
sports programs.

6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2625 Appleton staff did a great job of adapting to the remote learning needs. The staff are to be
commended for their efforts. I gave a 3 on the remote learning experience because it was
almost impossible for our family to have two parents working from home while trying to maintain
learning. Despite our efforts, the kids weren't in learning mode at home; there were too many
distractions. Thanks for all you do to support our students.

6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2626 I think that remote learning even though it has good intentions is very hard on the family as a
whole. One of my children has ADD and one of my children has ADHD and at home remote
learning is very difficult when a parent maybe isn’t always able to help and maybe doesn’t even
understand exactly what they’re learning not to mention Internet services chrome box and all
the other things that go along with having to help that student do their work. A lot of parents
work eight hour days and having to go home and sit with your child to help them for another
four hours of work is just very overwhelming

6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2627 With decisions being left so last minute as to the planning what reopening will look like, there is
a high probability we will move ahead with virtual/ homeschool so that we are not left the the
possibility of being unprepared for the school year. Too many arrangements would need to be
made including childcare, education plan, which days of the week or hours, etc. Leaving us a
handful of days to try to figure out what to do with the options in front of us is not especially
reasonable.

6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2628 Please do NOT require them to wear masks. 6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2629 I think all my kids are different. I would allow some to go remote cause they were very
successful, elementary had more work than high school he would go back if there was t
stipulated

6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2630 No 6/26/2020 2:10 PM

2631 I will not be sending my kid to school if there is requirements for masks or social distancing 6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2632 It is bast for my kids to do learning in person. With having both parents working full time. I feel I
really let them down with the remote learning and the little one just seemed not to focus after
5pm. To her school should be over not taking over lunch and play time.

6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2633 Why isn’t Juniper Ridge Community School offered as a choice for the D51 schools. I
understand it is a charter school but it adheres to the district’s guidelines and serves 350+
students in our community.

6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2634 No 6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2635 This has been a struggle for all involved, not just the students. Thank you for all you have done!
GO TIGERS!

6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2636 We have two full time working adults and would rather our children attend in school without
restrictions. If there are any restrictions that Denver is talking about only one of our children can
handle not being able to leave a classroom and wearing a mask all day. We would rather have
remote learning if this is the case.

6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2637 Masks should be required for everyone. Desks should be facing forward and distanced. The
teacher should be behind plexiglass to protect them further.

6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2638 I would rather my children don't wear masks if they need to attend. I am flexible and willing to
work with the regulations, but do not feel that masks are the best hygienic option. Also, I want
to make sure my children will still be allowed outside playtime/exercise.

6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2639 No 6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2640 I would preferred a normal school year no masks. 6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2641 Since both of my children will be attending schools and systems new to them (6th & 9th), being
able to at least start in person would be the best option for them. Building relationships and
trust is so much better this way. They also greatly benefit from getting to know classmates and
having social interactions. Missing out on these was so hard last quarter!

6/26/2020 2:09 PM
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2642 It's kinda pointless to send them I get parents needing to work but schools not daycare 6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2643 I would like to see the district adopt a similar plan to Poudre School District. Have 4 phases
identified that can easily be changed base on current public health recommendations. Phase 4
- 100% in person Phase 3 - Hybrid Learning (group A - M/W, group B - T/Th in class, Friday-all
students online learning Phase 2 - online learning with the exception of small class groups (<10
students) for specific group projects. Phase 1- 100% online learning. I anticipate the need to
shift in and out of these phases based on rate of disease transmission in Mesa County.

6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2644 I feel like the teachers did a great job but distance learning is hard for a kindergartner. 6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2645 A lot of parents love that schools provide free daycare for their children but this needs to be
about the safety of everyone including kids and teachers.

6/26/2020 2:09 PM

2646 There is no realistic way to require masks or social distancing for children. The infection rate is
minuscule for most children. Please let them get back to life.

6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2647 Skip this year start next year, kids dont social distance 6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2648 My kids hated online schooling . I feel they did the work but didnt learn alot from it as they only
did it cause i was at home to force them to do it .it put alot of stress on our relationship as a
family and there was no teaching to the middle school students just work handed to them and a
short video or instructions on what to do . I do not want to homeschool my kids thats why i have
them in public school. Not a good experience at all for our family . When you have 4 kids at
home and a baby its not possible

6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2649 I think D51 is doing a great job at handling situations as they suddenly come up. 6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2650 Would like to know up front what the plan is if in person learning resumes and positive tests
start coming in not only for the student but if family of a student test positive what will the
response be. A transparent and upfront plan that will be followed will go a long way to help
families make safe decisions for themselves. Thank you for the opportunity and good luck with
all of your planning.

6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2651 My oldest will be going to WCCC and GJHS. I’d like to see him do a hybrid of core classes at
home and WCCC In person face to face learning

6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2652 Nope 6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2653 No 6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2654 The teachers did an amazing job with the online instruction; i had no issues with that. My boys
need a classroom structure and online did not work for them because they need to be in a
classroom environment. I am a single working parent; i don't have the time or patience to teach
.

6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2655 I know some people are upset by all of this, I think 4th quarter ran the best it could given the
circumstances. I am disheartened by some people’s take on the situation. I would hope
restrictions are put into place for students and staff in the fall. I also know, that we have to
follow guidelines put forth by our health department. Please take into account parents not
having many days to take off of their work of their children get sick, especially if they get Covid
19, that will put a huge strain on working families.

6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2656 We are not the eastern slope....Jeff Kuhr needs to realize that. Remote learning was a disaster
last spring so we’re keeping fingers crossed that schools will fully open this fall.

6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2657 I think it will be impossible to make everyone happy. I do think that it will be too hard to keep
kids wearing masks all day and/or keep them 6 feet apart. Because of this, I think it would be
better to do partial school and partial home learning. I will be able to accept what the district
decides because I have a flexible job.

6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2658 If my child is not in school due to guidelines, then she will have to be in childcare due to my
schedule, which will go outside of guidelines and mitigate efforts to not have children together.
If children are going to be forced to be in groups, with parental supervision, because of parents'
schedules, then having them in their learning environment instead of a daycare would be more
beneficial.

6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2659 No 6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2660 We will pull out and file a homeschool exemption if it is not 100% normal school 6/26/2020 2:08 PM
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2661 If children are not able to interact with their peers and benefit from social interactions remote
learning should be implemented. If children will be required to wear a mask all day, sit/eat at
their desk, and bus routes or schedules make it harder on working parents then the district
needs to determine a model that will work for both in-person or online options. If children will
not be able to play sports or safely have connections with their friends and teachers I personally
will not send my children to in-person teaching as it feels like that is worse for their mental
health than remote learning and interacting with their peers as parents deem fit. Thank you all
for your hard work.

6/26/2020 2:08 PM

2662 I want in person learning with no masks or modifications 6/26/2020 2:07 PM

2663 I have 4 kids. One of them would do amazing online. She proved it with her grades. The others
would not at all

6/26/2020 2:07 PM

2664 No masks - yes recess - this is no different than flu season - enough is enough!! NORMAL
SCHOOL OR. NO SCHOOL!!

6/26/2020 2:07 PM

2665 My child vecame very lonely during the quarantine and remote learning. I am concerned over
the lack of person to person interaction pf last year. I feel the isolation of remote learning was
bad for her mental health

6/26/2020 2:07 PM

2666 Thanks for all your hard work. My family will happily adhere to whatever precautions D51 &
MCPH deem necessary for in person learning, including masks.

6/26/2020 2:07 PM

2667 I would prefer a mixture of online and in-person learning so that there could be smaller class
sizes. I didn't feel like my daughter learned much with remote learning and had very little
feedback. If remote learning was similar to how it was for the last quarter, I would look at
alternatives including an online program that challenges her.

6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2668 Stay safe 6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2669 I will not be sending my child back in a mask 6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2670 I will only send my child to in persons school if no masks are required and as long as recess,
specials and lunch I. The cafeteria with their peers remain in tact. If masks are required and
extreme social distancing rules are implemented I will pull my children and enroll them in a non-
D51 affiliates school

6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2671 Remote learning did not work well for our family. Please please do what you can to have in
person learning and regular schooling. It's SO important for our little one!

6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2672 No 6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2673 Please let them be back in the classroom. Also, there should be parent-teacher conferences
regardless of the situation, if necessary by Zoom.

6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2674 I remain concerned about the kiddos returning to school 6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2675 I think under the circumstances you are doing an amazing job! Please and Thank you for
keeping remote learning a possible choice and supporting the parents input/decisions

6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2676 Thank you D51 for all you're doing to navigate through all this uncertainty. You are appreciated! 6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2677 I am uneasy about my child in a mask for 7+ hours a day. I am concerned about school not
being an enjoyable experience due to loss of recess or cafeteria. Social aspects of school are
many times more important that some of the learning done. I understand this is a crazy time but
I am seriously considering a real online/homeschool option over d51schools remote option.
According to an article I read the other night… The district is using a program the state doesn’t
approve of for reading already and then moving to online will put our students further behind.

6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2678 I support the district 100% Thank you for everything you have done thus far to keep our
students safety and education the primary focus.

6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2679 Thank you for all you do! 6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2680 I would like to see kids in school face to face in the fall. I choice MAYBE as the choice of
sending them back because I am worried there will be too many restrictions put in place. I am
not ok sending them back if it feels too institutional. Thank you for getting a survey out.

6/26/2020 2:06 PM

2681 I hope that as decisions are being made by the school district that science and health are the 6/26/2020 2:05 PM
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driving factors and not pressure from parents and/or the community.

2682 Keep our children safe 6/26/2020 2:05 PM

2683 N/a 6/26/2020 2:05 PM

2684 The remote learning is a joke!!! I'm sorry but with work and taking care of my kids we barely
had time for school. My sons teacher was awesome and we missed her. My son was very
confused on why he couldn't go back to school. You guys might want to work on that next time
you left a bunch of kids confused as heck.

6/26/2020 2:05 PM

2685 I appreciate all of your hard work, time, creativity and effort to insure learning continues during
the pandemic. Thank you

6/26/2020 2:05 PM

2686 I really hope there is at least some in person instruction, the kids mental health needs it. 6/26/2020 2:05 PM

2687 I am a child care licensing specialist for Mesa County Public health and a previous preschool
teacher for 12 years. The biggest difference in illness between preschool and "big school" is the
hygiene practices and cleaning procedures for older grades. I hope this help open eyes to fact
that having kids washbtheir hands before meals and after being outside (at the minimum) is
best practice.

6/26/2020 2:05 PM

2688 As a teacher in the district, having a hybrid of remote learning and face-to-face instruction
would be impossible. Our family needs all of one or the other.

6/26/2020 2:05 PM

2689 We want to return to school with normal teaching and student interactions. We would NOT want
social distancing or face masks to be mandatory.

6/26/2020 2:05 PM

2690 My children will not be able to do remote learning again it was not successful they are too
young and need in person education....remote learning may work for older children but not early
elementary children.

6/26/2020 2:05 PM

2691 I need my child in school face to face or she will fail this grade and it causes multiple family
issues at school.

6/26/2020 2:05 PM

2692 I am not willing to have my children sit in class with limited contact with teachers and students,
nor will I allow my children to wear masks or get the Covid-19 immunization. If these things are
not required, than I am more than willing to have my children go back to in-person schooling!

6/26/2020 2:04 PM

2693 I will not do remote learning again. I also have a four-year-old that I need to attend to and
through remote learning was not easy teachers but not email you back and my daughter did not
want to do it we are not good with the computer

6/26/2020 2:04 PM

2694 Teaching and parenting at the same time was HORRIBLE! I cannot teach children and help my
own children do remote learning at the same time.

6/26/2020 2:04 PM

2695 My child will not attend if facemasks are required 6/26/2020 2:04 PM

2696 My children need to be in school. They need the structure, education and encouragement that
theY receive in class with teachers and their peers. Remote learning was incredibly challenging
for 2 of my 3 children.

6/26/2020 2:04 PM

2697 my students will not be returning if mask are required. 6/26/2020 2:04 PM

2698 No 6/26/2020 2:04 PM

2699 None 6/26/2020 2:04 PM

2700 I don’t think we can return safely because people refuse to wear masks. It’s ridiculous to expect
kids to do things that their parents aren’t doing.

6/26/2020 2:04 PM

2701 I want my kids to be safe and if that means remote learning until a vaccine, I’m ok with that. 6/26/2020 2:04 PM

2702 I want my kids to go back to school in the fall, but really worry if they will have to wear a mask
for 7 hours, i just can't have them doing that.

6/26/2020 2:03 PM

2703 I do not believe 100% in person attendance is safe, realistic or should even be an option. 6/26/2020 2:03 PM

2704 N/A 6/26/2020 2:03 PM

2705 our children will NOT wear masks all day at school. We will absolutely NOT send them with one
and nor will we be okay with school officials requiring them to have one on.

6/26/2020 2:03 PM
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2706 N/A 6/26/2020 2:03 PM

2707 With the extra help our daughter needs for reading and writing. Remote learning was much
harder for her.

6/26/2020 2:03 PM

2708 I just want to see the kids start school. I want to see sports back and let them be kids. I want to
know my kid doesn’t need to wear a mask 100% of the day and be exposed to lung issues.

6/26/2020 2:03 PM

2709 A hybrid Schedule would be horrible for our family because both parents work full time. I would
rather be fully remote or fully in person

6/26/2020 2:03 PM


